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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a critical study of early Tamil &aiva bhaktA
literatures

ParipStal, Tirumurukarguppatai and the Tevaram*

The thesis begins with a brief survey of the extant sources fcr
the study of these works#
This is followed in the Second Chapter by a detailed analysis
of Pari# and TKP#

Here a general assessment of the extent of fthe

influence of the •Aryan1 god Skanda on the •Tamil* god lhiruliat iis
made#

Some important references to Kurukaa which are found in cjankam

literature are also used in this analysis#
Special reference is made to Tevaram# and this is di6CtsB»d.
Chapters Three to Seven#

In Chapter Three, an attempt is natch tc?

enumerate Siva shrines and estimate the extent of Siva worship i n
the Tamil country during the TevSram period#

This is follcwel fyy

the analysis of akam hymns in the Tevaram in Chapter Four basel <oni
the conventions observed in early love poetry#

The significance of

the common hymns in the Sixth Chapter and the critical analyBij <of*
the 'last verses* in Chapter Seven help to a great extent in mtk:in*g
a comparative study of the work of the three saints, and exploimg;
salient features of Saivism#

The Fifth Chapter deals with alLussi.ons

to puranic stories#
Many of the detailed conclusions of this thesis are contained
in the chapter on Pari# and TMP, and the ones on Tevarami
chapter consists of general conclusions about these works#
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INTRODUCTION
AND
SURVEY OF THE SOURCES

The early Tamil &aiva bhakti literature may be divided into
two main groups#

One group consists of the devotional poetry

present in the early anthologies entitled Ettuttokai, ’Eight
Collections’ and Pattupp5ttu« ’Ten Songs’#

Of the 22 extant poems

Paripatal, one of the Ettuttokai, eight are purely Saiva and
devotional in being addressed to Murukaa, and another six* Vaiguava#
TirumurukfiEEuppatai« which as a whole is exclusively in praise of
Murukaa, is one of Pattuppat^u#

The other group consists of the

works of the Camayakuravar ? Carapantar, Appar, Cuntarar and
Mapikkavacakar«

The collections of the first three Camayakuravar

go by the name Tevaram and that of the other by Tiruvaeakam and
Tirukkovaiyar - all the works being in praise of Siva#

In the

present study we have taken the eight poems of the Pari# in praise
of Cevvel (Murukap)f the TMP« and the TeVlram #
The two groups, Etfruttokai and Pattuppattu have been designated
by many writers as ♦Cankam poetry* and are regarded as unique and of
a very high order in Tamil Literature#

They are the only works

referred to as canror ceyyul, ’poetry of the noble ones’ and are
assigned to the earliest period of Tamil literary history, the

2

•Sangam Age1 or *Sangam P e r i o d * S e v e r a l modern critics, however,
consider the Pari* and the TMP as being of a later date.

On the

other hand, the Tevaram are compiled into seven Tirumugai *

The

hymns of Campantar make up the first three Tirumugai, those of
Appar the next three, and those of Cuntarar the seventh*

These

Tirumugai are the first seven of the Pannirutirumugai, *Twelve
Tirumugai * and also go by the name of Atankaamugai.

Perhaps these

hymns were first collected as the first seven Tirumugai

2

and thus

are given place of first importance in the PTM by the compiler,
Nampiya$t§r Nampi.
PAKIPATAL
Th® P&ri* is grouped as the fifth anthology under the *Eight
Collections1, the anthology itself being named after the particular
metre employed in it*

The significance of this work is highlighted

by the reference onku paripatal, *Paripatal of ever-increasing fame1
*ke vegpa, which is of unknown date and authorship, and enumerates
the eight collections of the earliest works of Tamil literature*
According to cu* bGk in Tolkappiyam, Paripafcal poems contained a
minimum of 25 lines and a maximum of 4-00*
Igaiyagar akapporul

1*
2*
3*

3

and to TolkSppiyam

h

The commentaries to

state that the work Pari*

HTL» pp*8-»36j Celvanayakam, V., Tamil ilakkiya varalagu, pp*l-36*
Infra, pilA.
IAP, cu*, X (See the commentary), p*5»
££2Z22ii22i* '«£&•• ^ 9 (See the commentary of
Naccigarkkigi yar)*

3
consisted of seventy poems.

This fact is substantiated by a vepp&

of unknown date and authorship, which describes the complete Pari»
as eight poems in praise of Tirumal (Visuu), thirty-one in praise
of C e w e l (Murukag), one in praise of KStukilSJ, (Durgd) or according
to another reading Karkol (sea), tv/enty-six in praise of the river
Vaiyai, and four in praise of the city of Maturai#^

The extant

anthology is, however, fragmentary, containing only twenty-two poems,
six on Tirumal, eight on C e w e l and the remaining eight on the river
Vaiyai*
These poems are numbered 1 to 22 in the book edited by Dr*TJ*V*
Caminataiyar but there is no evidence that they occupied this serial
order in the original complete anthology*

2

CSminSt&iyar, in his

introduction to the second edition of the anthology, states that the
l*t poems, six in praise of TirumSl and eight in praise of CevvSl,
are the invocatory ones*

The colophons to these poems state the

subject matter, the devotional verses being referred to as katavul
valttu*
It has been already mentioned that some modern critics
consider this anthology a later work though it is grouped under the
Eight Collections*

Vaiyapuri Pillai, basing his conclusions on the

authors, the Sanskrit material, the puranic legends, the social

3L*

5*

Tirumag kirunanku cewetku muppat
t orupattuk kirkoluk kongu-maruvi'niya
vaiyai yirupattagu mamaturai nankenpa
ceyyapari pajag rigwj.
P»13*
Paripatal* ed. U*V.Caminataiyar, 3rd edition, p*VII<

4

institutions and the manner of composition* assigns it to a later
date and finallyt on the basis of the astronomical data in the
eleventh poem goes to the
the middle

extent of ascribing the work to a dateabout

of the seventh century A*D*^

Harr

sums tip thus!

If0f the thirteen poets named in the Pari* colophonsv only two*
NallantuvanSr and IlamperuyalutiyEr* figure in any other
anthology#

NallantuVaaSr* given as the author of Pari* 6* 8 f

11 and 20* has just been noted as the author of Kali*«
Neytarkalj, and is also credited with two other akam poems (AN«
ky and NT* 88)*

The author ©f Pari# 15 IlamperuvalutiySr

is identified with the author of Puganu 182 by SamSjam editors*
The fact that no other Pari* author appears as author of any
other

anthology poem marks Pari* off from

other anthologies* and

lends

support to the view of Pillai that*

like Kali* it wasa

work of later origin***
He further states that by reason of their elaborate structure* the
poems of Kali*, and Pari* may have been of later origin*
The most notable phenomenon in the anthology of Pari* is that
each poem is accompanied by colophons stating the subject of the
poem* the name of its author* the name of the composer of the music
to which it was sung* and the name of the pan to which this music was
set*

The hymns of the three saints are also similar in this

respect* as each of the hymns contains colophons that give the name
of the hymn and the name of the pap to which it is to be sung*
are only three pan mentioned in the Pari* colophons, the pan

1*
2.
3*

HTLL, p*56 *
ETA* pp.591-3.
Ibid** p**H0*

There

5

Palaiyal is given for eleven xjoems (Pari* 2-12), Fdtigam is
mentioned for fire poems (Pari* 13*-17) and K£ntir&» for four poems
(Pari* 18-21)*

On the basis of the names of the pan in Pari*

colophons, Camin&taiyar asserts that the poems in Pari, were sung to
pan in ancient time in the same way as Tevaram were sung to their
pan*

To support this fact he cites the reference* elutturuvokkum

pakutlyia vanta pajakay pilaippum in the pSyiram in praise of the
commentary of the work*

Karr's suggestion in this connexion may

be taken as conclusive!
"It is, however, possible that the way of interpreting any given
pan varied from place to place, and that 'schools1 of music
existed as in our own day*

It is also possible that any lapse

of time between the period of Pari* and that of Tevaram would
bring about a change in the interpretation of pans*

On the

basis of Nlkautu evidence, Vipulananta states that PSlaiygl
was one of the four main pans and Kotlram and Kantaram were
tiram, minor pans comparable to the audava rSgas"*^
The extant Pari * poems were first edited by Dr *TJ*V«Caminataiyar
in 19181

the second and the third editions appeared in 1935 and

19^8 respectively*

The third edition contains a free rendering of

each poem, a commentary, notes on grammar etc*

The commentary on this

collection is attributed to ParimSlaXakar by Caminatalyar, but it is
fragmentary*

1*
2*

The other two poems, Pari* 1 and 22, being without colophons, have
no indication of the pan to which they are to be sung*
ETA, p*393*

6

The l4 poems, six in prsise of Tirumal and eight in praise of
C e w e l , are exclusively religious*

In the remaining eight poems,

lore is the prominent theme introduced ©gainst the background of the
river Vaiyai*

She present study, as mentioned earlier, will cover

only the eight poems in praise of C e w e l *

The poems, their authors,

the names of the composers of music, and the pay are as follows;
Author

Ko.

composer of music
Palaiyfcl
«

5*

Katuvanilaveyinan&r

Kannaka&Sr

8.

Kaliant uvafiar

9.

KuncamputanSr

HaruttuvaR HallaccubaRar
n
t*

1%.

Kecavajjar

KecavanSr

17 •
X3.

NallaiiciySr
Kunnamput ©nSr

Nallaccutagfir
«

19.

Nappayp&nSr

Maruttuvag HallaccutaRar

Kant&ram
M

21.

NallaccutanSr

KaRRakaRSr

Kantaram

tt
NotiRam
tt

The predominant theme jSaivam and the treatment of bhakti in
these poems in praise of C e w e J will be examined in the second
chapter*
From the above table it may be observed that KuRRamputaRir
composed two poems In praise of Cevvel and the other poets each
composed only a single poem on C e w e l *

Apart from the poem on

C e wel, Hallaniuva$ar composed three other poems in praise of river
*
2i
Vaiyai and KaVuvanilaveyigaRdr two other poems in praise of Tirumfil*

1*
Zm

Pari >, poem Nos* 6 4 11 and 20.*
Pari«» poem Nos* 3 and 4*

7

Besides the poem itself* Kecavaaar composed the music as well*
while Nallaccutaaar composed the music for three other poems, two
of Nallaliciyar and one of Kunsamputauar^
The above analysis clearly demonstrates three facts*

one is

that the poCts who composed poems in praise of C e w e l are the
devoted bhaktas of the god Murukaa*

Katuvanilaveyinanar however is

a bhakta both of Murukaa as well as Tirumal*

It is therefore

obvious that there were devotees during the period of the work, Pari*.
who worshipped both Murukan and Tirumal without any apparent
distinction*

In addition, the anthology itself is evidence of the

religious literary themes that run through two distinct channels J§aivisin and Valeuavisnw

Harr rightly concludes*

**The religious poems suggest the beginnings of the division into
Vai$uava and Saiva that has been predominant in the history of
Hinduism in the Tamil country*

While no poems to Siva in Pari**

are extant* and there is no tradition that there were any, it
is apparent that the Siva mythology was prominent in the mind
of Skandafs hymnists” *
The second is that the two poets, Kecavaaar and Nallaccutaaar, were
not only great poets but also eminent musicians*

This is clear

evidence of the rare blend of the twin gift of literary and musical
genius possessed by some of the poets of this anthology*

1*
2*

Moreover,

Nallaliciyar#s poem iC in praise of Tirumal and 17 in praise
of C e w e l | Kuapamputaaar1s poem 18*
ETA*, p.^09*

8

one is inclined to think that Nallaccutaaar was more of a
musician than a poet, since he composed the music for three poems
while his extant authorship is limited to just one poem.

The third

fact that emerges is that Nallantuvanar is not only a religious
poet but also a poet of love themes and a lover of nature.

The

poetfs bhakti permeates his poem on C e w e l (poem N o .8) and his
Bense of the infinity of nature, and the love themes dominate his
poems on the river Vaiyai (poem Nos. 6 , 11 & 20).

There were,

therefore, poets who were able to compose both mystic and secular
poems during this literary period.

TIRUMtnWKaBBNPPATAI
The work TMP, according to tradition, is attributed to Nakklrar,
a celebrated bard of the early period*

But the authorship of this

work is now disputed by modern critics who also consider it as a
later work.

Vaiyapuri Pillai cites some of the literary usages in

this work to prove that the author was not the Nakklrar of the early
period, and lived far later than him.^

On the other hand, Sivaraja

Pillai, examining the name TirumurukaEEuppatai along with the other
aEguppafci of the early period, concludes that it is a later work.
Kailasapathy suggests:

1.
2.

HTLL, p.3 6 .
CET, p.257*

2

9

"Perhaps the strongest argument in favour of such a view is
the fusion in the lay of the brahminic god, Skanda, with
the essentially south Indian ritualistic cod, Murukaa"*^
There are, however, several factors which tend to make us
attribute the work to an author of a period earlier than the period
of the Tevaram *

The most striking feature is the grammatical

peculiarities in this work which are quite similar to those of some
of the other early Tamil literature*

Moreover, the treatment of

the theme, though it is essentially religious, is similar to that
of the other Srruppatai especially to that of Netunalvatai*
Kailasapathy rightly suggests I
"It is a classic illustration of theocrasia.

At the same time

it seems to contain old material such as that pertaining to
cult sites specifically associated with Murukajj*

Also the

relationship of Murukan to Ko££avai, the old mother-goddess of
the Tamils, mentioned in the poem, points to an early religious
tradition being embodied in it*
bardic*

The metre, too, is typically

Considering all these factors the TOP may truly be

2

called an accretion of centuries"•

Jesudasan, comparing it with Netunalvatai, concludes that "both
poems begin on the same note, and, in both, the use of simile is
•
3
sparing considering the rest of Cankam literature"*

1.
2*
3*

TOP, pp*35-6.
Ibid., p.36.
HTL, p *29*

10

It is interesting to study the legend which describes the
context in which Nakklrar composed this poem:

Nakklrar was ordered

by &iva to make a pilgrimage to atone for his presumption after the
dispute with J§iva at the Tamil literary academy in the city of
Haturai*

He was caught by a demon on his way while performing his

daily puja on the bank of the river in the forest*

He was later

confined in a cave along with 999 other men in order to make a huge
sacrifice*

V/hen the demon was preparing himself to consume all the

1000 prisoners in the sacrificet the poet invoked the help of the
god Murukan to save him and chanted this poem in his honour*

At

the end of the chanting of the poem9 the god Murukag appeared and
killed the demon*

Thus Nakklrar and the others were saved*^

Many

Saivitea believe even at presentf with good reason that the chanting
of the THP still has the same saving power*

This legend is

undoubtedly a creation of a later date to make the work a popular
and inspiring one among the people*
This puranic legend is celebrated with great religious
significance at Tirupparanku&cam on the fourth day of the annual
religious festival in the month of pankuai*

Besides thisf the

statue of Nakklrar has been installed by the side of the god
Kuttukkumaracuvami in the shrinej

and is taken in procession round

the shrine on festive occasions*

In addition to the importance

1*

For a detailed account see fNakkIrar carukkamf in the
Cikalattippuranam *
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given to Nakklrar at the shrine there is also a separate temple
which has been built in honour of Nakkirar in the city of Katuraif
and which is popularly known as cankattar koyil» 1shrine of the
members of the academy*•
The THP, along with other agruppatalt was first edited by Dr*
U.V*Caminataiyar in 1889 with the commentary of Nacciaarkkiaiyar
and its second edition appeared in 1918*

The second edition

contains a commentary consisting of the interpretation of words and
phrases# notes on grammar with reference to Tol», appropriate notes
on puranic references# and varying interpretations of certain lines*
Subsequently# a large number of editions containing only THP have
been published5

the latest is the third reprint in 19^9 of the

first edition of 1955 by TSS with the commentary of. P.V.Comacuntaram*
This poem was first rendered into English by J#V*Chelliah in 19b6.
The translation is poetic in form and hence there are variations
from the original and it bristles with errors*

Another# under the

title Studies and Translations was published by J*M*Somasundaram
Pillai in 19^7*

The THP in this book has been translated only in

parts and the spirit and the meaning of the original has suffered an
eclipse in translation*
Regarding the name# Tirumurukarruppatai, a suggestion is
generally made by critics*

The original name of this work according

to their view was Hurukagruppatai* tiru was perhaps a later addition

12

due to the influence of strong <§aivite activities*

As a matter

of fact* tiru, which denotes sanctity* has been attached not only
to some of the sacred books of the jSaiva religion such as
Tirumantiram* Tiruvacakam, and Tirnkkural, etc** but also to all
the sacred things associated with the Hindu deities and their
shrines*
Rgguppatal is a kind of poetic composition, generally in
akaval metre, in which a poet who has been rewarded with generous
gifts from kings or chiefs directs another to the presence of these
benefactors 60 that he may also receive similar rewards*

Among the

•Ten songs1 five are arpuppatai namely Tirumurukapprppatai
Porunararruupatai, PerumpauaEruppatai, Cirupa&arruppatai and
Kalaipatuka^Sm otherwise called Kuttaragyippatai *
differs from them in two respects:

But the TMP

firstly the bhakta who has

received spiritual blessings from Hurukafl directs other devotees to
visit the god in his six shrines and worship him in order to gain
spiritual benefits instead of seeking the patronage of kings and
chiefs*

Secondly* the TMP is named after the god Muruka& while

the other four are named after the recipients of the rewards* namely
Porunar* Pauar (Cicupanar and Fe£umpanar) and Kdttar*
the former* Sivaraja Pillai states:

Beferring to

"This undoubtedly involves a

departure from the established literary usages - a departure which
none of the old poets would have perpetuated” *^

1*

CET* p*257«

I
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It may be suggested that the naming of this Sgruppatai is
probably devised to make it distinctly different from the other
four since it is exclusively in praise of a god.
It is worth observing at this stage the similarities between
TMP and the Tevaraaw

The former is the daily liturgy of the

devotees of Murukaa, while the latter is sung daily by ardent
devotees of i§iva*

The TMP is the earliest and perhaps the best

work in praise of Murukajj, and therefore it is included along with
the other works of the Eleventh Tirumugai»

The hymns of the three

saints occupy a pre-eminent position in the Saivite world and
therefore made up the first seven of the PTM.

In fact, TMP,

which appears to be the invocatory poem for the 'Ten songs' extols
Murukaji while the Tevaram, which are placed on a par with the Vedas
themselves, praise Lord Siva.
The TMP is a poem of 317 lines in praise of Murukao;

77 lines

are in praise of Tirupparankua^am, the next 4-8 lines are in praise
of Tirucclralaivay or Tiruccentur, the next 51 lines are in praise
f

of Tiruaviaaakuti* the next thirteen lines are in praise of
/v
Tiruverakam, the next 28 lines are in praise of KunEutoj;atal, and
the remaining lines are in praise of Palamutircolai•

In the

poem, one who had received the grace of MurukaQ meets another, and
tells him that if he wishes salvation he should go to the abovementioned six shrines, worship the god, and receive his grace.
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T5YA3AK KYKN3
Tirumugai« which essentially means •sacred order or system1
refers especially to the first seYen Tirumugai or Atankanmugal*
The authors of this work* Campantar* Appar and Cuntarar* occupy a
position of paramount importance in the Saivite world and arm
therefore widely called flgYar autailkalft *the three great Lords of
^aivisra* #

Perhaps it is their hymns that were compiled into the

first seYen Tirumugai»

Many modern iaivite scholars and

commentators are of the opinion9 perhaps because of stansa No #23 in
TKPm that the works of the three saints were diTided into seYen parts
or seYen Tirumugai by NampiySctfir Nampi at the same time as he
composed the PTM•

HoweYert in the clear reference elinaugaiyal

munpdlft vakukka Ycnni* *to divide as it was in the past* in the aboYe
mentioned stanza in TKF* it is made explicit that the seYen Tirumugai
were already In existence when Rampiyantar Nampi began to compile
the PTM«

It is reasonable to conclude from this that the name

Tirumugai itself was originally confined to the work of the Tivgram
hymniete#

In supiort of this we can mention that the Tirumugait

tlrattu was compiled by UmSpaticiYlciriySr the author of the TKP»*
The collection must hare been called Tirumugait tlrattu because It
contains only Tevaram hymns selected from the works of the three
saints*

It seems therefore to be the case that the last fiYe of

i p *6A--5«

is

the PTM were compiled by NampiySntar Nampi and that the
Aijmkanpurai must be the work of another*
The hymns of the three saints, Tirunaaaeampantar (Campantar),
Tirunavukkaracar (Appar) and Cuntaramurtti (Cuntarar) , are today
collectively called Tevaram♦

The saints, however, do not refer

to their hymns by the name Tevaram in any of their verses*

It is

not clear when and by whom the term Tevaram was used as a common
name for all the hymns of these three saints*

Dorai Rangaswamy

suggests that the Xrafcfcaiyar ulfi might have been responsible for
this usage gaining currency because it connects the 'srilvar mutalikaj,*
with the word TevSraia, though in a different s e n s e C e k k i l l r
himself does not use the term TevSram in the PP but he always refers
to the hymns of the three saints by the name Tiruppatikam

2

and

Tirumugai*'
Begarding the usage of the term Tevaram, only two theories
appear so far to have been put forward;
the other by VeJlaivaranan*

one by Dorai Rangaswamy and

The former states that so far as he

is aware, the word Tevaram is tte first used in the modern sense in
b
a verse of Tattuvappirakacar in the Tamil navalar caritai*

The

latter is of the opinion that the term Tevaram is first clearly used
by Caiva Ellappanavalar in his work called Tiruvarupaik kalampakam

12.

S££f-I*-P*33.
p f c . 76, PPTK. 70, PFTK. ?k, eto.

3* FF■"Kaoanatar puraaaa, 3«
4, WT. I. y»3k»
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to refer to the hymns of the three saints**

Dorai Rangaswamy

finally concludesi
f,An Inscription belonging to the 10th year of Ativlra Rama
PanJiya Terar appoints one Tiruv&unamalaip p&lavag Citampara
Natan, alias, Tiruaula Nafca Hut all, for singing TevSram at
Caiapur Vatakarai in Travancore state«
1^9^# i«e#, 1572 A.D#

This is dated &aka

Therefore, by the l6ih Century, this

special usage of T3v5raia in the eense^ of the hymns of the
saints must have begun*

A commentary on gjvaprakacam called

Cintaaai urai, *Meditation or thought on SivaprakScam1 in the
fora of a commentary by Maturai SivaprakScar said to be of
the l8th Century refers to the hymns of all the three saints
as Tevaram♦

Cittaapara Cuvamikal also refers, as already

Stated, to the hymns as TevSram in his commentary on Kolai
aaguttal,

Therefore, by the 18th and possibly by the l?th

2

Century the usage must have become universal” #

The meaning of the term Tevaram is usually interpreted in two
3
wyet
+ ffram» *the garland of god* and Te^ + varam, •create
love towards God1*
hymns*

Different views are also expressfd about these

Ponniah states that the works of these poets are also

referred to as •Tamil Veda*;

for they resemble the Vedie hymns,

k
being but praises and prayers offered to the Deity*

The Madras

Tamil lexicon defines Tevaram as "A collection of devotional songs in
honour of Siva, composed by Appar, Campantar and Cuntarar, otherwise

1*
2.
3*
4«

jPTVf p*29*
RFT, I, p*35*
Cuntarar uses the word, vff.ram in the meaning fdeep love1*
Cu, Tev, 5 s8*
ss^K, p *4*3*
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known as Tamil-Yotam"

Dorai Sangasvamy remafcks,

f,The Tiruimirai are placed on a par with the Ve&as themselves*
Being poetry of a very high order, they are naturally more
popular and authoritative than the other collection (Fourteen
Sastras) which attempts but to systematize the philosophical
thought, running through the sacred literature of these hymns
The sacred hymns, however, appear to differ from the Sanskrit Vedas
in structure as well as in meaning*

The Tevaram hymns are

transfused with intense bhakti and portray the struggle of the
saints for union with the Almighty*

This aspect is wanting in the

Vedic hymns, and therefor© no proper comparison with the VedaB is
possible*

Nevertheless they are very popular as they are an

essential feature of all the religious and ceremonial exercise® both
in the hcraec and temples of the ^aivites in the Tamil country*
At this stage the confusion surrounding the names of these
three sainto must be examined*

The name E&fc&campantaa is very

often mentioned by the saint himself in the TKK of his hymns*

In

some TKK the name is referred to a3 Campantar, in others Pantaft and
•

in otill others loaftinafcnn and MaEain&fcacampantaa*

x

There is no

mention of the names Navukkaracar or Cuntarar in their respective
hymns*

1*
2*
3*

Cuntarar, however, refers to the names ftajjacampantan and

KTL, Vol.IV, p*2069*
M f I, p*l*
Infra, Ch*VII, p*376.

2
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Narukkaracar in some of the TKK of his hymns#

x

He mentions his

own name as TiruvSruraa, KavallirSraa, Vantoptaji, Navalurk komag,
etc*,

2

but not the name Cuntarar, by which he is at present known*

Because it is not found in his hymns or in earlier worksf the
name Cuntarar presents a problem#
In the later period toof these saints were referred to by
rarious names#

In €ekkil£rvs PP, published with the commentary

of C#K#Cuppiram&niya Mutaliyar, the saints are referred to as
Tirunanacampantamurtti Nayanar, Tirunawukkaracu Nayanar and
NampiyarCrar •

Cltampara curumikal of the l8th century, in his

commentary on the Avirota untiyar, speaks of Tirunlaacampantamtirtli,
TirunaTukkaraear# and Cuntaramurtti#

A collection of the hymns of

these three saints edited by Mayilai Caumukam pillai in 1917 has
been named as Terarappatikankal and the saints1 names are stated as
TirunaaacampantamCrtti Curamlk&l, Tirunavukkaracu Curamikal and
Cuntaramurtti Curamikal#

Kgumuka Navalar appends nayanar to the

three saints* names in hie publications*

In the publications of

the TarumaiyatlQam, each Tirumugai is named as Tevarat tiruppatikankal
and the names Campantar and Appar end with nayanar# and Cuntarar with
cuvamikal *

It is not clear why the commentators refer in these

different ways to these saints#

In any case, modern writers hare

amputated the names to Campantar, Appar and Cuntarar#

1#
2.

Cun,Ter, the TKK of hymn Nos# 55,
TO. Cun, 156(177*

67, 5, 78, 10, etc*
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There is a Saivite tradition that commentaries should not
he written on the TevSraa*

This precluded fiaivite scholars and

institutions for a long time from making any attempt to do so*
The Tarumaiyatlgam was the first institution to break this tradition
and publish all seven Tirumugai with commentaries*

The first

Tirumugai was published with a brief commentary by S*TagfcapSgit5cikar
in 1953*

The second and the fourth Tirumugai were published with

commentaries by S.MSpikkavacaka Kutaliyar in 1954 and 1937
respectively*

A*Kantacamippillai and 7*S*KurucSmitecikar have

provided commentaries for the third and fifth Tirumugai« which were
published in 1933 and 1961 respectively*

The sixth and seventh

Tirumugai were published with commentaries by S*Arugaivativ$l
Kutaliyar in 1963 and 1964 respectively*
Most of these commentaries are brief and do not provide a
critical examination of the text* especially the commentaries on the
first three Tirumugai which generally contain word for word
meanings with some explanatory notes*

Apart from explanatory notes9

the commentary on the fifth Tirumugai provides pojippurai, ’the
free rendering of the verses* for all the hymns*

The commentaries

on the fourtht sixth and seventh are9 howeverf very detailed*

In

some casesf the commentaries contain appropriate references from
early as well as later Tamil literature*

In this study we have

made cautious and critical use of these commentaries*
There are two kinds of arrangements of these hymnsv the
papmugai and the talamugai *

In the former the hymns of Campantarf

so

Appar and Cuntarar are arranged according to their different pap
into seven Tirumugai *

In the latter the hymns of the three saints

are arranged according to the order in which the shrines are
presented in the TPK.^*

Since in all the ancient manuscripts as

well as in most printed editions, the hymn3 are arranged according

to pap, it seems reasonable to conclude that the papmupai is an
older and more popular arrangement than the talamupai*
The meaning and the use of the word patikam or patiyam may
be examined and explained at this stage*

The meaning of patikam«

according to the KTL, is a poem in praise of a deity, consisting
generally of ten Btanzas, and is derived from the Sanskrit word

2

padya*

The exact derivation of this word is confusing because

diverse interpretations are possible#

Firstly, it may be a

corruption of the word patiyam or pratika, ’preface1 or 'summary1*
Secondly, it may be derived from the word pathika, 'traveller*
i*e«, the pilgrim singing the hymns*

Thirdly, its origin may be

from the word pati, 'deity', i.e* the Lord in whose praise the poem
is composed.

Pavapanti uses the word to signify introduction*^

Fifthly, the hymns may be called patikam or patiyam because they
generally consist of ten verses*

'These words are therefore said to

have originated from the Tamil word pattu*

1*
2.
3«

This fifth interpretation

A work consisting of 14 verses composed by UmapaticivacariySr•
MTL, Vol.IV, p.2^73*
Nappug kaptikaiyurai, cu, 1.
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seems illogical since many of the patikam consist of more than
10 verses*

Campantar composed 65 hymns consisting of 11 versesf

JO hymns consisting of 12 verses and 12 hymns consisting of In
verses*

In the hymns of Appart

55

consist of 12 verses9 and 2 consist
respectively*

hymns consist of 11 verses«

k

of 20 and JO verses

In Cuntarar’s hymns, JO consist of 11 verses and

J consist of 12 verses*
The introduction of the Verse form patikam into Tamil took
place earlier than the Tevaram period*

KaraikkSlammaiySr, who

probably lived in the sixth century A*D*Vcomposed two hymns in
praise of the Lord of TlruvKlankSfcu in this ve&se form* Though
these two hymns are named Tiruvalankattu mutta tiruppatikam in all
recent editions, the first alone is called Kutta tiruppatikam by
Cekkllar

probably because it is composed earlier than the other*

Hapikkavacakar too, who is also ascribed by a few to an earlier
period than the three Tevaram saints, composed several patikam*
namely Acc5p patikam* Eppap patikam« Kalukkunrap patikam* KSyil
tiruppatikam, KSyil mutta tiruppatikam and Panlip patikam*

Since

the prefix mutta means older it was probably attached to two of the
above in later times in order to distinguish them not only from the
other patikam composed by the same poets but also from the patikam
composed in a later period by the TevSram saints*

1*

PPr Karaikkalammaiyar purgpam* 6j, 64*

The TSvSram
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saints Campantar and Appar probably followed these two earlier
saints in using the patikam Terse form in their hymns*

From the description of UmSpaticiYaeariy&r in the TKP* some
scholars are inclined to think that the pan given in the colophons
of the Tevftram were allocated by Nampiyantar Nampi with the help
of a woman and were not the original ones set by the saints*
Therefore# they conclude that the original pan must either hare been
lost or not mentioned*

It can# however# be established from the

references in the TgvSranu that the saints intended their hymns to
be sung to a particular pan or raga and they themselves sang them
in this way*

In support of this# we can cite references from the

hymns of Campantar*
Campantar claims that

his hymns were composed and sung to pan

importance of tala is also mentioned as airmail

2

eentamilkaj#
measure1*

1the hymn composed in classical Tamil set to time**

3
4
References such as panpuaai pStal* pannamar pStal«

5
6
7
paun^rtaru pStal* pappar pafcal and papplrun tamil* are clear
evidence that the sacred hymns were not only composed to pan but
also sung to pan*

Campantar confirms this further in several of

his stanzas where he promises freedom from bondage and the bestowal

1. Cam»Tev» TKK of hymn Nos. 159# l8l* 103* 360 & 32*
2 . Ibid.# 333*
3* Ibid*. 315 & 318*
4. iEIS.# 319*
5* IbT?*, 384*8*
6 . ibIS*# 64*
7* Ibid** 323.
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■ 1

of divine bliss to those who recite his hymns to pay#

From this

ve conclude that the nan given in the colophons were possibly the
original pap allocated by the hymnists themselves*

What

TJmKpaticivSeSriyar thus says in TKP is merely that the kattalaik
kflyrpg^u or paroataivu was developedy arranged and set to music
by Kanjplyantar Nampi*

The most that can be said is that the

original tunes set by the saints are now largely forgotten, and
thus the melody of some of the hymns may not be fully known*
The akam hymns, in which love between God and the devotee is
often expressed in terms of love between man and woman, are of

paramount interest*

There are 28 akam hymns in the Tgvjram as well

as 32 other single akam verses*

These are clear evidence that the

saints adopt the tradition of the conventional early love poetry to

express the mystic union between God and his beloved*

2

The mystic

union has its best exposition as a living faith in these hymns*
When it is remembered that the poetic pattern of these akam hymns
is one way of expressing Intense devotion, the importance of this
study becomes clear*
The last stanzas in the Tgvaram deserve special mention*

The last stanzas in the hymns of Campantar and Cuntarar are generally
benedictory, stating the benefits of chanting, and bearing the name

2*

Cam,Ter» the TKK of hymn Nos. 292, l*f9f 75 and 152.
All the akam hymns are examined in detail In chapter four of
this study, pp* 21*1— 66.
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of the hymnists*

The last verses of Appar are not benedictory*

Though they state the benefits of worship, they do not include
the name of the saint*

These concluding verses contain references

revealing not only the history end inner personality of the
respective composers but also some of the salient doctrines of
£aivis® and require separate study
The common hymns in the Tevaram are also very significant*
Among the hymns of both Campantar and Cuntarar, seven of these occur,
while thirty-seven are in the hymns of Appar*

These hymns are

not sung with reference to any particular shrine but are composed
in praise of £iva in general*

They require detailed analysis from

the points of view of the glorification of the divine grace of £iva,
the doctrines of Saivism and the genuine spiritual experience of
bhakti.2
Before we analyse the extant hymns of these saints any further,
it is necessary to examine the period in which they were composed*
The synchronism of Appar with the Pallava king KuQ&paran, of
Campantar with PaoJiyaa ftigga Cir Netumagag, and of Cuntarar with
the Pallava king Kala£cin,kaa set up by the PP, is the sheet-anchor
of the chronology of these three s&ints*

Appar was a contemporary

of the Pallava king Kugaparan who persecuted Appar for his
conversion from Jainism to Saivism*

Later, this Pallava king

himself embraced £aivism, demolished the Jain temple and the mutts

1*
2*

All these verses are examined in chapter seven of this study,
pp.356-400.
All t^e ^ommon hymns are analysed in Chapter six of this study.

and built a &iva temple called Kupaparavlccaram*^

The Pallava

king Mahendravarman I (600*630 A*D*) was referred to by the epithet

Z

Gupabhara

Kupaparap*

*rich in character* which appears in Tamil as
Alsof one of his inscriptions on the rock temple at

Tiruccirapp&lli confirms his conversion to Saivism#^

It Is

therefore reasonable to conclude that Kupaparap and Mahendravarman I
were one and the same person#

It is therefore apparent that

Appar lived during the time of this Mahendravarman*
Campantar9 according to PP# was a junior contemporary of Appar*
In the course of his itinerary9 he met Ciputtopfcar at
c
Tiruccenkattankuti and referred to his devotion in a hymn*

Cekkilar

mentions that Ciputtopfcar was a commander-in-chief of a Pallava king
and raided the city of Vatapit bringing back treasure*^

There is

an invasion of Vatapi referred to in the Kuppam plates of
Faramesvaravarman I* which gives a detailed account of the battle
*
7
in which Faramesvaravarman 1 defeated the Calukya king*

This may

also be substantiated by the inscriptions of Raj&si^ha at KSnclpuram*

1*
2*
3.
4*
5*
6*
7*

8

PPTN* 90-124 and 146.
ARE, 1900, p*5l Gopalan* R** Pallavas of Kanchi, p*88*
SII* Vol.IIt p * 5 U .
Appar and Campantar have met thrice*
See PPTN* 180-189* 231*289*
and 392-401*
PPTC. 468-71*
iPP, Ciguttopta nayanar purapam, 6*
siif Voi.i# p .154.
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This invasion* according to the view of many scholars* most have
taken place between 67^*680 A*D*

The PP makes clear that

Ci£uttost**t after his VatSpi expedition, voluntarily retired from
the post of commander-in-chief and spent his time worshipping £iva
and entertaining the devotees of Siva at his native place
Tiruccenklttanknti*

During this time he must have had the

opportunity of entertaining Campantar*
Campantar, according to PP, converted the Pautiya king
Hi&C&cfr NeiumSpan from Jainism to &aivism*^
This king has been
•
Iji
identified with Arikieari Parankuca Mlfcavarmsii (670-700 A*D*)*
The ¥$J,vikkuti grant confirms this view and the victory in the
battle at Nelveli is assigned to MSpavarman*

5

The descriptions in

PP are amply supported by inscriptions and other historical records*
As a result, we may conclude that Campantar lived in the later half
of the 7th century A*D*
There is a great deal of controversy about the period in which
Cuntarar lived*

Ponniah assigned him to the latter part of the 7th

Venkataramanayya, N*, Did Par am esvar avarm an 1 capture V£tapi?9
Madras Christian"College Magazine* quarterly series, 1927*
2* iPP* Ciruttonta nayagar puranaa, fe-11*
3* PPTCV 8^3-395«
**•# Kilakanta Sastri, K«A«, The pandiyan Kingdom* pp*53-^*
5* EP*Ind*f Vol*XVn, p *300, 11*53-4*
1*
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and the early part of the 8th centuries during the reign of
Narasimha Pallavap II#*

Purnalingam Pillai concludes* "The only

internal evidence is the references to king Karasinha in hymn No.17*
to the ancient patron of poets* P&ri's munificent gifts in hymn
No*34* and to Pallava king Kadava and other Nayapmar and it is

2

surmised that he lived in the 9th century*•

After a detailed

analysis of various epigraphlcal* literary and other material
evidence* Dorai Rangaswamy states that Cuntarar cannot be assigned
5
to any period later than the 9th century A*D*
Since Cuntarar was
the first to give the list of the 63 Nayapmar* he must have lived
after them.

Cuntarar refers in the Tiruttoptattokai to a Mt a v a r k S p *

'Kadava king'* who protected the entire world surrounded by the sea*
This characterisation of the KSdava king leads us to infer that he
was a Pallava king*
III

Scholars Identify this king with Nantivarman

(826-849 A.D.)•

The contemporaneity of CeramSp Ferumal

Nayanar with Cuntarar also helps to assign Cuntarar to the period
of Nantivarman III*

From all these we may conclude that the later

limit of the period of Cuntarar may be fixed as the 9th century A.D.
(a)

Hymns of Campantar
The hynns of Campantar are compiled into three Tirumurai which

1*

SSTKf

p .47*

2.
3*
4*

Purnalingam Pillai* M.S., Ten Tamil Saints* p«42.
HPT* 1* p p *114-177*
1
Rajamanikkam* M** Periyapurapa araycci* p p *55*57•
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consist of three hundred and eighty four hymns9 137 in the first
Tirumugai« 122 in the second9 and 125 in the third*

The total

number of verses in all the three Tirumugai is 4158*

When the

Tirumugai was compiled 384 hymns were available to the eompiler9
JJampiyauter Nampij^
383 hymns only*

but at present most of the editions contain

Some editions have also included the TiruvltaivSyt

tiruppatikam which was found in a stone inscription*

2

Boraiswami

Pillai is of the opinion that as this hymn has not been Bet to pan
or RSga« it is difficult to say

whether it is the missing hymn of

the 384 hymns of the first three Tirumugai, or one of the l6f000
hymns attributed to Campantar*

If one accepts that the hymns of

Campantar were set to pan during the time of KampiySnt^r Nampi9 then
this hymn cannot possibly be one of the 384 hymns*
Six hymns in the TevSram of Campantar9 which do not praise Lord
Siva in relation to one specific shrine 9 but in common to two or
more shrines* deserve special mention*

Four hymns each aresung

about Siva in relation to two shrinesf N o *4 about Pukali and
VEtimllalai* No*6 about Marukal and Cenk£ttankuti9 No*7 about NallNgu
and Xlavay and No*3^B about Turutti and V$].vikkuti +

Of the other

two hymns9 No*331 is in praise of Siva in relation to three shrines
namely Palaiya£aif Malapati* and Pa{tlccaram9 and N o *3^7 is in

1.
2.
3*

TKPf 25.
TEE, No.8 of 1918.
Manavurai* published by Tarumaiy5tl&am (1945)# p*10*
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relation to four shrines, KayilSyam, A&&ikk§, HaySntiram and
Srtbr#

Though hymn Nos* 4, 6 and 7 are in praise of two shrines

each, according to P P . hymn No *4 was sung at Pukali,'*’ hymn No *6
•

•

2

at Cenkafcankufcl

and H o *7 *t NallSfcU*

3

These hymns are regarded

as hymns common to tvo shrines, and are composed in the form of
questions and answers*

Hymn No*348 portrays the manavglak kdlam

of Sira who dwells with his consort during the day at Tirutturutti

and in the night at Tirurelvikkuti

Hymn N o *3^7 is a curiously-

wrought poem sung at T i r u v a n a i k k a It praises Siva in relation
to four of his shrines*

Hymn N o *331, sung at Pattlccaram,^ is

mainly in praise of the Lord of Tiruppattlccaram*

Two other abodes

of £iva are referred to in only some of the verses of this hymn*^
In calculating the number of hymns of Campantar, Doraiswami

Plllai is of the opinion that Campantar composed 16,000 hymns

8

and

q

cites the references pannu tamilp patinSgayira narpanuval

and

10
paccaip patikattutan patlaggaylraa pfi
in support of his contention*
Further, he refers to the lines,

1*
PPTC, 556-7*
2 . Tbid*. 486*

3* TEI3*. 901-2*
4*
5*
6*
7*
8*

iFId*, 291*
lEId., 346*
Ibid., 396-7 *
Cam,Ter, 3 3 H1* 3» 10and 11.
boraiswami Plllai, S*. AHistory of Tamil literature.
iSiva Literature. pp.61-2 .
9.
APTH. 60.
10. A P T , . *2.
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totutaiya ceviyan mutac kallfireanum totaimutiva**** **
pStifrar patikankal pavilongain patlnagayira mulata*******^
of UmSpaticivacariyar, and says that it throve more light on the
l6|CC0 hymns*

On the other hand* Vell&ivar&nagt who also analyses

this allusiont concludes that it refers to 16,000 verses and not to
hymns*

2

In fact, the reference can be interpreted in tvo ways«

one is that he sang 16,000 hymns beginning with the words totutaiya
ceviyan and having the last verse beginning with the word Kallfir«
and the other is that he composed 16,000 verses beginning and
ending in the same way*

A careful study of the other tvo references

given above will also reveal that Campantar had composed 1,600
and not verses*

hymns

The words jsfi (in the allusion patiaaggyiram pi)

and panuval (in the reference patlnagayiram nagpanuval) clearly
mean *verse* and not patikam*

So from these allusions ve can

conclude that Campantar composed 16,000 verses or 1,600 hymns*
However, ve have no authentic evidence to prove that Campantar
composed either 16,000 verses or 1,600 hymns at the early age of 16*
Close examination reveals several facts about the extant hymns
of Campantar*

In the first Tirumugai there are 15 hymns of which

one verse each has been lost*

3

In one hymn* Ho *53* the seventh verse

and the last two line3 of the TKK are missing*

1.
3*

Hymn Ho*106 contains

TKP, 14*
PT7Y p*3&*
first Tirumugai, hymn Hos* 5t 6, 9, 18, 55, 66, 68, 89* 102, 103*
105* 113, ll5* 116 & 133*
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only 9 verses# the other two verses No* 6 and 7 having been lost*
There are only seven verses in hymn N o *81# the remaining verses
4~7 having been lost*

Except for a portion of the first line the

rest are missing in the TKK of hymn No *115*

In the second Tirumugai

one verse has been lost in each of the 15 hymns*

1

There are tvo

hymns# Nos* 9 and 96* in which the last two lines and the last three
lines of the TKK respectively are missing*

In hymn No*59* the

last two lines of the 5th verse* the last line of the 7th verse* and
the first line and & portion of the second line of the 8th verse are
missing*
10 hymns*

In the third Tirumugai a verse has been lost in each of
There are two hymns* Nos* 53 &&d 36# in which two verses*

Nos* 5 and 6* and Nos* 6 and 7 respectively* have

been lost*

Verses Nos*5-7 have been lost in two hymns* Nos* 50 and 99*

Hymn

Nos* 100 and 124 contain only seven verses and six verses respectively
and the remaining Verses* Nos*4-7 and Nos*7-ll* have been lost*
The last line and a portion of the third line of verse No*10 are
missing in hymn No*74*
The hymns of Campantar have been arranged into three Tirumugai
based on pan*
pan;

The first Tirumugai consists of 136 hymns of eight

the second consists of 122 hymns of six pan;

of 125 hymns of nine pan*

1*
2.

the third consists

The hymns are therefore composed in 23

Second Tirumugai* hymn Nos* 1* 11* 17* 23* 36* 45* 58# 64* 8l* 83*
89* 95, 97 » lob, and 122.
Third Tlrunrorai• hymn Nos. 10. 23. 32. 46. 55. 63. 91. 94. 121
and 1237
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pan#

Campantar composed a greater number of hymns in the pan

Intalas, and only one hymn in Yalmupi#

Cenkalvaraya PilJai is of

the opinion that hymn Ko#38*f, (Tiruvitaivay) is composed in the pan
Takkarakam or Xntajam because its metre is the same as that of hymn
No *30 (Takkarakam) of the first Tirumurai and that of hymn No *36
(Intalam) of the second Tirtimurai#^
Let us examine the hymns and see how the poetic content or subject

matter of each one is presented and arranged by the poet#
hymn can be analysed under five sections|

Each

in other words, Campantar

is singing the glories and greatness of £iva, covering five aspects
in each hymn#

This is the general poetic pattern adopted by

Campantar in all the hymns and it is designed beautifully from the
beginning to the end#
In the first seven verses of most hymns Campantar generally

describes the surroundings of the shrinef and the village or town
where the shrine is situated#

These descriptions are employed with

the main intention of revealing the greatness of the Creator#
VeJlaivarapaa*s interpretation that the poet describes merely
natural beauty In all the first seven verses of each hymn is not

2
acceptable*

In fact, the poet adopts the method of describing

natural beauty while he praises the glories and greatness of jSiva#
Furthermore, he does not describe the natural beauty in all the seven

1#
2.

TO#Cam, III, p#133#
PTV, p#^92#
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verses of all the hymns•

The description occurs within the first

seven verses of most hymns*
In the eighth verse ofmost hymns the purHnic story
Iravagag, the king of Lanka,

of

trying to lift ttount Kayilayam is

alluded to, but not in all the eighth verses of all the hymns as
said by VelJ.aivaranan**

There are seventeen hymns in which the

Incident is referred to in the ninth verse;

2

two hymns (Nos* 371

and 18) in which it is in the tenth and eleventh verse respectively;
and 27 hymns in which it Is
C$kkil£r refers to the

3

not referred to at all*

allusion in the eighth verse of the

first hymn on Piramapuram of Campantar*

b

He says that Campantar

alludes to this incident in order to emphasise the fact that £iva
always showers holy grace even on those who make mistakes out of
their ignorance, but later realising their folly, approach him for
salvation*

Though Cekkilar*s interpretation refers only to the

eighth verse of the first hymn, it can be taken as relevant to all
verses of this category#
Now we examine the ninth verses of the hymns in the light of
the references available in PP*

The puranic story of Piramaa,

the Creator, and Tirumal, the Preserver who tried to find

1*
2.
3*
b.

Ibid*, p#49*f.
Cam+TeVt hymn Nos* 39. 45, 57* 78, 90, 117, 137, 138, 1**2, 156,
20*f, 209, 310, 253, 316, 330 and 368i
Jbid*, 5, 35, 4-9, 56, 60, 73. 83, 87, 118, 119, 121, 157, 203,
215* 2^7, Zb8t 259, 511, 312, J21, 552, J60, 362, 370 and 382.
PPTC. 7 7 .
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respectively the top and the bottom of the pillar of light is
alluded to in the ninth verse of most hymns*

It is not alluded to

in the ninth verse of all the hymns as claimed by Vellaivarauan*^
There are 19 hymns in which the incident is referred to in the tenth
o
v e r s e , o n e hymn (Ho*206) which mentions it in the seventh verset
three hymns which mention it in the eighth verse,
mention it in the eleventh verse,
5
refer to it at all*

if

3

another three which

and twelve hymns which do not

CSkkilar refers to the allusion in the ninth verse of the
hymn on Piramapuramt **£iva always blesses those who worship Him"*
Piraman and Tirumal, without realising thisf thinking that they were
Supreme, quarrelled between themselves and in the form of an annam
and a boar respectively tried to reach the top and the bottom of the
pillar of light without success*

Later they chanted the five

*
6
sacred letters and were showered with grace by Siva*
Campantar expresses his unrestrained contempt for Jains and
Buddhists in the tenth verse of most of his hymns, and admonishes us
not to follow these religions*

In fact the reference is not in

every tenth verse as mentioned by Vellaivarauaa

1.
2.
3*
5*
6.

7

but sometimes in the

PTV, p*495*
Cam,Ter, hymn Nos* 45, 57, 78, 8?, 90, 117, 127, 138, 142, 156,
£ 03, 209, 210, 214*, 215, 248, 253, 330 and 368.
Ibid*, 147, 194 and 295*
Ibid*, 63, 311 and 371.
m l ; , 5, 60, 179, 213, 247, 259, 312, 321, 352, 360, 370 and 382.
PPfC, 78, for the detail story see AtiEiuti tetiya patalam in KP*

7. PW7 p.496*
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l
ninth

7
or eleventh*

and sometimes not at all*

The attack ie

directed at the external appearance of the Jains and the Buddhists,
their names, their habits, and their ways of eating and living*
Says V*Ponniah«
f,The spirit of toleration and good-will for alien religions
especially Jainism is entirely lacking in hie eongs;
denounces these faiths wholesale;

for ha

scarcely a patikam may

be found without any explicit reference to the utter
uselessness of these creeds*M
Though the facts are rightly analysed, a close study of the tenth
verses will prove that Campantar*s attack was directed equally
towards Jainism and Buddhism*

In fact he compares and contrasts the

way of religious living and the habits of the Jains and Buddhists in

5
several of his tenth verses*
their lack of modesty at heart,^

Their parading of empty words,
lack of wisdom, hiding themselves

under the masks of ascetics, committing sins and speaking against
the true path,
faith

8

backbiting and ridiculing Lord Siva and the Saiva

and wandering about and discussing others faults

9

are some of

the references of Campantar that can be cited as evidence of attacks
on both the Jains and the Buddhists*
sects in some of his verses*

1*
2*
3*
4.
56.
7.

Further he contrasts these

The Jains stand and eat;

the Buddhists

CamjTev, hymn Nos* 63, 206 and 295*
Ibid*, 45, 90, 142, 209, 210 and 388*
Ibid*, 56, 57, 60, 73, 78, 138, 156, 179, 203, 214, 215, 247, 248,
353, 516, 321, 330, 352, 370 and 382SSTK. p.44.
Cam.Tev. 24:10.
Ibid.- 288i10.
Ibid.. 242:10.

.8 , Ibid..
9* HTW., 28i10.

..............................................
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sit and eat5^

the Jains wander about naked; the Buddhists cover
p
their bodies with yellow robes;
the Jains and the Buddhists

worship and safeguard the As oka tree and the bo-tree respectively;
rice porridge is the food of the Buddhists while ball rice is that
of the Jains;

k

Jains say eating flesh is sinf the Buddhists say
5
eating flesh is good#
These are some instances of the way

Campantar contemptuously contrasts Jain and Buddhist beliefs and
practices#

In one of the verses 9 he goes to the extent of rebuking
g
them as 6inners and condemning their shaven heads and yellow robes#

Moreoverf making use of Tiruvalluvar•s saying that 1there is no use
of a shaven head nor of tangled hair if a man abstains from those
7
deeds which the wise have condemned1
! Campantar despises the Jains
o
for their long hair and the Buddhists for their 6haven heads#
All these references unmistakably point to the fact of
Campantar denouncing these religions totally#
//

Referring to the

tenth verse of the patikam on Piramapuramf Cekkilar states:
"The Jains and the Buddhists because they are self-centred
in their faith9 do not understand the veracity of the j§aiv&
religion for salvation#

Their blemished path will bring sins

both in this world as well as in the others" #^

Ibid.
Ibid#
Ibid#;
Ibid#
Ibid#.

381:10.
222:10.
265:10.
275*10.

166:10#
28^:10.
28:10.

Tev, 111:10.
jpPTC. 7 &#

3?

This interpretation of CekkilSr can be taken as relevant for all
the verses of this class*

In fact Campantar denounces the Jains

and the Buddhists in every hygn in order to make the TamIlians
realise the truth of the Saiva path (civaneri) and not listen to
their futile claims*
Fonniah* referring to Campantar1a hatred of Jains and Buddhists*
states with some justification:
"Some persons find fault with Tirunagacampantar for the hatred
shown in his poems*
of the age*

These men forget that the poet is born

TirunSnacampantar could not have been the poet

that he is* if he were not moved by the sight of his countrymen
following a false religion*

By the beginning of the Seventh

Century A*D*f the Tamil land was under the firm grip of Jainism
and our poet as a &aivite was touched to the quick and there was
an outburst of his heart and poetry was the natural result*

It

is TirunSjjacampantar along with Tirunavukkaracar who was at the
bottom of the overthrow of the Jainistic religion that clouded
the minds of the Tamilians of the Seventh Century” •**
In this connection it is worth mentioning here the glaring point
referred to by Cekki^ar in two of his stanzas on the life history of
Campantar;

in one he says Campantar cried (referring to the

incident that took place at the tank at Piramapuram) for the purpose
A

of propagating the Vedic religion and for invigorating the Saiva faith;

1.
2.

SSTKt pp*Mf-J.
PPTC. 1.
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in the other he states that Campantar was born for the destruction,
of the false creed of J a i n i s m t h e religion regarded as heterodox
by the £aivites*
From all these references and evidence we may conclude that
Campantar*s unrestrained contempt of the Jains and the Buddhists
had two purposes;

one was to break the fix&i grip Jainism and

Buddhism had over the Tamil country, and the other was to safeguard
and propagate the iSaiva religion*

This religious bigotry and

intolerance have diminished the universal appeal of the hymns*

These

attacks are not based on any logic but are the result of personal
animosity*
The last Verse of the hymns of Campantar is always a benedictory
one bearing the name of the saint, and will be examined in chapter
seven*

The uniform arrangement of the subject matter is a special

characteristic of the hymns of Campantar not found in the hymns of
the other two saints except the puranic story of Siva crushing
Ir&vagag which is the main ingredient of most of the last verses of
Appar *
(b)

Hymns of Appar
The hymns of Appar are also divided into three Tirumugai. in

all

yiZ

hymns Of about ten verses each*

There are 113 hymns in the

fourth Tirumugai, 100 hymns in the fifth and 99 in the sixth*

1*

Ibid*.

Z6.

The

most striking feature in the hymns of Appar is the absence of the
TKK which are a common phenomenon in the hymns of Campantar and
Cuntarar*
The total number of hymns attributed to Appar is described
ambiguously by tlmapaticivacSriyar*

The allusion runs thus!

"•«••••■kurgayina venna etuttak k5til
orumfinait tarikkumoru varaiyun kRgum
oru nagpat toapati aSyiramatakap
perunSmap pukalurig patlkankugi*
This may be interpreted in two vaysf one being that Appar sang hymns
consisting of 49,000 verses beginning with kurrayinavSgu and ending
with oruvaraiyum;
the first hymn

and the other being that he composed 49tOOO hymns,

beginning with the line kurrayinavagu and the last

hymn beginning with oruvaralyum»
Cuntarar, who lived long before tfmajatlcivScSriyar, specifically
states that Tirunavukkaraear had composed 4,900 panuval*
inaikol ejelu nucirum panuval
Ingavan tirunaviaukkaraiyan
"Tirunavukkaraear composed seven times seven
hundred Incomparable panuval"»
The word panuval in the allusion is probably used in the meaning
♦hymn* and not fversef •
acceptable*

This number is reasonable and most

The reference of Cuntarar can be taken as a reliable
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and authoritative statement because Cuntarar refers to Appar with
great reverence and love, not only in respect to this but in
respect to several other facts as well*^

The fact that Appar

composed 4,900 hymns can be substantiated further by the comment
of Cekkilar on the verse composed by Cuntarar stating the total
number of

hymns sung by Appar*

It runs thus:

" .......... «pStiyave jeluniigum
ancu cirap pittancog giruppatika marul ceytar"2
"Cuntarar sang a hymn in beautiful words in praise of the
seven times seven hundred hymns which were composed by Appar"•
This total of 4,900 hymns is contradicted by Nampiy£nt£r Nampi
in his work Tirungvukkaracutevar tiruvekatacamSlai *

In one verse it

is stated as elunugu arum patikam,^ *the seven hundred rare hymns*
4
and in another it is mentioned as patikam ejejunugu, *seven times
seven hundred hymns'*

The former is probably

a textual corruption*

Dorai Rangaswamy's interpretation of the allusion can be taken with
some justification:
"The verse runs as itaya nekave kacin titayam elunugu arum
patika nitiyS polintarulu tirunSvin enkal aracu*

As in

these lines there is a repetition of the word itayam, our sense
of poetry drives us to omit the second itayam and insert the
phrase, kacinta el ejunjjgu to suit the metre on the basis of
the oft repeated elelunugu"*^

1*
2.
3*
4.
5.

Cun.Tev, 88:8, 39:**, 67:5t 5 5 tk, 78:10 & 46:7*
PPEKN, 150.
Tirunavukkaracutevar tiruvekatacamSlai, 3*
Ibid *7 7*
■
5 p t 7 It p*38.
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All these analyses clearly point to the fact that Appar composed
49,000 verses or 4,900 hymns*
A survey of the extant hymns of Appar reveals the following
facts*

There are two hymns, one in the fourth Tirumurai and the

other in the sixth which contain a verse each*^

Another five

hymns, four in the fourth Tirumurai and one in the sixth, have
only two verse3 each*

2

In the fourth Tirumurai» there are two

hymns, Nos. 106 and 109, which contain only three verses each*

In

the fifth Tirumurai there are two hymns. Nos* 8l and 85, which have
five verses and four verses respectively, and in the fourth there
is a hymn, No*105, containing four verses*

There are two hymns,

N o *15 i» the fifth Tirumurai* and hymn No*26 in the sixth Tirumurai*
each containing six verses*

We have another three hymns, No*104

in the fourth Tirumurai* Nos* 67 and

78

in the fifth Tirumurai and

No*4c in the sixth, containing seven verses each*

Another four

hymns contain eight verses each, No*110 in the fourth, Nos* 58 and 60
in the fifth, and No*8l in the sixth Tirumurai *

In addition we have

nine hymns, containing nine verses each, two hymns in the fourth,
4
three in the fifth and four in the sixth Tirumurai»
remaining verses of all these hymns have been lost*

The
It is

traditionally believed that they have been destroyed by white ants*

2*
3*
4*

App,Tev* 83 and .285*
Ibid** 46, 50, 98, 108, 305*
App*Tev* IV, 27i V, 9, 79, 91* VI, 57, 61, 86, 88*
App*Tev* 27, 103> 122, 192, 204* 270, 274, 299, 301.

Two characteristics have already been mentioned about the
hymns of Appar - the hymns generally consist of ten verses* and
never include TKK#
eleven verses*

1

There are* however* 55 hymns consisting of

four hymns consisting of twelve verses*

2

one hymn

3
4
consisting of 20 verses^ and another consisting of 30 verses*
The last two of these hymns are worth examining*

Tho former*

though it is in praise of the Lord of Tiruvaiya£u, has in some
editions been split into two to fora two patikam# one consisting of
verses 1*10 and the other of verses 11-20*

This was perhaps done

on the assumption that a patikam should contain ten verses*

At

present* however, all these verses are included in one hymn by many
editors and commentators*

The latter is an exceptional hymn in the

whole of Tevaram as it consists of 30 verses*

It is also called by

the name patikam* perhaps because all the other hymns are composed
in the verse-form patikam*

The significant thing about this hymn

is that it is beautifully designed* employing the 12 vowels* the
letter

(Sytam), and 15 consonants each to stand in turn as the

first letter in 28 verses* beginning with the second verse and
ending with the 29th#

ft appears that there is no religious

significance attached to this poetic pattern#

1*

2*
3*
4*

Ibid** 3*14* 15* 17* 19* 22* 6i*84* 86, 97*
155* 127* 129*
130* 132,138, 143,146*
164* 176* 177*
178* 205*207* 208,215*
231, 232* 235*
238* 241*251* 259,264,
309 fc 310*
Ibid#; 9, 120, 166 & 220.
Ibid.; 92.
Tbid.. 210.

111* 115* 114* 123*
150* 152, 157* 160,162*
216* 217* 221, 227*228*
266* 268* 283* 284,288*
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In Apparfs Tevaram two hymns, Nos* 22k and 286, which
describe Siva in relation to two of his abodes, deserve special
mention*

The former, though it describes Pujjkur and NItSr as

the abodes of Siva* is referred to in the PP as sung at Nitur*
The latter, though it describes Siva in relation to Valancull and
Koticcaram, is referred to in PP as sung at Valancuji*

2

These two

hymns are quite similar to hymn Nos* k t 6, 7 and 3^8 of Campantar
and hymn No*7^ of Cuntarar*
We can cite two hymns from the Tevaram of Appar which throw
light on three of the ninety-six works which are collectively called
Ciruplrapantam»

There is a poetic pattern in Tamil literature

which describes the principal members of the body (i*e* the eyes,
face, breasts etc* of the femalef
of the male)*

and shoulders, arms, chest etd#

The order of description must be from the feet to

the hair of the head or from the hair of the head to the feet*

The

hymn ankamalai^ of Appar describes the offering of the principal
members of the body as garlands to Siva*
description is from the head to the feet •
about Koyil

k

Here the order of
There is anotherhymn

*
which though it is not named ankamalai, describes the

principal members of the body of Siva from the feet to the head*
It may be suggested that these two hymns, since they are perhaps

1.
2.
3*
km

PPTN, 189.
Ibid*. 213*
A’
pptTev, hymn No*9*
Ibid*, hymn No*80*

the earliest ones to employ this device in Tamil literature,
prompted later poets to describe the principal members of the body
when they composed poems on mysticism and love*

Besides this,

three of the Cigupirapantam, Ankamalai, Kecatipatam and Patatikecam
are probably influenced by these two hymns*
The analysis of the hymns of Appar on the basis of the pan
and the verse-foras reveals how the saint sang the glories of Siva
in melodious language with a rare appeal to earnest souls seeking
spiritual communion*

Only hymn Nos* 1-21, in the fourth Tirumuiai

are set to music or pap*

Hymn Nos* 22-79 &nd hymi£

Nos. 80-113 are

composed in the verse-form nericai and viruttam respectively*

The

other two, the fifth and the sixth Tirumurai, are composed on the
basis of the verse-forms kuguntokai and tanfcakam respectively*
There are ten pap mentioned in the colophons of the hymns in the
fourth Tirumugai* . The pap,, Kolli, is, however, given to 93 hymns
in some editions}

hymn No*l, hymn Nos* 22 to 79 (composed in

nericai), and hymn Nos* 80 to 113 (composed in viruttam)*^

The

hymns which have been composed in nericai and viruttam are also
traditionally sung in the pan, Kolli *
colophons of six hymns, Nos. Z to 7*

Kan tar am is mentioned in the
Three pap, namely

Piyantaik kantaram, Catari and Kuginci, are given to only one hymn
each - Nos* 8, 9 and 21 respectively*

Another four pap, namely

Kantara pancamam, Palantakkarakam, Pajam pancuram and Cikamaram

!•

TPT, Tirumurai, IV, p*91*
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are each allocated to two hymns* Nos* 10 and 11* 12 and 13* 1^ and
13 and 19 and 20 respectively*

The pap, Intajam, is given to three

hymns, Nos* 16 to 18*^
The above analysis makes it quite clear that the number of pap,
as well as the number of hymns allocated to each, are fewer than the
corresponding numbers in the hymns of Campantar and Cuntarar*

Only

ten pan are used in the hymns of Appar while 23 pan are used in the
hymns of Campantar and seventeen in those of Cuntarar*

Appar,

however, has introduced two new verse-forms, kuguntokai and taptakam
which are collected into two separate Tirumugai.

The kuguntokai

have been composed in four clr in kaliviruttaa and consist of one
hundred hymns*

These are collected into the fifth Tirumugai, and

numbered from 114- to 213*
the raga, NadanamakriyS*

These hymns are traditionally sung in
The Tiruttaptakam which have been composed

in eight cir, consisting of 99 hymns in the sixth Tirumugai, are
numbered from 21*f to 312*

These hymns are traditionally sung in

the raga, Harikambhoji*
Taptakam is a verse^form unique to the Tevaram and Appar is
acclaimed as the master of it*

Hence, he is popularly known as

tautaka v€ntafl, fthe master of taptakam1*

Jesudasan observes*

f,In each of the taptakam, we observe the easy flow of

1*

accomplished prose;

the cumulative effect achieved in some

of the best poetry;

genuine, simple feeling;

See the Table N o *2*

and allusions to
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several of the stories In purauic lore*

All these, in

combination with music« make admirable singing for the
gathering of Saivite devotees"*^
Of course his hymns sure noted for simplicity, freshness and
spontaneity#

"He is also alive to form, colour and musio; especially

2

his tiruttSntakam are melodious and full of deep rich harmonies"•

The references such as tamijakaraa, •the ocean of Tamil learning9,^
k
by Nampiyautar Nampi and navinukkaraiyan» 9the king of words9 by
Cuntarar, describe aptly the ability of the saint to

compose hymns

in elegant sweet language with rare lyrical beauty*
(c) Hymns of Cuntarar
The hymns of Cuntarar are compiled into a single book, the
seventh Tirumugai, which contains only one hundred hymns*

It is

also noteworthy that there is a variety of musical composition in
these hymns and they were designed to inspire piety and devotion*
The total number of hymns attributed to Cuntarar is described
ambiguously by Umapaticivacariyar, in verse No#l6 of TKP*

The

reference runs thus*
*...... .pitta ennum
inpa mutal tiruppatikam ujitogum fgay muppattenoa

yiramataka

muppu pukangavar************
This can be interpreted in two ways*

1*
2.
3#
b.

It can mean that Cuntarar

HTli,
SSTK, p.^6*
Alufcaiya Pillaiyar Tirukkalampakam, 33*
'
Cun.Ter.'W , ’ 55,¥ & 'W i o -: ----

composed 38*000 hymns of which the first hymn begins with the word
pitta and the last hymn with the word filitoEum*

Alternatively*

it may mean that Cuntarar sang 38*000 verses in patikam from the
verse beginning with the word pitta to the verse beginning with
the word filitogura*

We now have* however* only one hundred hymns

of Cuntarar* and the rest* according to TXP, were eaten away by
white anta before the remaining hymns were saved *^“
Me can cite evidence from the hymns of Cuntarar to prove his
veneration and love for the other two saints*

He addresses

Campantar as nalllcai ngnac^mpantast *the sweet music-giving
Campantar1* and praises Appar as nayiaukkara iyan« *the king of words*
He refers to their hymns as narramil malai* *the excellent Tamil
P
garlands**
In the same verse he further states with great humility
that he is only repeating what Campantar and Appar have already sung*
One therefore concludes that the hymns of Campantar and Appar must
have been widely popular among* and greatly desired by* the people
during the time of Cuntarar and that this statement must have been a
reflection of contemporary popular feeling.

In addition* it is

clear that Cuntarar was very familiar with the hymns of Campantar and
Appar*

He has borrowed words* phrases* ideas and thoughts from the
%
two saints*
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We may now land our minds to examine in & little more detail
how Cuntarar shows his respeet and reverence to his predecessors*
1
Such expressions as uyar nana campantan* 9the great fJanacampantar9.

3
tamil nanacampantan* 9the Tamil Campantar or he sang Tamil hymns9,
naggamil walla nSnacampantan* 9the eminent Tamil poet, Campantar9,^
tamil parappum nanacampantan* 9Campantar who propagates Tamil1
and enpiran Campanian* •our Lord Campantar9,^ explicitly demonstrate
the great respect and love of Cuntarar for Campantar, the greatness
of his genius, his refined and cultured language, and melodious and
elevated spirit*
References such as navinukkaraiyan 9he is the king of the
7
word9' igaikol.....,panuval Ingavan* 9he who composed*.....unique
8
9
hymns9 navinmicai araiyan* 9the eloquent Navukkaracar9* and
tiruninga cemmaiyg cemmaiySyk kopja tirunSvukkaraiyan* 9Navukkaracar
who pursued the path of sacred uprightness9**0 clearly portray the
great respect Cuntarar had for Appar, his literary achievements and
his peaceful, cheerful and serene life*

1*
2*
3*

Cun.Tev, 97*9*
Ibid*. 67*5*
Ibid.. 78:10.
Ibid.. 55i^.
5. Ibid.. 62:8.
6. 1ST?.. 39i5»

h.

7. 1ST?.. 55J^8.

Ibid.. 65:2.

9 . 1ST ? .. 78 :10i
10. 1ST ? .. 39 :^.

It is also noticeable that
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there are more references to Campantar than to Appar in the hymns of
Cuntarar *

Moreover, the references to Campantar are clearly

descriptive of the saint's sweet music, melodious compositions and
refined language#

It therefore appears that Cuntarar had greater

admiration for Campantar and hie hymns than he had for Appar and his#
The one hundred hymns of Cuntarar can be analysed as follows
on the basis of the location of shrines#

Four hymns, Nos# 92« 4*3,

49 and 42, are sung about Avigaci, Paotikkotumufci, Murukaapuoti and
Vencamakkufcal respectively in the Konkunatu#
about 48 shrines in the CS^a country;

There are 57 hymns

eight hymns are about Arflr,

two hymns each about Avatutugai and NiasiySr, and one each about
another 45 shrines#

The To&t*in£tu has thirteen hymns sung about

twelve shrines, two on Oggiyflr and one each about the others#
Twelve hymns acre about ten shrines in Natunatu* three about
Mutnkuggam and one each about the others#

Five hymns are on five

shrines in Pantla^tu, one for each shrine, while the North country

has three hymns one for each of three shrines there#

The Malainatu

and Ilam have one hymn each about Ancaikkalam and Ke tic car am

respectively#

1

Therefore the number of shrines sung of by Cuntarar

is 84, the number of hymns being 98#

We have another four hymns,

flrttokai (47) NamakkatikalSkiya atikaj <33) 9 Nattutokai (12) and
Mufrtppatu kankaj (44} which are generally accepted as common hymns#
Three hymns - Tiruttontattokai (39)« Naarpiyeara tiruppatikam (63)

1#

For a detail account see TO#Cun, 206#

so

and ItaiySrru itaimarutu (31) * are however* established as common
hymns in our study*^
The hymn Nos* 31 and 7^ deserve special mention as they are
each* according to several editions* noted as being sung about two
shrines*

The former is mentioned as sung on IiaiySjju and Itaimarutu*

and the latter on Tirutturutti and Tiruvejvikkuti*

Hymn No.31*

however* can be more appropriately regarded as a common hymn* as
mentioned above*

Hymn No*7^* according to PP* was composed at

Tirutturutti2 although the hymn praises Siva in relation to two
shrines Tirutturutti and Tiruvejvikkuti*

This is clear evidence of

Cuntarar composing hymns similar to hymn Nos* 4* 6* 7 and 3^8 of
Campantar;

and hymn Nos* 2Zh and 286 of Appar*

Further examination reveals several facts about the hymns of
Cuntarar now available to us*

There are 13 hymns in which the
5
benefits of chanting are not stated in their T K K .
Hymn No*11
contains only eight verses because two verses* Nos* 3 and 9* have
been lost*

In hymn N o *63* the last two lines and a portion of the

second line are missing*

There are only 7 verses extant of hymn

N o *65 since verses Nos* 8-10 have been lost*

In hymn No*66* the

first five verses are extant and the rest are missing*
verses must have been eaten away by white ants*

The missing

Among the remaining

1. Infra* Ch*VI*pp* 3^5 ^ 9
2* PPEKN* JOO*
3* Supra* P.*28.
^fr* Ibid** p*J*3#
5 . Cun.Tey, hymn Nos. 1, l«t, JO, 33, 37, 38, U , 76, 77, 81, 90, 95,
100.
(The TKK of hymn Nos. 63, 65 & 66 have been lost.)
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hymns t JO hymns contain eleven verses each, - three hymns contain
twelve verses each, and 6k hymns have ten verses each.*

Another

striking feature in some of the TKK of Cuntarar is his specific
mention of the number ftenf in Zk hymns*

In most cases, he gives

it as pattu, but in some cases it is mentioned as either
ottStirantu^ (8+2), or aintSlaintu^ (3+5)*
Analysis reveals clearly that the poet intentionally adopts a
pattern of employing the last lines of the verses to inspire piety
and devotion*

The following classification demonstrates this

ClearlyI
In certain hymns, the pattern observed is that the last line
of the verse is not repeated in each verse of each hymn*
if
hundred hymns, only six hymns belong to this category*

Out of one
In

contrast, there are many more of a similar kind in the hymns of
Campantar and Appar*
analyse below*

There are fewer of this type than the ones wc

The paucity of this number illustrates the poetfa

desire for repetition of the last line in order to inspire ecstasy
of devotion in chanting*
In certain hymns, the pattern observed Is that the last line
of each verse is repeated but the line repeated in one hymn differs
from that repeated In another*

There are about 22 such hymns noted

in our sources and we may cits some of them here to illustrate our
point•

1*
2*
3*
km

See TO*Cun, p*573*
Cun,Tev, hymn No.4^ etc*
Ibid*, hymn No*53 etc*
2 2 ]|*i hymn .Nos.* 12, k5,.k7 , 76, 82 and '$2 * .....................
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•»•••*•• »ancalengarulay ar enakkugavu amararkal ege^
11Oh Lion of the Devast
not1.

'Bless me with the words* 'fear

Whom else do I have for comfort?1*•

*«•««•+**uyvakai arulSy itaimarutugai entaipjrSae

2

”0 Lord of Itaimaruturt show me the path of escape and
redemption!**
»rajkoli puttfir magikkattai maganten niaaikkeni^
'What can I think of hut the precious ruhy of Tiruvalkoliputtflr*«
If
#*••«••»»ninnaiyallal ini yarai niaaikkefti
'Whom shall I think of except yourself1•
In such hymnsf the last lines are a vital part of the hymn*
and generally reflect the thoughts of the saint*
The second half of the last line is repeated in all the verses
of some hymnst though the half line repeated may differ from hymn
to hymn*
Cuntarar*

Nearly thirty-four such hymns are extant in the hymns of
The following will demonstrate our points

•••••••*»*atikel umakkat ceyya ancutume^
*0 Lord# we are afraid of serving you'*
.......... ayai at tit tarappagiye^
1••*••*•••**to carry them there1*

1*
2*
3*
K*
5*
6*

Ibid*#
Ibid*;
Ibid*;
Ibid*#
lb id *;
Ibid*#

hymn
hymn
hymn
hymn
hymn
hymn

No*70*
Ko*60*
No*57*
No*24#
No*2*
No*20*

S3

•«•••**• *enakkar tunai nlyalatS^"
1Except you, who is there to help me?*
These expressions do not appear to be More effective than the
ones we analysed earlier*

This type of ending however, occurs

more frequently in the hymns of Cuntarar*
In certain hymns the verses end with the name of the abode
of the Lord*

Twenty such hymns can be cited*

Some examples ares

»♦♦♦*«***orgiyuri (hymn No*91)
»*♦♦*...*cogguttucaiye (hymn No *9*0
*naraiyBrc citticcarame (hymn N o *93)
*...... »n£valurg (hymn No *17)
The other type of repetition is that of praising the Lord in
relation to his abode*

Eleven such hymns are noted in our sources

and we may cite some of theas
*«••••••*anc aikkala11appane

2

.........O L o r d of Ancaikkajam*
••+•••••*arur appanS ancineae^

........*0 Lord of irur 1 am afraid«
• ♦♦..... nattiyattankuti nampl

k

#♦...... 0 Lord of Nattiys-itankutl
These expressions, though apparently similar to the ones we
have examined above, are in fact quite different*

In one, the

emphasis is on the Lord, while in the other, the emphasis is on '

1*
2.
3*
km

Ibid*,
Ibid*,
Ibid*,
!iVid*,

hymn
hymn
hymn
hymn

N o *28*
No**f*
N o *8 *
No.15*
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the abodes.

In other words* the saint extols the abode in the

former, and praises the Lord in the latter#
From the analysis so far, it appears that all these patterns
may have been adopted by the saint for two reasons#

One is that it

may have helped the saint in composing the hymns extempore#

The

other is that it may not only inspire piety and devotion but also
facilitate collective chanting, especially in congregational worship#
The hymns of Cuntarar are arranged according to the 17 different
pap#

There are 17 hymns of Takkeci, lh hymns of Nattarakam, 12

hymns of Intalam, seven hymns each of Kolli and Palam pancuram,
five hymns each of Kantaram, Natt&patai, and Pancamam, four hymns
each of Kurincl, ClkSmaram and Takkarak&m, three hymns of
Pupanlrmai and one hymn each of Kantara pancamam, Kaucikam, Centurutti
and Piyantaik kantaram#
Kollik kauvSpam#

The remaining nine hymns are of

The number of pap given to the hymns of Cuntarar,

in proportion to the number of the hymns, is greater than that
given to the hymns of Campantar and Appar#
Cuntarar states in some of the TKK that he himself sang those
hymns according to pan, but the name of the pap is not mentioned:
pap payilum pattumivai,^ *the ten verses composed to pap**

2

ippicaic centamil pattum,

2#

Cun,Tev, l6 ill#
Ibid#, 67*11#

olikol

fthe sweet musical composition of the ten
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classical Tamil verses*{

elicai intamilal icaintSttiya -patta,

•the ten Tamil verses composed suitably in the seven tones;

and

2 1those who are capable of chanting them

cantam icaiyotum vallar,
to music*•

All these references indicate that the hymns of

Cuntarar were composed to pap#

They were sung to pap by the saint

himself, and requested by him to be chanted to pap by others*
CekkilSr, referring to Cuntarar*s singing the first hymn beginning
with the line pittS pirai cfitl, clearly states in PP that the saint
3
sang the hymn sweetly in the pap. Intalam.
This statement in the
PP is clear evidence that the pap given in the hymns of the Seven
Tirumurai are the originals and were not introduced later as
claimed by some scholars, who cite some of the verses from the TKP
in support of their argument.

k

THE WORKS OF NAMPIYAUTAR NAMPI
The works of NampiyaptSr Nampi which were a source used by
Cekkijar to gain full particulars about the &aivite devotees, need
special emphasis*

It is generally accepted that Nampiyaptar

Kampi was the contemporary of Rajaraja I (985-1013 A.D.), who was

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ibid., 100:10.
Ibid.t 73:11#
PPTK, 7^-5*
T W 7 p.12.
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his patron.^

The references in verse Nos* 50, 65 and 82 of TTA

have also been cited in support of the view that he lived during
the time of Jttitta Colag (870-907 A.D.).2
The total number of works about the Saivite devoteesy especially
the hymnists,

3

attributed to Nampiyagfcar Nampi is eight*

One

work (TTA) slightly elaborates the hymn Tiruttogtattokai (hymn No*
39) of Cuntarar, narrating briefly the life-history of each devotee*
Six works, enumerated in a succeeding paragraph, describe the life
history of Campantar*

Another work, TirunSvukkaracutevar

tiruvekatacamalai praises Apyar and his hymns*

All these works,

along with Tevaram hymns, must have provided the wealth of
information which enabled Cekkilar to narrate the life histories of
the Saivite devotees in PP*

These works are included in the

eleventh Tirumugai in the Saiva canonical literature compiled by
Nampiyagtar Nampi himself*
The TTA is a very important work for two reasons*
the author elaborates Cuntarar*0 hymns Tiruttogtattokai*

One is that
The other

is that Cekkilar followed this work in great detail in composing his
ij,
PP.
This work consists of 89 verses with a verse for each of the
58 saints besides 11 verses on Cuntarar,^ two verses, Nos. Zk and 25,

1*
2.
3•
if.
5.

Nilakanta Sastri^ K.A*^ The Colas, p*637*
Venkataramanaiya, K*M«, Varalaggu munnurai in the PatinorSn
tirumugai, published by Tiruppagantal Mutt (19^3)» p,XXIX*
Six works on Campantar, one on Appar and 11 verses in the TTA
on Cuntarar•
PESSS, 39.
«rse «os. 8 , 16, 23, 32, IfO, kS, 57, 63, 69, 77 and 86.
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on Appari two, Nos# 33 &nd 3^f on Campantar, two, Nos*'44 and 45*
on Ceramajj PerumaJ Nayaaar, two, Nos# 8l and 82, on Koccenkatcola
Naya^ar, and one versa each on the nine groups of devotees#

Of

the remaining three verses, the first and the last verses are
invocatory and benedictory respectively*
is suspected to be an interpolation#

1

The invocatory verse
The other verse, No* 88,

is rather novel in that it is composed entirely of the first line
of each of the verses of the hymn Tlruttontattokai.
The work Tiruvekgtacamalai fthe sacred garland of eleven verses1
is as we have already mentioned the only work composed on Appar*
This work is also considered as an important source of facts about
Appar and his hymns#
The six works composed on Campantar are as follows*

(1)

Alutaiya pillaiyar tiruvantSti consists of 101 verses including the
benedictory stanza composed in the verse form antati, *the last word
of the first verse is the first word of the succeeding one*#

The

life history of Campantar is given in great detail in this work#
(2) Alutaiya pillaiyar tiruccanpai viruttam, consists of 11 verses#
It is composed in the verse form viruttam and praises Campantar in
relation to his native place Ca^pai, one of the names of ClkSli#
(3) Alutaiya pillaiyAr tiru mummapikkovai consists of 30 verses
composed in three different verse-forms aciriyam, veppa and kattajaik
kalitturai which come one after another in that order#

1#

(k) Alutaiya

Fatinoran tirumurai, published by TiruppajjantAJ. Mutt, see the
footnot es, p #370•
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pillaiyar tiruvulSmalai is a significant work as it describes the
total number of verses composed by Campantar besides providing
other information*

(5) Alutaiya pillaiyar tirukkalampakam is in

another kind of verse form kalampakam composed in various metres
in praise of Campantar*

The work consists of 49 verses*

(6)

Lastly, the Alutaiya pillaiyar tiruttokai consists of 69 lines which
generally praise Campantar in relation to the miracles performed by
him*
All these work3 on Campantar provided Cekkilar with the
necessary information to construct an elaborate life history of
Campantar*

It is thus no wonder th&t he has narrated the life

history in more than one thousand verses*

Besides this, the number

of works on Campantar attributed to Nampiyautai* Nampi clearly

indicates that he was an ardent admirer of Campantar and his hymns*
It is therefore not surprising that he gave first place to the
hymns of Campantar and only second place to the hymns of Appar in
his compilation PTM, though Campantar was only a junior contemporary
of Appar.

It may, however, be argued that Campantar was given

first place because he had sung the greatest number of hymns and not
because NampiyactSr Nampi had the greater admiration for him*

PERIYA PtJRAflAM
A study of the Periya purapam is indispensable for a full
understanding of the life history of the three saints and of their

so

hymns.

The references given regarding the hymns are of enormous

importance in comprehending Tevaram and its significance#

This

work is also called Tiruttontar purapam. 'the story of the holy
Saivite devotees'# hut it is popularly known as Periya puraaam.
'great story'#

The author of this work is CekkilEr, a contemporary

of the Cola king A&apaya& who is identified with Kulottunkaa II

(1133-1150 A.D.).1
Cekkilar himself modestly states that he composed the PP on the
basis of Srtlrar's hymn Tirufctontattokai. which gives the list of
saints of Saivisra
importance#

and is considered by many to be of great

He also admits that he followed without any deviation

the Btories and details given by Nampiyautar Nampi,
referring to his Tiruttoptar tiruvantati#

3

probably

A close study will

reveal, however, that the material used by CekkilSr for composing
the PP was mainly the Tevaram hymns of the three saints, and the
seven works of Nampiyaptar Nampif particularly the TTA*

In

addition, to construct the stories in greater detail, he must have
relied not only on the traditional accounts of these saints
conveyed through the generations but must have also made use of
literary evidence and personal knowledge of the various religious
centres where sculptural representations of these saints existed#

1#
2.
3#

Rajamanickanar, Periyapurapa aracci, p#^3«
PPTMC; 37*
Ibid.. 39#
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Cekkilar* though he lived in the 12th century A.D., attempted
to a certain extent the avoiding of any reference to contemporary
conditions but tried to narrate the stories in their historical
perspective.

However,it should not be forgotten that the poet

lived three or four centuries after Arurar.

Therefore9 it is not

possible to assume that all the details in the PP formed the
prevalent tradition even during the time of Nampi Arurar.

Further

more f even though he states that he closely followed the details
given by Narapiya$t&r Nampi, it must be remembered that NampiyaatSr
Nampi himself lived in the 10th century A.D., one century later
than Arurar*
Umapaticivacariyar in his work Cekkilar purapam, ’story of
Cekkilar’t describes the circumstances under which the PP was
composed by CSkkil&r.

The story goes that Cekkilar, the Prime

Minister, was perturbed by the great interest shown by the king
Kulottunkaa in the study of Jain literature especially the Civaka
cintamapi, a work dealing with worldly life and earthly pleasures.
He narrated to the king the lives and the deeds of the Saiva devotees.
The king who was delighted to hear these inspiring stories,
persuaded Cekkilar to compose a Kaviyam on the saints*
went to Tillai*

CekkilSr

There, when a divine voice commanded him to begin

the work with the word u lake lam he composed the great PP*

Though

this story was perhaps invented by the author or his adherents to
give divine sanction to the PP, some facts are bound to be mixed
with the fiction.
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The PP is a colleetion of biographies of sixty-three devotees
of 5iva who lived between the 4th and 9th century A*D#

The simple

and melodious versesf numbering a little over 40C0f describe the
mystic relationship between Siva and his devoteesff the study of
which ha3 been a perennial source of inspiration for the ^aivites
and of great interest to many others*

Jesudasan states that

"the story of PP is that of the marriage of the deity Siva with
devotees whose beauty was the beauty of the eoul"*^*

Of the sixty-

three life historiesv that of Campantar is the longest f narrated in
1256 verses*

Kext comes Appar with 429 verses*

The story of

Arurar is spread out in Taluttatkonta purauairu EyarkSn kalikkfima
nSyanAr purauam« Ceramsfa perumaj nayapar purSgam and Vellanaic
carukkam*

The PF is & aid to be an imitation of the epic Civaka

cintamaal but the structure is very loose*
narrated discontinuously#

The story of ArCrar is

Jesudasan rightly points out that the

history of Cuntarar, with which the work begins, is quite often
forgotten in the course of the narrative though it is brought up
later once or twice for serious consideration*

2

Another striking aspect is that the bhakti rasa permeates the
verses of this work even though it is composed not in praise of a
deity but is a commentary on the hymns of the three saints*
the PP is held to be bhakti literature par excellence*

1. HTL, p.152*
2 . i k , p. 153.

In fact,

From the
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account of CekkilSr’s life given by Umapaticivacariyar in bis
Cekkilar pur again and from the verses in PP we know that Cekkijar
led a life entirely dedicated to Siva worship.

The PP testifies

that he was no ordinary mystic, for his intense devotion towards
Siva is expressed explicitly through the devotion and love of the
saints.

Purnalingam Pillai captures it thus?

wApart from the flowing character of the verse, and from the
bhakti rasa which flows in every line, PP is a running
commentary on the Tevaram hymns and elucidates the subtle
truths and high dogmas embodied in them which are otherwise
not easy to understand"
It may be suggested that the verses on the three saints are held
in great esteem because they constitute the most detailed, and to
the fiaivites, the most reliable biography of the saints*

Of course

Cekkijar has mixed up history with myths and legends, but such
elements can easily be detected and eliminated in

the process of a

critical examination.

TWO NOTEWORTHY COLLECTIONS
We have two other compilations, the Akattiyar tevarattirattu

2

and the Tirumugait tirattui which throw light on the fact that the
theology of Tamil £aivism was culled mainly from the Tevaram.

The

former consists of 25 hymns and the latter consists of 99 single

1.
2#

TL, p.20^.
A collection of 25 hymns from the Tevaram, attributed to the
Sage Agastya, HTL, supplement, parts, 1-3 » p*6.
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verses collected from the works of the Tevaram hymnista*
The ATT was, according to the preface, collected by Akattiyar
In response to the request of CivSlaya Iruci who wanted to enjoy
the essence of the whole Tevaram in a nutshell*

The preface further

states that Akattiyar, after handing over the collection to the
iruci# claimed that those who chant those hymns daily would receive
the benefits of chanting the entire work Atankanmucai*^

Moreover,

it is clear from the contents and the preface that the 25 hymns were
collected and compiled in accord with the eight Saiva Siddhanta
doctrines, kuruyarul, ’grace of guru*, tiruveguigu ’holy ashes’,
ancejuttupmai ’truth of the five sacred letters1, koyiggigam
’constituents of temple’ civanuruvam ’form of Given*, tlruvatikal
•holy feet;.’, aruccanai ’worship with offerings’ and atimai nilai
♦state of surrender’*

A careful study of the preface reveals

that it was the tradition of Saivite scholars to analyse the
Tevaram through the prism of £aiva Siddhanta philosophy*

On the

contrary, ilaiva Siddhanta philosophers have formulated the principles
of their philosophy by analysing mainly the work of the hymnists*
This compilation must have been collected with the idea of
inducing the Saivites to chant regularly some, at least, of the hymns*
There is no doubt that Akattiyar cannot be the compiler because the

!•

Akattiyar tevarat tirattn* see the preface (last two lines)*
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saga lived long before the Tevaram hymnists.^

It must b e f

thereforey the work of another who lived after the hymnista and
who also had the name of Akattiyar*

It may also be that the word

#Akattiyar1 was added to the title perhaps because of the size of
the anthology*

It is indeed very small in size when compared to

the entire Atankanmugai, and Akattiyar is reputed to have been a
short or small man*

2

The compiler could have purposely left out

his own name and concocted a story in his prefacef connecting
Akattiyar and Civalayaunu^i in order to make the collection a
popular one*

In &dditiony several collections of this kindY

compiled and published for the purpose of chanting in temples as well
as in the homes of the £aivites# can be cited*^

In fact, recently

there have arisen a number of collections both from the
Atankanmugai and the PTM*

The hymns in most of these have been

selected at the whim of the compiler and fall far below the standard
of the classical collection already analysed*
The other book TMT« was compiled probably in 130? A.D. by
Umapaticivacariyar*

1*

2*
3*

The verses are collected in such a way as to

Histories assign Tolkappiyar, the author of Tolkappiyam
to about the first century A#D* and is said to be one of the
12 diciples of Akattiyar*
kugumunlvan, *dwarfish sage*, MTL, Vol*IIf p*1057*
For example. The Panniru tirumurait tirattu* ed* V*Ramanatha
Pillai, published by TSSt (1961;*
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form a body of literature which formulates the ten-fold theology
of Tamil Saivism.

The TMT was compiled by Umapaticivacariyar as

the source-work for his £aiva Siddhanta treatisesf especially
Tiruvarutpayan*

This is obvious from the arrangement of the verses

into ten chapters under the captions:
1*

patimutu nilai,

’state of the Supreme1

2

uyiravai nilai,

’state of soul1•

3

irupmala nilai,

’state of anavam♦

k

arulatu nilai#

’state of Divine grace*

3

aruluru nilai.

♦state of the guru or grace incarnate*

6

agiyumnegi,

7

uyir vilakkam,

8

inpugu nilai,

9

anceluttarul nilai,

10

•self-realization*

apaintor tanmai«

’self-purification*
*state of bliss*
’Otate of grace of the five letters* and
’nature of the state of the elvanmuttar•

These ten captions are also the names of the chapters in the
Tiruvarutpayagt one of the Saiva Siddhanta treatises of
Umapaticivacariyar*

It is therefore beyond dispute that the TMT

is a small body of literature from which Umapaticivacariyar must have
deduced the rules governing the theology of Tamil Saivism in his
Tiruvarutpayan♦

This tends to suggest that the ATT must also have

been compiled by one of the authors of the Meykapta cSttiram in
order to formulate the principles of their work*
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Chapter Two

iAIVISM AS REFLECTED IK THE PABIPffTAL AND THE
TrRUMURTOAHBTJPPATAI

The eight poems in the Pari«« which are exclusively in praise
of CewiJ.** and the TMP, which is devoted entirely to the extolling
of Murukag, are the earliest and perhaps the test works available
which enable ua to make a study of the cult and worship of Kurukag,
and the religions life of the early Tamils*

In fact, no other

literature in praise of Kurukag had been produced until the advent
of devotional hymns in praise of Siva and Yipgu about A«D*600t after
which he virtually disappears from the extant Tamil literaturef
reappearing only in the post-Co^a period (circa A*D.1500)# when there
occurred a tremendous revival of the Muruka cult*
however, expressed penetratingly by Vithiananthan

2

This fact

is9

in the following

wordsi
ttXn the .Tamil country9 as the worship of Siva gradually gained
ground, the worship of Murukag faded into the background and
Skanda took his place*

In the age of the Pattu»« Murukag was

the popular deity of the people and was worshipped universally*

1«
2*

Supra» Ch*!f p*6.
Trip, p*36*
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But after this period his place was taken by Sira and
ViStfu".1

Besides the two works mentioned above, a number of references
are made in the oldest Tamil grammar Tolkappiyam and in other early
Tamil literature*
Tol* says that the mountain region is dear to
p
Ceyoaf
There is also a reference in cu* 60 in Porul* to vegiyStal,
H o dance in frensy' - the dance of Invocation to the god Murukag,
which is oonducted by a person called velan# so called because he

holds a spear in his hand while he dances*
references from early Tamil literature*

We may also cite some
In seven poems in the NT,,

this deity is described as causing distress to sweethearts and it is
to avoid this that pali or offerings are made by the velan to this
God.*

In three poems in AN, the references run thus*

"The mother, without knowing the real cause for her daughter's
distress, called the velan of ancient wisdom, who danced in
frensy and said, 'this disease has been caused by the will of
If
our deity| I know its cause•"

"The women foretellers of ancient wisdom, who are capable of
telling lies, spread the various cereals on the winnowing fan,
i 5
and said, 'this distress has been caused by Murukag".

1.
2*
3.
k.
5.

Vithiananthan, S*f 'The Pattuppattu * a historical, social and
linguistic study', p*ll4*
ciyon ffieva'maivarai ulakaaum* Tol*, porul», cu, 5*
NT, 34, Ik7 , 173, 273, 282, }51 eld“376.
AN, 388J18-21,'
Ibid.. 9 8 J8-10.
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11‘The suffering of this sweetheart will be remedied if Hurukan,
who with his renowned broad hands destroyed those who would not
heed his behests, is placated1*
said this as truth*
prepared;

The women of ancient wisdom

So, the place of sacrifice was well

the spear was garlanded;

the offerings were made with

loud singing which echoed all over the town;

the beautiful

millet mixed with blood was sprinkled and Murukag was invoked at
fearful midnight"
Haturaikkgncl also contains a reference to this practices
"The women wearing kanci flowers adore with meal the god Murukan
who wears the blooms of the katampu tree *

To strident sounds

of instruments, they tread measures in the temple courts,
joining hands and indulging much in noisy cries and songs and
2
embrace one another"*
All these passages either describe or suggest Murukag as causing
trouble to young girls, or causing leanness and greenishness of
complexion through love-sickness *

A close study will reveal that

tfurukag is introduced as the god of the mountain region in order to
describe the lore theme of the kngincittlaai* *the love behaviour
of the mountain region1 with which pupartal ‘sexual union1 is
associated*

Though they are employed to emphasise the love themes,

these passages, according to Akapporul* make quite clear the modes
of worship of Kurukan and the nature of the religious life of the
people during the time of early Tamil literature*

1* Ibid** 22*5-11*
2 * katuraikkanci* 611-15*

The leanness

and the distress of the sweetheart due to her separation from her
secret lower had been wrongly identified as caused by the will of the
god Murukag*

To remedy this illness, people joined together and

conducted ritualistic worship of Murukag, in which sacred utterances
were made, sacrifices offered* and Kurukag invoked*

When such

ceremonies were held, God was believed to manifest Himself in one of
the worshippers* who danced in frensy and suggested the appropriate
remedy, namely sacrifice to Kurukag*

Kurukag is thus always

associated with ritualistic worship and sacrifice*

In most places

where the worship of Murukag is mentioned, we find descriptions of
the ritual dances, which must have played a prominent role in the
religious life of the people*

This practice probably gained greater

currency though in a different fora (i*e* dancing in spiritual joy)
in the shrines of Siva during the time of the TjvSraa hymnista and
has subsequently been included as one of the sacred duties called
■

0

■

Hnantakkdttu by the famous Saiva reformer, Agumaka NSvalar*

1

The review of references in early Tamil literature, points to
the conclusion that the cult and worship of Murukag is very ancient
among the Tamils, and is considered indigenous to the Tamil country*
Kailas apathy concludes that in later times it survived as a cult in
2
mountainous areas, as hruldism did In Homan Britain*
The views of
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Karayana Ayyar that tho poets are very fond of comparing the
leanness in the sweetheart caused by separation from her lover to
the changes effected in the physical features of a Murukan-possessed
persont and that such a conception of Kurukag is in no way better
them conceiving of him as a demon or a ghost
attention*

also deserve our

The belief among the people that Lord Murukag causes

distress and Illness to people is detrimental to the true doctrine
of the laiva religion#

The essence of 5aiva Siddhanta philosophy

is that the power of God works for the uplift of all souls to the
p
condition of God nimeelf#
Since He leads all souls to perfection
He must be an all-loving being, and not one who causes harm and
Illness#

On the other hand, "the contemplation of God and of His

perfection brings home to one's mind one's own significance, lifts
one's thoughts to high ideals, and directs one's love to the ultimate
reality".3
One thing that emerges from the study of Tol# is the omission
of 5iva as a regional deity#

In early Tamil literature also there

are only incidental references to Siva#
The destruction of the
>
three castles, the blue neck, the moon on the head, and the eye on the
k
forehead are mentioned in one of the poems in PH*
Poems Ho* 6 , 91,

X#
2#
3#
k*

p»lo6 *
Tiaruvarutpayan * 1*2*
SSH, p+53#
PH, 55*1~5«
,
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166 end 198 of PR allude to Siva bet nowhere is he aentioned as
?;

the god of any geographical region or described as being worshipped
popularly by people as Hnraka& was worshipped*

On the other handt

no literature is known to have been produced in Tamil in praise of
Siva until the rise of the devotional literature of the £&iva
NayagmSr#

All these fasts indicate strongly that only a small group

of peoplet who had perhaps studied the Sanskrit purUuaey could h&Te
had knowledge of Siva at that tiaet the majority of the population
being ignorant of him*
the early Tamils*

In other wordst Siva was not worshipped by

The worship of $iva gradually gained ground in the

Tamil country with the Influx of the Aryans and became prominent only
during the time of the £aiva saints*

Until that time* only the cult

and worship of Kurukag was universally present*
Pravldlan and Aryan aspects
Ve may now pass on to examine in detail the works, Pari*
and THPt as it is from these alone that a vivid sketch of the
development of the cult and worship of Kurukag and the religious
conditions of the Tamils can be drawn*

In factf an analysis of the

Various names of Kurukag and the Aryan elements in these works helps
enormously to present a clear and striking picture of this deity
known by the pure Tamil name Hurukan* *the tender child1f he is
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represented in legend, sculpture, and paintings as a beautiful child
or y o u t h T h i s

is the name by which this most popular deity

is generally described in early Tamil literature, including the Pari*
and the TMP, both of which are, of course, regarded by many scholars
as belonging to a later date*

2

The other names, Cevvel, Vicalvel,

VelveJ, NefcuveJ, Ceyyoa and Ceyoa, are also used in certain of these
works to describe this deity*

Murukag is the original name of the

god and all the other names are descriptive*

The poems in praise

of this deity in the Pari* edited by Caoinataiyar, are, however,
each given under the name Cevvel, which in fact appears only in
one place in the fifth poem*

3

Host noticeable is the absence

of the names Subrahmaaya, Karttikeya, §a^mukha and Skanda by which
this deity was popularly worshipped during the vigorous revival of
the Murukao cult about 1500 A*D*

There are, however, descriptions

of Murukag in Pari * and TMP identifying him with these names*

This

is clear evidence of the fact that these works were composed at a
time when the Dravidian and Aryan cultures already tended to

1*
2.
3*

FTI, p*2*
HTLI, pp*56-58*
Pari* 5813*
The naming of these poems in Pari* may be the
work of the editor who would possibly have been guided in
this by the vegpa of unknown date and authorship, which
refers to the poems in praise of Murukaa in Pari* as referring
to CevveJ*
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commingle#

1

The name Subrahmagya appears in the Taittirlya

ffragyaka in which Agni and VSyu are described as the servants or
attendants of Indra#
are allusions to

called Subrahmagya#

the birth of KSrttikeya

On the other hand9there
or Subrahmagya in theEpics#

in which he is described as the son of Rudra or Agni#

From all

this we may legitimately conclude that the worship of Subrahmagya is
a consequence of

the development of the

worship of Rudra or £lva#

At the Influx of

the Aryans# the Tamils

were attracted by thenewly

introduced movement and as a result identified their own god Murukag
with Subrahmagya or KarttiLkSya •

So the Kurukag worshipped by the

people during this period is a blend of the Bravidian and Aryan gods#
and this is naturally reflected in the contemporary literature#

The

nature of the Pari* and TMP* the Aryan elements in them# and the
expressions used# are all characteristic of this period*

The poets

describe the Drafidian form of worship of Kurukag in these works but
simultaneously identify Murukag with the six-faced KSrttikSya# the
Aryan god*

1*

2#

The names of the Aryan god# ♦subrahmagya*# ♦KSrttikdya1

Kamil Zvelebil referring only to TMP states thuss l,Thewhole
poem shows in fact the fusion of the Brahmanic god Skanda with
the pre-Aryan# South Indian Kurukag*
The poem contains much old#
traditional material (like the relationship of Murukag to Koggaval#
the old mother-goddess of the Tamils)#
It is typically a poem
of transition# marking the end of cm epoch# the end of pre-Aryait
Tamilnad# the end of the classical agej and the beginning of an
entirely different age which is heralded by the rise of devotional
literature*
It is perhaps significant that the first truly
religious# devotional poem in Tamil is dedicated to Kurukag# the
Tamil deity par excellence*” - SM# pp*129*30•
O M S # p«102 ancT Vithiananthan# op*cit*t p*ll4>*
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and *Skanda*f hoveYer, are apparently need by the Tamil poets
only during the period of the tremendous revival of the Murukag
CUlt*
The description of Murukag as having six faces and twelve arms
la the section fTiruccfralaivay# in the TMP reveals elearly the
Aryan conception of KSrttikSya*

The Dravidian god has no association

with the hrahmans or their sacrifices as described in it*

The

snored functions of the six faces are described thust
nOne face sheds rays of light and removes the dense darkness
shrouding the worldf

one face with gracious look lovingly

showers boons on his devotees who praise him with love and joyf
one face watches over the sacrifices of the brahmans who
perform them without deviating from the strict Yedic tradition!
one face like the full-moon which brightens all the quarters
of the world, lights the sages1 minds to enable them to search
for hidden truths!

one face with a raging heart performs the

battle-saerifice destroying his enemies, and one face smiles
lovingly on his young consortf the pretty daughter of the
hunting tribes11*1
Two Important aspects may be pointed out in the above description*
The brahmans perform sacrifices according to strict Yedic tradition,
and the sixth face loves to enjoy itself with his consort*

In early

Tamil literature we do not find any such descriptions of the function
of the officiating brahman priest t or of the elaborate rules laid
down according to Yedic tradition regarding the manner in which
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sacrifices had to he conducted*

The above description shows

that during the time of this work the brahmans played a prominent
role as officiating priests by performing sacrificial ceremonies
in the strict sense of the Vedic tradition*

In addition, the whole

section *Tiruv5raka®* is devoted to describing the brahmans*
MAt Tiraverakam are the twice-born men who never fail in their
prescribed six duties*
and of noble lineage*

Their parentage on both sides is famed
They are of diverse ancient stocks*

They spend their blameless youth of forty-eight years in the
prescribed path, teaching moral or religious duty*

They earn

the wealth of tending sacred fires of three different forms *
They wear a wet cloth and a sacred thread composed of triple
strands and clasp their palms over their heads*

With hands

raised in adoration they praise the Lord, reciting inaudibly
the mystic formula of six letters and offering fragrant flowers
to him".*
We may also quote a passage from Pari*i
”0 Lord Murukag who dwells at Tirupparankuggam i you are well
pleased with the sacrificial ceremonies of the brahmans, the
twice-born men, who bear two names because of this, and who are

2

kind hearted and esteemed with Incomparable fame and glory*n

A review of these passages helps us to draw a complete picture
of the brahmans as well as their duties as officiating priests in the
shrines of Murukag*

The brahmans are regarded as belonging to diverse

ancient stocks and as 1twice-born men*•

1*
2*

Ibid*, 177-188.
Pari"*, 1^27-28*

They are respected for never

swerving from practising the rites which the four Vedas ordain*
The contexts of the poems also cake it obvious that they1 lived a
wholly religious life# wearing sacred threads, tending the three
sacred fires, and per forcing the six duties prescribed for thee,
namely reciting and teaching the Vedas, performing sacrifices and
getting them performed, giving and accepting charity*

They are in

the habit of always performing the religious ceremonies after taking
a bath and while wearing wet clothes#

Singing hymns in praise of

HuruksQ, chanting the cystic formula of six letters and offering
flowers In worship are the other significant duties ascribed to them#
These passages are, therefore, conclusive evidence of the fact that,
during the period of these works, the cult of fturukag was officiated
at and perpetuated by brahman priests*
The TMP contains a beautiful passage which describes young
girls worshipping the deity with songs and dances*

X

Eail&sapathy

cites this passage as conclusive evidence for establishing that the
2
cult of Hurukan was officiated at and perpetuated by priestesses*
There is, however, no clue whatsoever in the description to surmise
that the young girls functioned as officiating priestesses in the
shrine at Tirupparankuuxam*

What the poet describes Is how the young

girls beautified themselves prior to their dance, how by singing and
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dancing they blessed and wished eternal success to the banner
of the god Hnrukag, and how the sound of the singing and dancing
resounded on the beautiful mountain slopes*

Women worshipping

gods with songs and dances wire in rogue even during the period
°*

Tevaram saints and this practice survives even today both

in the shrines of Murukag as well as in the shrines of £lva*

The

young girls referred to in the passage are dancers * their singing
and dancing is one of the modes of worship v and it is extrenely
unlikely that these girls were regarded as priestesses*

What the

poet describes is on#* of the modes of worshipping Murukan at the
shrine of Tirupparankuggamf
conducting ritualistic rites*

there is no mention of the dancers
It Is more appropriate to suggest that

this worship of the deity with song and dance is a Dravidian form of
worship of Murukag while the worship conducted through the
ritualistic rites of brahmans is the Aryan form of worship*
The descriptions of the birth of Muruk&ft in the Pari* and the
TMP identify him with Subrahmagya*

TMP describes him as the 9offspring

1
of the god who sits beneath the banyan tree1 and also speaks of him

2

as 9the son of the daughter born of the king of mountains9*

His

mother is described in the Pari* as 9the unblemished TJma, the wife of
the Lord who has the asure-coloured meek* and who gave birth to the

1*
2*

glk&ltt katavul putalva* TKP, 256*
malai makal makane* Ibid** 257*
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Lord who site under the katampu tree**

Ho is also mentioned

as tho six«*faeed god horn to the sir presiding deities of the
constellation Pleiades both in tho Pari* and in the TMP*

This

story is elaborately narrated in the major portion of poem No*5
in the Pari*i
"He accepted the offering la the immortals* sacrifice and he*
the pale-eyed lord (Siva) united in marital hlise with TTmS*
Insatiable

was their union*

Begging them to desist* he who

was the Lord of the celestials * sacrifice craved a boon of the
god in whose forehead wa® the unwinking eye#

Since the latter

was truthful, for him it was hard to go back on what he had
already vouchsafed the Lord who was bedecked with flashing gems*
But he took a bright hatchet and cut the embryo into pieces,
changing its shape to confuse the world*

But since they

foresaw what would happen, the seven great sages in their wisdom
took the embryo and hid it in the destroyed body of Ce*

Those

who were great in penance well recognised what it was that the
Lord had cut*

Saying ’Let the fire hold it* they cast it in

together with the oblation, since they realised It would be
unsupportable for the morsels to be given to their wives to make
them conceive*

The oblation fire blazed and the three

fold prancing flames protected the pieces of embryo*

Except

for one of the seven wives who was in the north shrine, save her
who was divinely chaste, the six others at that time ate the
ashes from that fire*

Of spotless chastity, the wives of the

sages conceived you without deviating from the path of right*

1* marumitarru annagku macilol tanta»»»
2 * Ibid**1 9 *1«»7 »
3* M T 2 5 5 *

Pari** 8*127-128*
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It is said that , in the heights of the Himalaya, in the deep
green lake* they gave yon birth on a lotas raft.
Hurukaa,

&*** birth

When they#

to you, he who was held in supreme honour

among the gods took up his fiery thunderbolt and in wrath
name*

When he hurled it, the six pieces became one parson,

and o Clyt, you it is who are that valorous one"**
This account of the birth of Skan&a, though it differs slightly
from that in the Skindapurdea, the Slvarahasya from which it was
f

f
2
adopted into Tamil by Kacciyappa Civacariyar as the Kantapurauan#
and the other descriptions of his birth in the TMP and the Pari**
are unmistakable evidence that the poets portray an Aryan god*
■x
"The child of Kogyavai"^ the goddess of Victory , "the child of,
4
5
the Ancient one” , "the captain of the heavenly hosts” , "the Lord
6
7
8
of the mountain region”, "the Bed God",f "one who fights in w a r %
"the lion among the warriors",

o

10
"the Lord who holds the spear",

"he is the god of death to thd enemies",** etc#, in the THPi and
12
"the heroic Lord with the victorious banner gained in war",
"the

5*25-5^* Cf* Karr1® translation# ETA, p*^K>5*
2*
For » detailed account see ETA, pp*400-J*
J*
vergl velpork kogravai cicuva*
TMP,258*
• palaiyol kulavi* Ibid*, 259#
5# vanor vanankuvfl taqait talalva* Ibid*, 260*
6 m Iknguncik kijava* Ibid/, 2&7 *
7*
cevvgr ceey* Ibid*, fcl*
8* ceruvll' 'oruva* Ibid*, 262*
9*
maintar -fee# Ibid*, 26k*

10# Ibid*, 2&5l
maxrof kSrge* Ibid*, 2 5 7 +
12* vaffiuyartta koti viral eanravai# Pari*, 9*80*
ll*
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Lord who gained victories over his enemies riding on an elephant"

2

"the Lord who holds the victorious spear"f

"the Lord whose garment*

and garlands are red in colour* whose spear is like the pavalakkoti*
whose holy appearance is like the flame and whose holy faee is like
3
the morning sun"! "the Lord holds the spear which destroyed the
4
5
enemies", "the red god"* etc** in the Pari*, are descriptions which
portray the Dravidian war-god*

Sacred trees
In early Tamil literature* the poets not only portray Murukag
as a wrathful deity* but also compare the wrath of several heroes
that of Kurukag*

KumatfcSr EagnagSr describes him a* "the victorious

hero of terrible wrath"
"wrathful Murukag"

to

7

6

and Maruiagijunakag portrays him a*

On the other hand* in the Porunargggupp* j;al -

the wrath of Karikalag is compared to that of Kurukag:
"He is the son of Ilaiyog* famed for his beautiful chariots*
0

A dreaded chief (he ls)f whose wrath is like Kurukag*s ire*"
In the AH* the anger of the father of the sweetheart is compared to
that of Murukag:

1*
2*

3*

pinimuka murnta yelpor icaira*
ceru veg ranaic colva* Ibid*,
Ibid** 19:97*100*
"

hm ifelA** 21:66*
5»
6*
7*
8*

irbiA*, 5*13*
katunciga vigal vel» PrP, 11*6*
cinamiku murukag* AH* 59*11*
Forunar affiupuafai* l^O-lJl*

Ibid*, 17:49*
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^The terrible wrathful father (he is) whose anger is like
1
Kurukag*a ire**
A similar comparison ®ay also be cited from the PN*
"0 PerunagkiJli I you are like Murukag in your wrath as you hare
entered this country of your enemies and destroyed it by setting
fire* *•***
Kailasapathy concludes that by comparing the king’s anger vith that
of Murukag, the martial god par excellence, the bards heightened the
emotional impact of the song*

He also cites references from the

PrP and compares the anger and destructiveness of the king to that
of the god Murukag thusx
"In the PrP, Nejunceraldtag is likened to Murukag, and eertaia
parallels between their respective earthly and heavenly wraths
are well drawn*

As the mighty and wrathful god, riding on his

elephant, destroyed dreaded Avugar* ’Titans’, and cut down
their well-guarded (totem) tree, so the king of dangerous wrath
and might destroyed his enemies and cut down their guardian
tree of katampu**.^
We may also cite references both in the TMP and the Pari* to Murukag
cutting down the mango tree and killing the king of the Acurar in
k
battle*
This incident Is referred to several times in the Pari*I
but referred to only once in TOP*

1*
2*
J*
4*

AN, 158*16-1?*
Eif, 16*7-12.
IttP, p*244*
JPfiP, 60 and Pari*, 5x4*

21*28, 18*4, etc*
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A review of these passages makes the following facts clear*
The poets of the THP and the Pari* employ the same phrases to
describe Murukag as a wrathful deity;

the descriptions portraying

the Bravidian war-god cited in the THP and the Pari* are also to
a certain extent similar to those cited from the other early Tamil
literature*

Therefore, in this context, the god described in these

two works is primarily a Bravidian deity though blended with Aryan
elements*

Another fact is that the descriptions of destroying the

enemies and cutting down the katampu tree in PrP are obvious evidence
shoving that the katampu tree was planted and well-guarded in ancient
times as a symbol of sovereign power or dominion*
suggest two alternatives*

This tends to

One is that for the above-mentioned

reason, people must have chosen to instal the statue of their god
under the katampu tree for their worship;

and the other is that the

kajamptt tree is regarded as a guardian tree because the deity was
worshipped in its dhade*

Moreover, the comparison of the wrath

and might of the kings and heroes to that of Murukag, and the
comparison of the king cutting down the kajampu guardian tree to
Murukan cutting down the mango tree of Curapagmaji, tend to suggest
that this god la not an imaginary being, but a war-like king, who was
defied, as was often the ease with heroes of the period of early
Tamil literature*

Finally the repeated references to Huruka&

cutting down the Mango tree proves that the Pari * belongs to an
earlier period than TMP, as the king cutting down the guardian tree
and destroying his enemies is a significant theme in other early Tamil
pecan works*.........................................................
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Tho term katlmaram, 1guardian tree1 la employed five times in
early Tamil literature, four times in the PH,

1

2
and once in the PrP*

In all these instances it is either implied or described as a
symbol of the sovereignty or dominion of the king*

This term

katlmaram appears in the Pari* too, but Is employed there vith a
religious connotation*

It is described as velan katlmaram fthe
.

guardian tree of Vllag*•

The poet also describes how the deTotees

worship this guardian tree with songs of praise carrying various
offerings such as flowers, leaves, silk, gems and spears, followed by
several others carrying various other offerings which are dear to
4
Murukag*
This is obvious evidence of how the katlmaranu which was
in fact regarded during the period of early Tamil literature ms the
symbol of the sovereignty of the kings, was Used with religious
significance during the period of Pari*

Prom this, it may be

concluded that the martial elements in early Tamil ipugsm poetry were
used with a religious connotation in a later period*
In the Pari* Kurukag is often associated with the katampu tree
which is not mentioned in the TMP*

This reference to katampu

with Murukag is used seven times in our sources*

On four occasions

5
it is stated that Kurukag, resides under the katampu treep

on two

occasions Murukag Is portrayed as wearing a garland made of the flowers

1*

3 6 i9S, 57*10. 162:5. 336*4.
33*3*
3* Pari*, 17*3*
4. t b H .. 17*1-7.
5 . irar,, 811261 19*2; 19*104} and 21*50 .
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1

ft&tawput

and in another place it is stated that the devotees

worship the guardian tree of kajt£22S#

These references show

the religions significance attached to the katampu tree*

V* quote

here three relevant references*
n0 lord adorned with the garland composed of hunches of
katampu flowers which are like the wheels of a chariot
(Pari*i 5*81)
n0 mount of Parankuaraun I

Although the rain fails and makes

the whole world suffer yon will always have your perennial
mountain-atrearns, where the levers* as well as devotees*
worship the lord who resides under the katampu tree11*
(Pari*. 8 s137-130)
"There are several devotees at ParankuftE$$if *ho worship the
guardian tree of katampu with flowers,

young

leaves* eilk-cloth,

gems and spearst followed by people who carry with them fire,
musical Instruments, sandalwood and flags*19

(Pari.« 17:1-4)

From these descriptions we may legitimately conclude that the
katampu tree would have provided the necessary shelter not only to the
deity but also to those who went to worship him*

Ve can therefore

imagine a time when people gathered together to worship Hurukau
installed under a katampu tree, and after finishing their worship,
took rest under the shade of the same tree*

Thus this tree would

have become inseparably associated with the deity and subsequently

1*
2.

Ibid*. 5*81 and 21*11.
IbicT.. 17*1-4*
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came to bo regarded as the temple tree*

The predominant religious

characteristics attached to the tree being such* It is not at all
surprising that the people not only worshipped the katampu tree but
also made use of its flowers and leaves to adorn the deity#

In

other words* the tree itself was regarded as the embodiment of the
deity#

This was the sacred tree of the village or the tovn$

and

It received all acts of worship which were meant for the deity*
Venkata Bamanayya rightly concludes t
H #**» the gods of South India had no temples at the beginning*
Almost all of them were worshipped in the form of trees#

This

simple form of primitive worship still survives* although the
people have learnt ta build very beautiful houses for their
gods to live in*M*
We may also conclude that it may be due to its sacredness that
the katampu tree is regarded as the guardian tree by kings in ancient
times*

The descriptions of Kurukaa In association with the katampu

tree also prompt us to conclude that the god described in the Pari*
is primarily a Dravi&ian one and that the conspicuous absence of such
descriptions in TMP tends to suggest that the god portrayed in it
partakes of a more Aryan nature*

This may be cited as a legitimate

reason to consider the Pari* as belonging to & period earlier than
TMP#

The nature* the Sanskrit elements* and the pur&ale legends of

both works suggest a later date than other early Tamil works*

1 * Venkata Bamanayya*
Tegjle* p#5 *

An essay on the origin of the South Indian
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Symbolic descriptions of thmik&n
There are occasional descriptions and incidental references
in the Pari# and the TKP which enable as to visualize the god
Hurukan as worshipped by the people during
works*

the period of these two

A few of them describe Murukag as having six faces and

i twelve arms § but in the section t,TirucciralaivSyl, his six faces
and their functions9 which we have already referred
picturesquely presented*

to***ere

In the same secticnt his twelve

anas and

their functions are also described in consonance with the various
functions of the six faces:
"One arm is held overhead to protect the sages who
travel in the sky and the corresponding arm is
reclined to his waist;

one arm rests on his

thigh which is clothed in fine garments and the other
wields the elephant goadf

one pair of arms whirls the

great splendid spear and the shield; one

arm Is placed

on his breast while the corresponding one

shines amidst

the garlands;

one arm together with the hanging garlands

gives signal to the sacrifice of the battle-field and the
other rings the sweetly tuned bellf and as for the
remaining pair of armsf one causes the abundant rains to
pour down from the blue sky while the other adorns the
maid who lives in heaven with a wedding garland***^
Hence each face performs

1*

a#

Supra# p*7^.
TOP# 107*17o

a separate function and has a pair of arms
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functioning In conformity with it*

n

In these descriptions*

different aspects of the god Huruka& are depicted#

He is presented

r

as teacher* as ruler* as protector* as destroyer, as the X<ord
loving hia devotees* and as the beloved of tha devotees*

Although

no such elaborate description of Murukan with six faces and twelve
arms appears in any of the poems in praise of Cevvil in Pari** there
is a passage in poem Ho *5 portraying him as the leader of the army
of the Dsvas* holding a weapon in each hand*

These weapons are

the lamb* peacock* cock* bow* var-drua* sword* spear* axe* battleaxe, fire* garland and bell*^
the var^god of the Dravidians*

Many of these weapons portray him as
Other weapons such as the lamb*

peacock* bow* etc#* depict him as the patron deity of the kuravar or
hunting tribes of the Dravidian country#

!£he details as to how

the god obtained the weapons are all gathered from the SkandapurSna
e#g* the god of fire giving Murukan the cook*

Xntirajj giving the

x
4
peacock*' and the god of death presenting the lamb*
We also have a number of descriptions in which the radiant
complexion of Hurukag is beautifully delineated#

1.
&«
3#

4#

Poets often speak

Pari#* 5*55^68*
ailall1^analan tan noyyly pirittuc
celva" vlupauan Kotutton » Ibid » V j {57*8 •
*#••*#«#••«*•#'*#•# vajattu
yalankelu celvan tan meyyle pirittut
|¥ikal porip pill yapiinayi1 ko fcu11 on * Ibid»# 5 i58*»60#
tiruntukS^ naman^an meyyig pirivittu
Trunkan vellattu elil magi kotuttoq*
Ibld», 5 ?61-2 *
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©f Mia as the red god using tlx© terms, eSy« c w e h
ceygn#

ceyyon and

His garments and garlands are described as red in colour,

the colour of his spear is compared, to that of a pavalakkoti#
(a kind of marine plant), his appearance is compared to the
burning fire and his face is described as the rising sun#

1

The

opening lines of TMP describe In masterly fashion the splendid,and
holy appearance of the Lord, and the manner in which he showers
grace on the adoring devotees#

2i

The picture presented is that of

the suft in all his majesty rising above the gently rippling bluishgreen waves of the sea, dispelling the deep darkness of the night,
adored by millions in all parts of the world, inducing the world's
activity, and bringing light and pleasure to all#

This description

of sunrise is a simile which is usually interpreted as applying to
Lord Snbrahmanya, as he returns in the sky on his beautiful peacock,
after conquering the hostile hosts of acurar and showering his graee
on his faithful devotees*

The beautiful bluish-green peacock

symbolises the sea with its gently rippling bluish-green waves, and
Lord Murukaa whose form is described as red symbolises the blood-red
sun#

The action of the sun in dispelling darkness and bringing

light corresponds to the god's divine power of dispelling the

!•
2.

Ibid*« 19s97^100*
W T 1-3 »
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darkness of mgyai and showering grace*

Vhen the peacock dances

from time to time* there is a rustling of feathers*

This dancing

and rustling symbolises the dancing and rippling of the wares •
The universal figure adopted in this simile of the god symbolizing
the sun is perhaps the original conception of god among the Tamils*

1

The interpretation of the simile as Subrahmacya conquering the
hostile hosts of acurar is obvious evidence of the way in which the
purapie personality of the Aryan god described in the Skandapurgga
is attached to such descriptions*
Hurukan is oleo portrayed as riding on an elephant* wearing a
pair of leather sandals on his holy feet* holding the vietorions
spear which destroyed Curapajjmaa, and being adorned with garlands

2

made of the flowers of katam-pu interspersed vith flowers of valli*
These descriptions enable ua to draw a complete picture of Muruk&g
with his vehicle* his weapons* hie garlands, and his garments, a
picture which is in fact a blend of Dravidian and Aryan elements*
The descriptions of Lord Murukag, discussed above point to the
following Conclusions*

Kurukaa, worshipped by the people during

the period of these two works, was an image with six' faces and
twelve arms*

This is especially true of the one at TirucclralaivSy,

which has been significantly described*

1*
2*

The passage which described

tol!y£$acuntara£5r, Tiru* V*, Murukan allatu alaku, p*55*
Pari*, 21il-9«
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the exquisite beaut7 and elegance of the Lord reveals the great
joy the poet experienced - a state of happiness which he is sure
will he permanent*

This passage, therefore, tells others indirectly

that they willf like the poet, get rid of their own difficulties and
achieve similar spiritual enjoyment*

The descriptions of Murukan

having six faces and twelve arms are not only of philosophical
significance (his hands and feet are everywhere;
are everywhere;

his eyes are everywhere;

his eyes and heads

he stands encompassing

all the world) but also bring out the purapic personality of the Lcrd*
We have already pointed out

that the descriptions of the external

appearance of the Lord were made with reference to puragic stories*
The poets of these two works were happy in describing the puranie
personality of the Lord as their minds were captivated by the stories
of the SkandapurSna *

Hurukan and his consorts
The next pieture presented in these two works Is that of Muruka$
with his consorts, Teyvayaaai and Valll*
been noted in our sources}

Nine such Instances have

four in the TNP and five in Pari*

The marked difference between the former and the latter is that the
theme is introduced mostly in incidental references in the THP;
in the Pari*, it is employed largely to illustrate secular love
against a religious background*

but
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The relevant references in the TOP are given here*
(a)

“He is the spouse of the one who has a bright
forehead, and unstained chastity’1^

(b)

“The sixth face loves to enjoy Itself with Valli,
the pretty daughter of the hunting tribe9 whose

2

waist is as slender as a thin creeper*1
(c)

“Kurukan with his young consort of spotless
chastity comes to rest for some days at Tiru aviaaakufci**^

(d)

"0 Lord (you are) the cause of the wealth of the brahman
priests;

men of wisdom praise you in mountainous

proportions;

4
and you are husband of the (two) damsels*1

The descriptions in (a) and (c) refer to Teyvayaaai;
refers to Valli and (d) both to Teyvayaaai and Valli.

(b)

This would

indicate that the consorts thus described are two different women;
Teyvayaaai is the daughter of Intiraa, the king of the Devas, and
Valli is the pretty daughter of the hunting tribe*

In other words*

the former belongs to the heavens and xhe other to the mountainous
region of thiB world*

In the description in (c) the poet also

emphasises that Lord Murukaa with his consort has come down from the
upper world to rest for some days at Tiru avi^aokuti*

In the later

literature, Teyvayaaai figures as the wife of Skanda, and Valli as
the consort of Subrahmajjya*

1*
2*
3*
4.

macuvil kagpin vaputal kapavaa*
TMP, 6 *
orumukam kugavar mat a makal kofcipSl nucuppin
matavaral valliyofcu nakaiyaanarn taage*
I b i d 100-2*
tavil kolkai matantaiyotu cinnal
aviaankuti acaitalum uriyan ......
Ibid*, 175-6*
mankaiyar kaaava.
Ibid*, 264.
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Among the descriptions in the Pari., there are tv# la which
the Lord is elaborately described la assooiatioa with his consorts,
Teyvaylgai sad Valli.

Pari. Ro.9 aay be taken as an example of a

poem describing the conventional lore-theme set against a religions
background.

The aaim portion of the poem is devoted to presenting

the love-quarrel between Lord tfurukag and his consorts.

Lord

Murukaa Is addressed thnsi
w0 Lord it rained heavily over Parankuagam in the season of
extreme heat like the eyes of Teyvaylgai, the daughter of the
thousand eyed Intiraat which poured with tears on the day you
serried Valli, the daughter of the deer» in secret” .1
The sain portion of the remaining part describes how Teyvaylgai and
Valli quarrelled with their spouse Murukaa, how the female companions
of Teyvayla*! quarrelled with the female companions of Valli, and how
the parrots and peacocks of Teyvaylnai quarrelled with the parrots
p
and peacocks of Valli.
The poem is written without any special
regard for the conventions relating to the five tigai, 1poetic
situations9.

There is no special emphasis on narutam, 9agricultural

land9 the tiaal with which i|al, Vleve quarrel9 m s associated!

on

the contrary, it is described as taking place in kurinci. ’mountain

1.
2«

Pari.. 9i8~ll*
liTmay be suggested that this poem may have given the unknown author
the idea of composing the work Retttkkutiyical. songs in praise of
Lord Subrahmaaya as worshipped atSettikkuti,narrating the story
of the jealousy between his two consorts.
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region* with which pugartal, *sexual union1 was associated*

It

may* howeveri he stated that the treatment of the theme of love in
this

poem is quite similar to that of the anthologiesof love poems(

hut the main difference is

that divine beings are the eharaoters of

the former while human beings are the characters of the latter*

The

theme of love in this poem is balanced fairly by the descriptive
details of conventional secular love*
The description of Muruka& with his consorts in Pari* H o *19
is displayed against a religious background*

The introductory lines

are a fine poetical description of Murukan with his consortst
n0 Lord Murukant perhaps wishing to reside in this world even
as you reside in the heavens (you) reached the katampu tree*
the significance of which Is hard to comprehend even by the wises
you married Vallit who resembles the beautiful peacock* at
Parankuflfcam* in order

to make the people of this world live in

happiness in the same

manner as you do for the Sevas in the

upper-world$

which marriage is in fact a contrast to your

marriage to Teyvayfinai11#^
Unlike In poem Ho*9+ the reference to the two marriages is only an
introductory note*

The rest of the poem gives us a graphic picture

of the sen and women of Maturai conducting themselves in procession
towards Farankuugaa, the king PSutiyan circumambulating the abode of
Murukan in a clockwise direction with his ministersv the natural
beauty of the mountain * and the radiant complexion of the god*

1*

Ibid.» 1981*7
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Therefore this poem 1 b entirely devoted to describing the religious
aspect#

It may be stated that the description

of Murakajl marrying

a human being* Valli, for the prosperity of the people of this world,
is evidence which indicates that the god Murukaa is not fictitious,
but a king or a hero who really existed as offeen portrayed in the
early Tamil puram poetry*
The other two references are Incidental)
marrying a woman of the kuravar tribe

one describes Murukan

and the other describes Murukan

as yearning for the love of the fragrant flower Valli#
The foregoing discussions make quite clear that Teyvaylgai and
Valli, whom the later Tamil literature speaks of as the consorts of
Skanda and Subrahmanya respectively, were regarded as the wives of
lord Murukan during the period of these two works*

The former is

portrayed as possessed of unblemished chastity and as being the
daughter of Intirag of the upper~world|

the latter is described as

belonging to the hunting-tribe of the mountainous region of this world*
This would indicate that the god sung of in these two works is a
combination of the war-god of the Aryans with the Dravidian war-god
who was the patron deity of the hunting«tribe of the Dravidian country*
In other words, these two works were composed in a period when the
Br&vldian and Aryan cultures began to mingle*

This Is further

established by the subjeet*aatter of poem Ho*9 in Pari* in which Murukag,
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with his consortsY is described by employing the conventional
pattern of love of the anthologies of love poems which monopolise
the major portion of the Sangam literature*

In this context it is

appropriate to quote Vithianantban who concludes;
"It is very unfortunate

that we have lost the names of all the

Dravidian gods except Kurukag*

Host probably by this time they

were identified with the Aryan gods of similar attributes and had
lost their identity altogether*

By the end of this period even

. Murukaa becomes identified with Skanda9 the son of iSiva"*’*'
Three other facts may also be pointed out at this stage*

One

is that the mixture of the conventional love theme with religious
aspects assigns the chronology of the work Pari* to a later date
than the other anthologies of love poems* while at the same time
the mingling of religion and conventional love tends to suggest that
this is an earlier work than the TMP*

The other is that the later

Commentators and the Saiva SiddhSnta philosophers have interpreted
the consorts of Lord Murukaa as beinfc his inherent energy **
?eyvay£&ai Is energy of action (kiriyS eattl) and Val)iyamma& is
energy of desire (iccS catti).

In actual worship howeverf the supreme

place of honour is reserved for the male deity although he accompanies
Teyvayaaai and Valliyammaa*

The third significant fact is that in all

the shrines of Murukaa of the present day a prominent place is
reserved for Teyvay£&aiff though not very often for Valliyammaa•
at present the Aryan aspect of Lord Murukaa is accorded greater
prominence in actual religious practice*

1*

Vithiananthan* op*cit», p*104*

Even
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Introduction of akam into Religious Poetry
The Pari* is perhaps the earliest religions work in which
the akam themes are introduced*
in praise of

Out of a total of eight poems

Murukaa« the akam theme figures prominently ia four

poems while the remaining poems are devoid of it*
are essentially religious*

These poems

The akam theme ist however* absent

from the other earliest religious workf TUP*
The major portion of poem N o *8 is devoted to describing a
secular love episode which is loosely connected to the main religious
theme*

Only the Introductory and the

are in praise of Murukaa*

concluding parts of the poem

The poet presents the akam theme fEtal*

9love quarrel between husband and wife appropriate to the
agricultural land9 in the form of a dialogue between the hero9 the
heroinef and the female companion*

The heroine starts quarrelling

with the hero When he returns home after seeking the company of
the courtesan*

The love episode in this poem is expressed without

any special regard for the convention relating to the five tinai*
•poetic situations1 because there is no special emphasis on marutam*
•agricultural land9 the tinai with which fEtal* 9love quarrel9 was
Associated|
in praise of

1*

but on the contrary it la described in a poem composed
Murukaa and his hill abode Paranknugam*^

The poety

It will be recalled that kurlnel* the hilly tract * is appropriate
OTttftgtal* union of lover and beloved*
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speaks of varalyg nukarccl* *clandestine union between lovers
before marriage without the knowledge of others* in the grove of
Parankugcaa and of manner punarcci *enjoyment of sexual union by
the lovers* at the foot of the hill)

but In this poem *love

quarrel* is treated in greater detail than *sexual union1#
The sain subject of the poem is Murukanf his supremacyf his
magnificent holy abode * Per anku&caa y and his divine nature of
showering grace on the devotees#

This main subject is continuously

in the mind of the poet although the love-theme is presented in an
elaborate setting*

The introductory portion is devoted mainly to

describing the god1a supremacy» and his abode and its vicinity while
the concluding part is reserved mainly for describing the modes of
worship of the devotees and his graciousness*
Ve may now cite poem No*9 as one in which akam is tinged with a
religious aspect*

The entire poem is devoted to describing utal.

•love quarrel* between Hurukag and his consorts TeyvaySgal and Valli,
except for a portion in which the poet describes in a nutshell the
*kalavu form of union* and fkarpu form of union* as well, outlining
their importance*

p

It has already been discussed whether the

description of the love quarrel between Huruk&n and his consorts
complies with the requirements of the akam theme relating to the five
ti^ai*

The description of the *kalavu form of union* and the

*ka£Ptt form of Union*t on the other hand* deserve a detailed analysis*

1.
2*
■

3 1*

Pari** 8 i39-46*
Ibid*. 9*14-25*
■
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The former is described as the best form of love* characterised
by the sincerest mental attachment between two persons of opposite
sex* who newer knew each other before the union and are guided by
destiny and intensely lowing hearts*^

The latter is described as

resting upon a •temporary love quarrel* which takes place because
of the lowervs irresponsible act of straying from the path of virtue
2

and seeking the company of the courtesan*

Thereupon* on behalf of

the herof the mediators come to the scene to appease the heroine who
1s displeased with her lower*

When the hero is reminded of the

menstrual period of the heroine he returns home to be united with her*
This union is entirely enhanced by G|al*

Hencet the kalavu form of

union is described as the best form of lovef for in this form of
union the hero newer parts from his wife to seek the courtesan*s
company and consequently the heroine has absolutely no need to
indulge in a love quarrel with her lover*

The poet* therefore*

states that it is only those who have not fully analysed the contents
poruliyal in Tamil who are likely to give up the kalavu form of
union*

3

The poet thereupon proceeds to illustrate this kalavu form

by citing as an example the kalavu union of Murukajj, and Valli*

What

the poet emphasises is that even Murukaa desired the kalavu form of
union*

1.

Pari*;

9tlk~5*

2. TEIcT., 9<16-20.
3.

Ibid., 9*25-6.
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Two facts emerge from this description.

One is the idee

that prevailed during the period of this work regarding the
9kalavu form of union9) and the other is that the poet employs a
secular love theme to illustrate the puranic story of Murukan
marrying Vallif the poetie pattern of which the poet may have thought
would appeal more vividly to the mind of the reader*

1

This is

perhaps the earliest poem In which the akam theme is employed in an
elaborate settingt the characters being a god and two goddesses*
,

2

The expression porujiyal.

the study of which is stated as

essential, indicates that this poem was composed after Tolkgppiyam*

Like the early anthologies of love poems. Pari* poem Ho*l4
contains a note in the colophon on the point in the love sequence
upon which it was uttered by the female companion*

x

It says that

the friend intercedes with Murukavil on behalf of her mistress)
prays that the lover may now come, as the season is suitable*

she
There

Is, however, no such love episode in the poem) in its entirety it
is devoted to Kurukag and his hill abode*

The descriptions of the

bamboo, compared to the shoulders of the ladies,

k

and of the call or

cry of the peacocks, compared to the voice of those who call for the
1.
3*

k*

.

Infra, Ch.IV, p.266
Poruliyal in this context means the sections (*t) of Tol*«
PorulatlkSram that treats of love poetry*
The other poems, however, have no such note in their colophons) but
such a note appears with all the poems in praise of Tirumdl* Only
one poem in praise of Vaiyai is accompanied by such a note*
Pari *. 14j5~6*

too

heroes who left the heroines after sexual union,
employed to portray the hill abode*

1

ere merely

The latter simile is used

to make vivid the religious descriptive material*

This poem mayf

<

therefore, he regarded as wholly religious and the note in the
colophon is probably an interpolation*
this interpretation*

There are two reasons for

One is that the poem contains no love episode

as stated in the note and the other is that such a note is not
appended to any other poems in praise of Murukan* where the akam
theme figures prominently*
Two different akam episodes are described In poem No*18}
a love quarrel between a hunter and his lady-love*
the

one is

and in the other

Panan appeases the heroine on behalf of the hero who sought the

company of the courtesan*

In both these descriptions a suitable

reply with a subtle poetic hint Is expressed, reminiscent of some
early love poems*

The reply in the former runs thus*

*0 my darling! you scorned me*

Amased by your beauty I watched

the distress of the peacook at its inability to match your
beauty by which even it was enchanted*
The latter episode may be summarised thus!
\
*0 Pana&t your song is full of lies*

1*
2*
3*
4.

Ibid.,
Pari*,
Ibid*,
Mi..

7*9.
18*7-13*
18*15-21*
18*7-10*

The marks on the body
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of the hero exhibit his association with the courtesan*w^
The former suggests that the hero* though enchanted by the beauty
of the peacock, denies it as it will hurt the feelings of his
lady.lbvef

and the latter indicates the heroine’s awareness of the
!

'

1''

hero’s seeking the association of the courtesan*

These

descriptions of the lore episodes are entirely subordinate to the
main religious descriptive materialf or in other words* the lore*
episodes are loosely incorporated with the main religious theme* the
description of Muruka& and his hill abode*
Lastly* two passages in poem No.21 may be cited to illustrate
the description of secular lore*

One describes how the lady-love

casts angry looks on her husband and Indulges in a lore quarrel
thinking that he night be mesmerised by the beauty of the maid whose
dancing they were watching*

It also portrays how the lady-love

continued her fftal haring arranged her ornaments standing in front of
a mirror and applied the smeared scented sandal paste on her chest in
p

order to distract the attention of her lorer from the dancing maid*
The other describes the hero and the heroine playing in a pond*

The

heroine starting to drown* and the hero leaping into the water and
saring her*

These Incidents

are linked to thedescription

tfuruka&’g hill abode Parankuggam*

1*
2*
3*

I M d * f 18:17.21.
!Pari»» 21:18.26*
iFTcT*. 21:39*^5*

of

These secular loreepisodes are*

10 2

however* subordinate* as the poem abounds in descriptions
connected with the religious theme*

The introductory* as well

as the concluding parts of the poem* clearly indicate that the
image of Hurukag was continuously in the mind of the poet*
A few significant facts emerge from the five poems enumerated
and discussed above*
may

These poems* according to the love themes*

be classified as follows*

(l) Poems N o .18 and 21 are

similar In that the akam episodes are introduced discontlnuously
to describe the hill abode of Murukaa*

In these poems* the love

aspects are matlnly descriptive and entirely subordinate to the main
subject-matter of the poems*

(2) The religious theme in poem N o *8 *

wherein the love theme is presented in greater detail to describe
love quarrel in the form of a dialogue* Is subordinate to the love
theme*

(?) The religious and the love themes are equally dominant

In poem No.9* as the love theme la presented with the purahic story
of Murukan marrying Valli and there is plenty of religious
descriptive material around it*

(4) Poem No.l^f cannot be regarded

as a love poem though the note in the colophon of the poem states that
it was uttered at a particular point in a love sequence*
The other fact is that though the poets present love themes in
these poems* the religious aspects are continuously in their minds
as the introductory as well as the concluding parts of these poems
are in praise of Murukaa and his hill-abodes* and the love theme comes
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In between.

The secular love these perhaps stirred the desire of

the readers to study the poems more and more*
Another striking feature in all these poems is the incident
of the lore quarrel which is more dominant than any other secular
lore theme#

This is a clear indication of the poet’s delight in

describing the theme fiftal in religious poems}
of lore is the lovers’ quarrel}

perhaps "the delight

greater delight is the loving

reunion”
This analysis has also shown conclusively that there is a
tendency to depart from the rigid conventions of akam poetry* and a
further tendency for love themes to be dealt with in religious poems*
In other words* the poets of Pari* employ the conventional love themes
in their religious poems without following the rigid conventions of
the early akam poetry* perhaps thinking that this poetic pattern may
appeal more to the readers#

It has also been clearly shown that*

though akam themes are Incorporated in these poems* they are not
mingled with religious significance as In the case of Tevaram *

The

marked difference is that the poets of Pari* describe secular love as
it is* without introducing religious significance* unlike the Tevaram
where Siva is generally spoken of as a lover and the bhakta is
compared to the lady whom he loves*

It may* therefore* be suggested

that the love themes employed in these earliest religious poems in
Pari* probably led the Tevgram saints to employ the analogy of secular

1*

TK.* 1330
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love and union to religious love and union*
Finally* this secular love theme in the poems in praise of
Huruka&* and more particularly other poems In praise of Tirusil and
Vaiyai* are probably the reasons for N&mpiyantSr Ifempl excluding this
work from the jjalva Tirunmgait a series of Saivite sacred songs*

On

the other hand* the predominant religious characteristics of TMP and
the story behind it* attributed to the author Nakklrar* most probably
caused its inclusion in the eleventh book of the <§aiva Tirumurai*
Because of its predominantly religious characteristics! it has become
the sacred poem and the daily liturgy of the devotees of Murukaji
while the inclusion of secular love and the poems in praise of Tirumll
and Vaiyai led to the work Pari* not being held sacred by the Saivites*

Shrines of Murukan
Even though sir abodes of Murukag are claimed to be described
in separate sections of the TMP, only four can be identified with
existing shrines «* namely* Tlrupparanku&cam* Tirucclralaivfy*
Tiru avlftankuti and Tlruverakam*

These will now be examined*

Tirupparanku&g&ffl is the most important and is elaborately
described in the Pari* also*

The location of this shrine is clearly

stated in the THP to be west of Hatural}
is five miles south-west of the city*

but the existing hill-shrine
We may* therefore* infer that

the old city was situated in a different location*

1*

mata mail macukig kutar kutavayin*

THP* 71*

In the TUP the

location of the shrine is portrayed as a picturesque place
surrounded by splendid natural beauty - nthe little rock pools
resound with the humming of the bees which fly over buds that blossom
like eyes*
*°

they sleep in the lotus flower during the night, flitting

tteyt*! blooms at dawn, and then shifting to other flowers

later on11**'

In the Pari* too, there are a number of descriptions of

the hill and the shrine*

The hill Parankug^am with its spring of

water is likened to the Himalaya and its lake*

The singing of songs

and the dancing in groups at the shrine, to the accompaniment of
cymbals resounding from the rocky hill, are also described*

Vs

also have allusions to the playing of the flute, the beating of drums,
k
and sweet music from the ySj*

Pari* Ho*17 alludes to a very

significant practice of those days, that of worshipping the kafcampu
tree*

It is stated that several people brought various oblations,

and worshipped the velaa k&timaram, 1the guardian tree of VSlag* at
B
Parankunnam *
From this we may assume that the image of Murukaa
was worshipped under the shad# of a big katampu tree*

Evan Siva

and Visuu, the most Important of the gods worshipped by present-day
Hindus, both appear to have had no temples in the distant past*

The

linkam, the universal emblem of Siva, is seen not only in temples, but

1,
2.

Ibid;, 72-7*
Pari. 8jll.
Ibid.. 9 i71-3 and 17*9-13
i m . . 17*9-13.
5 . Ibid..

i
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in the Bidet of donee forests with no covering over it except the
branches of the sacred vilvara tree*

It is also reasonable to

conclude that music and dancing played a significant role in the life
of the people of Matural#

There aust have been professional singers,

instrumentalists and dancers in the city*
visited the shrine at Faranku^ram to

They would probably have

give performances*

What is

most striking is that we do not find any reference to music and
dancing at Maturai in the hymns of Campantar and Appar, because
Matur&i was ruled by the Jains during the period of these two saints,
and as a result music and dance must have been at a low ebb#
TiruccIralaivSy is given second place in importance in the
TMP, and is identified with the modern Tiruccentum*

The name,

•Tirucclralaivay* is interpreted as ,fthe sacred spot of the everlasting
waves1**

In early Tamil poetry, this shrine is referred to as

•Centil1,.^ or ♦Hlavay*^ and in THP too it is mentioned as •Alavfiy**
This tends to suggest that in later times, probably under the influence
of strong £aivite activity, the prefix, tiru* which denotes saeredness,
was attached to Slavay*

In the section ♦Tirucclralaivay*, the poet

in an elaborate setting describes the arrival of Murukan seated on the
celestial elephant, and the special attributes of his six faces and
twelve arms, but there is no hint as to the location of the shrine
except for the mere mention of the name *llavay* •

1 • Somasundaram a J *M •« Tiruchendur* p #72 #
2. PH, 55:18-19| AH, 256*20-21.
3 . fRP, 125.

We may infer from
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the description that the deity worshipped at TiruecIralaivSy was
a six-faced, twelve-armed statue*

The present temple •TiruccentCEr*

is located on the sea-shore, although the rest of Murukaa1s shrines
are located on hills*

The variance here is interpreted as "possibly

due to Murukaafs divine mission to free the Devas, and the conquest
of Curapagmag and his mighty hosts in their mid-ocean fortress
nearby*

So, the Puranas narrate, the Devas gained their deliverance

and the Asuras his grace" *^
Tiru Svineakuti is described in TMP as the third of the six
favourite hill resorts of Murukaa, The commentator Nacciaarkkiniyar
2
says that it was known in the days of AwaiySr as •Cittaavfilvu* •
He probably came to this conclusion because in the venpg beginning
with the line nallampar of AwaiySr, she refers to a cittanvalvu*
Cittan is one of the many names of Murukaa*

This shrine is also

said to take the name Xvia&okuti, cthe prosperous dwelling of Xvi1,
after Avi-Veldvirof the family of Velir Chiefs, one of whom was
Perumpekaa, one of the Seven Patrons of Tamil letters*
is also interpreted differently thus*

k

The name

tiru» •Xakshmi,f a, fkSmatenu,

inan •Sun1, ku, •Earth1 and ti, •fire1*
Siva and earned their grace in that place#

All of these worshipped
This interpretation,

however, appears to be fallacious, for the prefix tiru# which denotes
sacredness, is attached to the names of the other three shrines

1#
2*
3*
4*

Somasundaram, J*K*, Tiruchendur* p#2*
Fattuppattu* ed# by Caminataiyar with the commentary of
Kacc iaSrkkiaiyar, p A l .
Ibid** see footnotes*
Somasundaram, J*M«, Palnl§ The Sacred Kill of Muruga# p*12«
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described in TMP*

Apart from the description in the last two

lines of the section telling how Murukaa with his young consort came
to rest for some days at Tiru avijjaakuti, we have
about the location of the shrine*

no other evidence

The poet, however, praises the

spot in many lines describing an aerial procession of gods and goddesses
of surpassing elegance.

A deputation of the three great gods,

VieuUt Giya and Indra, sages, celestial choristers, thirty minor gods,
and the other exalted ones waiting upon Murukan to plead on behalf of
the god Brahma, is described.
a small place

called •Citianvalavu* near Pajaui, a famous place

sacred to Subrahmaaya;
hill itself.

This shrine is identified by some with

but many believe it to be the present Palani

Aruaakiriflatar, a poet who lived in TiruvauuSmalai in

the 15th century A.D#, composed 95 tlruppukal, 1poems in various
cantam verses in praise of Sk&nda to Palani and its presiding Lord*
The next shrine described in the TMP is Tiruverakam which is
said to be a shrine of Subrahmanya in the hill country of Malabar*
It is popularly identified with Cuvamimalai, an artificial hill
temple four miles from Kumpakonam, and 20 miles from Tanjore*
Aruuakiriaatar also identified Tiruverakam with CuvSmimalai*^
entire section •Tiruverakam* in

TKPis devoted to describing the

brahmans and their religious lives, except for the last line, in
Murukaa*s abode is mentioned as

2*

The

2
Brakam*

which

The prefix tiru was probably

Tlruppukal, 209, 227*
_
The location of Brakam near Kuunpakonan is of interest; Tanjore
District to this day contains a higher percentage of brahmans*

1 09

added in later times*

From the description in TMP it is made

explicit that the brahmans were the officiating priests of the shrine,
and conducted the daily pflja according to Vedic traditions*
Furthermore, we may infer from the descriptions that the place
Brakam probably had a large brahman population;

it was the centre

of their activity*
The fifth section in TMP is Kugputggalal* *dancing on the
hills9 or 9god9s play on all the hills9, and it throws light on the
true meaning of the conception of Murukaa among the early Tamils*
In Tol*» as we have already seen, 9Cey5n9 is assigned to the
mountainous region, and as such his shrines are always considered to
be amid mountains and forests, which are dear to him*

Murukaa is

described as embracing the people in kuravaj* 9dance in a circle
prevalent among the women of hill tracts9, and plays on the hills, and
1
showers his endless grace*

Therefore, Murukaa is seen here mixing

freely with the hunting tribes of the mountain region in their dances
and drinking bouts*

The significance of this aspect is

interpreted thus*
"This is how god showers His graciousness*

He is all in all

to all, to high and the low, the lettered and the unlettered, the sage
and saviour*

To all of them He is accessible end shows grace***•" *

Another interpretation of Murukaa i* association with the hill country

1*
2*

TMP, 215-7•
Somasundaram, J*M*t Two thousand years of Tamil literature* p*77»
(see footnotes)*
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is that god Is manifested in nature or beauty*

The mountain region

and its forests abound in luxuriant vegetation and flowers, waterfalls
and ponds, animals and birds*

The saint saw god in these awe

inspiring mountainous settings*
The last seetlon in TMP is Palamutire81ai, *& grove of ripe
fruits9, which is interpreted as hills in general by some commentators,
as a particular hill called Alakarmalai by others*

Somasundaram

suggests that "the common identity of Pajamutireolai with AlakarkSyil
on the Alakar-hills, 13 miles away from Maturai, has to be considered",
because of the mention of the names* Tirumal kuacam9 and
•TlrumaliruneSlal* in the earlier Tamil literature, including Pari*1
He is also of the opinion that PalamutircSlai may be one of the many
shrines on the lower Pa^anis, and the neighbouring groups of hills
in the FSpti n£tu*

2

This is supported by two passages in this section*

Firstly, the highly poetical passage which portrays the rushing
waterfalls leaping in sheets, sweeping away the trees and the products
of the hills causing monkeys, elephants and peacocks to shiver with
cold and driving bears to refuge in caves;

and secondly another

beautiful passage which describes the modes of worship of the hunting
tribes of the mountainous region In an elaborate setting*
All the abodes of Murukaa have been examined so far based purely
on the descriptions in TMP, except for Tirupparankuqgam, which is

1*

2.

Ibid*, p .78 (CH., II, 91~lO0i

ISIS.

Ibid*, XI, 108*

Pari** 15i22-3*

referred to in some of the poems in the Pari* too*

It is .

surprising to note the absence of the other shrines« Tiru avl&aukuti,
Tirueciralaivly and Tiruverakam from the Pari»

Five of the eight

poems describe Parankuggam and its presiding Lordy* the remaining
2
poems refer to hills in general*
These three poems were perhaps
composed to emphasise that Murukafl dwells on all hills even as
was suggested for the section 1K u f l g u t a l f In the TMP*

It may

be suggested that the poets of Pari* also composed poems in praise
of the other three shrines since 23 poems are lost to us if the
information given in the venrS of unknown date and authorshipf that
there were 31 poems in praise Of Muruka# in Pari** is correct*

Concept of bhaktl*
The Pari# and the TMP are perhaps the

earliest works inwhich

the devotee^s love or bhaktl of Murukaa is quite explicitly
expressedt conveying not merely 1love of God1 but also a deeper*
mystical union with the Almighty*

The language and the expression

bear ample evidence to the personal experience of the poetsy

the

outpouring of their hearts gives us a true picture of their
spiritual elevation*
THP*

This applies particularly to the poet of

Apart from describing the beatific nature of MurukaQ and

singing his glories with devotion, the poets of these two works

1*
2*

Pari** poem Nos* 8, 9, 17, 19 and 21*
Ibid** poem Nos* 5* 1^ and 1 8 .
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display bhaktl as the means of salvation, portraying his holy
foot as the refuge of the devotees, and representing his holy
facts and holy arrs as granting spiritual boons#
The devotee9s approach to the holy feet of Muruka& is described
in three plaees in the TOP*

In one, the poet promises the immediate

fulfilment of the desire for salvation if the devotees, with the
supreme intention of attaining the sacred feet of Muruka&, pursue
1
the path of righteousness and move towards self-realisation*
In another, he recommends devotees to sing praises with faces
beaming with joy, to adore him with palms folded on the head, and
to prostrate themselves at his holy feet, at whatever shrine they
happen to see his image*

In the third, the devotee9s desire to
3
achieve the holy feet of Murukan through bhaktl is described#
k
Thavasony cites the reference anputal nanmoll# 9good words
expressive of love (for god)9 as clear indication that the TOP
teaches bhakti in its technical, religious sense and also points
out that this evidence is all the more important since the work

belongs to early Tamil literature#

5

On the other hand, the poets of Pari# also often describe the
shade of the holy feet as the place of surrender and final liberation

1#
2#

TMP, 62-6*
?STd#, 250*2<

3. f O T .. 279.
k.
5.

J m . f 292.
| 3 7p.l26.
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for the devotees.

Only the virtuous and those who are extolled

by ascetics will reach the shade of the holy feet of Murukaa, and
therefore,

to aehieve that status, one should worship him for his

divine grace, love and virtue, but not for wealth, gold and
enjoyment, which are worldly possessions detrimental to final
liberation*

The commentator says that aupu, •bhakti1 creates

a n l i 1divine grace1 which causes final liberation, and that agam,
•virtue*, can be obtained through both divine grace and love
The reason for this interpretation Is that love mollifies, softens
and melts hearts quicker than any other passion, reaching its
highest stage in the final realization of God*

Kua£amp6taa£r

describes how the lovers of ffurukaa, who worship him with their
heads bowed and praise him in prayer, long to secure a permanent
place in the shade of the holy feet*

Hallac cut agar speaks of the

devotee who praises the Lord in worship not only for his own
liberation but also for the salvation of all other devotees in the
shade of the holy feet*

k

Nappauuagar sings of the devotee who with

fellow devotees, sings the praise of Kuruka& who resides under the
•
5
shade of the katampu tree on P&rankuncajs*

These descriptions show

conclusively that bhakti is fostered and developed by steady longing

1*
2*

Pari*, 5*77-80,
&ee Parlpatal mulaanun paximclalakar uraiymm, ed* by CaminStaiyar
(3rd edition), p.^fb.
* Pari,,
nangamar ayamotu orunku nin natiyugai
ingupdl fyaikeaap paravutuffl*
Ibid
Ibid..
21, 68-9
Ibid., 198103-5.
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for the holy feet of Kurukaa

constant meditation on him by

such means of worship as constant thinking, praising through
hymns, adoration with palms joined together, and prostration*
What strikes the readers of the poems in P flrl» is the devotee’s
bhaktj which creates in him the absolute trust and confidence in the
power of tfuruka& and in the efficacy of his grace, because he goes
to the extent of adoring the jewel-like hill where the Lord is
h o u s e d w o r s h i p p i n g the kajiaaram under the shade of which he
9

resides *

and longing to secure domicile at the foot of his hill,
5> X
shrine ParankuQcas *
Similar poetic techniques and situations are
employed to describe secular love in the early akam poetry*
All the descriptions of bhaktj examined above, although cited

Ss explicitly revealing the devotion and love of devotees in
general towards Muruk&Q, can also be taken as a true picture of the
spiritual aspiration of the poets in particular.

This is true in

the case of TKP, as it describes the bhakta - author who has
received the spiritual blessings of Murukaa and directs other devotees
who seek after liberation to approach him and obtain his grace*
The current story about the author of this work also bears evidence
k
of this fact.

1*

On the other hand, although the poets of Pari*

aminetun kuncam pa turn tolutua.
_

4*

Supra, Ch.l, p.io.

Ibid.. 17:51*

_ap paravutun*

Ibid., 21:16.
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are not celebrated as saints and spiritual personalities, the
description bears testimony to the profound spiritual experience
which they underwent as bhaktas*
Kurukan’s response, however, to those who worship him with
bhakti is presented through his splendid appearance*

We have

already mentioned the six faces and the twelve arms, of which four
faces and two arms are represented as showering spiritual boons
not only on those who love him but also on the people of the whole
world*

The face which is described as diffusing countless rays of
1
light and as dispelling the dense darkness of the world, and the

arm which is portrayed as causing abundant rains,

2 show

his practice of granting boons to the whole world*

clearly

The other

three faces and the other arm shower spiritual boons on those who
love hint

one face caste a gracious look on the devotees who

praise him, and grants the boon for which they pray with love and
*
joy*
the other watches with interest the sacrifices of the brahmans
Who recite aantiraia and worship according to the Veda,

h

the third

teaches the hidden truths and enlightens the minds of sages,

and

the arm garlands with the bridal wreath the maiden who lives in

1.
2*
3.

TMP, 91-2*
Ibid., 115-6*
gPT,**.

km

ibTd.. 9JS-6.

5*

i M d .. 97-8 .

lie

heaven.

i

—
•
2
The reference katalin uvantu varan kotuttanne,

♦gladly grants spiritual bestowal out of lovef is a remarkable
expression of Muruka^’s love for his devotee.
In addition, the
tr
references such as the glorious Lord grants the favour of release
from the sorrow of rebirth, and brings the most enjoyable bliss11,
"the Lord who is adorned with jewels made of gold grants grace to
those who suffer from distress",

and "the Lord embraces and
5
showers his grace on those who approach him", clearly demonstrate
the spiritual blessings granted by Murukaa to his bhaktaa .
These expressions, or even the term

conveying the meaning

of spiritual blessings of Murukan in response to his devotees’ love,
do not figure in the poems in Pari., although the steadfast
longing of the bhakta for the holy feet of the Lord is prominently
displayed, especially in the concluding part of each poem.

In other

words, though the devotee lovingly takes refuge at Murukaja’s feet
in order to live a divine life, the god’s response is not explicitly
expressed.

The mystic union into which the god enters with the

mind of his lover, and the way in which the beloved of god in turn,
commits himself to god and surrenders entirely to him, is explicitly
expressed only in the Tevaram.

1.
2.
J*
5*

Ibid., 116-7*
Ibid.. 9^.
nacaiyunarkku art turn icai peraja.
I M d «« 270.
alarnxorku alikkum polampunceey«
Ibid*, 2?1.
akalattup paricilar tankum urukelunetuveel»
Ibid., 272-J.

11*

Modes of Murukan worship
Of the Tarious aspects of religious significance seen in these
earliest works, the modes of worship of the Tamils, and the role
of the brahmans as officiating priests in some of the shrines of
Muruka$, deserve detailed analysis*

We have conclusive evidence

in our sources for Kuruk&a worship then, as now, consisting of
going to different abodes, worshipping or taking part in congregational
worship, offering various oblations, worshipping the deity with songs
and dances, conducting religious festivals and so on*
The Pari* hymns reveal the
conducted*

We hare references

manner in which

this worship was

to the practice

of people

worshipping Kurukag, sometimes In the morning, and sometimes in the
evening*

Nallaliciyar speaks of people worshipping in the evening,^

while Happapnaaar describes how men and women proceed towards
Farankup£&m to pay homage early in the morning*

These men and

women, garbed in fine clothes and expensive ornaments, proceeded
x
on horseback or in chariots*
This is clear indication that
devotees in those days made use

of vehicles and

Murukaa#a abodes*

theory that devotees should not go

The current

animals to travelto

on vehicles or animals to temples was perhaps not observed during
this period*

In other words, the theory was perhaps formulated at

a later date by $£umuka Navalar himself*

1*

Pari*, 17i7*

2. lEId.i 19sl^5.
3.
k.

IbI3.. 19il2-3 .
CVV, II, p.76.
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The subject natter of TKP also bears evidence to the fact that
devotees vent to different abodes of Murukan in order to obtain his
grace*

In the TMP, as ve have already mentioned, the bhakta vho

has received spiritual blessings from Murukaa directs other devotees
vho seek liberation to approach him and obtain his grace*

The

poem in fact describes the six hill shrines where he dwells, and
how to reach those shrines*
The practice of people going to shrines on vehicles and
animals and taking part In congregational worship is more clearly
brought out in the description of the pantiyag's visit to Parankuncam*
In this description, the way in which the PSntiyag, along with his
ministers, womenfolk, and citizens, worshipped the abode in a
clockwise direction, is compared to the moon and constellations going
round mount MSruf

and the premises where the people tethered the

elephants to different trees, removing the horses from the paths and
pushing aside the chariots, are compared to the encampment of an
army*

1

A review of this description makes clear three factss

firstly the king himself vent to worship Murukan in his abode, and
his visit was celebrated with pomp and glory*

Secondly, It was the

custom, even during this period, for the devotees to worship the
shrine in a clockwise direction, and this mode of worship survives
even today*

1.

Thirdly, the elephants, horses and chariots, were

Pari#, 19I18-35*
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perhaps used to transport the people in great numbers to
celebrate the king1© visit, and this is obvious evidence of people
travelling to temples on vehicles and animals for congregational
worship*
Offering various oblations to Kuruka& was another
characteristic of the mode of worship of the period*

NallaXiciyar

presents a graphic picture of the devotees who worship the Lord at
Paranku&gam offering flowers, leaves, silk clothes, gems and spears,
with songs sung in praise of Him*

The practice of offering a

spear made of silver or gold for the fulfilment of a vow made to
Mnruka& is in existence among the jfalvites even at present*
Nallantuva&£r, on the other hand, describes the devotees who offer
sandalwood, incense, lighted lamps, fragrant flowers, drums, gems,
peacocks, axes, elephants and various other oblations dear to Murukan,
2
in worship*

The offering of peacocks and elephants is proof that

devotees donated living things as oblations*

Even if only images

or statues of these animals were offered, they were offered because
they were the vehicles beloved by Murukaji*
The poet also speaks of ladles worshipping the lord for various
material benefits*

Some ladles worship the Lord asking him to grace
*
Jl
them with success in love, sons to grace the* with conception!

1. Ibid.. 17»l-4.
2 . IET?.i 8197-102.
3 . Ibid., 81IO3-IO5 .
h. tcarn Variru urukenak katampatwrSrtua.

Ibid-. 8tl06.
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some for wealth^* and others for the victory of their husbands in
var#^

All these clearly prove that £aivite worship and religious

practice derives its meaning from the bhakti that motivates them#
The worshippers believed that all the oblations were to be offered
with inner devotion and love for MurukaQ.

To such worshippers, the

god granted both spiritual blessings as well as material benefits#
Apart from these, references may be cited from TMP for the practice
of animal sacrifice#

In the section lPalamutirc51aif the poet

describes the festivals conducted in honour of Murukaa on holy days,
in which the banner that bore the imago of a cock was installed,
gifts of millet and flowers were served, and rams were given in

■5

sacrifice *

Music and dancing must have become an essential part of Murukajj
worship as it is referred to in a number of places in our sources#
Nall&ntuvaaar speaks of devotees singing songs to time measure and
4
dancing to taja#

Nallajiciyar delights in describing Parankuacam

in association with sweet music and beautiful dancing#

He compares

the sweet music played on the yal by Pajgar to the sweet singing of
the cricketsj the sweet melody of the flute to the humming of bees,
the beating of the drums to the sound of the mountain streams, and
e
the dancing of ladies to the rustling of creepers#
Nallantuvaalr

1*
2#
3#
4.
5#

ceyporuj vaykkenao cevi carttuvorum# ~Ibid#, 8 sl07#
aiyamar atukenat ariccipporum»
Ibid#,' 8:108,
TMP,'218-20.
patuvSr panicclrum afcuvar arankattalamum#
Pari#, 8:109#
ifeid#, i7t<hTT.
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speaks of two different types of flutes played by the musicians at
Parankuacam; one has seven holes and the other five**’ Kuacamputaaar
refers to music and dance competitions in the abode of Murukaa at
•
2
Parankuasam•

From all these, we may reasonably conclude that

ParankuQEain was famous for music and dancing*

Nallaliciyarfs

description clearly indicates that songs were sung by groups of
people to the accompaniment of various musical instruments, while
beautiful ladies performed dances*

Another aspect described in

all these references, is that music and dancing were performed not
merely out of bhakti but also for pure enjoyment*

On the contrary,

not much mention of music and dancing at ParankujjEam is made in TMP,
and this applies also to the other five abodes of Murukan, except for
the descriptions of dances performed by young girls y tuuankai
performed by Peymakaj, 1She-devil# at ParankuQcara, kuravai at
Kua£utQ£afcal, and vcgiyatal at Palamutireolai - which will be examined
shortly.

There are, however, references to brahmans chanting the
3
mystic formula of six letters in the section about Tiruverakam;^
to the sound of the drums of the gods, blowing of horns and conches,
and the heating of drums in the section "Pirucciralaivay*

and to

celestial damsels playing sweet music on yaj in the section about
5
Tiru Svijiajikuti*
There is no mention of any of these things in Pari.

1.
2.
3.
k.
5.

Ibid., 8:22.
Ibid., 9i72-3*
TMP. 186-7.
Ibid.. 119-21.
Ibid.. 1*0-1.
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From these references we may legitimately conclude that songs were
sung in the presence of Murukaa both in Tamil and Vedic Sanskrit and
probably to the accompaniment of musical instruments*
There is evidence in our sources to suggest that during this
period | in some shrines of Murukan* the religious ceremonies were
officiated at and perpetuated by brahman priests while in certain
other shrines* ceremonies were conducted by the worshippers themselves*
The description of one face of the god guarding the sacrifices
performed by the brahmans^ throws light cn the fact that the brahmans
functioned as officiating priests in the shrine at Tlruccfralaiyfiy*
The reference also makes explicit that the rites in the shrine were
performed according to Vedic tradition*

Besides this* from the

description in the section •Tiruverakam** we can reasonably conclude
that Tiruver&kam was a prominent holy centre of brahman activities
tending sacred fires* performing rites with full devotion* keeping
folded palms on their heads in adoration* offering fragrsnt flowers
to Muruka& *t proper times and so on*

These* therefore* furnish

ample evidence to show that the ritual in these two shrines was
performed by brahman priests and the worshippers probably offered
their oblations through them*

1.

Ibid,* 95-6
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The post* however* presents a different mode of worship in the
other sections on FaranknQ£anf Ku5£uto£afcal and Palamutireolai*

He

speako of devotees performing ritual worship with song and danee*

In

the section about Farankua$aas there is a vivid description of a
dance

1

performed by young girls who bless the banner of Hurukag on

which is the image of a cockf and wish it great success*
mountain slopes resound with echoes of their songs*

All the

The poet also

describes how the girls beautified themselves prior to dancings
*Cn their young breasts« shaped like unopened konku buds* they
smear fine-coloured and scented sandal-paste made by grinding
the strong, hard and fragrant; sandalwood as though sweetsmelling l a m t M blooms ere being piled |

even before the sandal

paste dries they spread over it the fine pollen of full
bloomed venkain *
This description tells us of the mode of worship of iho women devotee®
at Farankufcfcaa* where the yoinen worship directly, without officiating
priests*

Moreover* it also indicates that unlike current practice*

young girls were permitted to go to shrines and to take part in
dancing*

It is also conclusively proved that the dance was

performed in the ©acred abode of Muruka& as a mode of worship#

In

addition* we have a description of tupankai performed by Peymakal*
•she-devil1#

This was probably another dance-form used as a mode of

•

worship at Farankugcam by the female devotees of Murukag*

i; Ibid** 52-6*
2 * lbid**> 31-6 *
3 * llbi]?** £o~6 *

*5
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Reference can also be cited from Pari* for devotees conducting
ritualistic worship of their own at Parankujixam*

Happauna®5r describe!

how the ladies perform pgja with flowers and water to the domed
forehead of the sacred elephant of Kuruk&g on which they applied
kunkumanu haTing decorated it with chowries made of the tail of the

yakf and raising over it a golden-handied umbrella*1

On the other

handf Rallantuvaaar speaks of devotees offering to the holy feet of
Muruka& various oblations which are dear to him*

2

KSeava&£rf

howevert differs in his descriptions, for according to hlmv lord
Kurukau at Parankuaxam la well-pleased with the sacrificial
x
ceremonies of the brahmans, which is olear evidence of the fact that
brahmans functioned as officiating priests*

All these give us

conclusive evidence of Parankimxam being an abode open to all to
worship os their ovnf although there were brahman priests to conduct
ritualistic rites*
In the section fKuttxutox£talf the poet speaks of the kuravai
j},
dance of the mountain tribes*
The men tread the kuravai dance to
the small drunks beat* and with them there were damsels whose modest
walk Is like the strut of the peacock*

The 'Bed God* descends among

them well-deckedt dances with them, embraces them, and accepts their
offerings*

This dance tells us much of the inherent connexions

!• Pari*« 19t85-94*
2* IEI cT*. 8 198*102•
5 . ISIcT*. 1*h27-8 .
4. $ m p 7 197*
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between the mountain tribes and the cult of Kurukag*

The kuravai

dance was, therefore, the mode of worship of the people of the hill
region, and Murukaa was believed to come among them to shower his
grace in response to such worship,
Finally, in the section ^alamutircolai* the typical Dravidian
fora of worship vegly&tal is described*

Though the technical term

vegiyafcal is used by the early poets for ritualistic dances does not
1
*2
appear in the TMP, the technical terms gjukalaa or vegiygyarkalap,
used to refer to *the floor of the frenzied dance*, are mentioned.
While they danced

in frenzy,songs weresung, horns

were rung, and hymns
x
Murukaa*

weresung inpraise

were

blown*bells

of the sacredelephants

of

The foregoing analysis and examination taken together point to
the conclusion that the three types of dances, tunankai, kuravai and
vegiydtal, figure prominently as the modes of worship of the people
of this period#

We need not emphasise this point any furtherf

but

what strikes the readir is that these dances are given prominence in
the TMP as a mode of worship, and that the author directs devout
souls who desire liberation and the grace of Murukag to Muruka&'s
abodes*

Each of these dance forms warn probably associated with a

particular shrine - tuuankai with Parankugxam, kuravai with
KuggutSgltal, and vegiyatal with Pal&mutircolai,

1«

Ibid,, Zk5.

8, lEId.. 222*
3* TbTcf.. 2^5-7*
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Furthermore, the description in the TMP of the young girls
who In their worship hless the banner of Kurukaa and wish it
eternal success, and that in the Pari* of the ladles who perform
pfija to the domed forehead of the sacred elephant with flowers and
water, tend to suggest that during the period of these two works the
devotees worshipped even the banner and the elephant of Muruk&n*
In other words, like the katampu tree which provided shelter to the
deity, the peacock and elephant vehiclest the banner and the spear
were regarded as sacred and received all acts of worship which were
meant for Murukan himself*

Subsequently, this practice perhaps

contributed greatly to installing the §p§apf thf emblem of Murukag,
as the sole object of worship in some of the shrines of the god*
Therefore, figumuka NSvalar** objection to the installation of the
spear in the sanctum sanctorum at Nall&r in Ceylon, is not
convincing.1

Allusions to mythology
Another noteworthy feature of these two works is the richness
of allusions to stories that are found in the K P »

This throws light

on the delight which the poets took in describing the puranic
personality of Murukag, as well as on the trend of popular opinion
in the period*

1*

Muruka& was a personal god for these poets, and they

Xgumuka Ravalar Perumanln pirapantatt lrattu, (Collection of essays
wri11en by ^xumuka Kavalar and compiled by T.KailSca PilJai),
Bart 11, p*5*
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were naturally inclined to portray hie superiority over all
others and hie graciousness to devotees by attributing to him
qualities found in puragic stories which the poets thought would
be a source of inspiration to the readers too*

These legends

cannot be rejected as entirely valueless because fact is bound to
be mixed up with fiction*

What we find in the Bari* and TMP is

not a detailed account of the legends, but only passing references
to them, except in a few cases*

This in fact Indicates not only

the conception of the cult of Muruka&, but also the way in which the
poets used the legends to express their spiritual experiences*
Is especially so of the poet of TMP*

This

We may take up for

investigation some of the allusions In both these works to certain
parts of mythology*
Murukag is popularly depicted as having six faces and twelve
arms)

and the poets love to address him as Sgumukay, ’six-faced* •

This is one of the terms by which this god was praised and prayed
to in the post-CoXa period (circa A«D*1500), during which time there
occurred & tremendous revival of the Kurukan cult*

We have already

examined the description In the section •TiruccXralaivSy*, of
Murukaa with six faces and twelve arms, and of their sacred functions1
and the description in the major portion of poem No*5 1& Pari*
of how the six-f&eed god was born to the six presiding deities of

1.

Supra, pp. 86-7.
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the constellation Pleiades*

1

Besides these two# there is another

allusion in which the poet of TMP gives the tmranic story in a
nutshells
"O Lord whose forms are six I

Tou were born to six women in

the lake full of tarppal grass on the summit of the Himalaya
2
and were taken up in the palms by one of the Five".
The six holy women are the wives of the six sagest and the one
of the five is akklni 4God of fire4*

W-e also have another three

passing references which merely describe Kurukan as six-faced and
twelve-armedi

"0 Lord whose faces are three times two and whose arms
t
are three times four”' "With your six fanes and six times two arms
you desired the Icyo Ot VftJJi11*

"0 Lord! you are with six times two

ft

arms and six faces"•

These references conae also from his birth

to six presiding deities of the constellation Pleiades*
This description of the birth of Skaudaf as ve have already
mentioned9 is elaborately described under Hjppattikkantam in the K P .
However| the story is outlined in only two of the quoted allusions#
one in the TMP, and the other In the Pari*

All the remaining

allusions merely describe the god as six>£aced and twelve-armed.

In

the rest of early Tamil literature, neither this account of the birth
of Murukan &or the references to his sir faces and twelve arms are
found.

Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that these two works

1* Supra, pp*78-9.
2. *PMP, Lines 253-5.
. muviru kayantalai munndnku mulavuttSl*
Pari», 5ill*
« agumukkattu agirutol....
Ibid., it>21.
5* arfcu tojavai aguraukam ylrittavai.
Ibid., 211*67.

J
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belong to the later period, when Tamil literature increasingly
came under the influence of Sanskrit literature.

In other words,

they originated during a period when the Dravidian and the Aryan
cultures commingled.

There is another opinion which is popularly

held, that these tv/o works alsd belong to early Tamil literature
and the puranic legends and the Sanskrit elements may be the result
of the religious nature of these poems.
six faces are not fictional;
representations of ideals.

Cn the other hand, the

they are not mere idols but
The six faces and twelve arms of

Murukaa ought not to be taken literally in the gross physical
sense, but the significance of the image should be interpreted
philosophically as signifying omnipresence.^*
Murukaft is famous for his victory over Curapaamaa;

the early

Tamil poems speak of this acuran as Cur or 1the frightful1 •

Murukaa

in fact was originally the war-god of the Dravidian, but this fact
is mixed up with the puranic story of Subrahnaagya conquering the
hostile hosts and their king Surapadma.

2

In the battle, when the

king of the acurar appeared assuming the form of a mango tree, and
was cut into two, the still living parts rose against the victor,
who seised them and transformed

them into a cock and a peacock,

making the former his banner and the latter his vehicle.

This

puranic story is alluded to in our sources, twice in the TMP and Bix

1.
2.

Supra, p.90.
For a detailed account see Curapapman vataippatalam in K P .
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times in the Pari*

Of these references, two in each of the works

allude to the story in greater detailt
(a)

"The god with the tall and shining spear shaped like a
leaf, entered the cold seas full of rocks, and destroyed
Curapanmaa, the king of the acurar>,»*‘

(b)

"The god with the red spear, whose praise is immeasurable
and Victory faultless, subjugated the avugar by cutting
down the mango tree with boughs bowing down with the
weight of flowers, and destroyed Cur who was half man and
half•horse"

(c)

n0 Lord I to diminish the strength of the acurar who declared
total war, you entered the vast earth^borne ocean which
Is dark blue like rain clouds, and destroyed Cur11*^

(d)

"Q Lord! to scatter the rocks you entered the vast cold
dark-coloured ocean on your glorious elephant and destroyed
the mango tree of CSr with jrour4 spear thrown at him,
generating sparks of fireM*

The other four allusions in the Pari, are exclamations*

1,

par autir panikkatal kalankavul pukkue
cur mutal tatinta cutarilai nefcuvel* TMPt
2 * aguvegu vakaiyin ancuvara magt!
^
avunar nalvala matankak kavllinar
mamutal tatinta maguvil korrattur
eyya hallicaio cevver ceey
Ibid*, 58«»6l»
3 * por etirntu eggar matukainatantapak *■— *k^etirnterga i^mahcul elillpol
**
nir nlrantegga nilantah kajuvattuo
cur nirantu^cugriya mataputta velgy
Pari»« l8il-4*
payirun panikka;al partukal pajappukkue
eeyuyar pipimukaa urntu amarujakkit
~
iiyalal tuvaippat tiriyavittegintu^
noyutai nutankucur mamutal tatintu
Ibid*, 5*1~^*
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refer to cutting down the mango tree*
i
t

1

one to destroying CSr

2

and

3
the other to destroying the mango tree of Cur*
■
‘
Allusions (a) and (b) are from the TMP, and (o) and (d) are
from Pari*, (a) and (c) are quite similar in that they depict the
destruction of Cilr;

(b) and (d) are also quite similar as they

depict the destruction of the mango tree of Cur*

In fact, an

examination of the passages would show us that they are really a
cluster of ideas strung together by identical words and phrases*
The phrases parmutlr panikkatal in (a) and payirum panikkatal in
(d) which are used to describe the Yast blue ocean* the phrases
aruaar nalYalam atanka in (b) and ySretimtenrar matukai in (e) by
which the subjugation of the acurar is portrayed;

the phrase

mSmutal tatinta in (b) and (d) which is used to describe the
destruction of Cdr and the cutting down of the mango tree* and £gr
nirantu in (e) and ctlmnutal tatintu in (a) which are used to state
the killing of Cur* explicitly demonstrate this fact*
and diction are nearly identical*

The expression

These allusions, therefore,

Indicate clearly how one poet made use of the words and phrases of
the other in order to describe the same puranic story*

At most it

may be suggested from what we have already established that the
author of TMP repeats the ideas, words and phrases of his
predecessors, the poets of Pari*

1*
2.
3*

Xhid*i 2118 and 21t28.
l4tl8.
9:70.
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That the story concerns the destruction of the mango tree of
Cur is significant*

This incident resembles other incidents

described in early Tamil poetry, of the kings of dangerous wrath
and might destroying their enemies and cutting down their
guardian trees*

1

The cutting down of the guardian trees of their

enemies in battle by the kings of wrath was considered a symbol of
victory*

The wrath of several heroes described in early Tamil

poetry is also compared with that of Kurukaa*

It was by such

comparisons that the early poets heightened the emotional impact of
their poems*

Therefore vhat is clear from the allusions which

describe Murukag destroying the mango tree of Cdr, is that the poets
of TMP and the Pari* have fused the tales of the kings of dangerous
wrath and might destroying their enemies and cutting down their
guardian trees, with the story of the mighty and wrathful god who
destroyed the dreaded Surapadma in the form of a mango tree*
The spear or the vel, according to the Tamils, is the emblem
Of this divinity and Murukaa was often described as vglS^u fone
who holds the spear in his palm1*

This vel is said not only to

have cut down the mango tree, but also to have cloven the hill
Kiravuncam, of which an avunan called Kiravuncaa assumed the form*
This cragas hid his brother Tarakag who fought with Murukas;

and

the god split the hill and freed the warriors who were imprisoned
in it*

1*
2*
3*

2

This Quranic story is referred to in passing in our sources*

PrP, 33*3*
For a detailed account* see Tarakan vataippatalam in KP*
Pari*, 19al02-3t TMPt 266..........................
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The god's predominant characteristics being such, It is not at all
surprising that the emblem of this divinity, v51t is the object of
worship in some of the shrines of Muruka&, especially in most of
the shrines in Ceylon, and his worshippers often carry this spear
and dance holding it in moments of ecstasy*

On festive occasions,

the vel is also taken round the temple in procession*

In Northern

India, lord Subrahmagya destroying T5raka& is celebrated with great
pomp, while in Tamil country, Subrahmasya killing SSrapadma is
celebrated with stringent religious observances in Muruka& shrines*
The story of Subrahaaoya killing Tarak&a
Kunarasaqbhava by Ellidljsa ,
popularity in the North*

described in

also be Cited as evidence of its

This heroic deed of Subrahmanya was

perhaps one of the reasons which led to the Tamils identifying their
war~god Hurukan with the Aryan god Bubrahmssqjya, also a war-god ♦
The description of an aerial procession of gods and goddesses
going in deputation to Murukajg in the section 'Tiru aviaaakuti'
depicts the poet's delight in portraying tfnruk&n as the highest of
all the Hindu Pantheon*

ftorukag cursed Fireman and compelled him

to be born on earth for vaunting that It was he who endowed the
spear which brought victory over the acurar to Huruka^*

Consequently,

the other two gods, Siva and Vi§au, could not perform their functions
and went in a deputation with the other gods to Murukaa to have the
curse removed*

In this contest, it Is interesting to note that
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Xntlra& is mentioned along with the other two great Hindu gods
Siva and Vioou for this makes it seem that Xntlraa was regarded as
one of the greatest gods during his period*

This fact is clearly

indicated as nSgperun terrant*** 'the four great gods1, which isf
*

however, wrongly interpreted as Xntirag, Tamaa, Yarugan and Coman
2
even by Nacciudrkkifliyar *

The reference ndgperunteyvam should be

interpreted as the four great gods diva, Visuu, Intiraa and Firama^*
v
This id made clearer by the reference ffalar pukaj muvar* 'three
(gods) extolled by many', which refers to diva, Vi ecu and Xntirag*
This is because the fourth, Piramaa, was in prison, and it was for
this reason that the ether three led th§ pr^c§gsion of gods and
goddesses to Murukaa*

Therefore, it is not surprising that the

people of this period regarded tturuka& as the supreme, the all-*
pervading spirit of the universe, and the Essence from which all things
evolved*
Murukag is, on the other hand, portrayed as the beloved of the
daughter of the Kuravas, Valll#

To win the heart of Yalli he came

down to the earth and vent to where she was, and subsequently married
her*

This story is also described under the section ValXi

tirumattappatalam in the KP and is celebrated with religious fervour
in shrines of Murukau in the Tamil country as well as in Ceylon*
Dorai Hangaswamy comments that this story has been looked upon by

1 . TMP, 160*
2 * ^attuppattu with the commentary of Naccigarkkl&iy&r ed* by
Caminitaiyar, p.39*
3* TMP, 162.
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later generations as depicting the eternal pilgrimage of the Lord
to the soul in quest of its love to save it from deluding
environments*^

Allusions to this puraijjg story figure in many

places in our sources*
The foregoing analyses of the allusions to the mythology,
taken together,

point to many important facts*

First, as we have

already pointed

out, the poets of Pari * and the poet of TMP allude

delightfully to the stories from Skandapurapa in order to portray
the puranic personality of Kurukaa, representing his divine glory,
his showering of grace on the devotees, and his supreme, all-pervading
nature*

The analyses also indicate the fact that the poets speak

the language of mythology in order to express their own message of
Murukan's grace in a popular form, and this is obvious in the case
of the poet of TMP in the light of the popular story attributed to
Nakkirar*

The

these two works

allusions also tend to suggest that the poets of
describe the war-god of the Dravidians, blending his

indigenous character with the character of the Aryan god, employing
the language of mythology*

This contributed to a certain extent

to portraying him even more as an embodiment of goodness, wisdom,
mercy, love and grace than as a war-god*

As a result, the poems

are extremely religious and divinely inspired in contrast to the
other early works*

This religious aspect, in addition to the

number of Sanskrit words and expressions, has caused modern critics

1.

RPT, I, p*51^.
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to consider these two works as belonging to a later date*^
Secondly, as these works are primarily lyrical outpourings
from the hearts of the poets, the stories are used to give vent to
the mystic and religious experience of the authors, and to symbolise
a message of hope and salvation, so as to make the outpourings more
concrete and alive, poetic and graphic*
Thirdly, these two works, as distinguished from the other early
Tamil works, are characterised by a wealth of reference to puranic
and mythological stories*

In making their popular appeal, these

two works cannot but take cognizance of the common new heritage of
the time*

On the other hand, a comparative study will reveal that

these earlier works contain fewer allusions than the Tevaram hymns do*
Furthermore, the religious aspects of these two works, which we have
examined under different sub-headings in this chapter, strongly
resemble Tevaram hymns except for the poetic metre, which is akaval*
However, the basic difference between these two groups of works is
that the former are composed in praise of Kurukag and the latter
are in praise of Lord Siva*

Further the Tevaram

hymns are more

lyrical and soul-inspiring*
Fourthly, the allusions to mythology are clear evidence of the
fact that mythological stories appealed to the age in general and the
poets in particular*

The poets, however, invest the myths with a

historical character and expound them with piety and devotion,
revealing their hidden truths*

1.

HTLL, pp.56-8 .
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Finally* by way of conclusion* it may be suggested in the
light of the various aspects analysed under different sub-headings
in this chapter* that the poems in praise of Murukag, in the Pari*
and the THP share similar characteristic features*

The only

exception is the akam theme which figures prominently in some of the
poems in Pari*

These two are £aiva bhakti Literature >
- -

-

-

- -

-- -

It is essential at this stage* to emphasise why these two works
should be considered as Saiva bhakti literature*

It has already

been established that these two works strongly resemble the TSvaram
hymns in their religious aspects though they differ in poetic metre
and the deity spoken of*

The treatment of bhakti as conveying not

merely ’love of god1 but a deeper mystical union with the Almighty,
strongly similar to that of the Tevaram hymns, is fully analysed under
the subheading ’concept of bhakti’*

Another significant aspect

of the Pari** which has been already analysed* is the mention of the
composer of the music to which it was sung* and the name of the pan
to which the music was set*
similar in this respect*

The hymns of the three saints are also
This singing to pan of the hymns stirs

bhakti in the minds of the singers, which is one of the
characteristic features of all bhakti literature* *§aiva and Vaisnava*
The TMP and the Tevaraa hymns, on the other hand* form the daily
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liturgy of the ^aivites*

Ve have also already pointed out why

the TMP is included in the eleventh hook of the Saiva Tirumurai
and why the Pari* is excluded*

Besides these, it may be observed

that the faithful devotees of Murukaa are devotees of Siva while the
faithful devotees of fiiva are devotees of Murukaa too*

Furthermore,

Hurukaa, the son of Lord £iva is often described in these two works,
as well as in the Tivgraia hymns, and is also given a prominent and
permanent place in the Korthwest pirakaram of the shrines of j§iva*
All these factors contributed to making these two works as Saiva
bhakti literature, even though they are not composed in praise of
Siva*

Murukajj worshippers are Ssivites and the literature composed

in praise of Murukag is also traditionally regarded as &aiva
literature*
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Chapter Three
SHRINES OF

It is perhaps

glVA AHD SlVA WORSHIP

no great

exaggeration

tosaythat the

Tevaram Period occupied a supreme place in the history of the
Tamil country for the growth of the numerous shrines of Siva.
The worship of J§iva as the highest of all the Hindu gods
by the

Saivites is revealed

in the hymns

ofthethree saints.

In all

we have 7^6 hymns sung by the three saints about 274

shrines of Siva, 377 of these are sung by Campantar about
220 shrines,

1

2

275 are by Appar about 125 shrines, and 94 are
*
by Cuntarar about 84 shrines.
The hymns common to all the
shrines are not included in the above analysts.
The Tiruppatikakkovai enumerates the shrines sung
of by the saints.

According to this, the three saints sang

hymns about 274 shrines, of which 190 were in the Cola country,
14 in the Pagtiy* country, 7 in the Konku Natu, 32 in the
Tont&i Natu, 22 in the Natu Natu, one each in the Cera and
Tulu countries, five in the North country and 2 in Ilam (Ceylon).
The shrines in the C51a country are further classified into
two groups, the shrines on the North bank of the river Kaviri,
a&d the shrines on its South bank; 63 of these shrines are in
the North and 127 in the South.

1.
2.
3*

TO.Cam, I, pp.1-7.
TO.App, I, pp.25-39*
TO.Cun, pp.16-21.

These shrines are traditionally
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called by the name patal pegra talankal as there are hymns
that refer to them individually.

Apart from these, we have

a number of shrines in praise of which no hymn has been sung,
which are referred to by their names either in the hymns on
some other shrines or in the common hymns.
are appropriately named vaipputtalam;

These shrines

3>2 such shrines are

mentioned in the hymns of Campantar,^ l6l in the hymns of
Appar,

2

3
and 71 in the hymns of Cuntarar•

Origin and development
The acceptance of Siva as a personal god must have had
the natural consequence of making iiva. the highest of all
gods;

and this acceptance by the people was responsible for

the growth of a number of different types of shrines throughout
the Tamil country*

It is interesting to examine some of the

types of shrines mentioned in the Tevaram, since they throw
light on the origin and development of the sacred places of the
Saivites.

We shall now take up for investigation certain

types of shrines namely alakkoyil, perunkoyil, ilankoyil and
if
mapikkoyil, which are probably derivative names indicating
generally the architectural features or location of the shrines*
The name alakkoyil, which throws light on the origin of
the Siva shrines, deserves special mention*

1. TO*Cam« I, p*9*
2* T0»App# I, pp.40-47*
5* TO*Cun* pp*21-24.
4* •App-tTev* -284:5* -

Appar refers to
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f i

,

■

.

on© of these shrines as Kaccur alakkoyil, ’alakkoyil at Kaccur’
51 means ’banyan tree’, and it is therefor© reasonable to
conclude that this refers to a particular tree under which the
shrine at Kaccfir was originally located, or under which the
image of 5iva was worshipped*

The fact that worshipping

deities under a banyan tree is a traditional practice in the
Tamil country may be cited as evidence for this#

This is

illustrated by the reference alamar katavul, ’the god resides
under the banyan tree* in PN
does not

although the word ’Siva’ as such

occur in pre^Pallavan Tamil literature#

Murukaa is

also described as the son of the Lord who resides under the
%
banyan tree*
The banyan tree, which usually has a number of
trunks, was probably the most convenient place for worship as
it provided a resting place for devotees on their pilgrimage•
When the convenience of this tree was realised it is likely
that small structures with the image of Siva, or maybe only
the image itself, were set up in its shade*

Perhaps such a

place subsequently developed Into an important sacred place with
beautiful buildings#

Thus alakkoyil at Kaccur may have been

originally situated under a banyan tree, and subsequently
developed into a prominent and big temple due to its sacredness*
Dorai Hangaswamy's suggestion that alakkoyil was named after

1*

App»Tev, 283:^*

2.

PN 19fc:9*

3.

ManimSkalai. III. J M .

KaU77"53«T,t.

Cil., XXIII, 91|

XXIV, 70, 77|
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the peculiar shape of the dcme^ is mere supposition*
The striking aspect of alakkoyil at Kaccur is
that no hymns are sung about it either by Campantar or Appar*
It is* however* described by Appar in a common hymn in which
he states that brahmans praise the Lord in adoration there*

2

We are thus given to understand that it was a prominent
shrine* with brahmans functioning as officiating priests*
Cuntarar* however* composed a hymn in praise of the Lord who
x
resides in alakkoyil at Kaccur*
This prompts two possible
alternative suggestions*

One is that this shrine was more

prominent during the period of Cuntarar than during the
period of Campantar and Appar#

The other is that Campantar

and Appar may also have composed hymns in praise of it which
were subsequently lost*
A suggestion may also be made at this stage about the
names of shrines such as Slankafcu* Alampolil and Alantu^ai*
The former two were probably once forests or places surrounded
by 51 trees* as the suffixes kafcu and polil mean •forest1
and *grove* respectively*

The latter must have originally

been a resting place under a big banyan tree as its suffix

1*

RPT* I* p*lO.

3*

App*Tev; zBkt5»
CuntTev+ hymn No.41.
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tugai means place* location* path* place of meeting* ete*^
It is therefore clear that these places became sacred on account
of the deity worshipped there* and that temples were probably
built there as they developed into villages and towns*
Now we may examine the type perunkoyil*

The

reference to perunkoyil clearly mentions that the Lord who
keeps the river in his tangled hair dwells in 78 perunkoyila
2
•large or great shrines*
Venkata Ramanayya concludes that
from very early times

there existed in South

important types of temples* the dolmen-shaped

India two
and the hut-shaped.^

Due to the presence of the Aryan elements in the reformed
Dravidian religion*

these two types* through a long process

of evolution probably developed into large shrines*

These

78 large shrines may include the 70 shrines referred to by
Tirumankaiyajvar by the name matakkoyll* and which are
........................ m ............... c
said to be built by KocOenkatcdla NayaaSr*
It may be
noticed that Cuntarar addresses the shrine built by
Koccenkatcdla Nayaflar at Nanftilam as nannilattup perunkoyil*
♦the great shrine at Nanailam#*^

This suggests that the

names matakkoyll add perunkoyil are synonymous* and thus

1*
2•
5*
4.
5*
6*

DED* S*V* 2773* p.221.
perukkagu cataikkaninta perumaa cerum
perunkoyil elupatinotettum***•
App*Tev* 284:5*
An essay on the origin of the South Indian Temple* p *7 8 *
Ibid*
NTP* Periya tirumojl* 6,6 :8 *
Cun*Tev* 98:1-10 (last lines)*
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indicates that of the ?8 great shrines mentioned by Appar*
70 were built by Koccenkatcola Nayajjar*
These shrines were perhaps the one3

built with st0pi

or vimSnam* erected purely &b architectural ornaments which
denote the position of the image enshrined within the building*
They were probably named perunkSyil because they were larger
than the shrines built earlier*

Dorai Rangaswumy concludes

that "These were built on high basements with running steps
on the style of matamalikai *
matakkdytl*

These were therefore called

As compared with the old puny temples, these

were huge and big*
or the big templet

Therefore, these were called perunkoyil
na^ilattup perunkoyil"*^

The remaining

8 great shrines were perhaps built by the Tamil kings after
Koccenkatcola Nayaaar*

It may also be suggested that these

shrines were perhaps called perunkdyil during the period of
these saints because they were larger than the other shrines*
This would be similar to using the term tancaip perunkoyil*
•the great temple of TancaySr1 to refer to the RajarSjdsvaram
which was supposed to be the largest or greatest shrine during
the period it was built*
The next type of shrine is ilankoyil *
11am means ’young1*

The prefix

One of these shrines is referred to by
■•

Appar as katampai ilankoyil* ’the young shrine of Kafcampur**

1.
2.

RPT, I, p.9*
App*Tev* 283:5

2

It may therefore be suggested that the particular shrine
at KatampUr was probably entirely new, or built later than
the other shrines in that village*

The name mlyaceur

ilankoyil expresses this idea very clearly*

Two shrines

are mentioned in Appar*s Tevaram as being situated at Miyaccilr*
One goes by the name of the place itself, Mlyaccur*

2

and

•
3
the other is suffixed with ilam as Miyaccur Ilankoyil*

The

latter ehrlne probably originated or was built later than
the former* and was perhaps therefore called Ilankoyil*
Lastly* the shrines which were architecturally splendid
were perhaps called manikkoyil*
denotes beauty*
#
Siva’s

The prefix maul perhaps

It may be observed that Cekkilar addresses

•
4
5
shrine at Tiruvarur as punkoyil and magikkdyil*

Campantar speaks of Alavay as mauikkdyil*^

The prefixes

pu and map! mean fbeauty** and tend to suggest that there
were beautiful temples*

The prefix magd* which also means

•bell1 sugests that the shrine at Tiruvarur, and also the
shrine at Slavay* probably possessed a bell tower at their
entrance, and were therefore distinguished from the other
shrines as magikkoyil* •temple with a bell-tower**

1*
2*
3*

TO *App * I, p*37*
Ap p *Ter* 85*25*1, 220*4, 283*11* 294*5, 295*8, 220*7,
235*9, 263*3, 264*2, 283:8 * 294:1* and 312*6 .
AppwTey» hymn No*124*

4. P M C i 49 & 50.
5#
8*

Dorai

PPTN, 223*
CamV?ev, 378:4.
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Rangaswamy is of the opinion that these temples were called
mauikkoyil because of the maul- like (bead-lik©7 spherical
domes in those temples*^

Punkoyil is also interpreted as

1flower-like temple* by some#
The numerous shrines which have been mentioned in
the foregoing pages, are evidence not only,of the widespread
worship of Siva as the highest god in the Tamil countryv
but also of the contemporary economic and social structure
of the country*

Narayana Ayyar suggests that Hthis has been

largely due to the increase of population and commercial
prosperity;

but it i3 Just these that are responsible for

the growth of temples also, for temples satisfy a more or
less universal need among the people;

so, the greater the

population, the greater the need for temples and they cannot
be constructed by people who are themselves struggling for

2
their ordinary means of livelihood” #

In fact, old shrines

3
were renovated and new shrines were built during this period#
Kings were converted to Saivism#^

Hahendravarman destroyed

the Jaina temple at Pafcalipuran and built with the material a
Siva temple at Tiruvatikai, naming the Lord Gu^abhara after

5
his own title#

1#
2#
3*
km
5.

The shrines became the centres of education

RPT, I, p#10.
OEHS, p#308*
IracamsfeikkaQar, M«« Periya puraga aracci# p p #106-119#
CataciTa Pautarattar, T*V#, Pagtiyar varalaru* p*39* PPTN, 1^5•
PPTN, 1^5, i46*

and cultural activities.

In short, the temple courtyard took

the place of the Koyal court, where music, dancing and the
other entertainments were performed for the pleasure of Icings .
aitd chieftains.

In the temple courtyard similar entertainments

were held for the religious uplift of the masses*

In this

context it is apposite to say that even the word koyil
developed from its original meaning of *king*s house* to denote
the temple of god.

The physiographies! divisions and the names of shrines
The Tol. divides the Tamil country into five regions,
kutinci, ♦mountain region1, mullaj, *p£gture lands1, marutam,
♦agricultural lands1, neytal, *maritime tract* and palai« *arid
X
lands* •
The physiographical divisions being five, both
love and heroic situations or behaviour patterns were also
considered to be five.

The early Tamil works, which were

generally based oh the five-fold divisions of the land,
consequently differ in porul, *general poetic contents or
subject matter*, tinal *poetic situation* and tugai« *poetic
theme* according to region*

The hymnists also followed this

poetic convention to a certain extent in composing some of
their hymns even though these are almost wholly devotional*
The akam hymns which have been examined in a chapter in the

Tol.Porul.« eu. No*5 and the commentary*
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present study clearly exhibit this fact.

let us now examine

some of the names of shrines referred to in the Tevaram and
see how they fall under the fundamental five-fold division
of the land.
(a)

It may he observed that most of the names of the

shrines in the mountain regions end with malai« kunram, or
paruppatam meaning •mountain* or ♦hill1 {

Skt* parvata)•

The general poetic pattern adopted in most of the hymns which
are composed in praise of these shrines is that the Lord is
extolled in relation to his abodes, the names of which end with
malai, kungam or paruppatam.
malai,

1

The names of 5 abodes end with

2
' %
^ with kunram and 2 with paruppatam.

'
The names of

some shrines such as Ketaram, Kuggalam, etc* though they are
situated in mountain regions do not have such endings but the
hymns composed in praise of them contain features relating to
the mountain region*

Apart from the names, certain occurences

and situations portrayed, especially those by Campantar in some
of the verses of the hymns on Annamalai, Mutukuftgam and
Paruppatam, may be cited as examples where the saint presents
the general poetic contents and the poetic situation in relation
to the mountain region*

1.
2.
3*

fnkomalai, Ko^amalai, KSJattimalai, Annamalai and Kayilaimalai.
Parankungam, Kotunkuggam, Mutukuagam and Kalukkuggam *
Paruppatam and Intiranllap paruppatam.
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(b)
or pati»^

Some of the names of shrines end with kSju, vaaam,
Katu and vaaam are forests or pasture lands, and

2

pati la a village in the pasture land- a karupporul of mullai*
The endings -katu and -vagan tend to suggest that the shrines
referred-to by them were originally located in the midst of
forests#

deferring to these shrines Karayana Ayyar observes*

ftIf temple3 were constructed there, that could have happened,
generally speaking, only after they becaae villages,

Some

of these should have developed into villages and towns for
the reason that they were holy places".

The ending -pati# on

the other hand, prompts the conclusion that the shrines
referred to were situated in villages, or the temples were
established there only after those places developed into
villages*

These shrines probably originated later than shrines

with names ending with either -katu or -vanam»
(c)

There are several shrines whose names end with

-ur, •village1, -kulam, *tank*f -agu, •river* or -tugai, *bank or
chore to a tank, pond or river* |
in agricultural lands*

4

they are most probably shrints

n
We have nearly 78 shrines with names

ending with -ur, 24 with -aju, 20 with -tugai and 1 with -kulam*
This indicates that there were more shrines in the agricultural
lands than in the other regions, because more people lived

1*
2*
3*
4*

6 shrines with katu, 1 with vanam arid 2 with pati.
Namph, eu#22.
~
“
OEHS, p.312.
Nampi*« cu*23*

there and consequently more shrines were built there#

Appar

proclaims that it is not an fir* 'town* but is only atavi katu*
*big forest* if there is no temple there*

1

By this we are

made to understand that those who live in a place where there
is no temple are not human beings but are half-animals#
Referring to the shrines whose names end with tujjai*
Karayana Ayyar suggests a concrete line of inquiry:

"The

origin of these villages and the temples in them* is seen in
the word tngai which means a *resting place**

When people

were going long distances* they had to halt somewhere and
usually the shade of a tree was very appropriate for that
purpose#...•Realising the importance of such places*
philanthropic souls would have first erected small structures
with the image of a deity within* and when* in course of time*
the place became sacred on account of the deity* a village
would grow round it#

There were, therefore* several such

villages in the period of Tevaram" »

It may* however* be

suggested that sacred places with names ending with tugai* a
shore of a tank* pond or river* developed into Villages or
towns with temples because they were places busy with people#
Consequently* the names of the shrines in those places ended
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with turai *
(d)

We have some shrines whose names end with either

pattinam or vayil.

Two shrines are mentioned as situated at

Kavirippumpatti£am* one goes by the name Caykkatu and the
other goes as Pallavanlccuram*

Cn the other hand four shrines*

Nelvayil* Kutavayil* Tcamullaivayil and Vatamullaivayil* are
noted for the -vayil ending of their names*
Four hynns are sung on Caykkatu* 2 by Campantar and
2 by Appar *^*

Caykkatu* though it ends with katu is a shrine

situated in the maritime tract.

Campantar refers to the

shrine as Kavirippum p&ttinattuc Caykkatu* *Caykkatu at
KavirippumpattiDam*

2

and also describes some of the occurences

pertaining to the maritime tract:
"The waves of the sea wash up the boats* the conchshells*
the pearls* the gems and the chunks" (6).

"The female

beetle feigns dislike for its mate as a woman for her
lover and hides itself in the grove while her mate enjoys
the stamens.of the putmai flower* (alexandrian laurelj)«

(7)«

"Nujalciyar* ’women of the maritime tract* whose eyes
are bright and whose hands are adorned with bangles gather
the white flowers of the tajai tree" (5)*
These descriptions clearly indicate that the shrine was
located in the maritime tract.

There are* however* references

in some verses (Nos.2&3) to the dancing of peacocks* and groves

2.
5.

Cam*Tev* hymn Nos. 17^ and 1771
Cam*Tev* 177*^*
Ibid., hymn No.l7^«

App*Tev* hymn Kos* 65 and 295•
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full of coconut and mango trees* which are common features
of the surroundings of all shrines of Siva*

Apparfs two

hymns are as a whole devoted to the glories and greatness of
JSiva except for the last lines which describe Caykkatu as
the abode of Siva.

What nay therefore be suggested about

the name Caykkatu is that it v/as originally a forest though
it is a place in the littoral region*

It possibly developed

into a town because of its holy place and was sung about by
the saints when they visited it*
The ending -vayil meaning 1entrance* is associated with
the maritime tract in early Tamil works*

Cf the hymns

composed in praise of the Ehrines whose names end with vayil*
only Pugavayil contains descriptions relating to the
maritime tract*

Fujaavayil has two hyinna about it* one by

Campantar and another by Cuntarar.**'

Verse N o .2 in the former

and verse No.4 in the latter describe Puoavayil as located
on the sea coast#

Of the remaining three shrines* Kut&vayil*

Vafc&cullaivayil and Teamullaivayil* all except the last are
described as being in the midst of agricultural lands*
Kutuvayil has two hymns about it by Campantax* Nos*158 and
194*

Particularly in verse No #5 of hymn No .194 it is

clearly described as being surrounded by paddy fields and groves*

1*

CagitTev* hymn No .269 and Cun*Tev» hymn No *50*
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Mullaivayil has two hymns about it* one by Campantar
1
and the other by Cuntarar.
The title of the former is
prefixed with teat 1south1 and the latter with vatat •north*
Cuntarar makes it clear in his hymn that the Lord whom he
sings about resides at the north bank of the river Pali#
From this it is clear that this hymn was written about
Vatamullaivayil#

Campantar in his hymn describes how the

waves wash up pearls which were disgorged by chanks and oysters#^
Although there is no evidence to let us conclude that the shrine
was located in the South* this description
situated in a maritime tract*

suggests that it was

The ending vayil would indicate

that though it is mainly associated with the maritime tract
in early Tamil works* it has been associated with an agricultural
region too during the Tevaram period* perhaps because the
shrines faced a river or a tank.
(e)

Lastly* the names of shrines ending with curam*

•parched barren tract1* were probably

the shrines In arid lands#

It may be noticed that the names of only a few shrines end
with curam#

This indicates that the shrines in the arid lands

were fewer than the shrines in the other four regions because

1#
2#
3*

CamtTevt hymn No#224 and Cun.Tev* hymn N o #69#
Cun«Tev» 69:5*
CamgTev» 22^:2*

few people lived there and consequently fever shrines were
built#

The other striking feature is that the hymns composed

in praise of these shrines do not contain occurences relating
to arid lands but on the contrary describe features relating
to other regions#

For instance* the hymn oh Itaiccuram by

Campantar describes the surroundings of the shrine* groves
full of dancing peacocks* plantain trees* monkeys* and ponds
full of f i s h e s F r o m

this elaborate description* one may

safely conclude that though this place was originally arid
it developed into a fertile place because of its shrine*
(f)

Apart from the five categories analysed above*

we have some shrines whose names end with tSnam* •place1 with
tltfcai, fdry spot in a river or eand-bank1 * locaram* 1sacred
place where someone obtained grace through worship1* turutti#
•islet1* pajli* ^perhaps the shrines which were earlier
hermitages of the Jains’* vlrajjam* or virafctanam* ’shrines
where Siva is aaid to have performed eight great heroic feats1
etc#

These are mostly derivative names and are not based on

the five fold-division , of the land#
All the foregoing points taken together point to three
inevitable conclusions#

Firstly* it has been demonstrated

that most of the names of the shrines are based on prevalent
views of physiographical divisions#

Five types of these have
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been observed.

However* some of the endings such as -katu#

-vanam# -tugai« -curam and -vayil, refer to the original physical
setting of the shrines rather than that which existed when
the saints visited and sang hymns about them.

Secondly* it

has been proved that there were a greater number of shrines in
the agricultural lands and only a few shrines in the arid lands.
This indicates that in the Tamil country* the growth of
temples depended purely on the size of population!

the greater

the population* the greater the need for temples.

Lastly,

some of the shrines were not named according to the
physiographical divisions but after some other attributes of
the shrines.

The shrines of iaiva outside the Tamil land
Ve have already mentioned that nine shrines about which
there are hymns in the Tevaram are situated beyond the limits
of the Tamil country#

These shrines deserve special emphasis

since they provide clear evidence of 2§aivism existing in the
North of India and spreading beyond the sea to Ceylon#
(a)

Two shrines of Siva in Ceylon have found a place

in the Tevaram.

Campantar and Cuntarar each sang one of the

two extant hymns on Ketlccaram* a shrine at Natott&m la North
CeylonThe

3-*

extant hymn on Konecc&ram, a hill-shrine at

CanuTev# hymn No.2^3 & Cun,Tev, hymn No.BO.
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TlrukkSaagalni in Uorth East Ceylcn, was snag by Campantar
l/e have no hymn by Appar on KStTcearam or K5ueccaram, and no
hymn by Cuntarar on KSoeccaraa.

rhea© thro® hymns, according

to FPV were sung at Xrameccaram, a celebrated shrine on an
Island at the south-eastern tip of the Tamil land, by Campantar
and Cuntarar who visited the shrine on different occasions
while they were on pilgrimagei
n (Campantar) even as h© was in the town (Xrameccaram)
prayed and sang in praise of the lord who takes pleasure
in residing at KSoamalai which is situated in Ilam,
which is surrounded on all four sides by the sea, and
who ha© the young red-eyed bull a© his vehicle, and
meditated and humbly praised the holy red feet of the
Lord of KStXcc&ram located in h£t5t$axn, which abounds
2
in towers which reach the moon..
M (JtrSrar) who firct prayed and then garlanded with a
Tamil hymn, the Lord, the gem of Xrameccaram,
embellished Him who adorns himself on the head with
serpents and who resides at Keticcaram in MfftStJam
with conmalar mSlalkal, fgarlands of verbal flowers *t
x
and stood at a distance in adoration1*.
An examination of these verses reveals several facts.
From the former it ie clear that Koueccaran had the distinction
of being tho first shrine to find a place in the TevSram.

2.
5*

SSELiZSZ* hymn Ho*331•
E f t c / tr90.
PPCrN, 109.
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Consequently, it may be suggested that Campantar gave first
place to the glories of Koueccaram, because this shrine was
more popular than

KStlecaram during his time.

In the

latter, Cekkilar makes it quite clear that Cuntarar composed
hymns only on Ketlccaram, and this prompts two possible
suggestions.

One is that by the time of Cuntarar, KoQiccaram

had lost its popularity, while Ketlccaram gained prominence;
the other is that Cuntarar might have composed hymns on
KSneccaram which were lost before reaching Cekkilar.

Hence,

as it is now, Ketlccaram has the merit of having two hymns
composed about it while KSuSccaram has only one.
A close examination of the latter verse further indicates
that Cuntarar composed a hymn in praise of the Lord of
IrEmeccaram.

As there is no such hymn among his 100 extant

hymns, it seems that this extra hymn was one which came to light
between the time of Nampiya^tar Nampi and that of Cekkilar,
but which has since been lost again.

Moreover, the reference

cogmalar malaikal, ’verbal flower garlands’ may also be
interpreted to mean that Cuntarar sang more than one hymn
on KStlccaram.

If this be the case, the extra hymns may have

been lost after Cekkilarfs time.
The other significant fact that emerges from the
analysis is that Irameccaram acquires the merit of having hymns
sung about it, in addition to of being the venue for the
composition of hymns on other shrines.

A probable reason
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for the saints singing hymns of Ketlccaram and Koneccaram
without visiting them is the tradition that brahmans should
not cross the 6ea.*

The £aiva belief is that the saints sang

the hymns about the glories of Koueccarar and Ketlccarar
having used their spiritual sight to see them*

In the same

way, they sang about the natural beauty of Koca'malai and
Matottaffli the rough sea of Ko^amalai, and the Lake Palavi at
Matdttam*

This worship is called the njr&akkan mode of

worship*2
(b)

£iva'e shrine Tirukkokaranam in the Tuju country,

on the west coast of South Kanaray has two hymns sung about it,
one by Campantar

3

and the other by Appar*

to Campantar*B hymn, but not to Appar1©*

k

Cekkilar refers

According to PP,

Campantar sang to the Lord of Kokaranam while he was at
Kal&tti.

It does not, however, refer to the hymn either by

its first line or by any other name *

Nor are we able from

Cekkilar♦s scheme to assign the other hymn to any particular
period of A p p a r l i f e , as it is not referred to by him in P P *
Hence it is difficult to conclude who composed a hymn first in
praise of the Lord of Kokara$am*

1*
2.
J.
km
5*

NacciBarkkijjiyar’s commentary, Tol»#porul», cu*ll«
Infra, p * 173.
Dam,Tev, hymn No.337*
App,Tev» hymn No.262.
p p t c , 1025-27.
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Contrasting pictures of Kokarauam are presented by
Campantar and Appar*

Though many of the lines are devoted to

the description and the praising of Siva, Campantar portrays
Kokarauam as full of hills and forests, trees and flowers,
peacocks and elephants*

Appar, on the other hand, speaks only

of the glories of 5iva, except in the last line of each verse,
where he emphasises that Kokaragam is a place surrounded by
the sea*
(c)

Tiruvancaikkalam, a shrine of §iva in the Cera

country, has two hymns, Nos A

and 44, sung about it by Cuntarar |

but as the name of the shrine is mentioned only In hymn No .4-,
it goes by the name ancaikkalap patikam*

The other hymn is

not called ancaikkalam anywhere, so it is titled Mutippatukankat
in all editions, this being the first line of the first verse*
Cekkijar however refers to both hymns;
and to the latter in the CPN *

to the former in the VC,

He states categorically that

these two hymns were sung in praise of the Lord of Ancaikkalam s
(a)

flHe whose mind was flooded with devotion and bhakti,
went round in a clockwise direction and entered the
shrine of the black~throated Lord, worshipped both
blossomrlike holy feet, and in a rare act prostrated
himself, rose, and started the Tamil hymn beginning
with talaikkuttalai malai (hymn No.4-) asking the Lord
to alleviate the conjugal life” *^

1*

PPVC, 29*
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(b)

"flrurar full of bhakti and desire to view the holy of
holies, went round the courtyard of the shrine
(Ancaikalam),
in a clockwise direction, prostrated
/S
himself on the floor, bowed and sang the hymn
Mutippatukankai (hymn No.44) in praise of the Lord
who adorns his head with the crescent, and worshipped
him with his (friend) Ceramafl Perum2Ll,t

Prom the descriptions it is clear that hymn No *4 is
referred to in (a) and hymn No.44 is referred to in (b).
Though these two hymns occur in this order in the ?th Tirumurai.
when they were sung in worship at Ancaikkalam by the saint
hymn No*44 came before hymn No*4, which in turn immediately
preceded the last hymn, Notittanaalai (hymn No .100).

The

saint was an honoured guest of the Cera king for some time*
What is made clear in PP is that hymn No .44 was sung on his
first visit and hymn No *4 was sung on his second.

The

significant aspect of these two verses which describe the two
hymns of Cuntarar is the similarity in expressing the profound
devotion and love with which the hymns were composed.
Ceramaa Perumal, according to PP, accompanied Cuntarar when
these two hymns were sung at Ancaikkalam.
A perusal of hymn No #44 however indicates that this
hymn was not composed in praise of any specific shrine.

The

Lord is described as empiraa in all the verses of this hymn.

1.

PPCPN, 146.
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All kinds of emotions such as humour, fear and love struggle
to find expression.

The saint himself asserts in the benedictory

stanza that the hymn was composed to poke fun at the Lord.
None of the verses speak of the Lord in relation to Ancaikkajam •
This indicates that this hymn was a hymn common to all shrines
rather than a hymn on Ancaikkalam .

Therefore, the editors

and commentators have every reason to deviate from the scheme
of Cekkilar and include it with the other common hymns*
Hymn No .4 is as a whole devoted to describing the
glories of Siva in the glow of complete realization and mystic
love, except for the fourth line in each of the first nine
verses which runs thus*

"The father of Aneaikkaiam of the

groves in Makotai on the sea beach".

The waves are like

mountains (1), the conches gape and pour forth pearls (2), the
sea washes conches, oysters and pearls ashore (6), and the ships
are laden with many a treasure (7) - these are some of the
descriptions of the seaport Vanci of Cuntarar*s time. ,
(d)

Let us now examine the hymns on the shrines in

the North of India*

The Tevaram contains hymns in praise of

five shrines namely Paruppatam, mount Kayilayam, Ketaram,
Intlranllap paruppatam and Anekatankavaiam#

Campantar sang

hymns on all five, Cuntarar on the first three, and Appar only
on the first two.

All five of these shrines are traditionally

called vatanattut talankal, •shrines of the North country**

Paruppatam, which is placed as the first among the
shrines of the North country, has hymns sung about it by all
three saints*

1

The name of this shrine is referred to as

Paruppatam in the hymns of Campantar and Appar, and as
Cfparppatamalal in the hymn of Cuntarar*

CekkilSr refers

2
3
4
to it as Paruppatam, Tirupparuppatam and Tiruccilampu*
This shrine has come to be known in later days as &rl jSailam*
All three saints describe this shrine as the mountain retreat
of £iva*

Campantar exclaims at the end of each verst paruppatam

paravutume I

Appar proclaims at the end of each verse ,

paruppata nokkinare, and Cuntarar addresses it at the end of
each verse as clparppata malaiye.

Dorai Sangaswamy rightly

suggests that Cuntarar seems to identify the great mountain*
full of natural beauty, with God himself, for every verse
5
ends in an address to the mountain an clparppata malaiye*
The other two hymns are also interpreted similarly for two
reasohs.

One is that the refrains of the hymns are somewhat

similar to the refrain of Cuntarar1s hymn, and the other is
that Cuntarar himself admits elsewhere that he gives expression
to the ideas of his predecessors*

1*
2.
35.

Cam,Tev, hymn No*ll8, App»Tev, hymn No *58 and Cun,Tev, hymn Ho *79
PPEKN, 198.
PPTN, 348 & PPTC» 1027•
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A comparative study of these hymns shows that Campantar
and Cuntarar devote a good deal of space to describing the
natural beauty of the mountainf the various kinds of deer and
peacock* the millet fields full of parrots and so forth*
while Appar portrays solely the glories and greatness of Siva*
Campantar and Cuntarar* according to PP, had not visited the
shrine but sang the hymns while they were at KaX&ttij^

Appar

however reached the foot of Paruppatam and sang hymns
worshipping the mountain*

Perhaps the reason that Cekkilar

said this is that the former two sang mostly about the beauty
of the mountain, revealing to us a series of dramatic
occurences garbed in highly imaginative poetry while the latter
described the Lord whom he had witnessed on the spot and
omitted the natural surroundings*
The description of Apparfs visit in PP, arises from
still deeper interpretation*

In verse No *34-8, Cekkijar states

that Appar reached Paruppatam and in the subsequent one he says
that Appar sang the hymn worshipping the mountain when he
caught sight of it*

This may be interpreted as meaning that

though Appar reached the mountain perhaps because of his advanced
age he did not climb it, but instead sang hymns worshipping the

1*
2*

PPTCj 102d and
p p t n , 34-8-9*

PPEKN, 198*
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mountain from its foot*

Cuntarar also speaks of the mountain

as inaccessible in his benedictory stanza*
AaekatankSvatam and Intiranllap paruppatam are the other
two shrines about which there are hymns in the Tevaram by
Campantar*^
Bhrines*

We have no hymn by Appar or Cuntarar about these
The hymn on the former is not referred to in PP and

therefore it is difficult to conclude whether the saint had
visited it or sung the hymn about it from elsewhere after having
observed it by means of his spiritual sight*
latter, according to PP, was sung at Kajatti*

The hymn on the

2

The prefixes

intlran and nflam were perhaps added in order to signify the abodef
Intiraa is referred to in the benedictory stanza of the hymn
as having worshipped Siva in this abodef

nilam is interpreted

as Indicating the dark clouds which cover the mountain*

3

A comparative study of these two hymns shows that a good
deal of the hymn on Anekatankavatam is devoted: to describing
the natural beauty of the abode, while a major part of the hymn
on Intiranllap parupatam depicts the glories and superiority of
Siva*

The poet*s affection for nature permeates the former,

clearly revealing the warmth of his feeling, the powerful imagery
and his innermost mind*

The latter is dominated by descriptions

of the spiritual serenity and divine glories of the abode,

1*
2*
3*

Cam*Tev« hymn No*l4l is on Anekatankavatam and hymn No *163
is on Intiranllap paruppatam*
PPTC, 1027*
TOTO, V, p.1318.
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revealing the saint’s deep devotion to Siva*

In shortt the

abode Anekatankavatam is described in relation to Siva while
it is Siva who is described in relation to the abode Intiranllap
paruppatam #
Ketaram, a holy place in the Himalayas, has two hymns
sung about it, one by Campantar and one by Cuntarar#*

In

both hymns, Ketaram is described as the holy abode of Siva#
Cekkilar refers to these two hymns as follows!
(a)

(Campantar while he was at Kajatti) v/orshipped and
sang patikam in refined music on Ketaram where there
are ponds of red lotus flowers, after having sung
2
in adoration on Vafcakayilai’1•

(b)

(JCrurar) melting with devotion stood still at Kalatti
as If he had seen and become one with the red-footed
Lord who danced, and sang the.holy patikam with .
fullness and firmness of mind, on all the abodes,
beginning with Paruppatam and sacred Ketaram, where
Siva delights to reside*^

The descriptions in PP clearly indicate that these hymns were
sung by the saints about the places which they saw by means
of spiritual sight while they were at Kalatti*

The expression

*he had seen and become one with the red-footed Lord who
if
danced, with fullness and firmness of mind* is clear evidence
of Cuntarar worshipping the Lord of Ketaram through spiritual

2m
3#
*f.

CanuTev, hymn No .250 and Cun,Tev, hymn No #78*
PPTC, 1026*
PPEKN j 198.
PPEKN, 198.
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vision, which is referred to as iruntu unarkinga naaam by
Siddhanta philosophers**

In the same verse Cekkilar, quite

definitely states that Cuntarar sang hymns on all the shrines
in the North*

We have, however, no hymns on Intiranllap

paruppatam and Anekatankavatam in the extant 7th Tirumujcai, so
perhaps these were lost after the period of Cekkilar*
An analysis of these two hymns brings out certain
facts*

These hymns are the overflowing of an exuberance of

love and joy, and refleot the saint’s sympathy with nature*
The first verse in Campantar’s hymn is a masterpiece in which
the worshipping of the devotee© and an incident nearby are
beautifully portrayedi
"People say that Ketaram is the place where the devotees
who subdue their five overpowering elephant-like senses,
offer flower garlands in worship and Where peacocks dance
to the humming© of the bees, the deer frolics and the
fishes leap in the pond where the blue lily blooms"*
The expression enparal, ’people say’ is the clue that allows
us to conclude that this hymn was sung without visiting the
abode*

In the other verses the saint speaks of viunavar (2)

muniyar (3) imaiyor (U) and vaaavar (7) worshipping the Lord
at Ketaram*

These descriptions are quite different from those

in the hymns sung while on visit to particular shrines*

1*

Civanana cittiyar* ’ajavaiyilakkacam*, 13*
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He also speaks of Ketaram as a holy place full of singing

bees (I), beautiful parrots (4), fearful lions and male and
female elephants (7&9)*
Cuntarar, on the other hand, though he describes the
natural surroundings of the holy place in the same vein also

sees holiness in the wild beasts and plants:
"The elephants stand in groups and pour down the waters
of the mountain stream and shower red powder on the Lord" (3)*
"The elephants standing on the earth carry pearls

and

throw them away, which creates music that resounds all
through the holy place*

The old bamboo resounds like

the musical drum reminding us of the musical compositions
in Tamil" (7)*
The most striking difference between these two hymns is

therefore that Campantar describes nature as it is, and Cuntarar
describes it as tinged with religious aspects*

Some of the

events, though said to have been seen by means of spiritual
sight, are portrayed beautifully as if seen with the naked eye*
Cuntarar speaks of himself in the benedictory stanza of this
hymn as a slave and follower of the devotees of Siva, including
Campantar and Appar*

This is clear evidence that Cuntarar

consciously followed the poetic style of his predecessor
Campantar, particularly in the hymn on Ketaram*
•

Kayilayam, also popularly known as Hotlttaamalai and
Kayilayankiri, has according to several editions, hymns about

«
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it by all three saint®, two by Campantar, four by Appar,
and one by Cuntarar#^

Campantar, according to PP, sang hymns

on Kayilai while he was at Kajatii$
described any further*

2 but the hymns are not

Hymn N o *268 is referred to by its

first line and is described as sung by Appar while he bathed
in the sacred tank which was shown to him by Siva who appeared
in the form of an ascetic*

He sang hymn IIos* 269 and 270 at

Tiruvaiyagv. when he came out of the sacred tank having seen
the kayilaikkHtci»

Cuntarar sang his hymn on his way to

Kayilai and finished singing as he reached the abode of £iva*^
Later the hymn was, as described in its benedictory stanna,
handed over to Varu$a$ who took it to Ancaikkajam*
A close study of these hymns in the light of the descriptions
in PP reveals several facts*

Hymn No*3^7 of Campantar, which

is referred to as a hymn on Kayilai in some editions, cannot be
considered so*

The hymn is in fact about Kjjaikka, and 5iva is

described in relation to other abodes such as Kayilai,
Hakentiram and Arur*

Hyan No #47 of Appar, which is also given

as a hymn on Kayilai in some editions, cannot be taken as a hymn

1*

Tevarappatikankaj> published by Tarunaiyatlaam, Cam ,Tev, hymn
Nos# 32o & 567j App%Tev* hymn Nos* 4? & 268-270 and Cun,Ter*
hymn ITo.100 *
2* PPTC, 1026*
3 # PPTN, 370«
4* PPTN, 370-81•
5. fpvc. 3 9 .
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about Kayilai, for the incident of Iravauan lifting mount
Kayilayam, and Siva crushing him with hie toe, takes pride of
place*

As this hymn appears to be more of a common hymn than

a hymn on Kayilai it is appropriate to include it among the
common hymns of Appar*

Therefore a total of five hymns remain

to be taken as hymns on Kayilayam*

Those include hymn No*326

of Campantar (perhaps one of those referred to without any
specific name in ££)* hymn No *268 of Appar (referred to by its
first line), hymn Nos*269 and 270 of Appar (perhaps referred to
by

the verse-form tantakam)t and hymn No*100 of Cuntarar

referred to by its first line)#

The other point of contrast

is that hymn No *268 of Appar and hymn No *100 of Cuntarar are
only described as sung at Kayilai while hymn N o #326 of Campantar
and hymn Nos *269 and 270 of Appar are described as sung at
Kajatti and Tiruvaiydfcu respectively*
A comparative analysis of these hymns shows that the
three hymns of Appar are quite similar in subject matter and
presentation, and were also composed in the same verse-form,
tantakam«

As a whole these hymns reveal the culmination of

Apparfs spiritual development, an intense devotion, a feeling
of identity with God*

They embody a sense of self-surrender,

a feeling of leaving everything to be done as Siva wills in
his glory and greatness*

The last half of the last line in

each verse of these three hymns is devoted solely*to describing
Siva as the Lord of mount Kayilai*

Campantar, on the other

1 70

hand, describes the cloud-capped Kayilai (1 & 4), the wild
animals (3 & 8 ) and various other features associated with
the abode*

Cuntarar says nothing about the mountain except

to mention those who escorted him - Intiraa, Tiruznal and
Piramaa, the vanavar, the amarar and the muaivar♦

The highest

spiritual state is one of peace, self-forgetful bliss, and
losing oneself in God*
hymn*

This is the predominant theme of this

This state of abGolute self-surrender is absent in

the hymn of Campantar*

Perhaps it was sung at Kalatti long

before he merged with God*

These hymns, though not enabling

us to visualize the abode Kayilai impart an intense feeling
of piety*

Meenakshisundaram Pillai rightly states, f,It is

not mere emotionalism that we find in the hymns of these saints|
it is a religion of universal brotherhood and service,

where

God, as unified Father and Mother, the Lord of Kailas, is
\
not seen on the distant peak but in the form of every loving

.
A

couple of living beings*•*.harmonising love and service"
The above analysis of the hymns about shrines outside
the Tamil country mentioned in the PP, shows conclusively
that a total of 19 hymns are identified as composed by the
three saints on a total of nine shrines;
Campantar, 5 by Appar and 6 by Cuntarar*

8 of these are by
Seven of these 19

hymns, five by Campantar and two by Cuntarar, were sung at Kajatti;

1*

Professor T*P .Meenakshisundaram Sixty-first Birthday
commemoration Volume, pp* 45 & 46 (l96l).
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three hymns,

two by Campantar and one byCuntarar,

were sung

i

.
I

at Iraaeccaram and two hymns by Appar at Tiruvalyagu*

Another

five hymns are described in PP as sung at particular shrines,
one each at Ciparppatam and Kayilai by Appar, one by
Cuntarar on the way to Kayilai and another two hymns at
»

AncaikkaJ,am by Cuntarar*
Campantar

The remaining two hymns one by

on A$§katankavatam and theother onKokaragam

Appar arehowever not referred to in

by

PP*

From this, a significant fact emergesi

it was customary

to sing hymns about shrines other than that at which the
saints were actually present*

K&latti, Iraneccaram and

Tiruvaiyagu acquire the merit of having hymns of their own, and
at the same time gain the distinction of being the venue of
hymns about other shrines;

perhaps for this reason these shrines,

especially Kajatti, are regarded by the Saivites as among the
more significant abodes of Siva*

Kajatti is described as

tenticaiyic kayilalyeaum tirukkajatti, *Holy Kajatti is said to
be the Kayilai of the South*;

1

because of this, Kayilai

2

itself is described as vatakayilai, *Kayilai of the North*•

Two alternative suggestions are also possible about the saints
singing hymns on other shrines than the one they were in*

One

is that the particular sacred venue must have reminded the saints

1*

££TC, 1028*

2*

PPTC, 1026.
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of the shrines which were situated close to it, but which
they were prevented from visiting*

The other is that

Cekkil&r was the one who was reminded of the shrines close to
the ones sung about, and assigned the hymns accordingly*

Some modes of ^iva worship
As seen in their works, the saints travelled all over
the Tamil land visiting the shrines of Siva and singing hymns
in praise of him, which they themselves composed extempore
out of their own religious experiences*

The detailed accounts

of the pilgrimages undertaken by these three saints are
given elaborately in PP*

For instance Campantar is said to

have gone on pilgrimage six times, visiting at least 200 to
250 shrines*^

His pilgrimage from the Coja country to the

PSptiya country is described in great detail*

Therefore, the

Tevaram, and the accounts in PP give clear evidence proving
that liva worship, then as now, consisted in going to different
shrines and singing of the glories of Siva*

This mode of

worship was prevalent even before the hymnists, as is revealed
in Pari,, and even more so in TMP;

but as has already been

seen these earlier pilgrimages were purely to the shrines of
Murukag*

1*

2

For detailed accounts of the pilgrimages see the summary of
the life history of Campantar by Cuppiramaniya Mutaliyar in
Tiruttoatar purapam, V, pp*1557-1590*
Supra, Ch*IIt pp*ll7-8 .
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A close study of PP reveals another significant mode
of worship*

On certain occasions, even though the saints

did not actually visit some of the shrines, especially the
nine shrines located outside the Tamil country, they still
used their spiritual vision to worship the presiding deities
1
of those shrines while worshipping in another shrine*
These
are examples of the nagakkap mode of worship.
of

This mode

worship may be regarded as an aspect of nans markkara,

Mystical realization of God*, one of the four stages towards
liberation as revealed in the ftgamas*
that may be suggested in the light of the above
analysis is that the hymns which were composed in elegant
and melodious language, set to pan and sung in praise of Siva
while on pilgrimage, would have appealed strongly to the
devotees who accompanied the saints, and especially as they
were sung in the serene presence of Siva, would have had rare
divine power and appeal to earnest souls longing for religious
illumination*

It is natural that the outpouring of devotion

gathered strength and momentum, reaching a climax when the
hymns were sung in the company of several devotees in such a
serene atmosphere*

This Siva worship and the religious literary

movement which included that of the Vaig^avite saints, has been

Supra,

p*lf?8 .
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popularly designated by some modern writers the *bhakti movement*
and the *bhakti cult*#^
It may also be suggested that though this mode of
worship was in existence even earlier, it developed, gathered
momentum and became more widely used through two distinct
channels, Saivism and Vai^avism, during the seventh century#
A parallel mod© of worship, Yai§$avism# began probably somewhat
later than Saivism#

This mode of worship appears to have been

used as a powerful weapon by Appar and Campantar to overthrow
the Jain religion that, they felt, clouded the minds of the
Tamilians during this period.

It attracted large crowds of

followers from every walk of life and became a popular movement
in the real sense of the word#

Apart from the simple choral

music, the very texture of the sonorous language, with its
admixture of Sanskrit diction, must have appealed to the masses
enormously#
A number of references may be cited from Tevaram illustrating
the congregational worship which was popularly practised in the
shrines of Siva:
(a)

"Devotees in a group, worship Siva, offering picked
flowers and garlands and Bing hymns in praise of
Him” ;

(b)

"Devotees form a circle in the shrine

at Pukalfir and praise the lord worshipping his holy
feeV'j^

(e)

"Devotees get together in the shrine

1. Hl'LL. pp .100-1331 HTL. pp .75-127*
2. Cam.Tev. 351*6.
3 . Ibid.. 228il.
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at Nacaiyur and worship Siva sprinkling flowers
on Him";'*'

(d)

"Several bhaktas at Tiruvitaimarutur,

according to tradition, praise the Lord collectively
in worship by clasping their hands above their heads
in adoration"}

(e)

HA number of devotees vhc have

applied holy ashes assemble in the shrine and worship
*z

the holy feet of Siva early in the morning";
(f)

"Devotees congregate and sing hymns to music in

worship while the brahmans chant the Vedas"*
All these references are from the hymns of Campantar and
similar references are abundant in the hymns of the other two
saints as well#
If we examine these statements closely we will understand
the purpose fcr which thia worship va§ conducted in those days#
Congregational worship would probably have been conducted
especially during the festival seasons or on special occasions
which provided an opportunity for the people to gather
together#

Cn the other hand, this collective method of worship

no doubt helped the illiterate masses enormously, as it had the
power of giving an experience of oneness with all beings;
the sense of group-belonging.

and

VaiyapuiiPillai rightly

suggests that "In front of the deity they poured out their hearts
in fervent recitation of songs composed by their leaders and such
joint recitations necessitated a kind of simple chorus music in

1#

Ibid., 223:6#

2.

Ibid., 32s10#

3*
4.

Cam,Tevt 25^*1*
Ibid., 38:6.

i?6
which any one could join".*’
This popular method of worship survives even at present*
Offering of garlands« sprinkling flowers, folding hands over
the head and reciting hymns are some of the characteristic
features noted in congregational worship*

This tends to

suggest that the devotees themselves conducted the worship
without an officiating priest in some of the shrines*

The

significant features of the forming of a circle in (b)f
worshipping according to neri or tradition in (d) applying holy
ashes in (e), conducting congregational worship early in the
morning in (e) and brahmans chanting Vedas in (f) are clear
evidence to show that this congregational worship was conducted
in a systematic and orderly manner with religious serenity*
Further references may be cited to illustrate how the
hymns were sung to provide an opportunity for creating a feeling
of bhakti among the devotees*

2

songs set to musicf

The saints speak of singing

of chanting hymns to the accompaniment of

■5

musical instrumental

and of devotees dancing with rapture to

the recitation of hymns*

k

Campantar praises Iravapaa for

singing with mental concentration melodious songs in praise of
£iva and says that for such music Siva showered grace on him*^

1.
3*
*f.
5*

HTLLt p.102.
Cam.Tev. 2*K)<2, l8l*9f Cun.Tev. 52*6, lli2f etc*
Cam.Tev. 65*10, 330*3. 22b*7, 2S^f*^, etc*
Ibid.. 183*6, 65*10 and 169*2 *
Ibid*. 71*8.
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Appar proclaims that £iva dwells in the minds of those who
worship him three times a day with melting heart and with
intensity of lore* singing hymns in his praise without fail
every day.**'

Cuntarar promises divine enjoyment to those who

chant hymns set to music and dance rhythmically for several
days.

p

The reference in Campantar^ hymn may be cited as

evidence of the origin of the later tradition that mental
concentration is absolutely necessary to achieve divine grace.
Appar’s reference indicates what must have been the practice
in his time| the constant singing of songs to music.

Cuntarar*s

expression indicates how important it is to dance in harmony with
the hymns set to music.

Finally the references as a whole

clearly demonstrate that singing hymns with melting heart while
worshipping has perhaps inspired bhakti to ripen and develop
into a deep realisation of God and enable its practitioners to
live a life of supreme bliss in union with Siva.

This is

characteristic of the hymns of the saintst the chanting of which
dominated to a great extent the mode of worship of the period.
Thus the pan system, which was peculiar to the Tamils,

3

was

perhaps well developed and systematized during this period.
In temple worship, as it has been described in the Tevaram«
the devotees were subject to certain practices which must have

3.

App;Tev; 27^*1.
Cun«Tev» 50.10.
HTLL, p.102.
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subsequently been formulated as rules governing J§aiva worship#
TevSram speaks often of the practice of worshipping the shrine
in & clockwise direction:
(a)

"Those who sprinkle beautiful flowers and worship Siva
daily in a clockwise direction will dispel their vinai"i^
(b) "The Lord who dwells at Makalam gives release from
the tie of birth and death to those who worship Him in
a clockwise direction"*

(c) "Those who walk around in a

clockwise direction in worship will get rid of vinai
and distress".

(d) "Devotees sang songs to music

pouring out tears and walked around the shrine in a
4
clockwise direction at NallGr"*
In the first three references emphasis is laid on the importance
of circumambulating the shrine clockwise in worship as such
worship yields certain celestial benefits#

These references*

which describe benefits of worship, occur not in the TKK but in
the other verses of their hymns#

Therefore it is reasonable

to conolude that the celestial benefits are perhaps promised in
order to emphasise the importance of worshipping the shrine in
a clockwise direction*

The last expression indicates that such

worship was performed with intense devotion and love*

This

manner of worship is included as one of the modes of worship in

cw.5
1.

Cam.Tev. 248:7*

2.
3.
4.

Ibid.. 253:8.
Ibid.. 242:9.
Ibid.. 341:8.

5-

CVV, II, p.77*
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The other significant mode of worship mentioned In the
TevSram ite attSnka namaskaram,^ *falling prostrate on the
ground touching the eight parts of the body’, viz., two ears,
two hands, two shoulders, chest and the forehead.

This is

described as the mode of worship for men by Jcumuka Navalar.

p

The Tevaram does not however mention the names of the eight
parts as done in the CVV.

The mode of worship pancSnka namas-

karam, ’falling prostrate on the ground touching the five parts
of the body’, viz., the two knees, two hands and forehead’, which
3
is assigned to women by Ajumuka Navalar^ is also not mentioned
by the hymnists.
The hand and the head play a considerable part in Eastern
symbolism and it is the tradition of the Tamils to show their
profound respect for elders and those in authority by bowing
their heads and Joining their hands together as in worship.
This is revealed in the Tevaram to be the most efficacious means
of prayer, as in doing this, the devotees exhibit bhakti,
veneration and love for Siva*
(a)

"The devotees who keep their hands clasped over their
heads and surrender to the shade of the holy feet of
Siva praying ’Lord save us’ will dispel their
perplexity"| ; (b)

"DevoteesI let us worship Siva's
5
abode Paruppatam with our heads bowed";

1*
2.
3.
4.
5+

App.Tcv. 208:7.
CVV* I, p.24.
Ibid., pp*24-25*
Cam.Tev, 86*7.
Ibid... 118:2. -
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(e) “Those who vorship Siva with their heads bowed
will achieve the benefit of rising towards heaven day
by day"**
These are only a few references from the hymns of Campantar
bat a number of similar descriptions occur in the hymns of the
other two saints*
in the CVV*

2

These practices of worship are also included

Bowing heads and joining hands together as in

worship have* however, come to play a different role in the
political arena, for It is a common practice at present for political
leaders to make superficial use of these gestures to attract votes*
Therefore, the religious significance attached to this mode of vorship
has suffered a certain degree of degradation*
We have another reference in the hymns of Campantar, which
runs thus t
“The vlpai will not contaminate him who worships with
his body the Lord who holds the trident*1*^1
This may be interpreted in two ways;

one is perhaps the

ankappir at ate loam , fa mode of vorship by rolling round a temple
in clockwise direction generally in fulfilment of a vow1 and
the other la the attdnka namaskaram•

The latter is more appropriate

as the former is generally performed only in the shrines of
Murukag*

1.

Ibid*, 284>t9*

2. 3 W 7 iij p.76.
3.

Cam.Tev. 25:7.
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,

Apart from this, these expressions such as subduing the fixe
1
-organs^ weeping for the melodious songs sung in praise of
2
i
Siva, melting the heart* worshipping with a single mind,
if
constant thinking about the holy feet and worshipping with
5
immensity of bhakti, illustrate clearly the state of mind of
the devotee in worship#

The five sensory organs are considered

to be the enemies of religious illumination and salvation and
hence it is not surprising that the Tgvaram saints compare them
£
to five wild elephants.
Bhakti in worship is, in fact, still
more forcibly attained by ceremonies and rituals.

Sacred

ablutions early in the morning, offering flowers, water and
milk, and worshipping with incense and the lighting of lamps
are to be performed with inner devotion and love.

The Saivites

therefore loved to symbolise religious truths by means of these
oblations and so to celebrate the presence of their God.

The

hymnists often speak of worshipping with various oblations,
especially flowers and garlands, which will be discussed in
detail laterP
In the light of the foregoing observations it is
interesting to note some of the rules and principles governing

1.
2.
3.
4-.
5.
6.
7*

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Infra,

237:4- & 62*6 .
136*1.
24-5*5*
1^6*5.
195:7*
250*1.
pp. 196-202, 202-213.
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temple worship brought out by Ajjumuka Navalar. . Some of the
rules and principles especially concerning temple worship,
which are mentioned in hiE work CVV, must have been extracted
mainly from the works of the three saints.

Most of the rules

however are probably of his own formulation.

Religious Festivals
Another important aspect that is worth examining is
the reference in our sources to temple festivals, which throws
light on the contemporary social and cultural life of the
people as well os the economic structure of the society of the
Tevaram period.

Expressions such as fefrl vil&vut1 *beautiful

2
festival9, oil Vila 1festival with clamour and roar9, kauuar
3
h
vilavu, 9festival attractive to the eyes9, kola vijg. 9colourful
5
6
festival9, peru vilavu, 9festival with great pomp9, kali Vila,
7
•festival inspiring devotion9 and mikuclr Vila, 9very graceful
festival9 are used to describe the temple festivals.

These

clearly portray the exquisite beauty, the undiminishing glory
and the great pomp and ceremony characteristic of festivals in
those days.

In the light of the above quotations we may infer

that the festivals were held purely for religious purposes,
and yet served as entertainment for the people.

1. Cam,Tev, 277*5*
2. Ibid.. 183*7 .
3 . Ibid., 384*8.
4*. Ibid., 8 *9 .
5* Ibid., 20:4.
6 . TPtrr.; 183:?., .
7 . ibicT., 37:5-
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festivals on such a vast scale involves expense and close
co-operation*

They cannot be celebrated in such a manner by

people who are struggling for their daily existence*
The mention of certain festivals by Campantar confirms
that the celebration of those festivals was a regular and
permanent feature in some of the shrines of Siva*

Festivals

such as atirai nal,^ a festival at the sixth naksatra
in the month of markaji*

ogavilS,

a festival at the twenty-

second naksatra in the month of aippaci, vijakkltu*

3

4
a festival of light in the month of karttikai, taippgcam,
a festival at the eighteenth lunar aster ism in the month of
taif and uttiram,

a festival at the twelfth lunar asterism

in the month of pankuni are festivals which are regular features
in the shrines of £iva even at present*

6

•

tinkal nal vila malku tirunelveli,

Besides, the reference

*Tirunelveli abounds with

dally and monthly festivals* can be cited as proof of the
existence of daily puja and monthly festivals held in the shrine
of Siva at Tirunelveli.

There is a reference to peruncanti,

•nahabhigekam at the end of the chief festival,

i&y.k.
:.

1 . Ibid*
2 . Ibid. 183 2
3* Ibid. 183:3 .
4. Ibid.; 183:5, 192:5*
5. Ibid., 183:7, and App.Tev, 102:2.
6
Cam.Tax. 350.9.
MTli,
Vol.V, p.287^.
7.

.

7

in the shrine
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of Siva at Mayilappur.'*'
KutaliySr

2

This festival is confused by Magikkavacaka

with kumpapigekam, •ceremony of consecration or

purification by sacred bathing of an idol in a temple with
water| ghee, milk and so oh*

The festival porrappu^ which is

also referred to by Campantar in the hymns about Mayilappur
k
is explained and identified with the 'uncal festival*f a
festival in which the swing-song is sung in. praise of the
deity while moving the idol on a swing*

The above festivals

show conclusively the traditional and systematic manner in
which they were celebrated in the shrines of Siva during the
Tevaram period*
The festival gpam is held in honour of Viepu.

5

It isf

however, mentioned by Campantar as one of the festivals in
j§iva*s shrine at Mayilappur, and this no doubt prompts one to
conclude that the op am must possibly hay© been a festival in
honour of Siva too during the time of Campantar or was perhaps
held in the Vippu temple attached to the main shrine at
Mayilappur *
As revealed in the Tevaram, the celebration of the
car festival is another important event at some of the shrines*

6

Descriptions such as terkol viti vilavu,

2+
3*
k*
5?
6*

Cam,Tev, 183:10.
TPT, Tirumurai, II, p*213«
Cam,Tev, 183»9*
TPT; Tirumugai, II, p*213*
NTPt Iyagpa-nanmukan t iruvantati t ^1»
Cam,Tev, 27*7*

"the festival in
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which the car is conducted in procession along the street19
t§r Sr vi^avu,^ *the clamour and roar of the car festival19
2
teria ar magukil vilavu, *the car festival by which the street
_ 3
is beautified1 and teriyal vila, •car festival procession*t
disclose the decorative manner in which car festivals were
conducted in those days.

It appears that people must have

banded together to conduct the car festivals, and that people
from all over the villages must have gathered in large numbers
along the street to witness the procession*

Early Tamil

literature also mentions the chariots (cars) used both in
war and peace, and given away as costly gifts by kings and
chieftains*

The bestowal of a chariot to the jasmine creeper

by Pari, one of the Seven Great Donors, is glorified in early
it
Tamil literature*
But the chariots depicted in the religious
devotional literature of the Pallava period, especially in
Tevarami were placed at the disposal of Siva and thus
have acquired religious significance*
Singing and dancing are the other attractions of a
festival*

One of the verses in the hymns of Campantar speaks

of the sound of the anklets worn by men and women, the sweet
music of the flute, the clamour and noise of the devotees, and
>

X.

Ibid.. 84:3.

2.

Ibid.. 18?JX.

3.
4.

Ibid.. 334 i3»
PH, 200, 201.
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the beating of the drums in the festival at SPukalur*^

In fact,

several musical instruments were played during the festivals*
Montai *drum open at one end1, pagai, 'drum, kallavatam
•a kind of drum1, muracu *drum1, mulavu, *druffi*, canku,
•conch-shell* and kujal, •flute1, are some of the instruments
2
mentioned in the Tevaram*

The first five mentioned above are

percussion instruments, the beaten faces of which are of
tautly-stretched skin, one of the five kinds of musical
instruments*

These differ to some extent in appearance as

well as in th© techniques required to play them*

Drums

generally produce a rough and noisy effect, while the conchshell produces a sustained sound*

Most of the instruments

played in the temple festivals were drums*

This is perhaps

the reason why the festivals are described as muja vilavu,
•festivals with drums*, mulavSr vilavut 9festival abounds with
3
drum sound* and oli vilavu, •festival with noise* and so on*
The reference muracu atirntu Snai man 5ta* *the elephant with the
sound of the drum runs in front*, can be cited as evidence of
the fact that elephants were used to carry the drum in the
festival processions*

1*
2*
3*
4*

Cam,Tert 2*6*
TO*Cam, III, 4l4, TQ.Avv, II, 182, TO*Cun* 247*1.
TO*Cam, 4l4 (V)*
AppiTev* 4*2*
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From this it appear that the pagal * characteristically
indigenous to the Tamil country* was the primary instrument
used in the festivals.

The other fact is that the instrument©

cited above must* especially during the festival seasons* have
been played in order to create religious atmosphere and
incidentally to provide entertainment for the people who came
to witness the festivals.

The drum* as depicted in early Tamil

literature however was the basic accompanying instrument of
the bards

It was played especially in the battlefield to

create a martial spirit*

The mujavu of a medium size* was

probably the basic instrument of dancers* and was used to
keep the time or beat.

p

Singing and the dancing are colourful feature© of the
festivals as described by the saintsi
"Several women sang the •Festival Song* at the main
entrance to the shrine at flvur and they were rewarded
with gold coins for their meritorious performance by
3
those who witnessed it".
"A number of devotees got together in the daily festival
and sang hymns set to pan in admiration of the Lord of

KSttanu"
"In Siva*© shrine at Kujnalam some dewotees applied holy

ashes all over their body and chanted in chorus following
the deity in procession".

1*
Zm
3*

h*
5*.

THP« P.102.
Ibid.* p*102*
Cam.Tev* 8 :6 .
Ibid., 188.3 .
99tZ*
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"In the graceful festival at Avur young girls whose waists
were like creepers entered the arena with young men and
sang melodious songs in praise of the Lord"
"The daily and the monthly festivals at Tirunelveli are
adorned with dances performed by arlvaiyar*
2
the age of twenty and twenty-five".

1women between

"The dancing girls in the clamour of the festival at
Mutukuacam performed dances in a theatre keeping time to
the beating of the ctulavu and synchronizing with the sweet
x

music"*
From these references it appears that there were professional
singers and dancers who were either maintained by the temples
themselves or who came forward voluntarily to perform.

Another

fact to be noticed is tlmt the mulayp £g mentioned as being
used for dancers and therefore it is probable that the mujavu
was the basic instrument used by dancers even during the
Tevaram period*
It is interesting to compare this singing and dancing to
that of the period of early Tamil literature#

In fact singers

and dancers were patronized mainly by the kings and the chieftains
in those days#

There were panar •minstrels who sang their

songs to the accompaniment of y a l , kuttar, *a type of minstrel
who danced as well as sang1* and viraliyar* 1female dancers
and singers** and others#

b

But in the Tevaram period the

devotees as well became singers and dancers and thus music and

1 . Ibid.* S;9*
2* Ibid.* 350:9*
3 . Ibid., 12:7*
b. 'See^THP, Chap.III.
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dancing became a means used to inspire devotion and religious
illumination.

Thus* the shrines of Siva became the focal

point for music and dancing* replacing the courts of the kings
and chieftains.
In the hymns of Appar there are references to various
symbols of embellishment used at temple f e s t i v a l s Kavari*
•chowrie** used for fanning the idols at teimple festivals;
kotit ’flag', carried or hung in the shrines and along the
streets;

cdti* ’lights’ which were perhaps the torches carried

in the festival processions;

tamam ’garlands* which were made

of various gems and coral and hung in the temple or over the
street;

and vitaaan, ’arches which were erected over or across

the street with white flags • all these mad© the temple festivals
colourful and of magnificent beauty.
The factors enumerated and discussed so* far show clearly
that the temple festivals were a permanent and Culturally
significant feature in the shrines of Siva.

Thus they throw

light on the religious and cultural life of the people and
also demonstrate the sound economic footing of the society of
T5y5raia period.

From this essentially religious standpoint

in literature* it would appear to have been a period in which
everything in life was dedicated to God and Ihad a religious

1.

TO.App, II, 183t5.
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connotation*

Furthermore, a comparative study of the hymns

of the three saints shows that the references as well as the
descriptive accounts of the temple festivals are greater in
number in the hymns of Campantar than in those of the others*
The number of festivals mentioned by Campantar is about nine
in contrast to Appar who mentions five, and Cuntarar who
mentions only one*

In addition he describes 37 shrines having

festivals while Appar and Cuntarar describe 9 and

3

respectively*

This multiplicity of references by Campantar is perhaps
because, being a boy saint he would have been more attracted
by the festivals in those shrines than by their other aspects,
and therefor© probably made more references to them than did
the other two*

Appar being a mature saint may perhaps have

overlooked the festivals and sung of other religious events*
Cuntarar may have described these in some of the lost hymns
referred to by TKP*

Flowers and Garlands
Flowers and garlands hold a place of considerable
significance in the Tevaram *

The hymnists delight in expressing

their devotion, love and religious truths through the imagery
of flowers and garlands;

1.

using them they celebrate the

For details sea TOuCam, III, *f37$
TO.Cpp. 251.

TO.App. II,

18317$
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presence of their Lord, Siva*

It is a common characteristic

of the Tevaram for the hymnists to describe Siva by associating
him with flowers and garlands and by the devotees offering
these to him in worship*

There are various flowers and

different kinds of garlands which are referred to very frequently#
They represent not only the outward manifestation of love
but also the inner expression of the deepest feeling of the
devotees towards Siva*

Hence hardly any worship or religious

ceremony takes place either in the home or in the temple
without the use of flowers and garlands*

As such, the flower

garden is an inseparable part of every Hindu shrine in the
Tamil country even at present.

Indeed, some of the later

Saivite scholars have gone to the extent of framing sacramental
rules for maintaining the flower garden of a shrine and even
for plucking the flower and offering it to Siva in worship*
In the Tivaram, there are two types of descriptions of
flowers, one is that in which the flowers are described
as offered in worship, or a3 worn by j§iva|

the other is the

type where the flowers are referred to in descriptions of the
natural beauty of the vicinity of the shrines*

The former

is done entirely against the background of Saiva religion,
while the latter is in most cases quite similar to the
descriptions in early Tamil poetry.

The religious import

of these descriptions can be observed in the epithets often used
by the hymnists to describe flowers.

An analysis of some of
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the different contexts in which the word malar is used in the
hymns of Campantar demonstrate this fact*
According to him# plucked flowers only are used for the
adoration of Siva*
•plucked flowers*!

Such flowers are referred to as key malar.
1

koyyar malar* •beautiful plucked flowers*!

2

koyyani naga malar, *beautiful fragrant plucked flowers1
partita malar. *plucked flowers1#

and so on*

of a good variety are used for adoration*

Only flowers

Campantar refers
Ij,

to these as ina malar. ^selected flowers*!
•collection of selected flowers*#
selected flowers*!

6

etc#

5

iga malart tokuti.

ina ma malar* *large

Flowers and leaves together are used

for adoration*

In such cases# Campantar mentions them together
7
as for example# ilaiyar malar, *flowers with beautiful leaves*#
g
and ilaiyugu malarkal. fflowers with leaves*#
He describes
fresh and unblemished flowers as til malar. *unblemished flowers'^;
tiiya mg malar# *large unblemished flowers*#^ nan malar,
•flowers plucked the Very same day#

1 * Cam1Tev# 53*9 *
2* Ibid.# 31:8*
3* t b i S #. 262:5*
km 'Ibid*t 116:6.
5* Ibid., 22:7*
6* Ibid.# 3^7s2.
7* Ibid*. 200:2.
8# Ibid., 25 ?5*
9. Ibid*# 26li2*
10. Ibid.# 118.5*
11* Ibid*. 248:10.
12* Ibid.# 11:3*

12

kajjalartta malar, *flowers
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1
2
with untied p e t a l s pani malar♦ ’flowers drenched with dew’f etc*
x
Besides these, tempatu ma malar, ’large honeyed flowers’,
4
katiyar malar, ’fragrant f l o w e r s eelu malar, ’luxurious
c
^
flowers’f
Tauoa raa malar, ’large colourful flowers’|
curumpar
7
malar, ’flowers full of humming bees’, and so ont also occur
hut such descriptions are abundant in number and differ merely
by the use of varying synonyms*
Some of the poetic diction used here ic abundantly
employed in early Tamil poetry toof but ther^ it displays not
only the beauty and eloquence of the poetic style or composition*
but also the poetic skill of tho poets of that period*

In the

Tevaram, on the other hand* the poetic diction expresses the
spirituality and exuberant bhakti of the saints, and portrays
the purity, freshness and sanctity of the flowers offered in
worship with deepest devotion and in fullness of love*

The

early Tamil poets describe the beauty of the.-flowers, but the
hymnist3 portray their purity and sanctity*
Moreover, the descriptions reveal explicitly to us
the sacredness of the intimate manner in which the hymnists
either offered or wished others to offer flov^ers in worship
considering this to be the most efficacious means of expressing

1 * Ibid., I77th»
2 . Ibid*; 18715,
Ibid.j 204-18,
%
4* IFid.i 16:7, 33*7*
5* Ibid., 205«10, 57613
6 * Ibid•a 248i4.
7* t u n . . 249 i6.
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their love for Siva*

The description© of koagai flowers in

the hymns of Appar, illustrate this best*

The kongai flower

is not only referred to in several hymns of Appar, but these
descriptions are also characterised by the use of a very
varied poetic diction*

The following examples demonstrate

the purity and the sacredness of the koagai flowers
ten cottac cotta nlnrattun tirukkonr&i* ’holy kojjjjai
flower glimmers dropping hohey*,

nagum pon naa malark

konrai, ,’unblemished fragrant pure fresh and golden ko^yai
2

flower’,

#

kulaiyegu nagun konrai. ’cluster of

unblemished konrai flower1,

koy malar am k o ^ ai*
T 4
•beautiful plucked konrai flower’, varapa vilu malark

konrai# ’fragrant:fresh beautiful ko^ a i

flower’,

vatu vitta konrai. ’unblemished konrai flower’,
karSr kamal konrai. ’fragrant k o ^ a l flower of the rainy

season*, ilaiyar punak konrai. ’cooling konr&i
flower with leaves’,

tijaikkum vagtotu ten patu konrai#
Q
’honeyed koagai■swarming.with bees’* etc*.............

Some of these descriptions are repeated synonymously*
The reason for this flower to be referred to more often than
the others i© that it is the favourite flower of Si"721#
thus the devotees offered it more often in worship than other
flowers*

1*
2*
3*
4#
5*
6*
7*
8*
9*.

App.Tev# 95*1*
Ibid*# 18?*5.
Ibid*# 303*2*
Ibid*, 229*6*
Ibid’*# 13*2*
Ibid*# 11118•
Ibi?*, 220:9*
Ibid*. 255*4*
Ibid** 13.9*6*
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Different types of garlands are made for Siva from the
konrai flower alone#

The following examples illustrate

this facti
(a) virinta konr&ip pajalai cer♦*.marpar, *Siva drapes
the patalai made of konrai flowers over his chest1
(b) punkongait taran, *£iva has the tar of konpai flowers*^
(c) kafcitar kamal kongaik lcanniyan* *Siva is adorned with
kanni made of fragrant kongai f l o w e r s * ( d )

k o ^ a i malai*.

tikal catai valttavai>t *Siva dr aged the kongal flower garland
on his glistening tangled hair1 •

(e) yiri konrai vinta

I
totalyalSn fSiva is adorned with totaiyal of konrai flowers’•'
/

(f) vaatu yaloey cutark konraip pigaiyal cefrtan* ’Siva
adorned himself with pigaiyal of glittering konrai
swarming with bees humming like'thd yaj,r#

flowers

(g) narurl

kongait tonkalSni ’Siva has a tonkal consisting of fragrant
konrai flowers *

(h) paanuru vaatai;al konrai alankal****

aarpinar, ’Siva has draped over his chest the alankal of
konrai flowers swarming with bees humming sweetly* •
We notice in the above illustrations that there are eight
types of garlands made of konrai flowers, and that in our sources
no other flower has been used to such an extent*

It is likely

that the making of various types of garlands out of konrai
flowers became a highly specialised religious art during the
Tevaram period*

1*
2.
3*
4.
5*
6.
7.

Ibid;* 28:4.
Ibid*, 214:6.
Ibid*, 221:8.
Ibid., 127s 3*
Cam,Tev, 46*1*
Ibid.. 103*4*
Ibid*, 118:4.

8*. TBTcT*, 39;5*.
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Flowers in worship
Besides describing flowers and garlands* the saints
especially Campantar and Appar* speak of the use of flowers
in worship in several of their verses#

In fact* Campantar

has devoted almost all the verses of three hymns* Nos# 40* 91
and 248* to describe this on an elaborate scale#

The

descriptions are either an expression of an earnest desire*
which brings out the spiritual experienced and exaltation of
the saints* or a portrayal of the devotees worshipping Siva
with flowers#

Moreover* the description of the use of flowers

in worship reveals clearly the deep devotion and faithfulness
of the devotees and theirpurity
to God#

The importance

of service and submission

and the

sacredness of worship with

flowers is made clear by Campantar who states that it is
performed hoi only by the devotees but even by the ascetics*
the vanavar and the tevar
The offering of flowers in worship is also described
in such a way as to demonstrate the manner in which it is
done#

Some devotees offer flowers daily in worship*

3
offer them morning and evening y
a dayj

1.
2.
5.
4.
5.

4

and yet others,

Ibid., 189 i4 j
Ibid.. 36:6 .
Ibid.. 3716.
Ibid.; 139«1 .
Ibid.. 38s!.
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day and

2 some

others offer them three times
5
night#

and 139«1.

The devotees who

trust that Siva will grant them freedom from rebirth, chant
His name| sometimes standing and sometimes sitting, offering
flowers in worship day and night

These descriptions by

Campantar are clear evidence of the systematised practice of
worship with flowers during the TevSraa period#

Ve also have

a few references which enable us to conclude that worship
with flowers was in existence even before the Tevaram period*
2
t
Campantar refers to the devotees, Cagtecurar, Warkkauteyar,
L

Kuruka Naya&ar

and Vali,

5

who lived earlier than the saints

and also worshipped &iva with flowers#
Furthermore, it can be observed that the saints often
describe the devotees as sprinkling flowers at the holy feet
of Siva#

In certain places It is stated that the devotees

sing hymns in praise of Him and offer flowers in worship;
some, they

in

prostrate themselves at His holy feet with flowers;

and in a few they pick flowers and place them at His holy feet
singing hymns with a melting heart*

Besides this, the flowers

are often offered with water and so 1flower and water* Is a
usage frequently occuring in the hymns of Campantar and Appar#
Sometimes they are offered
or a lamp#

1* Ibid#,
2 # ibii##
3* Ib5T*»
4# Ibid,,
5 . Ibid**

together with sandalwood, incense,

There is a verse which aptly describes ladies

200i^«
312:7 «
20:7# 62:3*
228:3#
3^9 :6*
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holding flowers, water, tupam and sandalwood in their hands and
worshipping Siva*^
The "benefits of worship with flowers are stated either
in the form of a promise or as an assurance*
Campantar promises spiritual illumination,

In hymn Ho*91,
freedom from

rebirth, and everlasting bliss to those who perform worship
with flowers*

Campantar1s firm belief that worshipping

Siva with flowers frees one from viaal is clearly seen in
the verses of hymn No.^ 3 *

His strong cense of munificence

is displayed in the verses of hymn NoJfO, where he invites
others also to join him in worshipping Siva with flowers*

Appar

goes one step further and states that even the thought of
worshipping Siva with flowers makeB Siva remain for ever in
the minds of the devotees*

2

*
Cuntarar, states Siva's desire

to accept worship with flowers from those who have brought
their senses under control*^
The hymnists also speak of patti malar* fthe flower of
bhakti'« con raalal* lgarland of words1 and pa mglai, 'garland
of hymns'*
111f you sprinkle the flowers of bhakti before the Lord
11
4
of Arur you will obtain mutti, 'final beatitude1” *

1*

Ibid*, 79s6 ♦

2*

ApptTev; 121t6*

3*
4*

Cun,Tev, 19s8*
Cam,Tev, 91*1*
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”1 keep thinking of the Xord who wears the Intai on the tangle
of his hair and in the worship of whom the devotees sprinkle
1
flowers* praising him with garlands of words•"
"DevoteesI

you sing the elegant garland of hymns of ftgvalfir&n

about the Lord of Vanciyam"*^
"The vanavar will worship those who chant ths pS mfilai composed
by Campantartt
The natti malar« con aalai and pa mala! are mere expressions
bhakti«

In other words the devotees worship Siva with flowers

of love and garlands of hymns which are the expressions of their
innermost feelings of bhakti ♦

If flowers and garlands are the

outward signs of love* the patti malar» pS mSlal or con mSlaj
represent the Innermost feelings of love*

In addition the

descriptions clearly illustrate ths noteworthy spiritual significance
attached to the flowers and garlands*
Appar describes Siva as adorned with atta ma malar* 9eight
large flowers9

The £&ivites explain this as eight kinds

of flowers viz.;

punnai, vellerukku« canpakamt nantiygyartaa.

nilogpalam, pitiri# alari and red lotus*
5
they cite references in the Pntpaviti*

In support of this
But none of the saints

refer to the names of these eight flowers in their work*
is therefore

unable toconcludethat the eight

to in the Putpavlti

1.
2.
3.
4.
5..

flowersreferred

are the ones that Apparmentioned

flowers9*

A g P t T w . 7*4.
Cnn.Ter. 761IO.
377* •
App.Ter. 18*8 & 122*4.
M pawitit SO*

One

as

9eight
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The factors enumerated and analysed above have shown
conclusively not only the significance of flowers in the
£aivd religion but also the traditional manner in which flowers
were offered in worship in the Tevaram period*

It has been

seen that the saints, particularly Campantar and Appar, describe
them frequently in their hymns*

This is perhaps done with

two motives, one being to remind bhaktas that they have to
meditate on the inner meaning and significance of the flowers and
the offering of them in worship, tho other being to provoke
thought and

desire in the minds of people who were in a land

which was in the firm grip of Jainism*

It was Campantar and

Appar who spearheaded the overthrow of the Jainietic religion
that clouded the minds of the people of the Tamil country of
tho seventh century A*D*

Referring to this, Turnalingam Fillai

suggests:
"The boy-saint and the veteran saint appeared at this
favourable turn of the tide*

In the overthrow of Buddhism

and Jainism, argument was not the weapon of either
Combatant|

both trusted to their magic and witchcraft

for it".1
It is therefore reasonable to conclude that these two saints,
apart from the miracles that they are said to have performed
to prove the Saiva faith, must have utilised worship with
flowers as one of the most attractive and impressive methods

1.

TL, p.175
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of worship, to encourage Tamilians to follow the £aiva religion
and not be carried away by Jainism*

This is perhaps the

reason why these two saints describe worship with flowers more
frequently in their hymns than does Cuntarar*
When worship with flowers was revived as an attractive
method of worship by these saints it must have had a strong
appeal for the people*

It must have been one of the novelties

by means of which £aivism became prominent in the Tamil country.
Subsequently, the description of various flowers and the
references to worship with flowers in the TSvaram must have
helped the later £aiva Siddhanta philosophers and the Saiva
scholars to systematise and expound philosophically the use of
flowers, and worship with flowers in the §aiva shrines*

The

work, Putpaviti and the rules framed in CVV are no doubt derived
from the Tevaram»
The references to kongai flowers, and to garlands of
different types made of kongai flowers, tend to suggest that
t*1® konrai tree must have had a prominent and permanent
place in the flower garden or in the vicinity of all the shrines
of Siva*

The necessary flowers were probably plucked from it

for daily adoration or worship*

In addition, it is likely

that Siva worship must have been conducted under the kongai
tree where the deity or statue was perhaps erected*

Thus

the koggai tree and its flowers had strong religious significance
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for Saivites*

It is interesting to note that the konrai

flower | together with some of the flowers referred to in the
Tevaram is rarely if ever offered in worship at present in the
Siva shrines in the Tamil country and in Ceylon*

Garlands in worship,
We may now examine the different types of garlands
mentioned in our sources*

According to the survey of

Cenkalvaraya riJJ.aif Campantar refers to ten varieties of
garlands, namely alankalt iyfrai,

, taman, tar, tugaiyal,

1
tonkal, total or totaiyal, pinaiyal and malai*

Appar, in

addition, alludes to five other varieties such as aram, karoti«
kot&l&ffl. pajalai and vacikai, but he does not mention the
•
2
alankal. tamam, tupaiyal and total referred to by Campantar*
Furthermore, Cuntarar adds another type, teriyal but there is
no mention of the tamam, tonkal, total and piuaiyal varieties
stated in Campantar's hymns;

and none of tho new classes
3
alluded to by Appar except for vacikai*
A perusal of the

verses and the context where References are made to these
garlands demonstrates the fact that there are only subtle
differences between these garlands*

1.
2*
3.

TO*Cam4 III, 3?6*
T0»App, I, pp.278-280.
TO*Cun, 232.

In early Tamil poetry
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too most of these garlands are mentioned;

but in this ease

the descriptions appear while the poets sing of the contemporary
day to day life*

On the other hand, in the Tevaram period

the hymnists refer to garlands while singing hymns in praise
of Siva*

The garlands have thus acquired a religious

significance here*
Alankal, according to Pinkalam, is a garland of flowers
strung together and worn cn the hair (raayircuttu malai)*^

The

word alankal is derived from the verb nlanku H o move, swing,
shake, dangle, be in motion**
•moving or swinging wreath*•
in four of his verses;

2

Hence it literally means
Campantar refers to this garland

in three he states that oiva is adorned

with an alankal of kongai f l o w e r s a n d in one he promises
freedom from the cycle of re-birth to those who garland him with
[{.
alankal in worship*
The place of adornment, which is eaid to
*
5
be on the chest of Siva, is mentioned in only one*

Cn the

other hand Cuntarar states specifically that $iva adorns the

6

tangle of his hair with the alankal *

Coming to any definite

conclusion on the basis of these few references is difficult
but it appears to have been a custom during the Tevaram period to
wear this garland both on the hair as well as on the chest*

1.
2.

PICK, cu* 225* p-199* cu* 381, p*42l*
BED, S*V*203, p,l8,
Cam,Tevt 39*5, 4o*5 and 302*4*

Caa*Tev» 195*1«
6*

39*5#
Cun^Tev, 76*10*
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The description of kanui frequently occurs in the hymns
of Appar.

In most instances* it is portrayed as adorning

the tangle of Siva*s hair#

The flowers of erukku# kuvilam,

konrai# nallikai and mullai compose the garland* kauri #^
However it is perhaps because kongai is the favourite flower

of Siva that Appar describes it so often in his hymns*

In

*
2
addition* the crescent moon of Siva is also described as kanui*
It is probable that it appears or is worn in the tangle of
his hair*

It is obvious that during the Tevaram pei-iod the

kauui was regarded as an adornment for the hair#
Early Tamil poetry too mentions kauui♦

For instance*

the PN describes it as a garland of flowers in general, and
states that it consists of a cluster of flowers of alexandrian
laurel*

*5

In Maturalkkanci, it is described as a single flower*

If.
used as a military badge.

The word kauui* meaning wreath*

garland, neck-rope for bullock* rope* according to PEP* is

5
derived from kauuu, fto be attached to* be fastened t o 1*

Hence*

garlands fastened to the hair or the neck are called kauui*
g
Ij^ai means* *circlet of flowers* variety of garland*•
An analysis of the references to iutai in the Tevaram shows

1#
2.
3.

bt
5.
6.

AppyTev, 208*5* l 6 8 : V l 7 * 8 f ^3i8* 2l8iJ#
Cun*Tev, 49*9* App,Teva 98*1#
PN, 2578.
Haturaikkanei, 596*
DED* 3 .V."995, p.85.
BED, s.v. 388, p.35.

clearly that it is a garland or circlet of flowers worn on
the hair and made up of either a single kind of flower or
of different kinds of flowers woven together;

some garlands

consist only of the buds of erukku,^ while some contain

2

erukku, vanni, mattam and konrai•

Though it is often

characterised by the saints as a garland worn on the tangled
hair of Siva, it is sometimes offered in worship at the
holy feet too*

Cuntarar speaks of the brahmans who offer

intai three times a day at the holy feet of Siva after
|l
bathing in the tank*
In certain references it is described
as iptai malai

5

6
and intai ma malart

intai probably means lotus*

hence in these contexts

It is perhaps therefore that

garlands of lotus flowers are also called intai malai;
being 1lotus1 and malai *garland*;

intai

and the lotus flower is

called intai ma malar, intai being •lotus* and ma malar
♦beautiful or big flower
Tonkal means *hanging, anything pendantf hangingst
pendant part of an ornament, decorative hangings as of cloth,
festoons, garlands*, etc.

1.
2.
3*

Cun,Tev, 31*7*
CaauTev, 237*2;
Ibid*, 3^0:5.

5*

Cam,Tev; 120*3*
Cun;Tev, 70*10.

30i3*

8

290il0*

*
It is derived from tonku, *to hang,
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be suspended, hang down, dangle1, etc*
is referred to only in four verses;
Campantar and in one of Appar*

1

In the Tevaram it

in three verses of

Flowers such a3 konrai and

kuvilara are used to make the garland tonkal*

Siva is

addressed as kongait tonkalan, *one who wears the tonkal of
konrai flowers

2

•
and kuvilam tonkalan, fone who wears the

•
3
tonkal of kQvilaa flowers*#

Another expression aptly shows

that the statue of §iva is adorned with tonkal together with
if.
tamam and kanni*
Moreover it is offered in worship as an
*
5
oblation along with sandalwood and fragrant incense*
From
the descriptions referred to so far it appears that the
garlands that hang as decorations over the statue of &iva, have
been called tonkal*

But according to Pinkalam, tonkal is

koojai malai, *a garland worn on the hair-knot *.

6

The garland piaaiyal is referred to in only three
verses in the Tevaram \
of Appar#

in two verses of Campantar and in one

Campantar states that Siva is adorned with piaaiyal
try

of konrai flowers

and Appar specifies that SIva*s tangle of

hair is adorned with piaaiyal of konrai flowers *v

1.
3*
4*
5*
6.
7*
8*

Ibid.
Cam»Tev« Il8s4*
App;Tev, 216*1.
Cam,Tev, 239*4*
Ibid., 6lt4.
PKN, cQ, 380, p.421.
Cara^Tev, 103*4; 239*1*
ApptTev, 64:5*

The word
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pipaiyal is derived from the verb pipai meaning fto entwine,
unite, copulate, tie, fasten1, ete#^

From this, flowers

tied together into a garland were probably named piaaiyal.
This is confirmed by the definition of piaaiyal in Pinkalam,
which runs thus*

pipaiyal enpatu pianiya malai, fknotted

garlands are piaaiyal1.

This type of garland is mentioned

in several poems in the early Tamil poetry #

In fact in those
x
days the pipaiyal was made even from the flowers of palmyra,
.....
.‘■ If
while sometimes the petals of lotus flowers were used*
It
is therefore manifest from the references in the Tgvaram that
this type of garland was made from the flowers of konrai
and worn on the tangled hair of Siva#
Tamam is especially worn on th© shoulders

5

and is

mentioned in most of the works of early Tamil literature#
The PVM, a treatise on rhetoric of uncertain date, describes
it as a garland worn over the shoulders#

6

In the TivSram

we have only one reference to this garland and even there
its name is only mentioned together with two other kinds,
tonkal and kapai ^

From this it appears to have been the

1* PEP, S.V. 3 ^ 3 1 P *277.
2# PKNt cu# 228, p*199*
3* W 7 90.
4. Pari., 2*53*
5# FKN, cu. 379» p.tel.
6 * PVM, 1*21.
7* Cam,Tev, 239*^*

custom to decorate the shoulders of Siva with different types
of garland*
Tar means ’flower blossom, f l o w e r - b u d * Konrait tar,
♦garland of koppai flowers* is a usage that occurs frequently
*-n

Tevaram of Appar*

This reference is clear evidence

of the devotees offering mostly garlands made of k o ^ a i
flowers#

It also proves that the statue of Siva was adorned

with garlands of konrai as konrai was the favourite flower
of Siva.

Konrai malai is the other usage that appears most

often in the hymns of all the three saints, ©o it may be
presumed that the other types of garlands were used less
frequently to decorate the statue of Siva*

Moreover, these

two frequent usages testify that tar and malai are garlands
of the same type*
flowers

2

The PVM describes tar as a cluster of

*
and according to MTL tar means Hrreath, garland,

chaplet, flower-bud*, etc*

3

The names of the garlands, totaiyal and teriyal are
derivative ones*

The word' totaiyal is derived from the

verb totu, *to connect, join, bind, fasten, fix1, etc*

Hence

flcwers connected together into a garland called total or

1*

BED, S.V. 2535, p.205

2. fvfT; 2:1.
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totaiyal.

On the other hand, teriyal is probably derived

from the verb teri, meaning 1select, choose1, etc.**

Hence,

the garlands made of selected or chosen flowers are called
teriyal.

These garlands too are mentioned In several

works of early Tamil literature.

In the Tevaram, total and

terlyal are each 'referred to in a single verse of Campantar
and Cuntarar respectively*

Campantar states that Siva is

adorned with totaiyal of konrai flowersf

2

and Cuntarar

0

metaphorically represents Siva*s crescent moon as teriyal.
According to Pinkalam, flowers strung together into a garland
L
are called totaiyal, this being worn over the shoulders.
The compactness of an unblossomed flower is also called
total*

What may be pointed out here is the paucity of

references to teriyal and totaiyal in the Tevaram♦

This is

perhaps because they were not popular varieties at that time#
Two other Varieties, karotl and kStalam, are mentioned,
each in a verse of Appar.
^■e mutl malai,

According to Pinkalam, karotl

•a garland for the crown*.

Appar portrays

Siva as adorned with karotl on the tangle of hie hairf^

1.
2.
3*
4.
5*
“
6.

BED, S.V. 2815, p.224#
Cam,
Cun, Tev; 97*3.
PKN,
PKnI cl, 225, p .1995 CU, 379, p*421
PVM,
“ ““ 10*1.
PKNi cu, 69, p.180.
APP*Tey. 107*8.
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and he does not mention specific flowers in connection with
it.

In the CetupurSpam however, karStl is illustrated as

skulls tied together with a snake to form a garland.^*

It

therefore appears that karoti is not a garland of flowers.
On the other hand, kotalam is a crescent^chaped necklace, as
of pearls.
3
v§tattar.

It is referred to in the Tevaram as

kotala

This means ’Siva is adorned with kotalam and

thus it does not clearly illustrate the meaning of kotalam.
Deferring to this garland, Arupaivativel Kutaliyar gives &
different interpretation.

He splits the phrase into kol,

♦holding in the hand*, talam, ’vessel* and yejam, ’appearance*

giving the combined meaning as ’Siva appears with a bowl in
4
his hand* *
Vacikai is another type of garland mentioned once in
both the Tevaram of Appar as well’as in that of Cuntarar.
Siva is described as adorned on the tangle of his hair with a
tz
beautifully twisted vacikai.
On the other hand, Cuntarar
describes the river Kaviri as worshipping the holy feet of
Siva offering a rounded vacikai

Here the flowers washed

by the waters of the river Kaviri are described as a vacikai,

1*
2.
5*
4.
5*

Cetupurapam, Iramanaruccagi, 89.
MTL, Vol.II, p. 1178.
App,Tev. 230tl.
TPT, Tirumurai, VI, p.131*
App,Tev, 1^8*3.
2EL i2£1’ 48*2.
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•garland* .

Similar descriptions in early

a.a

well as later

poetry are usually employed to portray either the behaviour
or the emotions of the people.

For instance, in order to

describe the distress of Kaunaki* IJankovatikaJ personifies
the river Vaiyai and its flowing waters covered with flowers,
ats a lady dressed in cloth and pouring forth tears

The

description of Vacikai in the Tevaram of Appar brings out
three facts, vacikai is a rounded garland, it is worn on the
hair, and it is offered by devotees in worship to Siva.
According to Pinkalam, Vacikai is a garland of flowers strung
thickly together and is a mayircufrtu malai, ’the garland
for the hair*.^
One more type of garland, patalai is mentioned in two
verses in the Tevaram of Appar.

In one, it is described as

a garland of full-blown flowers of kongai adorning the shoulders
of £ivaj^

and in the other, as a garland of fragrant konrai

flowers worn by §iva.^

These allusions do not prevent the

conclusion that patalal is a garland of green leaves and
3
flowers as stated by Tiruttakkatevarj
here they merely refer
to a flower garland in general.

1.
2.
3*
4.

Pinkalam, however, defines

Cilw, puganceriylguttakatai, 170-3*
PKN, e]U229, p.199* cu.381, p.421.
App,Tev, 28*4.
Ibid., 207*4.
CIvakacintamapi, 483*
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it as kottamalai, *garland of flowers strung together**^
The analysis made so far of the different kinds of garlands
makes the following facts clear#

Kauui.* tar and malai are

the three main garlands largely used to decorate the shoulders
of the deity £iva# and they are most often composed of konrai
flowers *

Tamam, total# teriyalr karoti# kotalam# patalai and

vaoikai are each referred to only in a verse or two#

This

suggests that they were probably not as popular as the other
three#

Alankal# iutai# kaunl# piftalyal kargfci and vScikai

are mentioned as being the garlands used for the tangled hair
of Siva#

Though koacal is the favourite flower of Siva#

Various other flowers such as kfivilam# erukku# mallikai#
rcullai, vanni # mattam and intal are also used to make the
different types of garlands#

The devotees offered most of these

garlands in worship*
There is nothing in any of the references that suggests
that plnaiyal is a garland of flowers knotted together
(pi&aiya malai), or that pa tala 3.* vacikai and totaiyal are
garlands of flowers strung together (kottamalai) as stated
in the Finkalam*
Whatever characteristics some of these garlands have in
common with the garlands mentioned in early Tamil poetry, their

1.

FKNf cu.f 725f p*509#
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association and significance in the Tevaram are exclusively
religious*

The significant fact is that in every case, they

are referred to either as adornments of §iva or as oblations
to Him*

In fact they are held in high regard, and are holy

symbols expressing the love of the devotees to Siva, and are
offered in worship in order to obtain divine and celestial
benefits in return*
It has been seen in the foregoing pages that the saints
describe certain garlands as being worn on the tangled hair
of £iva, some as being worn either over the shoulders or on
the chest, and others as being offered at his feet*

These

descriptions indicate either that it was ^ ivafo statue or
image, and not the Siva llnkam that was the object of worship
when the saints visited those shrines, or that the saints
identified the llnkam with ^iva,s bodily form*

21
Chapter Four
THE LOVE HYMNS IN THE TEV&RAM

It is necessary to consider the early Tamil poetry *
Efctuttokal *Eight Anthologies1 and PattuppSfctn* 'Ten songs*
before analysing the lore themes in the Tevaraa.
divides the subject matter

The Tol.

of all poetry into two broad

categoriesv akamy •inner* and pugaau 'outer*.

Akam is

generally considered as the poetry of love and pugaa as the
poetry of heroism#^
six akaa works*
Kalittokai

In the Eight Anthologies * there are

Akanayupa, Kuxynt okai« Naggiyaj« Ainkugunugu«

and a portion Of

there are three akam works*
Pattinappalal.

Paripatal!

and in

the Ten Songs

Mullaipp5ttu# fturincippSttu and

"Among these worksf Parlpgfcal is an anomaly9

inasmuch as it is classified like the other five as akam
poetryt but its extant akam

poems are almost wholly devotional

and quite different from the secular loVe poetry of the other
2
five akam anthologies"•
The Tevaram as a whole does not relate to lovev except
for certain hymns and some verses which fall essentially into
the category of akam although they are religious rather than

1«
2.

For a detail analysis see ETA, pp#19-66 and THP# p p # W 7*
ETA, P.2&*
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secular*

5

Fifteen hymns and

and 21 verses of Appar, and
may be cited as love-poetry

Z
1

verses of Campantar, 11 hymns
hymns and 6 verses of Cuntarar

and these poems deserve special

analysis in our studyf as they are quite different from the
early secular akaia poetry but similar to the poems in Pari *
which, too, are almost wholly devotional*
In early akam anthologies and the three akam poems of
the Ten Songs, secular love is expressed, but in the Tevaram
it is often portrayed as existing between God and His devotees*
Lord Siva is compared to a lover and the devotee to a lovestricken lady*

Human emotions form the primary subject of

early poetry and they are the emotions of a people who were acutely
aware of natural surroundings*

On the other hand, in the

Tevaram, it is the love between God and the devotee that is
expressed in t’
erms of conjugal love*
the primary sub ject of the Tevaram *

The devotee's bhaktl forms
It is the bhakti of the saints

who lived in spiritual serenity and had an intimate relationship
and communion with god*

In other words, the devotees, the lovers

of God, lived a life of union with God in supreme bliss.
Though the Tol* states that paripafctu

kalippS are the

suitable metres for the composition of love poems,

2

four out of

six anthologies in the Eight Collections and all the akam poems

1*
2*

See the table 1(a)*
Tol*, Akat*, cu* 53*

in the Ten Songs are composed in the metre akaval or aclrlyam.
The works Kalittokai and ParlpStal are composed in the metres
kali and iparlpattu respectivelyf hut m o d e m writers consider
them as later w o r k s A l l

these facts clearly Indicate that

akaval or Scirlyam was the predominant metre of this period for
the composition of lore poems.

The love hymns in the TovSran

are however sung either in ▼iruttam or nericai or kurustokai or
tautakam and the love themes are presented in the verse-form
patikam.

This is a new development in the history of Tamil

literature#
Tol. speaks of poets composing mystical love poetry.
It declares that even gods are subject to the urge of sexual

2
love like all others9 as stated by men of learning.

In the

commentary to this cfittiram NaccirSrkki&lyar classifies this
love as that of the goddess falling in love with Godj

women

falling in love with Godf God falling in love with women* and so
on.

He further states* referring to the word pakuti, that the

desire of love in God is different from the love treated in the
seven tiuat of Akattluaiyiyal by TolkSppiyar.

The mystic love

described in the Tevaram« however v does not fall under the
categories mentioned above.
In secular love the lover and the beloved are obsessed

1.
2*

HTLLt p.56l ETA* p.^775
Tol.t Poruj., cu. 83.

CET, p.225*
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with the pangs of love and express their lore in several ways*
In religious love only the devotee speaks;
God takes possession of his heart*

instead of speakingf

The hymnists, who are the

love-stricken devotees, very frequently address their lover,
£iva§ as peruman* fmasterf, alv&a, ^ o r d 1, tala Ivan* *head*,
nsyakant *husband*, a u p as, •friend*, and aiyam, •Lord1*
Campantar calls ^lva a •thief* as He steals his heart away*^
Appar states, "Siva penetrates the devotee*a mind and is ever
united with him*1*^

Cuatarar exclaims that Siva has penetrated
3
his heart and stays united with him*
Thus the hymnlsts
frequently state that £iva penetrates their hearts and takes
possession of them*

Therefore, it is clear that God always

enters the mind of Hio beloved who in turn, belongs to God and
surrenders entirely to Him*

Though the hyuanlsts* love is one-

sided, it is clear from their statements that God holds the devotee
in union*

He becomes •one* with the devotee*s mind and abides

in his heart*

This union lasts without separation forever and

finally the devotee is granted civamutti, *release from rebirth**
Thus, love is the means of liberation for the lovers of God#

!•
2#
3*

ullankavar kalvag, Caa,Tev, 1*1-10*
nil atte onginiffiEankugaiyiuB, App«Tcv« 202*1*
ujjattulll ninra ouporuj, Cun♦Tev« 45*4*
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Cam,pantar>B akaa hymns
Fifteen hymns and five verses in Campantar’s Tgvfiram
may be mentioned in which the akam element Is limited to a
line In each verse of 13 hymns*

In two hymns, Nos* 56 and 63,

it Is limited to the 2nd lines, in three hymns, Nos* 73, 358 and
362, to the 3rd lines and in eight Nos* -44, 60, 76, 154, 159* l83t
303 and 359 to the last lines*

The love theme is presented

without such a pattern in the other two hymns. Nos* 321 and 374*
The striking feature is that the love lines in each hymn mostly
present the same idea in a nutshell;

only the words and phrases

differ.
The presentation of love elements in these hymns may
be classified into two main patterns;

one Is the saint's

complaints about the troubles Siva causes him, the other is the
saintfs description of the painful emotions he suffers*
may be sub-divided into Siva taking his fill of love,
on the fresh nectar of the lover,
pallid greenish hue,
lover's clothes,

5

3

The former
feasting

2 causing the beloved to assume a

stealing her bangles,

making her sleepless,

6

4

carrying off the

and robbing her of her

1. Cam,Ter» 73*3, 359*1-10, etc.
2 * Ibid *g 76 *1-10* 362*5 , 7 & 9; 63*1 , 4, 6, 7 & 9, etc.
3 . Ibid., 56*5; 73*8, etc.
154*3? 358*2; 63*10, etc.
5 . Ibid#, 63*5, 5 & 11, etc#
6 . Ibid.* 63*2 & 8; 154*5, etc.
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chastity and m o d e s t y T h e latter may he sub-divided into
the lady in love suffering unending paint
t

unbearable separation

2

the affliction of
4
and the longing for union*

From the above analysis § two facts acme to light*

One

is that the love-themes are always subordinate to the religious
aspects in Campantar*s akam hymns*

The description of liva's

glories and greatness dominates his love hymns in contrast to
the love hymns of Appar where the love themes are presented more
elaborately*

The other is that there air© snore hymns about the

troubles caused to Campantar by Siva than about the painful
emotions the saint suffers*

In other words the saint speaks

more often of §iva as a lover than of himself as the lady whom
He loves*

This makes it clear that Siva'e love holds sway over

the devotee's love*
kavar kalvan

6

Campantar often addresses £iva as ullan

*
'the thief who steals the heart*

Dhavamony

interprets this to mean that God is described a© a 'thief who
steals the mystic's heart*

Because He takes possession of the

devotee's heart without him being aware of it he is called a thief*

1.

Ibid.t 73:8j

154:10, etc.

2. TEgi, 374:1-10.
3*

Ibid#! 60:1-10 & 321:1-10.

4*
5*
6*
7.

Ibid.. 159:1-101 303*1-10.
Infra. pp»226-7*
Cam.Tev. hymn No*1:1-10.
LG. p . l H .

7
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It is perhaps because Siva's love for the saint exceeds that .■
of the saint for Siva that many have referred to the latter as

followed eat-putra narga. 'the way in which a good son loves his
father* #

J§iva is called 'father* when he does good and grants

boons, he is called 'mother* when he shows love#
We now pass on to examine some of Campantar's akam hymns#
Three hymns# Hoe# 44, 154 and 183, for which miracles are
attributed by Cekkijar deserve special mention:
Hymn No# 44 is said to have miraculously healed the disease
called muyalakaa from which the daughter of Kollim&lavaji was
suffering

The

last lines of the verses of this hymn are

traditionally cited as evidence to prove that the mere chanting
of this hymn cured the disease#
question:

2

The lines in fact repeat a

'*18 it your nature to cause trouble to this lady?1',

which Is in a way similar to the expression of love in some of
the other akam hymns.

Apart from this, it contains no clue of

Campantar curing a disease by the name muyalakan#

The meaning of the word mayal in the reference mankaiyai
vat a mayal ceytal (l & 4), £3 'confusion of mind, desire, lust
and sensual infatuation1, etc.

1. PPTC. 318-319#
2# 0EHS» pp!329-30*
3# MTIf Vol.V, p.3073*

3

The word pall in paintoti vatap
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pall ceytal (9)* means 9slanderf calumny*, etc*

1

These tend

to suggest that the ladyfs vat aI* •withering, drying* becoming
lean and fading9 is due to love^sickness caused by £iva* and
not due to the attack of any disease*

In each Terse* the

lines preceding the one about the indisposition of the lady
refer to the beauty* particularly the physical attractiveness
of Siva*

This is probably given as the cause

falling in love*

of the lady

All this evidence contributes to the impression

that this hymn is more a love hymn than a hymn which caused the
miracle of curing a disease*
Hymn No*15^ is associated with the miracle of reviving
the daughter of a merchant* who was bitten by a snake*

2

However* some of the last lines of verses in this hymn* "You
have stolen the bangles and feasted on the beauty of the lady"
(3)* "You have taken away the lady#s chastity” (10), "You have
made the lady lean" (*0 and "You have made the lady grief-stricken"
(7) are all attributes of secular love and are quite similar to
most of the expressions in the akaa hymns of Caapantar*
In addition* expressions such as up nnclivu, 1distress
of aind* (2), elll Tarval. *svailowing up the beauty* (3),

1.
2.

Ibid.. Vol.IT, p.25^7
fgfg. 481-82.

meli nlrmal, 1condition of growing lean* (4), alar patutal*
•public exposure of secret love affairs* (9), nigal nikkam«
•taking away chastity* are all connected with secular love*
Three other references, the slipping off of bangles (3)*
sleeplessness till sunrise (6) and the idle talk about the
love of the lady (3), Indicate the pitiful condition of the
lady in love*

The phrase Kaauayarvu (5) does not refer to

love, but this might be a textual corruption and the correct
version perhaps is kagtuyar, •sleeplessness1*

Narayana Ayyar

cites all the above-mentioned references as alluding to the
distress of the woman described in PP
lastly, hymn Ho *183 makes no reference to the miracle of
Campantar bringing back PGmpdvai to life as described in PP*
Each verse in this hymn ends with the questions
away lady without seeing the festival?"*

"Are you going

This expression tends

to suggest that the saint, narrates the various festivals conducted
in the shrine at MayxLappur considering himself as lady-love, and
invites another lady to witness the festivities*

The mystic,

perhaps thinking of his much-loved Siva, and longing to unite
with him, invites another lady to join him in witnessing Siva
being conducted in procession*

It is the custom even at present
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for ladles to Invite other female companions to join them when
they go to temple festivals.

Though there is no clear evidence

to establish that the hymn contains akam elements, the expression
in the last lines of the verses may be cited as the speech of the
lady-love since it resembles some of the expressions of the
other akam hymns*

PuapSvai means vbeautiful lady* and does not

necessarily refer to the name of a lady as said in PP*
Hymn Ho *76, which is usually cited for irankal* *the
heroine bemoaning her lover1s absence*, a mood appropriate to
the neytal* •maritime tract', contains verses which are composed
in such a way as to depict a lady's lamenting her lover's absence*
The lady-love bemoans her pangs of love by making mention of the
peacock dancing in the embrace of his consort (1), the female
deer sleeping with her mate (l) and the

male and the female

monkeys jumping together for joy (*>)•Beyond this,

there is

hardly any mention of the said love-theme except that each verse
ends with ennelil kolvatu iyalpg, *it is proper to taste the
nectar of my beauty'*

In fact all the verses are entirely devoted

to describing Siva and His abode*

His external appearance is

described in the second lines of each verse |
characteristics are depicted in the 3rd,
of his holy abodes are mentioned in the

his Quranic

8th and 9th verses}

some

1st, 2nd and 4>th verses}

and the natural beauty of the shrine Xlampaaiyankdttur is described
in the last two lines of each verse*
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The above analysis of hymn Ho*?6 shows three things*
Firstly# it is quite clear that Siva's appearance# his Quranic
characteristics# his glories and his holy abodes are the more
important*

The love-theme therefore takes only a secondary

place in the hymns*

It may be suggested that the glories which

are elaborated in three lines cause the saint to fall into the
love which is tersely embodied in the fourth line*

Secondly#

the hymn deviates considerably from the conventions relating to
the five tlpal *

There is no special emphasis on neytal* 'maritime

tract* the tipal with which irankal is associated*

Neither the

talai tree nor the fishermen nor other distinctive karupporul
neytal is referred to in the hymn*

of

On the contrary# the suffix

5r in the name IlampaiyankdttHr indicates that it is marutam#
'cultivated land9*

None of the description® of dancing peacocks#

deer sleeping in groves# monkeys jumping for joy and descriptions
of hills belong to neytal*

The phrase enaelil kolvatu lyalpj

is the only clue which allows us to conclude that it is a hymn on
the theme irankal*

Appar'g akam hymns
Eleven hymns and twenty-one verses in Appar's TevSram may be
cited as examples of akappattu, which are composed in the form of

1*

Distinctive Attribute of a tugal or 'aspect' of love*
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outpourings of the lady in love, or of the mother# the fostermother# or the companion of the lady in love*

Among the

hymns# seven are of the first kind# three are of the third kind#
and one is of the second*

Among the verses, eight are outpourings

of the lady in love, five,are of the foster-mother# and eight are
of the companion of the lady in love*

1

The poetic pattern adopted in most of these hymns and
Verses is that the description of love, in mot limited to a
line as in most of the hymns and verses of Camp ant ar, but is
presented with an elaborate setting in order to impart religious
themes*

Another contrasting feature is that Appar does not

repeat a particular description of love in the same hymn as
does Campantar# except in hymn No* 166 in which the description
is not only limited to each last line but also repeated*

In two

other hymns, Nos* 221 and 226, besides the love theme being
elaborately presented, part of the last line is repeated In each
Verse*
From the analysis in the first paragraph of this section#
three facts come to light*

First# seven akam hymns and eight

akaa versea are composed in the form of the speech of the lady
in love*

1*

These speeches are greater in number than the speeches

For details see the Table No •1(b)*
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of the mother, foster-mother and companion of the lady in lore#
Besides this, b whole hymns and 5 verses of this group are
composed in the verse-form tgytakaa In which, too, the love-thcme
Is presented with elaborate and varied settings*^

it is therefore

reasonable to assume that the saint has preferred to take up the
role of the lady-love and express his love in the verse-form tSqtakam#
This Is perhaps because as a lady-love he might have found it
easier to express his love directly to his lover, and also to
establish a closer tie and relationship In his union with Him*
The verse-form tSyfrakait helps him to express him love more easily
and elaborately*
Secondly, though the saint prefers to assume the role of
the lady-love, he also delights in conveying his love through
the speeches of the mother, foster-mother and companion of the lady
in love# as opposed to Camp&ntar, who prefers to he a lady-love and
foster-mother onlyj
beloved*

and to Cuntarar who prefers only to he the

What is clear from this is that Appar has introduced

all the main characters of the conventional akam poetry, while the
others have not*
Thirdly, the total number of akam verses composed by App&r
is greater than those composed by Campantar and Cuntarar*

This

indicates that even though the hymn as a whole may not have secular

1.

App»Tev* hymn Hoo. 222, 226, 258, 271 and 2 W : J - 7 *
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love as its central theme, the poet delights In presenting the
love theme in a single verse of the hymn#

In such verses § the

love-theme dominates, imparting a religions flavour, and
expressing the mystic1© love for &iva#

possession of the devotee;

Siva is the cherished

He never leaves

his mind;

He is

one with his thoughts •“**
From the second paragraph it is clear that App&r delights
in expressing his love for 5iva in terms of an elaborate portrayal
of love between man and woman*

In other words, the mystic is

ecstatic about his love for £iva and hie union with 5iva which
lasts in the whole verse and thus throughout the whole hymn*
Tbe other significant feature is that Appar very often speaks of
his own love for £iva, but not about £iva causing love sickness
in him as often as is the case with Campantar*

It is, therefore,

appropriate to say that Appar has followed the path of d&sa m£rga»
the way in which a servant loves his master*

Z

Keferring to this

path, Ponniah states that "He roamed about the land of South
India visiting the shrines of his lord 5ivaf sang his glories and
made complaints to Him of the pangs of separation*

We can hardly

find anywhere in the world such an instance of self-denial carried
to a point of total identification of one’s own Interest with that

1.
2*

£3, p.157*
It may be suggested that the love of God as master is
the love of God a® father (Satputra mar^a) *

less than
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of the object of love as in the life of Appar*w^
We shall now see how App&r expresses bis love for £lva by
placing himself in the position of the lady in love *

He is

deeply in love with Siva* thinks of Him unce&siagly* sees Him in
his sweet dreams* sets hio eyes waiting for his return# sings
songs in praise of himf and worships his day and night*
His love ia so profound that he exclaims* tTcould my eyes

2.

sleep unless I see him”;

"could my eyes sleep unless 1 reach him

a b o d e " " c o u l d my eyes sleep unless X sing In praise of Him with
melting heart"*
of the hymnsi

His profound love is clearly portrayed in some
5
"He does not leave my heart but stays on for ever*)/

6

"His holy feet are in my eyes and in my heart" *

He finally

declares* "I shall not forget him even if I die"*

Hi© pang©of

love make him say of siva* "he has forcibly carried off my bangles*},
"he has tasted the fresh nectar of my beauty*"}

"opening the eye

10

in His forehead* he has taken away my chastity*$

"the unbearable
ii
pain of love and suffering vanished when he appeared in my dream"*

1*

SSTK* pp*46-7»

ApPtTev, 166*1#
3*
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ibid**
Ibid**
ISi*.
I M & ..
!£**•»
raid,.
IbTd..

l66i2.
I6657.
97*^.
S7 t5 »
12:5*
12:6*
12:1 .

10. T5T3.# 222:8.
H.

I H 7 . * 25811.

8
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Lastly he goes to the extent of declaring, "if X see Him again
X shall not allow Him to go away hut shall embrace Him at ay
hreast as our bodies cling together11^
From these words of Appar it is quite.clear that the saint
is deeply in lore with &ir&f
to be united with him*

he suffers in separation, and longs

So he praises him with a melting heart

and thinks of £iva as his cherished possession*

Appar9s lore Is

therefore fostered and developed by steady remembrance of God and
constant meditation on him*
A unique aspect of the akam hymns of Appar Is the description
of &irafs eyes in relation to lore*

In secular lore poetry, the

hero describes mainly the eyes of the heroine?

but in Appar*s

akam hymns the lady in lore speaks only about the eyes of her lover,
Sira, as scintillating with lore*

She states that £iva by his

sidelong glance has flashed his lore to hex*

2

His eyes cause the
«
heroine to feel the pain of lore, so she compare© them to arrows*
He skilfully pretends that he Is a stranger, 00 she describes his
eyes as roguish/*
as well as her eyes,

She mentions £iva as disturbing her clothing
and complains that the eye in his forehead

has carried away her chastity/*

She compares the eyes of £iva

to lances as they have penetrated hers*

1 * Ibid*,
2 * Ibid*i 97*2
5* Ibid
k. TEid.i
5*
6 * Ibid.,
7* Ibid..
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These descriptions are evidence of Appar making use of
Ideas found in earlier secular akam poetry, especially the
Kgfflattunpgl of Tirukkugal.

The descriptions in JTK such as "she
i
looked like viewing mo with Just a shrinking eye", "he ever
2
resides in my eyes" and "they look at each other as if they were
strangers"^ are reminiscent of some of the lines quoted in the
preceding paragraph, thus showing Appar#s conversance with
Kamattuppal*
One well known akam verse in Apparfs Tevaram is that
beginning with the line

•

avanutalys. Jnaroan kett£l

h

which

describes how the lady in love surrenders at the feet of her lover,
$lva*

It le composed in the form of a speech of the companion

to the foster-mother, revealing the secret union of the heroine*
The companion states hov the heroine fell in love with $iva on
hearing his name, his form, and his abode in turn*

She becomes

infatuated with love, departs from her parents, renounces wofidly
attachments, forgets herself completely, loses her identity,
alienate® herself from her household affairs and finally surrenders
herself to the holy feet*

This clearly indicates how the devotee

surrenders himself totally to the god whom he loves madly*

1*
2.

3

*

***

TKf 1095*
Ibid., 1126.
ibltT., 1099*
Ap_P*TeV, 238*7*
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This verse is a clear example of Appar presenting the
love-*theme in ft whole verse, with overflowing bhakti»

In other

words, though tbs theme is outwardly secular union, inwardly
it is mystic union*

$any of Appar*s akaa verses are composed

in secular love-theses or in the fora of secular love poems,
but expressing a mystic love*

He deserves hie popularity fr©»

this alone apart from any religious ground*

VellaivSrAea& in

of the opinion that this verse ia composed on the basis of
i
uru peyar kSttal# ffeeling happy on hearing the name or fame of
the lover* 5

one of the ni mitt am for marriage referred to in Tol.

It may however be noted that the lady-love*is union with her lover
is explicitly portrayed in it, and this proves that the subject
matter is not to be Confined to

ueu

peyar kg^fral.

Saiva

Slddhanta philosophers classified this state of the soul as
cattiaipatata« *the degree of spiritual advancement, in which there
is an utter mortification of self, and self-energising principles,
■»
and a ripening of the soul for union with the deity* ^
Another notable feature is that the state of unity or
surrender is described as ©©curing at the holy feet ©f the Lord,
which is significant in the works of the other two saints a© well.

1*

PTV, p.598*
% 5l« Purul*. cu* 266.

3*

ted ",

p".3oF.
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Caiapantar asks the anaam to convey the pitiful state of his love
to £iva signifying his willingness to surrender at his feetf^
Cuntarar asserts that he has reached the holy feet of Siva 3

an<*

proclaims that those who chant the verses of hymn N o .36 shall
also achieve a similar bliss.

2

In secular love poetry however,

the union is described differently.

Here the heroine clasps

the chest of the hero while the hero embraces the shoulders or
7
breast of the heroine.
Cuntararfs akam hymns
Two hymns and sir verses In C u n t a r a r Tevaram fall essentially
4
under the akaa category.
This number is ©.mailer than the number
of akam hymns and Verses of Campant&r end Appar*

It may be

suggested that Cuntarar composed more akara hymns and verses, but

5
that these were probably among -the. lost hymne referred to in TKP.
Apart from these akam hymns, there are m. number of references
which clearly indicate Cuntarar^ deep devotion and love for
In the last lines of all the verses cf hymn. Ho .24 the saint exclaims,
M0f whom else besides you can I think?11.

He also proclaims Tery

frequently that he will in no way forget i§iva but will think of hi«

2*
3*
4*
5.

App,Tev, 60t4# 6.
fiun,TeV, 3^tH.
Kuruntokai, 49, 274,, 2®0t etc.
For d&taiis see the Table No.l(c).
TXP, 21.

unceasingly*^

Els heartfelt love makes him declare more

strongly that apart from ilva there is no one to support him#
He makes explicit the fact that he finds it difficult to live
in separation?

and therefore worries himself by asking, ,Thow can

I be separated from Siv&?n *

Ee finds the separation unbearable

and so send3 his ’mind1 &s hia messenger to convey hia pangs of
love to SiVaf and lengo to unite with hii^ eta Tie ia the ambrosia
of hia salvation.

He believes strongly that he is blessed with

eyes merely to seo his lover, iSiva*^

His profound desire for

union with God is made even clearer in his recurring statements*
.
6
knatukoatSa.
have found him1*
Similar expressions are
ubiquitous in the fevargra of Cuntarar*
All these references are found elsev/hfOre than in the love
hymns*

Chey are expressions of Cuntarar*a love towards £iva

though not presented in the fora of love poens*

L'havamony

describes this love of Cuntarar as a Single-Minded love1, $ad
states that it is one of the recurring themes in bhs hymns of
Cuntarar*

1*
2.
?*
4*
5*
6*

It has also been seen that these expressions are very

Ctm*Tev, 1*1-3* 57:1-11 (last lines*.
ibid*f 28i1*9 (last lines).
1 H H * » 51*1-11 (last lines)*
Xbid.i 64*1-9 (last lines)*
Xbij ♦t 6ltl-10 (last lines)*
Cunfgeyt hymn Nos* 58, 62 and 67 (last lines)*
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often presented in the last lines of the verses of several hymns#
This indicates two facts*

Firstly# Cuntarar often expresses

hia single-minded love in the last lines of his verses# perhaps
in order to relieve the unbearable pangs of separation, at the
end of every verse*

Secondly# this poetic pattern must have

greatly helped the saint in composing the hymns extempore*

It

may also be suggested that the repetition of such expressions is
designed not only tc inspire piety and devotion in singing# but
also to facilitate collective chanting# particularly in
congregational worship#
We shall new take up the akam hymns and verses in Cuntararfs
Tevaram, which throw light on how the saint makes Use of
conventional love themes in order to express his own love for Siva*
An example of a reciprocated state of love is expressed in hymn
No.36*

In this hymn# the poet describes ladies who fall in love

at the sight of the Lord of Tiruppainnxli when He comes along in
procession in the semblance of a beggar*

All the verses of the

hymn# except the benedictory stanza, are composed in such a way as
to portray &iva as a beggar# and thus indirectly to indicate the
extent of the love of the women who fall in love with Him*

In

the following verses it can be seen how the poet presents in this
mystic peetry some secular love themes in order to portray the
love of the womenj
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”0 Lord of.Tiruppalrnflti Lord* who lias a black throat
due to the dark poison yon rwallowed#

Ton hare the

greatness of feeing praised and prayed to fey the whole
world who perform sacred duties to you*

C

Lord who

dwells in the burning-ground I Vkat Id the use of wandering
all over the world carrying the human skull?
receive alms in cna house alone*

You can

Is that necklace of yours

a serpent?” ( U *
This is the song of a woman who has :■ fallen in love with
£iva;

but at the last moment* frightened fey the serpentf she

withdraws her love*

Thereforet this verse may fee regarded as

ancikkuEal*^- utterances in fear** which is one of the
attributes of secular love in early akam poetry*

The damsel

speaks of poison swallowed by Siva and of the serpent worn by him*
”0 Lord I You dwell at Tiruppainnxli where the pond is full
of water and lotus? flowers* and nearby is the grove full
and pnajBfti trees#
mouth la beautiful;

Your form id pure;

your eyes are attractive;

dance with the ghosts*

Ky Lord* why la this?

your
but you

Are you mad?“ (3)*

These are the words of another* perhaps impressed fey his
purity and beauty* but surprised fey his dancing with the ghosts*
*
2
The lovQ**eong about the beauty of Siva say be taken as pukaltal*^

Porifo** cu* 109 refers to as accam nftal*
£E« 127*

•utterances in praise** another of the attributes of secular
akam poetry*
f,0 Lord who dwells in the burning-ground 1
skull and cry out* •! live at Painnlli;
give me a little as alms?
like pearl*

will you please

The ashes on your body shine white

You appear half a woman with beautiful long eyes*

You carry another lady on your head*
our alms;

You carry the human

So ve cannot offer you

walk away” (5)*

This is an excellent example of a love^quarrel;
with which marutaa is associated*

the theme

It can be noted that the

damsel speaks of Siva accompanying two other women* and this makes
her feel that her lover associates with other women*

Therefore*

she refuses to give alms and instead. asks him to go away*
Dorai Bangaswamy interprets this as the words of the damsel viho
was ashamed to confess her love in the presence of the Mother1
Goddess•
”0 Lord you eradicate the viaai of those who sing hymns
daily in praise of you in prayer*

You steal away the

bangles of the damsels whose beautiful hair with the
flowers of kuravu smells sweet*

In this adventure can

you recognise this house even in the dark night?

Are

you capable of walking in and escaping from here?” (6)*
It can be observed that the damsel indirectly indicates her
willingness for utanpSkku*

1the stage of nocturnal clandestine
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assignation1;

which is also one of the love—themes in secular

love poetry*

The poet incorporates this theme very beautifully

into his mystic poem*
In the other verses , Nos* 7t 8, 9 and 101 the attribute
*utterances in fear9 Is presented indirectly by the poet*
A close study of the hymn as a whole reveals that the total
image of Siva is in the mind

of the poet* He devotes many

lines to describing 3iva and

his glories, especially those ofhis

figure, in every verse*

There is hardly

other than the attributes of

any description oflove

secular love themes such as

ancikkfigal, pukaltal* IStal and utanpSkku* which are indirectly
implied in the verses*

Therefore, the presentation of love

themes is merely implicit and is entirely subordinate to the
5
•
•
descriptions of religions themes*
Secondly, there is no evidence of the ladies expressing their
love for ^iva in any of the verses except for the reference in
the TKKt
******araniya vitankarat
minnu nuppital mankaimSr palar
ventik katal mojlnta col*»»
"This is a hymn composed in the form of a speech of the
ladies of lightning-like subtle waists expressing their
lore unto the lord of Panntli and longing to unite with Him99*
,) -,
. !
**
Dorai Rangaewamy suggests that if this hymn is taken as the speeeh
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of a lady-companion playfully putting aside the lover* it fits
in with the conventions of Tamil erotic poetry*
the light of the facte
from Cuntarar's heart*

1

However, in

enumerated above, this is clearly a cry
He considers himself as a woman in

love| and fiiva as the loved onef presenting a state of
unreciprocated love*
Thirdly, this hymn is an obvious example of the poet
employing secular love-themes in a mystic poem without following
the rigid convention© of early akam poetry*

This is clear in

the incorporation of uftalt flove quarrel* a m uripporul which was
associated with the tlgai» ntarutam« and of utanpokku* fthe
stage of nocturnal clandestine assignation1 which was associated
with pSlai in early akam poetry;

but these two themes are

employed together in a hymn which describes the Lord who dwells
at Tiruppainnllit a shrine situated on the north bank of the
river Kaviri*
Furthermore, Cuntarar does not indicate that in any of his
verses the Lord comes along in procession;

but it Is clearly

stated in PP that Cuntarar sang the hymn beginning with the line,
karulaviyat in which the ladies express their love in the form of
an Interrogation when the Lord of Tiruppainnlli comes along in
procession” *^

1.
2.

RPT, II, p.657
fPEKN, &h.
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Fourthly* the poet has incorporated one of the elements
of the love themes, ancikkugal, ^utterances in fear1, in most
of the verses of the hymn, and thus a sense of fear permeates
them*

Ref erring to this, Arugaiva$iv§l KutaliySr suggests

that the reason for the ladies* fear was not the harmful nature
of £iva, but only his greatness and glory*

Therefore the
1

fear itself caused the ladies to fall deeply in love with Him*
Finally, this hymn and hymn Ho* 271 of Appar have certain
features in common with ull, one of the 9& varieties of poetic
compositioni collectively called cipiplrapantam *

These hymns

may have given later poets the idea of composing poems on
ulfi* •poem in kall-veqpg metre which describe how the women of
the seven different stages of womanhood are love-stricken at the
2
sight of the hero as they see him coming along in procession1*
The other akam hymn, Ho *37# will be taken up for examination
when we discuss the hymns concerning ula*
A special feature of the so called akam verses is that
the love themes are introduced in a nutshell*

In two verses,

Nos* 469 and 470 respectively §iva stealing the bangles of the
women and Siva fascinating them by his beauty are described*
Another two verses, Nos* 924 and 926, describe respectively Siva

1.
2*

TFT* Tirumurai. YIX, p.276*
HTIi, Vol.I, p.458.
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stealing the hearts of girls who play with the ball and look
after their parrots;

and £iva being the single object of the

thoughts of ladies and stealing the nectar of their beauty and
chastity*

The lore themes are in fact introduced only in

single lines and the remaining lines are devoted entirely to
describing £iva«

Dramatic expression of love
At times, the hymnists make use of the dramatic method
to describe their love for £iva*

As in early akam poetry, they

introduce the heroine, the mother, the foster-mother and the
companion of the lady-love;

but unlike it, they use the voices

of these characters to express their own feelings*

In the

following pages we examine some of the hymns to show how the
saints have followed the pattern of early akam poetry in their
compositions*;
(a)

The speech of the heroine
Hymn No *362 in Campantarfs Tevaram portrays the pangs of

love felt by the heroine for «$iva*

The lady names the abode

of the Lord who carried away her beauty, her complexion, her
fresh nectar and her heart*
these features further;

The following will demonstrate
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kapkouta cSyalotu erkavarnta kalvar« #the thief who stole
away my eye-catching appearance and beauty* (1)
iraTil pukuntu en elilkavarnta irairar, *the Lord who came
in the night and carried away my beauty* (2)
nanmukam katti nalankavarnta natar» *the master who spoke
of the modesty Of my face and carried away my virtue* (3)
ancurumpar kulal cora ullam kavarntar« *the Lord who stole
away my heart, untying my hair which is full of humming
bees* (4)
erpulku cayal elil kavarnta ifralvar» *the Lord who stole
away the nectar of my beautiful complexion* ((3)
cankotucayal elilkavarnta caivart *the Lord who stole my
bangles and the nectar of my beautiful complexion* (6)
jgaivalai cgra elilkavarnta igalvar* *the Lord who stole
my beauty and caused the bangles slowly to slip from my
wrists* (7)
kacaftai mekalai cora ullankavarntSir, *the Lord vho stole
my heart and caused my jewelled girdle to slip* (8)
etalar cora elilkavarnta iralvar, *the Lord who stole away
my beauty and made the petalled flowers in my hair fade
away* (9)
nalvajai cora nalankavarnta natar« *the master who stole
away my beauty and caused my bangles to slip off* (10)
In this hymn Siva is addressed as kalvar, •thief*, lraivar«
*

'

-

♦Lord*, natar, *master* and caivar, Saivite**

",

Words such as

muksm, *face* (3), curumpu, *bee* (4}t vajai, *bangle* (7), alar«
♦flower* (9) are presented with suitable prefixes;

naot ’modesty*f
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am, ’beautiful*, igai, ’wrists’, etu, ’petal* f respectively*
The

description of Siva who steals ejil» ’nectar* is embellished

with appropriate phrases, iraivalai cora, ’bangles ©lip from
the wrist* (7), ullam» ’heart* with kulalcora, ’untying the hair*
(4), and nalam ’virtue* with nalvalal cora (10) ’slipping off of
the beautiful bangles (10) «

Further, elil kavartal, ’stealing

the nectar* is demonstrated by different incidents, iravil pukuntu,
•entered in the night* (2), iraivalai c5ra, *the bangles slip
from the wrist* (7) and etalar cora, ’the petals of flowers fade
away, (9)*

Again, nll&rkavartal, ’stealing the heart* is

demonstrated by ancurumpar ku^al cora, ’untie the hair which was
full of humming bees* (4) and kacatal tnekalal c5ra« ’jewelled
girdle to slip* (8) and nalan kavartal with nanmukam katti*
’speaking about the modesty of the face* (3), a&d nalvalai cora,
•the beautiful bangles to slip* (10)*
Hymn No*63 is also in a similar vein;

mfi+nalam (1),

an+nalam (4), am+nalam (9), pay+kalal (3). pey+kalaj (5), cey+kalai
(11), and kol+valai (10) are examples of appropriate prefixes.
£iva tasting the nectar (1, 4, 5 and 9), carrying away the
clothing (3, 5 and 11) and making the lady-love sleepless (2 and 7)
are examples of recurrent features in the description.

From the above illustration two facts emerge.

Campantar

repeats the same description of love in the verses of the same
hymn, and has the poetic gift of supplying it with suitable
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prefixes and phrases vivifying them with appropriate incidents.
Thus there is abundant vigour in Campantar’s complexities of
language and he can be classed with the early akam poets *

The

type of presentation Illustrated above is a common feature of
early akam poetry, especially of the poems in Nayjiyai and
Kuruntokai, the poets of that period being gifted with this
poetic style or composition.
Another example of a speech by the heroine to her companion
is the hymn on Tiruttojipuram^

It is a conversation between

the heroine and her companion about the heroine’s loVe.
The
2
companion notices the changes of appearance and so on* of the
heroine, and questions her about her lover.

The heroine replies;

’He is the Lord who burnt Karaaa and carries TJmai in half of His
body as his consort1 (1).

The companion asks further, ’’When

did he take your feminine qualities and whore does He live now?” .
The heroine’s replies are illustrated thus in the hymn;
”He came in the noon, TSgipuram is the place He returned to
after he left me taking away my feminine qualities” (1).
"Togipuram is the abode of the Lord who spoilt my complexion

1.
2.

CamjTev, hymn No.358.
The lady-love’s companion has her say on 32 occasions after she
decides that the heroine had conjugal union with the lover
through the seven indications; scent, appearance, behaviour,
food, forgetfulness, gait and actions.
Tol#» Porul., cu, 112.
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and caused ay white conch bangles to drop” (2).
"Tduipuram Is the abode of the Lord who came in the
semblance of a beggar and stole my heart11 (3).

"Toaipuram

is the abode of Him who carried away my heart by placing
His fingers softly on my body” (8)*

"Toaipuram is the

abode of the prince who carried away my heart” (9)*
"Touipuram is the abode of the Lord who came wearing
garlands and riding on his bull and stole my beauty" (10)*
Thus the poet describes the speech of the heroine;
portraying the Lord who carried away her heart, and telling her
companion of the abode where the Lord dwells.

The references,

penmalkollalt ’taking away the feminine qualities1 (1), cayalkollal, ’spoiling the complexion’ (2)f ullankollal* ’stealing
the heart* (8), cintal kollal, ’taking away the mind* (9) and
ejilkavartali ’stealing away the beauty’ (10) are some of the
attributes of early akam poetry which are employed by the saint
in the above hymn to portray the pangs of love felt by the
lady-love for £iva.
(b)

Verses No. 4, 5, 6 and 7 are missing.

The speech of the companion
Hymn No. 201 in Appar’s Tevltrara may be cited as an example

©f the mystic taking the role of the companion of the lady-love,
and putting his words into her mouth.
hymn is as follows!

A free rendering of the
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"The lady-love feeds her parrot sweet milk and treats it
tenderly, teaching it various words and phrases in order
to send it as a messenger to convey her love to liva with
whom she has fallen in love (4).

She contemplates her

love, pouring out tears, her bangles dropping off as she
grows lean due to the pangs of separation, and longs with
melting heart to unite with him (5)*
loose and her bangles drop off
street

Her garments become

as she gees in to the

to see him coming along in procession (6)* .

She does

not see him there, so she yearns even more for him, thus,
she is saturated with love, but unable to satisfy it (7)«
Pouring out her tears, she thinks of him unceasingly and
blindfolding herself, draws circles on the ground, praying
that the two ends will join in order that she may be
assured of his return (8)*
come.

However, the lover does not

So she longs in vain to be united with him.

With her

hair dishevelled, she cays, "Sweet darling! come to m© riding
on your bull in the evening twilight" (9)*
An examination of the hymn as a whole reveals

that it is

composed in

the form of a speech of one companion of the

ladyin

love to the

other companions.

(6),

The expression nankaimfr

•ladies’ by which the companion refers to the other companions is
' 1

1

‘ *

;.~ -

.

the clue which prompts this conclusion*

‘

,

.

-

•

It may be noticed that

while the subject-matter of the hymn is similar to that in early
akam poetry, it is handled in a more elaborate and satisfactory
manner*

In six verses the poet has brought together some ofthe

meyppStu* ’signs of love’ namely melting in heart, pouring out tears,'
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dropping of bangles« loosening of garments and dishevelling of
hair*

These are some of the attributes of secular loYet which

are transferred to mystic lore in order to symbolise the pangs
of love experienced by the lover of God*
Cuppiramaoiya Mutaliyar is of the opinion that this hymn
is composed in the form of a speech of the mother*^

This view

cannot be accepted because it is not tradition in early akam
poetry for the mother to speak of the love of her daughter so
openly*

Kurucami Tecikar concludes that this is the speech of

the foster-mother|

2

but his conclusion has not been adequately

supported by argument*

The expression nankaimir may also be

interpreted to mean the words of the foster-mother*
(c)

The speech of the foster-mother
The hymns and the verses composed in the form of the speech

of the foster-mother bear witness to the extreme pangs of love
experienced by the mystie for £iva*

This fora of speech is

presented more elaborately by Appar than by Campantar# but it is
absent in Cuntarar *s Tevaraa *

let us now examine how the

traditional treatment of secular love is adopted in Appar,s akam
hymns to disclose spiritual experience through the character of
the foster-mother*

1*
2*

TTPC* III* pp*407^*
m i Tirumugaii V f p * W 5 *
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This class of akam poems la composed in six different forms*
One form of speech in which the foster-mother exclaims about the
heroine*s pangs of lore shows explicitly that the saint is madly
in lore with £irai
"How is it that my daughter has gone mad, haring seen the
lord and fallen in lore with Him and turned into an
incarnation of lore11**
"I begged of my daughter to be at home but she asked m e f
"who are you to instruct me in righteousness^ I will
CL

become A slare to Him"*

2
\

The other form of speech, which describes the heroine
languishing in unbearable separation from her lorer, aptly
indicates how the foster-mother bemoans her daughter’s pangs
of loret and also how she tries to soothe her*
"Only the lord of TirukkaXippalai will understand the pangs
of lore of my daughter who has seen neither His form nor
complexion and who finds no solace in merely extolling his
glories"*^

"She has fallen madly in lore with Sira and

so sings songs in praise of Him and draws circles on the
sand hill (thinking that her lorer will come)***
The drawing of circles indicates not only the heroinefs
pangs of lore but also her longing for union*
Thirdly, a form of speech which illustrates the heroine’s
longing for union with her lorer shows that the mystic state

!•
2*
3*
k.

App»Ter» 120*7*
Ibid** 158*1*
IEI3*, 153il.
Tbil*« 177:*f.
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consists In union between God and his lover*
She cries t "0 my Lord who resides at Kaiippalai do not
reject but accept my love"*^

She be£s of others to show
p
her a path to attain her Supreme Lord*
She proudly says
•*
that "her Lord will come in search of her")
She firmly
believes that "the Lord is her companion even when she dies"*^
She is madly in love, "her mind longing to see Him"*

5

The fourth form of speech by which the foster-mother pleads
for her daughter is emotional and touchingt
"It is right for this Lord to confuse the lady’s mind and
f>
steal her bangles"*
"Hy darling! come# let us go to
the Lord and ask him whether it is proper for Him to steal
your bangles and make you a contemptible subject of public
derison"#
Lastly# the foster-mother reveals to the mother the love
affairs of her daughter tliuai
"She started to speak incoherently)
her lover in solitude)

she utters the name of

and has become mad in her lovev

having seen the Lord coming along in procession"*
Revealing the state of love of the Iddy-lovo is arattotu
*
*
nirral* a turai in secular love poetry*
beautiful use of it in hie mystic poetry*

1 * Ibid., 153s3*
2 * Ibid., 153*8.
3*
It*
5*
6*
7*
8*

IbTI.i 153*6*
Iblf.i 153*9*
I m I.* 153*5*
158*5.
Ibid., 159*3*
I H I . ! 12018.

The poet has made
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These forms of speech clearly show that the presentation
of the speech of the foster-mother closely resembles that of
secular akam poetry)

but in this context the saint considers

himself as a lady in love with Siva and through the speech of
the foster-mother presents his pangs of love# his unbearable
separation and his longing to unite with £iva*

In other words*

the love existing between God and His devotee is expressed in
the form of the utterances of the foster-mother#
foster-mother’s speech is simpler and more lyrical?
early akara poetry*

In these the
than in

In the early akam poetry love is presented

as existing between men and women* and its presentation is
accompanied by elaborate similes and metaphors*
(d)

The speech of the toother
In secular love poetry the heroine’s mother speaks about

the state of her daughter's love?

so also in the context of

religious love* the mystic* simulating a lady in love* expresses
his own love for £iva through the speech of the mother*

Hymn

No*1^2 in Appar’s Tevdram in which a mother speaks about the state
of love of her daughter who has fallen in love with the Lord of
Avatutujjai* bears evidence of this:
She (the daughter) is not holy enough to apply holy ashes
on her body and is unable to hide her love for him who
adorns himself with the river Kankai and wears the crescent
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in the tangle of his hair (1)*

Even though she has not

seen the boundless love of the Lord who wears the orescent*
she has fallen in love with Him in secret and has become
one with him* in her mind (2)*

She cries out* "0 Lord*

half your form is feminine* you stole away my heart?

I shall

say that you are the Supreme* the coti and cutar (3)#
"See how eager she is to obtain the garland of koypai
flowers of the Lord whose throat is like the dark raixt-clouds
and who proudly resides with Hmai" (4)*

Though she has never

been near the Lord who is sweet like milk and honey yet she
says* "the Lord of Avatutugai is my beloved" (5) *

She is in

a state of losing her bangles and cries out* "my Lord who
wears the garlands of konrai* kurilaw and fftnattam" (6)
is proud

She

and not afraid of anyone because of her surrender

to Him (7)*

She complains that the Lord who wears the

crescent and half of whose body is that of a woman* has stolen
her heart* chastity and feminine qualities (8)*

The bangles

drop from her vrist as she cries out* "0 Lord who formed a
column of flame for TirumSl and.Piramaa" (9) ♦

Devoid of any

sense of.shame* she praises Him* tf0 naked Lord who crushed
IrSvanaa*

the king of Lank!" (10).

These are

parts of descriptions of love themes and areqitits

similar to conventional
that the saint

love poetry*

presents secular love in order to reveal his

intensity of devotion to Siva*
referred to as kajavu kaptagsl:^

1*

The major difference is

Ibid** ltat2*

The secret state of love is
her emaciation is indicated by
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the expression, 'bangles drop from her wrist}

her amorousness
p
is clearly shown in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th and 8th verses; her
transgression of the bonds of modesty is spoken of in the 10th.

3

These are some of the physical and mental states experienced by
the heroine during the kajavu form of union*

4

This hymn, though

composed in the, form of the conventional love poem, deviates
considerably from the rigid conventions, as the response of the
hero is not clearly indicated#

It cannot even be taken as

orutalaik kaman as this mystic love say be explained thus: "deeper
bhakti involves reciprocal possession between God and devotee.
God enters the mind of the lover, and the lover, in turn, belongs
to God and surrenders entirely to Him"*

§

H?he other notable

feature of this hymn is that the religious

aspects are presented

in the guise of love themes, for the saint

speaks more of fiiva^

attractive appearance, his glories and his greatness, than the
state of mind of the lady in love*

The tutu hymns
From the Tevaram we may cite certain hymns which fall
into the class tutu, #a kind of poem which

purports to be a

message of love sent through a companion, a bird, etc. to effect
a tryst*♦

The hymnists consider themselves as girls in love

1.
2.

Ibid., 142:6 and 9*
Ibid., 142:3,
5* 7 & 8.

3.

TEH., 142:10.

4.
5.

Tol.,Porul*, cu, 97*
LG, p.149.
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and 5iva as their lover*

and finding the separation from their

lover unbearable, send certain birds, animals, beetles and even
clouds as messengers to convey their love*
In Cawpantar's Tevaram, two hymns, 'Nos# 60 and 521, way
be cited as examples of tgtu*

In the former, the saint considers

himself as a girl in love, and requests a beetle (1), kuruku (2)
a fowl (3)# a crane (4), pigeons (5), annara (6), az^il.
•nightingale of India1 (7)# a kuyil, *hawk-cuckoo1 (8), and a
pfivai (9) to convey to the lover, Siva, the beloved*s pitiful
condition and her unbearable agony in separation*

On the failure

of each of these to act as his messenger, he asks the parrot to
chant the name of his lover thinking that perhaps the sound of that
sweet name would reduce his pain to a certain extent:
"0 my beloved parrot come to net
honey and milkf

Would

the Lord of T^ipuram,
This is a clear instance of

I shall feed you enough

you once utter the holy name of
who adorns himself with the crescent*1* (10)
the poet giving vent tohie own heart-

rendering feelings at this separation frost the Almighty*
In the latter hymn# the saint requests in turn a^ am and
<2)» a crane (3), a kuruku and a crane (5, 6 and 7)|

and a

duck and a crane (8) to go as messengers of his love to the Lord
of Cenkat£ankutl«

Th® way in which Campon tar takes on the guise

of a lady in love can be clearly seen in the words;

n0 crane I
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go and tell the Lord that a lady devotee begged of you to go
t

at least *once to convey her love"*

1

What strikes a reader about these tvo hymns is that the
secular love themes of early akam poetry are here employed to
express the love of the mystic for Siva*

In the former hymn

the pitiful condition of the love-stricken lady is referred to
as nilaimai (1 and 5), the greenishness Of complexion payalai
caused by I o t o sickness is expressed with suitable prefixes as
mey+payalai (9), kur^payalai (7),

ttztt+rysyalai (J);

and the

way the body grows lean due to pangs of love as mulai melital (4) *
In the latter hymn, the pain of love ia expressed in the words
tavira noy (1), allal (2), varuttam (3 and 4), nilaimai (5) and
its** (6) and the public exposure of secret love affairs is
described by the technical term alarkofcsl (9)«
It cay be observed that the saint speaks very often of
payalai, *the greenishness of Complexion**

Referring to this#

Lhavancny rightly points cut that "in early Tamil poetry the pain
of the lover*3 absence is believed to causa spotted marks on the
skin of the lovelorn women*

this belief is transferred to mystic

poetry to symbolise the pangs of love for the God of love"*

p

1* oru afriyal irantal earn orunal cenjyi uralylre, Cam*Tev« 321*7*
Z * Il g , p*i44.
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All these ahe attributes of secular love poetry, and
Campantar has made excellent use of them in two mystical poems
in the form of messages given by the lover of God to messengers,
to be communicated to £iva*

In several respects, these two

hymns of Campantar are quite similar, except for the deity spoken
of in the hymn;

the former is in praise of the Lord of Touipuram,

and the latter of the Lord of Cenkattankufci*

Another aspect

of these two hymns is that Campantar alludes neither to the
incident of Iravanaa lifting mount Kayilayam nor to the •contemptible1
deeds of the Jains and Buddhists, which allusions are regular
features in the other hymns*

This is perhaps because, rejoicing

in sweet love when civam and his soul are united, he sang only of
ecstatic experiences and forgot his animosities*

Therefore it

may be suggested that the saint had an especially close
relationship with §iva when he sang these hymns*

These hymns

may be quoted as demonstrating the fact that when the soul is in
communion with civam it experiences nothing but perinpam.
•heavenly enjoyment••
In Appar’s Tevaramt hymn No *12 may be cited as an example
of tfitu*

To convey his state of love and his unbearable pain

at the separation, Appar asks the kuyil« fhawk-cuckoos? (1),
a kuruku (3), the gentle south wind (4) , a crane <6 and 7) sad
puvai (8) to go as messengers to §iva*

In the form of rhetorical

questions he asks, •having tasted the fresh nectar of my love, will
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he abandon me? (1 and 7);

"having stolen my bangles, will he

fail to give his garland of cassia flowers" (6), "knowing the
day of his tasting the fresh nectar will he abandon kugi.
•trysting place fixed for clandestine lovers to.meet* (2), and
lastly due to his languishing sense of separation he goes to the
extent of declaring, "I shall

never forget him even If I die" (5)«

Two other significant features may also be noticed in this
hymn*

One is that he speaks of his pangs of love to dumb trees

1
from the position of the lady-love, which is a unique feature
p
in secular akam poetry*
The other is kStalilaittal* 'a kind of
superstition said to have been practised by girls in love who are
convinced that their lovers would return if, with eyes closed, they
could draw a circle with their hands'*

Here too, Appar considers

himself a lady in love, and prays to the Lord to make the ends of
a line meet in a circle in order at least to give him the
satisfaction of knowing that his lover will come* (10)*
Three secular love themes, kurikollal, 'rendezvous',
Speaking to dumb trees and kutalilaittal, figure prominently in
this hymn*

In addition, the other lonre aspects are described

in a nutshell but with more

flavour of secular love*

The

companions chosen by the saint as his messengers such as cuckoos,

1*
2.

kaat&kankal muntakankSl kaitaikal neytalkal* Ann.Tev. 12*2*
AN, 351; kali, neytal, 25*
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cranes, puvai and particularly the gentle south wind are the
ones often used as messengers in secular love poetry*
Finally, in Cuntarar's levaram, hymn N o *37 may be cited*
Referring to this hymn, CekkilSr states that Cuntarar sang this
hymn in the form of another's
the Lord of Tiruvarur**’

utterances when he was worshipping

Cuntarar considers himself a lady in

love, and requests kuruku (1), parrots and puvai (2), white cranes
(3, 5 and 8), eakkaravaka birds (4), beetles and clouds (6 and 7),
anuam and cuckoos (10), in turn to go as his messengers to £iva*
The saint in fact expresses his ‘pangs of love more elaborately
than the other two saints*

The portion dealing with love is

expressed in the form of the heroine's speech and runs thus:
"She melts in her heart thinking of her lover (1)*

She

could not forget him, so she could not sleep at night (2)*
She prays towards the direction where he lives and rejoices
thinking of him (3)»

There is no change in her love

towards him and at the same time there is no love quarrel
with him (4)*

She sings hymns in praise of him and searches

for him everywhere (9)*
consumed it (6).

Love has burnt her body and has

Her body has become lean, so the bangles

drop off from her hands and her garments loosen (5) •

No

one support© her and there is none to befriend her (8)*
The greenishness of complexion has spread all over her breasts
and has spoilt her beauty (7);
state of love*"

1.

PPEKN, 305*

and thus expose her sweet

25?

Verse No *2 is exceptionally elaborate in its treatment
of love*

A free rendering of the verse runs thus*

"0 white crane I may you tell the Lord of TiruvSrur how I
cannot forget him, how the bangles drop off from my hands
as I grow lean day by day from the pangs of separation
and how I spend sleepless nights thinking of his love"*
It may be observed that the hymn describes the state of
love with special reference to the convention relating to
kaikkilait^ 'unreciprocated love as one-sided', because the
lover's response is not indicated*

Cekkilar himself states that

Cuntarar sang the hymn beginning with the line kurukukal paya
p
k&ifckllal »
The love theme in the above hymn is presented
in the last two lines of each verse in a most elaborate setting
preceded by the other two lines In which the messengers are
described in the first line and §iva as the beloved in the second*
The love-quarrel and the tigai, kaikkllal are two significant
features of this hymn*

The genuine flavour of secular love in

this hymn is perhaps the outcome of two causes*

one is that the

hymn was composed at a later date, when secular love themes were
introduced more in mystic poetry, and the other is that Cuntarar
himself had a romantic personality and had two wives as depicted
in PP.

2.

Tol*,Porul** cu* 53*
PPEKN, 305*
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The foregoing analysis as a whole points to three
conclusions*

Firstly, all three saints composed tutu hymns

which are quite similar to one another in poetic pattern and
subject-matter*

Secondly, these hymns are perhaps the earliest

tutu poems composed in the verse-form patikam * and they are
single units entirely devoted to tutu*

Therefore, it may be

suggested that this poetic pattern perhaps prompted the later
poets to compose the pirapantam, tutu, one of the poetic
compositions of 96 varieties, in an elaborate and descriptive
manner *

Thirdly, it has also been shown how the poets have

incorporated secular love themes in their religious hymns to
express mystic love*

Poems Concerning affection among animals and birds

In early Tamil akam literature there are several poems
in which the poets depict beautifully the love affairs and family
ties of animals and birds*

The hymnists too describe, in some

of their verses, incidents portraying the love and family
affinities of animals and birds, while singing the glories of
Lord Siva*

In early akaa literature it can be noticed that the

descriptions are mostly set against a background of human life and
the experiences of the day to day life of the heroes and heroines
of that age*

But in the Tevaram it is m i n l y against a background

of the life of the saints who lived a pious and religious life
associated with God*

This difference can he observed even in

the poems about the affections of animals and birds, both in
early akam literature, and in the love

verses of the Tevaram*

In the incidents involving animals and birds in the TevSram,
the love theme is counterbalanced by the religious truths built
around these stories*

Some of the verses about animals and birds

may be cited as evidence of this facts
(a) l!The Lord of the Devas, riding on his bull, destroyed the
three castles of the Acurar*

He dwells at TiruvannSmalai

where the long**trunked wild elephant wanders calling his
tconsort, and looks for her all over the mountain, *

At

last being fatigued and exhausted he sleeps at the side
of the mountain"**
(b) "The Lord who crushed Iravanao, the king of Lanka and
applied the holy ahses all over his body, dwells at
Kucumpala in Kuccalam, where male and female elephants
carrying a cluster of honeyed flowers of kongai on their
foreheads worship £iva"*^
(c) "The Lord who swallowed poison as If it were ambrosia
through his sacred throat when the Devas approached
him crying out, "Lord save us", dwells at the mountain
in Tirukka^kuti where the male wild elephant plucks an
abundance of young bamboo shoots and feeds its consort"*
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(d) "After bathing in the temple tank before sun-rise, the
long-trunked elephant carrying flower© in his trunk
and followed by the females, offers the flowers in
worship, according to fiaiva doctrines to the Lord of
Tirukkaflapper, which is surrounded by groves of flower
gardens*

The shelter for the devotees is the holy
*
feet of 5iva and nothing else"*

(e) "Those who worship by meditating deeply will attain the
holy feet of the Lord who has at the same time one and
several appearances and whose abode is Mt* Kayilayam,
where a female elephant perplexed in the dark, runs
along the slope and reaches the foot of the mountain with
its calf after searching for her consort all over"*

2

In the above verses, Campantar describes the life of the
wild elephant while praising the glorias of Lord £iva*

Verses

(a)t (b)* (c) and (e) are composed with special reference to the
mountain region, and verse (d) to the pasture lands*

The

description is tinged with a certain amount of artificiality*

In

the first three verses, three Quranic legends, the destruction of
the three castles of the Acurar, the crushing of Iravaaaa, and
the swallowing of poison, are in turn the predominant themes*
It is therefore, apparent that the puranic legends depicting the
glories of £iva were in the mind of the poet when he sang these
verses I

1.
2.

and in such poems the theme of love Is entirely subordinate

Ibid#, 284tl*
Tbld*» 68*5*
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to the puragic legends and to the connected Saiva theology*
The male elephant wondering about in search of its consort,
the male and female elephants together offering flowers in
worship, and a male elephant feeding its consort with the
abundant young bamboo shoots, are the love themes observed
in the verses*

These themes are only secondary to the more

significant religious aspects*
Verses (b) and (d) contain more religious aspects*

In

(b), besides the puranic legend depicting the glories of l§iva,
the elephants offering kongai flowers in worship are portrayed
and thus the religious theme and the love-theme are blended
together*

In (d), the poet emphasises the importance of temple

worship by citing the example of an elephant couple*

He points

out that even the elephants worship God according to Saiva
doctrine, viz, bathing in the temple tank before sunrise and
carrying flowers for worship*^

The male elephant offering

flowers in worship followed by the female is a love theme which
is tinged with religious flavour*

Campantar observes that the

female elephant walks behind the bull because it is a traditional
custom in the Tamil country even at the present time, for the woman
to walk behind the man*

Further, in (c) it is seen that §iva

swallowed poison for the sake of those who came to him for their
safety, just as the male elephant feeds its consort*

1.

CVV, II, p*77.

In saying
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this, the mystic thinks of his love for God, and long3 to be
united with him in the confidence that the Lord will hold his
in union.

i

?iruvau$£malalv Kucgal&m, Tirukkackuti and mount Kay ilayam
are all mountainous regions*

The poet also lays special

emphasis on elephantsf which are usually associated in literature
with mountainous regions*

Therefore It is reasonable to

conclude that these regions were full of elephants during the
Tevaram period*

At present however there are no elephants in

most of those mountains, the reason perhaps being that the forests
were cleared as more and more people came to worship the local
deities and villages and towns grew up around the shrines*
We can be sure that this happened in TirukkSfcapper, which
must have been pasture land full of wild elephants during the
time of Campantar*

It oust have developed into a village because

it was a holy place and thus the fohest around the shrine, was
cleared, and the elephants killed or driven away*
Moreover, the love-themes in the above five verses, except
for the religious import, are similar to those of the akam
anthologies.

The line, pitivayil velvetirin mulaivarik

*
1
karunkaliyanal kotukkua, H h e dark wild male elephant feeds his

consort with abundance of the young shoots of bamboo* is similar

!•

Cam«Tev,
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to the line pitiyuttlp pinuauum kaligu, •the male elephant
which drinks

1

water only after feeding the female* of Kali*

Let as now examine come of the verses concerning the
life of monkeysi
,fA female monkey with its baby jumps over the bamboos
after quarrelling vith its consort and climbs the peak
of the hill of CIrSppaJliw *2

*The knjjmrafi# *®&le monkey1

eats and enjoys the remains of the pulp of the jak fruit
dropped by the manti# •female monkey1 after she had
plucked and tasted them at KurumpalS in Ku^ySlam” «
female monkey after wandering about in search of edible
fruit for her consort# takes the lead in worshipping the
holy feet of the Lord of Tirumutukuncaflu”^
*At Tiruppokkoliyflr t* female monkey after wandering ell
over the slopes of the mountain in search of edible fruit
in order to obtain them# finally worships the imperishable
Lord# (AviaSci) pouring water and offering flowers in
5
prayer three times a day# morning# noon and evening11*
All the above four occurrences portray the love and

family

ties of the monkeys# the first two dealing entirely with fconjugal
love* and the last two with conjugal love# with slight religious
colouring*

Though the poet exaggerates the love affairs

slightly in his descriptions# they contain features common to
the life of the people of that age*

1*

Kali*# m a i k k a l i # 11*9*

2*
?•

Ca^uTeVj 9^*2*
Ibid»« 20712*

H*

Cun»Tev> 4j*8*

5*

irbld** 92<7*

In the first incident# the
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poet refers to fital, *love quarrel1 of an *open wedded love1
in the life of the monkey*

He suggests indirectly that the

female monkey climbs the peak of the hill in order to commit
suicide*

Jumping from a mountain to commit suicide because of

disgrace| dishonour9 shame or indignity was a habit in the Tamil
1
country and this is referred to in the Halafciyar as varaipaytal»
•the act of self-immolation committed by throwing oneself down
from the hill top1*
The last two occurrences reveal the nature and the manner
in which Siva worship was conducted in those days*

It is quits

clear from the last two verses that* during the Tevaram period*
worship was conducted to obtain material comforts*
poured and flowers were offered in worship*

Water was

2

Appar says* ”1
3
never forget pouring water and offering flowers in worship” *
We shall also quote some of the descriptions about the
behaviour of birds*

There are descriptions of peacocks* cranes*

parrots* aanam and pigeons*
The peacock clamours wishing to dance with its consort at
•
k
TiruvalankStu*
The peacocks and peahens embracing each

Zm
3*

Kalativgr* 3^9*^*
nocciyam paccilaiySI nuraitlg puaalgl tojuyar*
calampuvotu tupammagantagiyeii, Apptfrev, 1*6 *"*

4* CamtTeVt 43*^*

CuntTev* 98*3^
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•

X

other dance at the elope of the mount Kotunkumam •

The

family affinity of the male cranet who lives without
parting from his consort, makes Canpantar feel more in love
with Siva, and he begs the crane to go as a messenger
to the Lord of Tiruccenkattankuti to convey his pangs of
2
love.
Another touching manifestation of love is seen
in the description of the male and female parrots flying
together to the millet fields to gather ears of corn to
feed their little ones on having seen them leaving the
3
nest and climbing the branches.
C&mpantar is also moved
by the male and female annam which wander about without
5
5
parting from each other;
the male dances with the female^
and both sit on the lotus embracing each other

The deep

love of the female kuyil and of the male kuyil are also
depicted in some verses*
The female kuyil dances with her
7
consort#
The male pigeon climbs to the top of a tree and
g
calls his love.
Most of these descriptions, though not in the akam hymns,
describe the courting behaviour of some of the birds.

Moreover,

these incidental descriptions add vivldity to the religious spirit
of the verses.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

It is therefore probable vthat secular love was

Ibid.. 14*2.
Ibid.. 321*6.
Ibid.. 250*4.
Ibid.. 321*2.
IbTd.. ^2*8.
Ibid.. 377*9.
Cun.Tev. 10*7.
Ibid.. 30*6.
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introduced by the hymnists into some of their hymns to express
religious ideas in such a way as to make their faith more
impressive and appealing to the common people*^

1*

Some grammarians too make use of secular love themes in
the poems illustrative of the grammatical rules; for
instance Taofci uses it in almost all the verses to illustrate
the figures of speech in his work Taptiyalankaram *

Chapter Five

THE ALLUSIONS TO PITRANIC STORIES IN THE TSVARAM

Of the various aspects of religious significance seen in
' v
S!£Zl£S*
emergence of the rmranic legends throws
a flood of light upon the heroic feats and glories of £ivat
portraying him as the highest of all Hindu gods*

The Saivites*

belief that those who speak of £iva or even think of his heroic
feats and glories, will be endowed with spiritual illumination,
perhaps arises from the recurrence of puranic allusions in
religious works*

The highest human goal for true 3aivites is

perhaps to understand philosophically the inner meaning of the
puranic legends and come to unity with Siva#

But the inner

meaning of these puranic legends has rot so far been fully
explained philosophically*

On the contrary, they have generally

been interpreted according to the whims and fancies of the
interpreters*

Though it is not intended to dwell here upon

analysis of the philosophical interpretation of puranic legends,
it is the task of modern philosophers to spiritualise the
fictitious elements in the legends by means of such analysis*
In this connection one nay agree with Narayana Ayyarfs
statement*
"The acceptance of Siva as a personal god must have had
the natural consequence of making some regard Siva as
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the highest of all gods, attributing to Him qualities which
would be denied to other gods.

It was such an attitude

of mind that was responsible for the growth of a number
of legends about fiiva, and also Viecu, which were later
on included in the epics and the pur anas»

Though these

are only legends in which fact is bound to be mixed up
with fiction, they cannot be rejected as entirely
valueless.

On the other handf they happen to be most

valuablet especially when there is no other source of
information available, to show the trend of popular
i
opinion” . “
These preliminary comments made, we may now examine some of the
allusions to Tmraslc stories in the Tevaraau
A study of these allusions suggests that they are the
main technique used by the saints to portray £iva as a superior
god and his nature as one which bestows unrestrained grace on
his devotees.

The eight heroic feats of J§iva and some of his

tiruvilaiyatal, ‘sacred amusements1 are alluded to very often
in the Tevaram.

In fact, there is hardly any hymn without

such an allusion, especially in the hymns of Campantar.

It is*

surprising to note that if these references are left out, there
is little remaining of several Tevaram verses.

Dorai Bangasvaoy

rightly points out that, ”The literature of this age as
distinguished from the literature of the cankaa age is characterised

1.

OEHS, p.59#
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by its wealth of references to the puranic and ether mythological
stories”

Two noteworthy legends
£ivafs crushing of Iravauaa and the story of Piramaa and
Tirtraal searching for the top and the bottom of the pillar of fire
are the two noteworthy legends referred to systematically in
the Tevaram # The former is referred to mostly in the 8th verses
and sometimes in the 9th of the hymns of Campantar and also
in the last verses of most of the hymns of Appar*

These

allusions deserve special analysis as the saints adopt a
systematic manner of presenting them to illustrate various
aspects of the £aiva religion*

The following analysis of the

different types of these allusions will demonstrate this fact*
Allusions referring to the incident of IrSvanan lifting
*

the mountain and Siva punishing him occur very often*
differ merely in their use of varying synonyms*
allusions the saints perhaps

2

They

By these

emphasise the fact that those who

commit wrcngs will be punished by §iva*

In other words, the

saints preach from a moral point of view and advise everyone
not to commit mistakes because God will punish them*

1.
2*

RPT, I, p.189.
TO*Cara, III, 38855-74

TO.App, II, l?2:12r15

Because
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these admonitions occur in several hymns, it may be suggested
that the saints considered them important.

A number of

references in this category may be cited for Siva eliminating
the Spavam of Xravauaa#

Though the word auavam is not used it

is represented by varying synonyms such as tigal, anmai, vali,
1
viral, tarukku, viram and so on#
These allusions are used to
preach the fact of the illumination of the soul by God#
darkness of gyavam is dispelled by divine grace.

The

The great

message of the saints is the grace of 5iva#
The type of allusion which speaks of jSiva showering
grace on Irav&uaa portrays the action of the pure grace and
a

love of Siva#

These allusions emphasise the fact that even

those who commit mistakes, If they realise their mistakes and
worship Siva with devotion and love will partake of his grace
Appar promises a number of benefits of worship against the
background of this story#

4*

This is the most significant story

and that may be the reason why it Is mentioned in the greatest
number of hymns#

Some of the allusions to this

legend speak

of &iva bestowing material comforts on IrSvapaft such as giving

1.
2*
3*
4*

TO.Cam, III, 388*5#
TO .Cara, III, 338* (15) |
Supra, Ch.I, p*33.
Infra, Ch*VII, p* 37^.

TO* A pp. II, 172*17#
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him a sword,
chariot ,

1 blessing hiu vith long life* 2 granting him a

and so on#

It is interesting to compare these hestowings of Siva
vith the liberality and munificence of the kings and chieftains
mentioned in early Tamil poetry#

Kailasapathy states that

patronage towards bards and minstrels was considered the
solemn duty of princes and noblemen;

their liberality and
|l

munificence was one of the cherished ideals in the Heroic age#
So too, in the Tivdran period, did Siva shower material comforts
as well as spiritual blessings on his devotees for their
deep and unceasing devotion#

Cunt&r&r prays to j§iva for various

material comforts such as a lotus flower made of gold* a svord
made of gold, a silk scarf, rice and curry with ghee thrice a
e
day, and perfume#
So it is no wonder that CSkkilSr attributes
to Cuntarar the miracles of obtaining 12000 pieces of gold,**
transforming bricks into gold

*7

and receiving heaps of paddy,

all with the grace of lira*

1.
2.

3*
k.
5*
6,
7*
8.

TO.Cam, III, 333»22j TO.App.
TO .Can. Ill, 3£8:26j TO. Apr-.
T O .Can, III, 388j24.
THP. p.217.
Cun.Tov, 46ilO.
PPEKW. 106-107.
PPEKH. 50*
PF-EKi?. 10-22.

II, 172tl8(3).
II, 172sl8(l).
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We may cite some references in the hymns of Campantar
in which certain other aspects of the i§aiva religion are
mentioned in connection with the Iravauafl legend#
(a) "When the arakkan lifted mount

Kayilai, Siva crushed

his head and hands with his sacred toe;

then gave him

a huge sword when he prayed to Him chanting the five
sacred letters"^
(b) "(Siva) who appears holy with glittering sacred ashes
crushed his (IravauaQ's) body as well as his ten heads
2
along with their huge crowns"#
(c) "0 lord I

you crushed the crown of the arakkan who

lifted the

Kayilai with his mountain-like shoulders,

and showered grace on him for the sweet music that he
Sang with melting heart".

3

In reference (a) Iraranaa chanting the five sacred letters is
mentioned as well-as the other incidents#

There are two other
k
similar allusions in the hymns of Campantar#
NamaccivSya
is the sacred lettered mantiram of the Saivites, so the saint

perhaps emphasises the importance of chanting this mantiram
in these allusions#

In reference (b) the saint speaks of the

holy ashes applied to Siva's body#
two other hymns#

1#
2.
3#
4#
5#

5

Similar allusions occur in

Holy ash is one of the sacred signs of the

Cam,Tev, 377*8#
Ibid,;34-2*8#
Ibid#,71:8.
Ibid#,307:8 & 280:8.
I b H #,320*8 & 278:8.
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Saivites and it may be suggested that the saint merely stresses
the significance of the holy ashes in these references*
reference (c) the emphasis is on sweet music*

In

There are ten

1
other similar allusions in the hymns of Campantar and also
p
a number of references in the hymns of Appar*
The hymnists
find delight in describing £ira as a lover of music and request
devotees to sing to Him sweet music with melting heart*

What

the saints want to emphasize in this type of allusion is that
the devotees who sing sweetly In praise of Siva will also be
granted divine benefits*
The allusions which have been examined so far have shown
conclusively that the saints, especially Campantar, adopt a
systematic pattern in referring to the story in order to emphasise
not only the greatness, the glories and the unrestrained grace
of Siva but also some of the salient aspects of the
religion*

Saiva

The reason for these recurring allusions will be

examined later*
let us now examine the allusions to the story of PIranian
and Tlrumai searching for the top and the bottom of the pillar
3
of fire*
These allusions occur mostly in the 9th verses

1 * TO.Cam, III, 3881I6 .
2* TO*App« II, 172*17.
3* For a detailed account of this legend see atimuti tetum
pajalam in K P .
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of the hymns of Campantar •

Appar refers to this story in every

one of the verses of his hymn Ilinkapnranat tirukkuguntokai«^
and also in a number of other hymns*

2

There are 39 allusions

3
in Cuntarar's Tgvaram.
Kef erring to the allusion in the 9th Verse of hymn No*l
of Campantari CekkilEr says that the saint alludes to this story
because he wanted to emphasize that §iv& bestows grace only on
those who worship Him and not on others*
interpret things differently*

The jSaivites, however,

They argue that the formless

cannot be seen by those having fora, however high the form itself
may be*

In the story, 2§iva is described as a pillar of fire and

Piramaa and Tirumal as a swan and a boar respectively*

According

to the &aivltes, the pillar of fire is formless, the swan and
boar having forms*

One may argue that the pillar of fire itself

is a form f but the Saivites explain that the form of fire la
entirely different from the physical forms of the universe*

The

fire Is the agent that effects destruction of the physical forms
of the universe*

Therefore they argue that as a pillar of

fire, Siva is superior to the boar, Tirumal, and the swan, Piram&n*
Thus this story shows Siva as the Absolute, the greatest power#
This is one of the stories which asserts Siva's superiority over

APP*Tev, hymn No*208.
2* TO*Apipi I, 64**
3* TO*Cun, 7o.
4-* Supra, Ch*I, p* 34-.
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all other Hindu gods*
The two puranic legends which have been examined so far
are predominant in the Tevaram, especially in Campantar*s
TeVaram»

By the former legend * Campantar portrays Siva as the

embodiment of love and grace f

by the latter, he describes Him

as the Absolute, the greatest power*

These two are the dominant

themes in the 8th and 9th verses of his work from the beginning
to the end*

Begarding these recurring allusions, Narayana Ayyar

has an entirely different views
"The critical reader often feels the repetitions of these
puranic details to be sufficiently wearisome, and since
they do not convey nny new meaning, many of the songs
have to be read with impatience;

and the only pleasure

gained in doing so is the beautiful rhythm and the
exquisite music of the words*

TJiub it is clear that the

conquest accomplished by him was not an intellectual
conquest at all"**1
Though this conclusion may to a certain extent be acceptable,
it is not completely true*
First, we should not forget the circumstances under which
the saint composed these hymns*

The hymns were sung at a

time when the Tamil country was under the grip of the Jaina
religion and as such the minds of the people were perplexed

1.

OEHS, p*34-3
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and confused*

Therefore, the saint must have thought that It

was essential for hln to emphasise the superiority of j§iva and
the salient aspects of the ialva religion repeatedly to make
a sufficiently strong appeal to the people*

Moreover, the

hymns were sung about different shrines, located in different
places and on different occasions*

It was therefore necessary

for the saint to repeat the glories and superiority of 5iva
in the hymns sung at each place*
Secondly, one of the reasons for Campantar composing the
hymns was to induce the people to
worship*

chant them in their daily

It is impossible for people to chant several hundreds

of hymns in daily worship $

they can sing a hymn or two,

sometimes possibly a verse only*
have thought that alluding to

Therefore the saint must

these stories in every hymn

would give everyone a chance to recall the glories and greatness
of &iva*

At the same time we should not forget that these

hymns were sung when the saint visited these respective shrines*
What is Important to point out here is that the saint, as ve
have shown in our analysis, referred to this story in a
systematic manner, which helped him enormously to compose the
hymns extempore*
Thirdly, it has been shown in our analysis how the saint
alludes to the story vith slight variations in order to illustrate
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its different aspects*

Therefore Narayana Ayyarfs conclusion

that Campantarfs accomplishment was not an intellectual one is
not acceptable*

It is a fact that Campantar* vith a band of

enthusiastic friends and followersf was partly responsible for
almost completely wiping out Jainism as a religious force from
the Tamil country
oyer*

He also argued vith Buddhists and von them

All this was accomplished successfully by Campantar

through the genuine literary flavour of the finer poemsv and by
his intellectual approach of putting forward the essential
aspects of the Salva religion*

Dorai Rangaewamy concludes:

"The Tgygram poems.are mainly lyrical outpourings of the
heart of the poet* and the stories are referred to to
express the subjective experience*

They have, therefore*

to be related to the subjective experience of these stories
by the poet*

They have a significance to the author and
%
it is this that has to be studied'**

The eight heroic feats
The TevSraa hymns are rich in allusions to the feats of
liva* especially the eight heroic feats:

the cutting off of the

head of Piramau* the conquest of Antakacuraju the destruction of
the triple castle* the destroying of the sacrifices of Takkau* the

1* HTI* p*80.
2* PPTC > 904-25*
3 * RPTg If p*l83*
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conquest of Calantaraa, the skinning of the elephantf the
burning of KamaQ, and the conquest of the god of death*

There

are eight shrines renowned as the scenes of each one of these
feats| namely Kaufciyur, Kovalur, Atikai* P&ciyalur, Vij;kuti,
Valuvur, Kucukkai and Katavur respectively*

In support of thisf

the Saivites cite a verse of unknown date and authorship*^
Dorai Rangasvamy states that, n£iva is said to have performed
eight great heroic feats in eight different places within the
Tamil country, which suggests an attempt at looking upon the

2

feats as the feat3 of Tamil land,r.

The hymnists often find delight in describing Siva as
attamurtti, 'Lord of eight forms'*
hymns in

There are also a number of

which the saints speak of Siva as vlrattan and his abodes

as vlrattam*

Th® eight scenes of Siva's

referred to in Apparfs works*

3

heroic feats are

Campantar describes the places

as attanam enru otiya nalirantu, 'four times two which were known
as attanaffl' •
hymns of

The phrases, virattam and virattaflara occur in the
5
Cuntarar also*
From these, it appears that the

Sanskrit

terms vlra skthana and aet* vlra
were respectively
- — — ,slithana
■y
,

given as vlrattanam and attavirattanam, with the shortened forms
virattam and attavlrattam during the Tevaram period.

1.

2.
3»

Fuman ciram kanti* antakan koval, puram atikai«
maman pariyal, calantaran vigkuti, ma vajuvur
kaman kurukkai, yamap katavur, intak kaciniyil
temannua kongaiyum tinkajum cutitan cevakame*
iiPTj I. p.loO.
App,Tev, Z8kt2.
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The description of the eight scenes of Siva*s heroic
feats is also confusing*

Appar enumerates the eight shrines as

Ka5tiySrf Katavur* Atikait Valuvur* Pagiyalilr* Kpvalur* Kujukkai
and K5ttittalkkuti*^
*

But the last shrine is missing in the eight
'

shrines listed in the verse referred to above*
speaks of the Lord of Vickuti as vlrattan*
the shrines mentioned in the above verse*

Campantar* however,
Vlgkuti is one of

Therefore* three

alternative conclusions may be drawn from this analysis*

One is

that there was a tradition in which Kottittaikkuti was known as
the scene of diva's conquering Calantar&gi

another is that

Kottittalkkutl and Vigkufci are one and the same;

and the third is

that Kotiittaikkuti might be a textual corruption or scribal error
of later times*
We may now pass on to examine the eight shrines in the
light of the hymns, and also allusions to the stories found in
the other hymns*
Two hymns are extant about Kagtiyur* one by Campantar and
x
one by Appar*
Campantar addresses the Lord as vlrattan
and His abode as virattam (11)* but Appar does neither*

£iva*s

heroic feat of beheading Piramag is alluded to in both hymnsr
k

2*
3*

|

i£2jl£L* 28fci2 *
Cam,Ter, hymn No*244*
Ibid*, No*296 and App«Tev« 93*

.
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Tlrattaii of Kajjtiyurl for the sake of the celestials
you have taken off the head of Ayag and delighted in
1
making it a bowl in which to have your meal” *
"Every
one knows that the Lord of Kagtiy^r* yho holds the musical
instrument (yal) in his hand beheaded the Creator (Piramaji) •”
Apart from these two allusions* this story is alluded to in
23 places in Campantar•© hymns, 30 places in Appar and 3 in
Cuntarar#^

The story clearly shows the superiority of Siva

among the Trinity of Gods*

The Creatorfs intoxication of power

was cured by Siva when he ordered Bhairava to cut off hie head*
Kovalur is said to be the site of 5iva#s heroic feat of
conquering Antakacurag*

Two hymns are extant about this abode*

4

one by Campantar and one by Appar *

(Though neither of the hymns

alludes to this story, Appar addresses the Lord as vlrattan
while Campantar calls the abode vfrattagam»

There are* however*

a few passing references to the heroic feat in other hymns*
We may cite some of them:
”0 Lord! you destroyed Antakag with th© fire trident*1^
"Tou pierced Antakag to death with the trident”^

1* CamjTevj 296:6*
2*
3*
3*

App,Tev, 93*3*
T0*Cam* I* 91* T0*App« I, 53(7)I TO*Cun* 6l(7)*
Cftm «Tev, 236 j App,Tev, 69*
Cun,Tev, 9:2*

6*

ApptTev, 296:9*
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"Destroyed Antakag vith your trident”
"He who killed Antakag with the fire trident"

2

"He who killed Antakag pierced him vith his trident"
These allusions express the same idea using different synonyms*
The word antakan in these references may refer to the god
of death as well*

But the word culam, 9trident* is the only

clue that allows us to conclude that they refer to £iva
destroying Antakacurag*

Another noteworthy feature is that

the allusions to this feat are shorter as veil as fever than
the allusions to the other seven feats*

This tends to suggest

that this legend was not as popular as the other seven

during

TevSram period*
The destruction of the triple castle is attributed to
the lord of Atikai, and 18 hymns are sung in praise of Him*
16 by Appar and one each by Campantar and Cuntarar*

4

story is alluded to in hundreds of other hymns as well*

This
It is

remarkable that apart from the 16 hymns, Appar also composed
6 single verses and a whole hymn narrating the story in detail*
This is perhaps because of his admiration for the lord who had

g
cured his dreadful disease*

1#
2*
3.
4*

5*
6.

Cun.TeV, 16:2*
App*Tev, 176i9*
Ibid#, 509:5*
App,T5V , hymn Nos* 1, 2 , 10, 24, 25 * 26, 27, 28, 104, 166, I67,
Zlbf 217, 218, 219 & 220 { Cam,Tev, hymns No *46 and Cun«Tev>
hymn No*38*
App,Tev, 14:5, 59:2, 73:7, 84:1, 113*3 & 185*5 and the hymn
No*117*
PPTN, 70, 71*

The inner meaning of this legend is interpreted as £iva
purifying the three malara, *impurities or evils in the

g o u I 1;

namely Sgavam| fthe source ot darkness and impurity*, kanman
or vinaif
pleasure*|
power1*

•the cause of action which results in pain and
and mayai, *matter in its obscuring or entangled
TirumSlar makes it clear:

"The ignorant say that th© very Primeval Being r a bearing
the river in his braided red hair (Siva) destroyed the
three castles1
three malam*

Three castle? mean ; the operation of the
Who thinks that (He) destroyed three castles"

Appar proclaims that Siva destroyed the castles because of His
love*

2

>
Siva is the embodiment of love*

Anpu and civam are

not different things, but are one andthe same*
"The ignorant think that love andcivam
are
—

two different

things, they know not that love is civam"*
iiva, civam and anpu are synonyms for that which dispel the
three malam*
The heroic feat of destroying the sacrifices of Takkaa
Is a symbol of God9e grace*

The Salvite tradition is that

this feat took place at Paniyalur*

There is one hymn (No*134)

sung about this abode by Campantar*

He addresses the Lord as

virattan* but there is no allusion to £iva destroying the

1*
2*
3*

Thus the story is given a ^aiva slddhgntist explanation*
Tlrumantiram, 329*
.
App*Tevg 90:3»
Tirumantiram, 257*
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sacrifices of Takkaa*

The most striking feature in the hymn

is the elaborate description of the two other heroic feats of
Siva, namelyf the destruction of the triple castle (6) and the
burning of Kama& (3)*

This Is in addition to the usual allusions

to the stcry of Sira crushing IrJhra^a^ (8) and the story of
Piramaa and TirumSl (9)*
There are several passing references in the Tgvaram which
describe the various punishments meted out to those invited
**
to the sacrificial ceremony*

Intira&’s shoulders were cut off#

2
t
the body of Karufcaa was mutilated # Cantirajj was kicked to death #
the teeth of Curiya$ were plucked out,
TirumSl were cut off,

5

the heads of Piramag and

and Yamag's legs were broken off*

incidents are also described elaborately in KP*

6

These

It may therefore

be suggested that apart from the material in the Skanda Purana«
these Tevaram expressions enabled Kacciyappag to describe the
Yaka cankaram in his KP*
above indicate clearly

Furthermore9 the allusions enumerated
the hymnists* delight in portraying

£iva

as the highest of all the celestials*
Siva*s unrestrained bestowal of grace on those who were
punished at the yaka is also describedt

1.

App+Tev» 26519 f 244:2, 301:3# 263:8 , 245:8, 289:10} Cun.Tev*
inrri7*5*
2* App»Tev»266:8, 239:3, etc*
3* Cun,Tev,l6 :6 f ApptTev« 239:1*253:5, 265:9# etc*
Cun,Tev, 17:6, 31:7, 9:7* 26:3;
App»Tev« 243:4, 239:1# etc*
5 . App.Tev*198:2 , 253:5. l4:?# 165*5# 19872, 14:7, 253:5*
App,Tev, 266:2, 309:9*
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wThe Lord who dwells at Mankalakkuji vith His consort
whose hail* is adorned with fragrant flowers, destroyed the
1
great sacrifices of Takkaa anddiovered immense grace**
110 Lord I

You killed the king of the birds and gave life

back to him".2
"0 Lord I you bestowed grace on Cantirajj on the day you
3
destroyed the sacrifices of Takkaa”*
,f•»«.destroyed completely the glories of the sacrifices of
4
Takka^ andpowered immense grace”*
These allusions portray the superiority of £iva and his nature
of unrestrained grace*

Xt may also be interpreted as Siva

purifying the auavam of those celestials and bestowing spiritual
illtmination and everlasting bliss upon them*
The heroic feat of 5ivafs conquest of Calantaraa,
according to Saivite traditionv took

place at Vickufcl*

We hay#
5
only one hymn by Campantar in the Tev£ragi sung about Vifckuti*

Though the saint addressee the abode as virattam the puranic
story is not alluded to in the hymn*There arc* however,

a

number of references to the story in other hymns, seven in
Campantar, twelve in Appar and two in Cuntarar*
are fewer than those to the other heroic
conquering of Antak5cura&*

6

These references

feats except the

This prompts the suggestion that

1* App,Tev, l86tl#
2 . Ibid »V'266 »8 .
3 . Ibid.. 65s5«
k. Ibid., 300:^.
5« Cam .Ter, hymn N0.2W .
6. TO .Cam. I. 881 TO.App. I, 55(*0 and TO.Can. 6l(4).
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either this legend was not popular during the Tevaram period
or the hymnists did not regard it as a legend of as much
importance as the others*

A striking feature is that neither

the hymn nor the allusions provide us with evidence to conclude
that this heroic feat took place at Vigkuti*

Indeed Campantar

alludes to two other heroic feats of 5iva in the hymn about
Vitkuti* £iva swallowing the poison (k) and his skinning of
the elephant (9), besides the usual stories of Siva crushing
IrSvapaa (8 ) and that of Piraina& and TirumSl (9)*

What is

important to notice in this context is the absence of the
heroic feat of lira conquering Calantarajj in the hymn*
Another of the eight heroic feats of $iva is the flaying
of an elephant and wearing its skin as a shawl*
according to tradition, took place at Yaluvur*

Valuvur is a

Vaipputtalam«^ so it has no hymns sung about it*
feat is mentioned very often in the Tevaram *
elephant, an embodiment of evil*
shape that &iva conquered*

This feat*

This heroic

Gajasra is an

It is this demon in elephant

Dorai Eangaswamy*s interpretation

of this story may be rights
HThe whole story of the elephant has like other stories
a mystical significance*

1*

AppyTev, 28318, 284*2

Arurar asks, what is the import
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of this flaying of the elephant?.

TiruvalJuvar speaks of

conquering the elephants of senses vith the goad of knowledge.
The black elephant of a deceitful world* becomes in the
end the white elephant of knowledge, as experienced in
the last episode of Srurar, true to the message of TJnmaivilakkam that the three malara themselves become sat, cit
and ananta aspects of mokga11.
The conquest of Kamaa is one of the eight feats of Siva
as remembered and cherished in the Tamil country*
heroic feat is said to have taken place at Kupikkai*

This
Two hymns

i
2
of Appar § Nos* *f9 and 50* are extant about this shrine*

Each of

the extant verses of these two hymns contains a different puranic
story other than that about the conquest o f ICaman*

It is

striking that instead, it is the conquest of the god of death
traditionally attributed to the Lord of Katavur, which is
described elaborately in one of the verses*

3

There are a number of references to the conquest of
Kamaa in other places in the Tevaram however#

The expressions

such as ’burner of Kamaa’, ’One who burnt the body of Kamaa’$
’He who burnt Kamaa to ashes’ and ’You burnt Kamaa with your
eye', occur often in our source.

KamaQ is described as kamatevan,

b
5
•Lord of love’, kamavel, ’king of love*, perelilar kamavel,

1.
2*
3*
b.
5*

BPT, I, p.351*
Hymn No*50 contains only two verses.
App,Tev, kyiZm
Cun,Tev, 3*f:9*
Ibid*, 6i2*
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•surpassingly beautiful king of love*,^ kolattag kunaivillaiu
•one who does

2
not lack in beauty1, etc.

His flag is portrayed
3
as the splendid flag with printed makara fish;
his chariot is
described as the gentle south wind;

if

his bow is said to be

5
6
made of sugar cane and his arrows to be flowers.
Similar descriptions also occur in the early and later
akam poetry where Kamaa is personified mostly as a god of
surpassing beauty creating the desire of love in the minds of
the lover and the loved.

But in mystic pootry Kamaa is always

portrayed as one who creates lasciviousness and so he is
considered to be an enemy to religious illumination and the
attainment of heavenly bliss.

Fence, the mystics praise 5iva

for his destruction of Kamaa while the secular poets extol
Kamaa for his long life and propogation of love.

Therefore the

inner meaning of this heroic feat of Siva is perfectly clear,
7
it is the conquest of the passions.
Hence, it is no surprise
that the saints often speak of Siva as kSma nacaa, ’mortifier
of the passions’, kamag kayntar, ’one who consumed Kamaa’,
kama takanan, ’the one who burned Kamaa1 and so on.

2.
3.
*f.
5*
6.
7*

Ap-p,Tev, 289:9*
Ibid., 269:10.
Ibid., 311?4.
Ibid., 17619.
Cun,Tev, 9 s M
16:9; App,Tev, 135:2.
Cun,Tev, 9:^; I b i d 16:9.
Tirunantiram 332.
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Lastly, the story of K£rkka$t$yar is very popular in the
Tamil country*
age*

There was a poet of this name in the cankagi

It is assumed by many that VaJJuvar also refers to this

story*

According to Puranas* Siva conquered the god of death
•9

1

for the sake of his devotee Markkautiysrf

£aivite tradition

attributes this feat to the Lord of K&taVttr*
There are five hymns about Katavur, three by Appar and
one each by Campantar and Cuntarar*

The heroic feat is alluded

to in each hymn and we may cite the following i
(a) ttIt seems that virattanar of Katavur kicked the god
of death for the. sake of Kagkkautajj11*
that VTrattRft&y Conquered the go!

death at KatavfEr,f*^

(c) ft0 Lord I you killed the god of death
7
life to magaiyon (Karkkaufcan)11.
References (a) and (b)
Katavdr*

(b) l!It seems

and gave long

show that the heroic act took place at

Reference («) shows that there are two purposes for

every act of godf

one brings destruction and punishment and

the other brings purification and grace*
punished and released from ignorance
He was subdued

and purified*

The ged of death was

and intoxication of power*

Harkkanteyar was saved and granted

a long life*

1.
2*
3*
4*
5*
6*
7*

PN, 365*
TK* 269*
See Markkaateya patalam in K»P*
ApptTev j'31 * '1^0 & 107t Cam*TeVt 266 and Cun*TeV* 28*
App»Tev* 31*9*
CamtTev; 266i2*
Cun«Ter, 28 j3*
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It is a significant feature that Appar addresses Sira

1
by referring to His holy feet*

The hymniits often cay

that the devotees pray at the holy feet of &iva, offer flowers to
them, sing hymns in their praise and surrender themselves
to them*

The holy feet are usually described as showering grace

on devotees*

But in the above-mentioned hymn they are referred

to in order to illustrate SivsAs wrath against the god of death*
Nevertheless, this wrath itself is instrumental in bestowing
grace on the devotees*
The hymns enumerated and analysed so far reveal two
significant facts*

Firstly, it has been noted that it is only

the three shrines, ICa^iySr, KatavEr and Atikai that are
mentioned in their respective hymns as the scenes of particular
heroic feats of Siva*

Secondly, in connection with

three other

shrines, the saints allude to one or more of the eight heroic
feats irrespective of whether they were the ones attributed to
the particular shrine*

There are no hymns sung about Valuvur,

and no heroic feats mentioned in those about Kovalur*
The following facts have come to light*

The slaying of

the elephant, the destruction of the triple castle, and the
conquering of the god of death are mentioned in hymns about
Kautiyur, in addition to the feat of Siva cutting off the head

App*Tev,

107j1-10

(last lines)*
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of Piramag traditionally associated with this place*

In the

hymns about Katav&r* the burning of KImag and the slaying of
the elephant are mentioned in addition to the traditional feat
of 5iva conquering the god of death#

Apart from the destruction

of the triple castle f all the other seven heroic feats are
alluded to in the hymns about Atikai*

Jtone of the heroic feats

are referred to in hymns about Kovalur*

The destruction of the

triple castle and the conquering of Kamag are mentioned in the
hymns about Pagiyalfir*

The conquering of the god of death and

the flaying of the elephant are described in the hymns about
Kugnkkai and Vigkuti respectively but not the traditional heroic
feats*

From this analysis it is not possible to conclude

definitely that £iva performed the eight heroic feats in those
particular eight places*

The only evidence is that the hymnists

refer to those abodes as vlrattam or vlratt&nam and the Lord as
virattan#

But this would have come about whether or not the

Individual feats were performed in their traditional locales*
The hymns about these eight shrines may be tabulated thuss

Shrines
1*
2*
3#
4-•
5*
6*
7*
8*

Kautiyur
Kovalur
Atikai
Pafciyalur
Vi£kuti
Valuvur
Kucukkai
Kat&V$r

Cuntarar

Campantar

Appar

1
JL
1
1
•
mm
1

1
1
16
m
■»
2
3

*
1
•
mm
1

6

23

2
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From the above analysis several more facts emerge*
saints sang about all eight shrines#
each about sis different places*
about a total of five places#
two#

None of the

Campantar sang one hymn

Appar sang twenty-three hymns
Cuntarar sang one hymn each about

As there are no hymns sung about Valuvurf either it was

not popular during the Tovar am age or the hymns have been lost#
Atikai has the greatest number of hymns and therefore it was
probably the most popular shrine#
The total number of allusions to £ivafe eight heroic feats
may be tabled thus:*

Heroic feats

Cun.Tef*

Cam#Tev#

AasiSas-

Cutting off the head of
Piramag

Zk

31

8

Conquest of Antakacurag

k

5

2

31

5k

9

7

12

2

117

120

k5

72

112

21

120

162

35

Destruction of triple
castle
Destroying Takkag*s
sacrifice
Conquest of Calantarag
Flaying of the elephant
Burning of Kamag
Conquest of the god
of death

very many

* This Table is prepared according to the survey of CenkalvarSya
Pillai# For details see TO ♦Cam, I# 85**92; TO#App* I t 53*l~8l
TO#Cun* 6ltl-8#

From this table, several facts are clear#

There are most

allusions to each of the eight heroic feats in Appar’s Tevaram*
This clearly exhibits his greater

liking fordescribing the

eight heroic feats of Siva*However, in proportion

to the total

number of his hymns there are more allusions to certain heroic
feats in Cuntarar’s Tevaram than in the works of Campantar or Appar.
This shows the literary tendency to move more and more to puranic
materials and the Sanskrit originals.

The destruction of the

triple castle is referred to in the greatest number of verses
by all three saints}

so it must have been the most popular

legend in the age of Tevaram#

The flaying of the elephant, the

burning of Karaag and the conquest of the g;od of death must have
also been popular legends as they were each alluded to in a
great number of places.

The conquest of Antakacurag and of

Calantarag, which are mentioned only in seme verses, were perhaps
not so popular as the rest of

the legends.

The sacred amusements of Siva
The tiruvilaiyatal or the sacred amusements of Siva are
some of the other puranic stories alluded to in the Tevaram *
These stories are elaborately narrated in TVP, a purapam by
Parancotimugivar on the 6k amusements of Siva at Haturai.
striking contrast is that the sacred amusements of Siva show

The
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mainly His unrestrained showering of grace on his devotees
whereas the heroic feats portray particularly His superiority
over all other Hindu gods#

We may take up for investigation

some of the allusions in our sources to these amusements*
The story of liva appearing as virutta ktimSra pglar Is
referred to by all the three saintsy in four places in Campantar*s

1
Tevaram» six places in Appar and one in Cuntarar •

These

allusions occur in passing in different places and convey the
same meaning in each place and do not describe the story clearly.
The saints in these allusions either praise live for his unrestrained
bestowal of grace or merely refer to His appearing in the form of
an aged person* a youth* and then a baby*

Though these allusions

may be taken as evidence for the occurence of this sacred
amusement* there is no indication of some of the most important
events of the story* such as the birth of fGaurl* her parents
giving her in marriage to a baehelor-student of Vaicnava religion*
the miraculous opening of the door* Gaurl feeding the old
brahman with delicious food* her in*»laws putting her out of the
house* and lastly Siva taking Gauri into Els service as described
in the TVP.2

1.
2.

TO.Cam. II, 263»7| TO.App. n , 129:9 and TO.Ctm. 176:5*
tor details see Tlravilaiyatal Mo.2? In TVP»
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This puranic story brings home to the masses a simple
significant truth ^ i§iva*s unrestrained bestowal of grace upon
his devotees who with sincere devotion* delight in treating the
&aiva bhaktas with delicious food even under the most difficult
circumstances#

Such treatment of the bhaktas is considered to

be a virtue in a |aivite#
kufcimaga nayagSr

1

Some of the devotees* namely Ilaiyag-

and KSraikkSlamraaiyar

2

who are said to have

attained eternal bliss through such deeds may be cited in evidence
of this fact#

Secondly* none of the allusions describe the

degrading of the Vaifgava family and the Vaicoava cuit as portrayed
in the TVP In which the rivalry between the two sects* £aiva
and Valeu&va* are more clearly expressed#

This story constructed

in such a manner as to suit the people of his time* is perhaps
Parancotimuaivar*s own creation#

In fact the casual references

are barely sufficient to fill out the story as related in TVP
and thereby one comes to the irresistable conclusion that the
story must have been Parancotlfs own creation based on material
gathered from the Sanskrit purapas #
There are a few references in the hymns of Campantar and
Appar to a Tamil literary academy and to Siva’s sacred amusements (TV)
of appearing as a poet at the Cankam in Maturai in order to give

1*
2#

See PP* Ilaiyankutiaara nayanar puranam#
See PP* KaraikkaTammaiyar puranam#
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a

(geld coins tied up in a piece of cloth) to his devotee

Tarumi*

1

A reference to this is clearly made in the hymns of

Appar:
w0 Lord!

Yon appeared in the cankam as an eminent poet
2
and rewarded Tarumi with a bag of gold11*
"

This allusion tells implicitly of a literary academy in the
Tamil country and refers to the TV of Siva who appeared in order
to

grant his protection to Tarumi who worshipped Him with devotion

and sincerity*

Campantar too clearly states that J§iva established

*
3
a cankam at Maturai when he says maturait tokai akkinin*
means 'assembly,
The references

collection* association* school1* etc*

cited aheve

and

those ifi the

Tokai

k

commentary on

IAP may perhaps have helped Parancotimuftivar to construct a
story in the TVP under the caption Tarumikkno porkili alitta
patalam*

A story about the cankam is mentioned in the commentary

on XAP« a grammatical treatise ascribed to the 7th or 8th
century A*IUf although its origin must be earlier, and it probably
5
contains material as old as that in the Tol*
Though it states
in an elaborate and systematic manner that the three cankam
together lasted for a total of 9»990 years and that an aggregate

1*

Por detail see Tiruvilalyatal No*52

2* App;Tev* 289:3*
3*
4*
5*

Cam»Tev* 512:11*
BED, S.V.2861, p*229«
l T A # p.ll*

TVP*
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of 8*598 poets, including a few major and minor gods* took part
in their proceedings, the story of Siva appearing with a hag of
gold for the sake of his devotee Tarumi is not mentioned in the
ZAP*

Harr, referring to the stories in the TVP and the

commentary on ZAP comments t
"Strong tradition in the Tamil country says that the poets
who 'contributed' to the eight anthologies, and the others
of PattuppSttu and Tol», lived in an age of one or more
literary academies, centred latterly on Katurai, the capital
of the PSntiya kingdom#

The main sources for the tradition

of cankam are the TVP of ParancotlmuQiv&r and the commentary
08 IAP".
The question of which work was the first to mention the cankam
becomes significant at this point*

If Wakklrar is the commentator

of the TAP* then It must contain the earlier reference to the
cankam, and consequently its contents, apart from the references
in the TevSram, should have provided Parana5tlmuQlvar with
material for an elaborately detai led account of the academy and
the TV of Siva appearing In the guise of a poet In order to help
his devotee#
Kailasapathy, referring to the statements in the ZAP,
comments that nXn the absence of epigraphical and the other
material evidence to corroborate the statements In the story, it

!•

Ibid*, p.4.
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Is true that auch of it is useless to the historian** *^

The

references in the TSvaram however reveal the existence of an
> ~ 'C
academy at. Maturai, though facts have been mixed up vith fiction*
Two allusions in the hymns of Appar deserve special mention *
(a) "The lord, holding the holy book and the sacrificial grass
in his hand* lives at Vicaiyatnankal, having tJmal at His
9
(b)

side| as the unblemished vacakar sings in praise of Him"*
1■
t
Kutamula nantlcanai ygcakanSk kout&r

Some scholars interpret these two allusions as referring to
Mffgikkavacakar and cite them as evidence of the saint having
lived before the Tevaram hymnists*
ambiguous*

In fact, these allusions are

In the formerr the word vacakar, may be interpreted as

fantanar who sing in praise of Siva**^ In which case it does not
refer necessarily to Mauikkavficakar *

In the latter, the phrase

as a whole may be interpreted In two ways:

Siva took Nanti as

the player of His musical instrument or £lv& caused Nanti to be
born as VScakar*

Thus the allusion either means that Nanti was

taken as the player of the musical instrument kutamula* *large
hemispherical loud-sounding drum1 by Siva or that Siva took
Nanti* a player of the musical Instrument kutamula* and caused
him to be born as Saint Hanikkavacakar*

1*

THP* p.2*

2*

AEEiZSI* l84il*

£*

Ibid** 309sll»
'
TPT* Tirumugai* V f p.402*
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There are further allusions to TV of Siva*

Two refer

to his transforming foxes into horses,^ and the other to him
carrying sand on his head at the bank of the river Vaikai*

2

Appar describes the Lord of Tiruvarur and of Tiruviiimilalai as
transforming foxes into horses*^

Siva carrying sand is expressed

as vaikait tirukkotiniagator ticamum, fthe cause for you standing
k
at the bank of the river Vaikai* •
We may also cite a few references to some of the other
sacred amusements of Siva*

There is a phrase in a hymn of

Campantar which describes Maturai as being overshadowed by four
clouds*^

It possibly refers to the sacred amusement of Siva

covering the city of Ilaturai with four clouds for the sake of
his bhakta* the king of the Pajjfciya country*

This story appears

6

in the TVP, under the caption# Nanmatakkutalana patalam*

Cuntarar

alludes to three other sacred amusements of Siva, namely the feeding
of milk to the little piglets^ which is described in the TVP as
I
8
papgikkutikku mulal kotutta pat&lam, the assuming of the guise of the
king to rule the Pastiya kingdom

1*
2*
3*
hm
5*
6*
7*
8•
9*

o

which io mentioned in the TVP as

For detail see Tiruvijaiyatal Ho*59 in TVP*
For detail see Tiruvilaiyatal No.6l in TVP*
App,Tev, 4:2; 125:8*
App,Tev, 231:9*
Cam,Tev, 7:5*
Tiruvilaiyatal No*19*
Cun,Tev, 97:10*
Tiruvilaiyatal No *4-5•
Cun,Te v , 3^:ST
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Tirumapap patalam*^ and the selling of bangles in the guise of a
2
5
Merchant« which is stated in TVP as Valaiyil rirra patala«»
The references in the Tevaram however do not relate the puranic
stories explicitly*
There are two other allusions in the hymns of Cuntarar*
one describing the second TV and the other the sixteenth TV of
Sira*

The second is the dispelling of the curse of the white

elephant and is alluded to thus;
n0 Lordt I surrendered at your holy feet as soon as I heard
that the four trunked elephant was returned to its former
status and also obtained eternal bliss when it worshipped
7ou with deep devotion* •♦•*f*
The sixteenth TVf $iva illustrating the inner meaning of the four
Vedast is referred to thusi
w0 Lordt what is that grace of yours that graced those who
listened to your commentary upon the four Vedas when you
illustrated it**.5
In the TVPt the former story is given the captiont Vellaiygaaiocapamtirtta patalaa.^ and the latter that of Vgtattukkupporul
arulic oeyta patalam»f

1*
2*
?•

Tiruvilaiyatal Ho *5*
Cutt*Tev« 45*9*
TXravljUtiyatal No#52*

5*

Sun.Ter* 99*5*

6m
7*

See Tiruvilaiyatal No*2 in TVP*
See Tiruvilaiyat'al No*l6 in TVP*

4* CunVTeVi 65*7*
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All the amusements of Sira alluded to in the Tevaram may be
summarised thus*

Campantar refers to ten stories in a total of

1
nearly twenty references;

Appar mentions nine stories in a
2
total of sixteen references; and Cuntarar alludes to seven stories
in a total of seven references*

3

The hymnlsts hare referred to these sacred amusements in
their hymns perhaps in order to portray the nature of
unrestrained bestowal of grace on his abject devotees*

j§ivafs
Furthermoref

the stories portray some of the significant virtues of the
£aivites, which were preserved and practised by the Saiva bhaktas
even under the most impossible circumstances*

It was by these

Virtues that they Obtained religious illtimihation and eternal
bliss*

The analysis made so far also reveals that the number

of the sacred amusements of Siva alluded to In the TevSram is
less than one third of the number compiled and illustrated by
Paraneotimugivaj* in his vork9 the TVP*

It is therefore obvious

that Parancoti must have gathered all the material for his workf
except the material for the cankam and the connected stories,
from the Sanskrit puranas especially from the SkSndapurSua, and
not from the Tevaram *

1.
2»
5«

TO#Cam, IXt 26j*
TO.App. II, 129*
TO.Cnn, 176•

Parancotimugivar himself mentions that the
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work TVP is based on the eighteen pur&haa of Sanskrit literature
It is further stated that he composed the purlpam on the 6k
sacred amusements of £iva in Tamil9 at the request of prominent
people, basing these on the original works in the language of
the North#

However the possibility cannot be completely ruled

out that It was the references in the TevSraa that prompted him
to think about the sacred sports of £iva, and subsequently gave
him the idea of writing a puranam based on the Sanskrit originals,
or at least upon an earlier Tamil model or a shared tradition#
Another factor to be observed is that the references to
the sacred amusements of Siva in the TivSram are comparatively

few in comparison to tho allusions td thi feigkt celebrated
exploits of Siva#

One is therefore led to conclude that the

hymnists delighted wore in singing about 5ivafs heroic deeds,
than in singing about his sacred amusements#

The hymnists

perhaps thought that portraying Siva as a superior god would
appeal more strongly to the mind of the people end thereby prevent
their conversion to other faiths, especially Jainism#
It has been seen from the above that the number and variety
of references are proportionately greatest in the hymns of
Cuntarar, who lived later than Campantar and Appar#

2#

5ZE* Payiram t 24#
Ibid#, 24 and 25*

This shows

3 02

again the literary tendency to move more and more towards the
puranic material and the Sanskrit originals which were more
widely used in the poetry composed under the patronage of kings
in the 11th and 12th century#

Referring to the literature

based on puranic material and Sanskrit originals, Karr sums up
thus:

"Most literature of this period is religious and is

inspired by puranic material or based on Sanskrit originals*
This period may be said to commence with the composition in
the 7th century of the earlier Tevaram hymns and to close with
the poetry composed under the patronage of kings in the 11th
and 12th centuries” *^

Some other important allusions
fiiva*s bestowal of grace on His devotees in repayment
for their sustained penance and the heroic deed of Kurukajj
and Tirumal are some of the other important puranic legends
referred to in the Tevaram*

Allusions to these are comparatively

few in number and most of them are shorter and less detailed
than allusions to the puranic legends investigated so far*
us examine some of the allusions to the first sort of legends
referred to above*

Let
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iiTafB showering of grace on Arnccim&g for his sustained
penance is alluded to in a few hymns*
”0 lord I you granted pacupataa to Aruccu&aa"

1

110 lordt you in the guise of a hunter,chanting the sacred
rnantiram* granted to Aruceunan the bow and arrow# the flag*
>
and a huge chariot” *

‘

” " r

"""

These are passing references and do not describe the story in
detail#
The nuranio story of £iva bestowing a sea of milk on the
sage ttpamanau for his penance is alluded to in two places:
”0 lordt

Tou bestowed the sea of milk to the baby (Tjpamannu,-

the son of Viylkkiraka)"*^

"Because of the milk of

Kamateflu tasted by the baby {Upamagnu) which had rare
penance, lord, Tou gave him the sea of milk when he cried
out for it"***
Siva granting the cakkarappatai to TirumSl for his
illustrious puja is referred to in a number of verses in the
TgvSram and we may cite two of them}
"0 lordt you bestowed a discus (weapon) on TirumSl when he
plucked out his eye to replace the missing flower from
among the thousand with which he was worshipping the lord
5
who holds the river in his tangled hair"*

a*
J,
4*
5.

App»Tev# 7ll0*
Ibid*# 50:1*
I bid.. 1C7«6.
I b H * . 169«6.
M . , 49«5*
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"0 Lordt our shelterII (You) bestowed on Tirumal, who offered
hie eye in replacement of the missing flower from the
thousand with which he was worshipping the deadly discus
with which he cut asunder the heart of the arakkaq
(Calantaraa)"•*
In each case the story is narrated in detail and a verse as a
whole is devoted entirely to the account*

Two facts are made

clear from the descriptions*

One is Tirumal#s worshipping of

Siva with devotion and love;

and the other is Siva’s showering

grace on Tirumal*
The puranic legend of Parvati performing penance in order
to marry 5iva, and £iva being moved by compassion to marry her,
is also referred to in the Tevaram»
"0 lord of the celestialst

Lord with the third eye It

having seen the penance of the lady who has fragrant
flowers in her hair and breasts like tender coconuts,
and having fully realized her goodness, you approached
and married her, bestowing the gifts that she longed for"*

2

All these legends appear in the originals, the Sanskrit
puranaa, and describe the dedicated penance and sincerity of
devotion shown by Aruccuuaa, Upamauuu and Parvati*

Hence, these

legends may be quoted to show the unlimited grace showered by
Siva on those who perform penance towards Him in order to

1*
2*

Ibid., lA-slO.
Cun,Tev, 16*1.
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achieve some pursuit in life through perseverance and dedication*
The 1 allusions to the legend about Tirumal depict three significant
aspects, one is Tirumal*s dedication cf his body in worship
in order to achieve his pursuit, another is Siva’s superiority
over Tirumll and the third is the significance of worship with
flowers*

All these reflect the nature of Salvism ae depicted

in the nuranas of Sanskrit literature, which dominate to a great
extent the work of the hymnists*
Let us now examine the allusions which describe the heroic
feats of Murukag and Tirumal*

Cuntarar refers to the heroic

feats of Murukag conquering Taraka& and killing of Ciir&g*
"The holy one (Siva) created Kuruka& who fought with the
mightiest acuran, Tarakaa, and destroyed him"***"
”0 Lord I

You are the father of Murukaa who killed CHr

(when he appeared in the guise of a mango tree) in the sea"*
These are passing references made by Cuntarar while describing
the glories and greatness of Siva*
The heroic acts of Tirumal killing an acuraft when he
approached him in the guise of a crane, and His conquering of
Ira$iya$ are the two noteworthy legends referred to in the TSvSram*

1*
2*

Ibid*, 16*9.
Ibid., 64:6*
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"He who split the mouth of the (seura^) and also
disgorged from his mouth the world that (he)
swallowed”
11««*Tirum21 who appeared in a pillar of stone and
destroyed Ira&iyag who could only be killed by a finger
nail".2
The former is used in describing Tirumal as the incarnation
of iSiva$

and the litter is used to describe the puranic story

of Piraisaa and Tirumal searching for the top and the bottom of
the pillar of fire#
All these allusions, though they refer to the respective
heroic feats of Nurulcan and Tirumal, ere used to portray the
superiority of £iva,

Kurultaj

described as the son of

Siva and Tirumal is portrayed as either the incarnation or
subordinate of Siva,

It is therefore apparent that all the

allusions to the puranic legends in the Tevaram are calculated
to describe the gre&tneas and superiority of Siva over all
the other Hindu gods and also to impart abstract truth and
dogmas to the masses#
The foregoing analysis of the allusions to the puranic
stories under different sub*titles, taken together, point to some
inescapable conclusions#

1#
2*

Ibid#, ^0*1#
App,Tev# 297*2#

Firstly, elements of the Sanskrit

3 07

pura*?as found their way into Tamil poetry*

The 5aivism expressed

in the Tevaram is predominantly based on the doctrine riven
in tho nnranas of Sanskrit literature*

Therefore it is not

surprising that tho two great religions cf India, iaivisn and
Vaigaavism, claim the eighteen Sanskrit purana3 as the repositories
of their own doctrines*

!5arr is right in his conclusion that

most Tamil literature of the early medieval period is religious
and Inspired by puranic material and based oa the Sanskrit
o r i g i n a l s V a r a d a r a j a n claims that the proportion of loanwords
from Sanskrit in the works of the hymnists is between 1 0 % and
15% . 2
Secondly, it has been established that the allusions to
various stories are proportionately more in the hymns of Appar
than in those of Campantar*

This is evidence that he had a

greater fondness for purable material and Sanskrit originals*

He had no distaste for the Sanskrit language or Aryan culture, as
he describes 5iva as "Sanskrit, Tamil and sweet music",^ and
the "Sanskrit language of the North, the Tamil language of the
South and the four holy books of the Hindus",

1*
2*
?*
k.

ETA, p*l*
Varadarajan.M, Molivaralacu. p*109*
i£Ei22£’ 131*3*
Ibid., 300:1.

k

and "Aryan and

f#9
c e n t a m i l " H e also speaks of 5iva as muttamil or the throe-fold
classification of Tamil and nSamarai* or the four holy hooka*

2

He says that §iva watches over both the Aryans and the Tamilian®
All these are clear proof of Apparfs acceptance of the Aryan
language and culture and of its blending with the Tamil language
and culture during the TevSram period*

Kamil Evelebil states

that "it is importantf however* to appreciate the fact that
Sanskrit literary works are an integral and intrinsic part of
the literary heritage of the South and Sanskrit was the language
of learning and higher culture throughout South India* though*
of course* to a different degree in different parts of the South*
and in different periods11*

Purn&lihg&m Pillai makes the same

point* with greater emphasis* when he sayss
"Leaf and flower* and water served to worship or do pgja
to the linkaw or symbol of Siva;

sacrifice was all

important to the Aryans who accepted the feaiva mode of
worship and blended it with their own*

At such a time the

words* vet am and magai came to be promiscuously used*
antaftaa and piramaoan became synonymous* and ariyam and
centamil cane to he regarded as tongues of equal rank
or status"*

2*
3.
bm
5.

5

£ £ £ • * 259:10.
Ibid#* 236:9*
Ibid#* 236:5#
tl*

p.155*

|

t
!
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Therefore* it may be suggested that because of the inclusion of
puranic elements in the Tevaram m it appealed more poignantly
to the hearts of the people than it would have without them and
was regarded as equal to the Vedas*
Another aspect is the inner meaning of the puranic legends*
the iSaiva SiddhSnta concept of the trinity of ultimate principles*
pati# pacu and pScam»

It has been noted in the foregoing pages

that the eight heroic feats interpret Siva's destructive force
as being used for the sake of bestowing illumination and
everlasting bliss#

For instance the three castles are compared to

the three malam and their destruction leads to purification#

I

Thus the puraaas come to play a significant role in the religious
life of the people of the Tamil country during the Tivaram period*
being the instruments through which simple dogmas and abstract
truth were taught to the masses.

A critical reader will therefore

find these puranic stories to be exquisite food for thought since
they convey a new meaning of the doctrines of J§aiva Siddhanta#
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Chanter Six

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COMMON HYKNS

The study of the potuppatikamt •common hymns’ of the three
saints is of paramount importance and extremely interesting#
Those hymns present a complete and unified picture of the
divine grace of Siva* state a number of salient doctrines of
£aivism and give evidence of the genuine spiritual experience of
the three saints*

In short* Saivicm has its best exposition as

a living faith in these hymns#

The unique feature of these

hymns is that they are not composed in praise of any specific
shrine and therefore have come to be regarded as common to all
the shrines*

They are appropriately called potuppatikankal*

the case of a few

In

of these hymns Cekkilar does not refer to them

in PP and hence we are unable even to assign them to any
particular period of the saints’ lives#
A suggestion may be made at this stage about the naming
of these hymns*

The name potuppatikam by which these hymns are

usually known in modern times is not mentioned by NampiySut&r
Kampi or CekkilHr*

Neither does this name appear in the older

manuscripts and publications* the hymns being referred to in them
either by their subject matter or the refrain or certain words
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and phrases taken from the verses.

1

The hymnists probably

adopted theee devices to refer to some of these hymns and
subsequently CekkiJ,ar too probably followed that method of
referring to them in descriptions of the life history of the
saints in PP#

There can bef therefore no room for any doubt that

the term potuppatikam is not used by the hymnists, but is a creation
of the publishers and commentators of a later date*

I
Seven hymns in the Tevdram of Campantar, Nos* 116, 175* 221#
280* 298, 507 and 312, have been noted as common hymns in several
recent publications.
tirunllakantam.

Hymn No* 116 is naned after the refrain

This hymn, according to PP, was composed by

Campantar to eradicate the disease called paninoy from which the
*
3
devotees were suffering at Cenkun^Cr*

Though the hymn is

Credited with miraculous power, the extant verses contain no
evidence of the name of the

1*

£•
3.

disease paninoya of the devotees9 being

One of the older editions, namely Tevarappatikankal* a collection
of the hymns of the three hymnists, edited in 1917 by Ca$riukam
Filial, does not mention the name potuppatikam but refers to
them either by the subject matter, refrain, or certain words and
phrases.
All the later editions, however, mention the name
potuppatikam with their original names*
For example in the
Seven Tirumugai published by Tarumaiyatiflam, each Tirumurai
separately under the name Tevarappatikankaj contains ihe term
potuppatikam at the top of each hymn and the original names in
small script in brackets under it.
For details see the Table No.3(a).
PPTC. 335-36.
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healed by the hymn, or even of the name of the place of the
incident mentioned in PP.

Unfortunately, however, the seventh

verse is missing and ve are9 therefore, unable to decide
conclusively whether or not this hymn was sung with the intention
of curing the disease panincSy#

It can however be observed that

the hymn contains an oath sworn by the saint in each verse that
•sin will not be able to come into contact with those who worship
the holy feet of £iva* •

The oath is uttered with the word

tirunllakantam, which is one of the names of iSiva, and by which
the hymn is also named*

This oath in the hymn must have

contributed to the growing practice among Saivites of invoking
Siva as witness to an oath*

In additiony two salient themes,

namely worshipping with flowers and performing pu.la to the holy
feet of £iva, are described in most of the verses#

Again, this

may have led to Saiva Siddhanta followers of a later date
expounding and formulating them as doctrines of the &aiva religion*
In the TKK, heavenly enjoyment is promised to those who chant the
ten verses of the hymn#

All the above mentioned aspects of the

hymn may perhaps have prompted Cekkilar to credit it with miraculous
power and attribute to it the incident of Campantar healing the
disease at Cenkuggur even if this was not referred to in the lost
verse No#7*
Hymn Nos# 280 and 307 have also been named after their refrains#
According to PP, the former was sung with the intention of making
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the brahmans at Clkali realise that the pancakkaram is the
source of all the mantiram;^

and the latter was composed before

the saint merged with the cot! or brilliance of the deity at

2
TirunallUr with his chosen bride9 but it makes no mention of the
descriptions in PP in any of the verses.

Both hymns exemplify

the significant aspect of the sacred fire-lettered mantiram« which
may perhaps hare made CSkkilSr associate the hymns with miraculous
incidents«
The significant difference between the Pancakkarap patikam
and Namaccirayap patikam is that the sacred fire letters are
glorified in the former by each verse ending with anceluttu« 'five
letters'*

and the mantirawt namacclvaya is extolled in the latter

by each verse ending with namacclvaya.

It can be observed that

the refrain in all the verses of the former except the TKK, is
ancelnttm but the hymn is* however* named after pancakeara, the
Sanskrit translation of the Tamil ancejuttu.

This naming was

most probably the work of the later commentators and editors
because Cekkilar himself refers to the hymn as anceluttin tiruppatikam.
'the sacred hymn of five letters* •

It can, therefore* be suggested

that the phrase pancakkaram must have appealed more to these
commentators and editors than the Tamil phrase anceluttu.

1.

PPTC* 266.

2 • YETcf•« 1246—4-8•
3. YbI5.» 266*

This is
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evidence of tho strong traditional belief that existed among
some of the Saiva scholars that Sanskrit was the language of
God.
A novel way of presentation
namaecivaya can also be observed

of the ancejuttu

and the

in the respective hymns*

The

former is glorified against the background of the descriptions
of various benefits of chanting the 'Five Letters*•

We may cite

some of these:
nThe sacred Five Letters kicked the god of death when he
came to take the life of Markksqjteyar* a devoted bhakta
of Siva” (1)*

"Whether they are nallavar, (those who do

good deeds in life) or tiyayar* (those who commit sins in
life)* the Five Letters will clean their malam namely fiaavanu
(egotism)* karmfi, (the.impurity of action)* and mayai, (immersion
in the material world)* and
i

beatitude” (4) *

;

help them attain

the final

.

"It helps

the chanters not only to be

released from both birth and death* but also to enjoy the fruits
of freedom from distress and misery* end subsequently showers
them with abundant wealth” (7 ) •

nIrava©aa (when crushed by the

holy feet of £iva) chanted the Five Letters and thus was
blessed by Him” (8)*

"It is the deadly arrow for the enemy*

vinai * of those who apply the holy ashes” (10) *
These citations are sufficient to establish that the saint adopts
a poetic pattern to exemplify the divine power of anceluttu«
describing it as showering the chanters with various material and
celestial benefits*
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On the other hand* the mantirsn* 'namaecivaya1* is
described as being itself an invocation* nSaam to Lord Siva*
The saint asserts this fact in the last line of the first seven
verses of the hymn demonstrating tho mantiran with Siva's names
Natan* Nampan* Kakkan* Nayanaa* Kalian* Kanti and Varatajj;

and

also mentions the mantiram in each of the remaining verses as it
has an Inherent divine power if chanted repeatedly*

Namaecivaya

is the famous five-letter incantation which is the foundation of
spiritual wisdom and the prescribed means for obtaining liberation
from rebirth and union with the Supreme*

Therefore* it is not

merely a hymn containing spiritual truths taken up to the Saiva
Siddhanta philosophy at a later date as ono of the dogmas of the
Saiva religion* but it is composed In such a way* repeating the
msntirafa in the last line of every verse* that it can be sung by
a group of people in prayer or by a company of devotees on a
pilgrimage*

The hymns about pancakkaram and namaccivayam would

have helped the authors to expound and formulate the principles
of the sacred five letters in their £aiva Siddhanta philosophical
works collectively called Keykanta cSttirara*

Thus the sacred

five letters came to stay as divinely powered mantlram of the
Saivites^ and as ono of the incantations of the £aiva religion*

1*

CYV* I* p*8 #
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Jesudaean rightly suggestsj

"Campantar^ poetry ia said to hare

stimulated the currents of Saiva Siddhanta philosophy in Tamilnad***11*^
The Ko|.arupatikam Ko* 221 is an equally well-known hymn and
ia also an admirable song for a gathering of Saivite devotees*
According to PP, Campantar composed this hymn when Appar advised
him not to visit the PSciiya country when they were together at
Tirumajjaikkatu* solemnly declaring that even evil planets would
never harm the devotees of $iva*^

There ls9 howeverf no reference

in any of the verses to support this description of Cekkilar*

As

in the other common hymns 9 this one contains no name* and in addition
is not composed in praise of any specific shrine*

In the TKK the

saint declares that the hymn was composed in order to save the devotees
from the harmful evil effects of the planets *
CSkkilar* on the other hand, refers to this hymn by the first
x
line of the first verse, and does not mention the name
•Kdla&Upatikam* by which it is popularly known today, and by which
it is also referred to by commentators and editors*

It is not

clear when and by whom the hymn was named Kdlarupatikatt, *hymn to
eradicate the evil effects of the planets* •
problem for critics and scholars*
two places#

In this hymn the chorus is in

The first two lines with the chorus a y ^ulame pukunta

1*

HTL, p.81.

2.
3*

PPTC, 6lk-6 .
Ibid*, 616.

k. TTFC,

This creates a

IV, p*760, PFV, p.99*
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at anal, ^because he remained in my heart %

are devoted to

describing the image of Siva and the last two lines with the
chorus avainalla nalla ajlyar avarkku mikave^ fthey are extremely
good to the devotees of Sivaff give the names of different
planets*
who chant*

Finally, the TKK promises heavenly enjoyment to those
All these features make the hymn a passionate prayer

for the conquering of the harmful evil effects of the planets , a
prayer to realize the beauty of the image of jSiva and a striking
spiritual triumphant note of the Saivite devotees*
The common hymn, Tiruppacuram No*312* according to PPf was
written on a palm leaf and thrown in the river Vaiyai to float
against its current in order to testify to the truth of the Saiva
religion*

This hymn is referred to in ZK verses in PP by

Cekki^Sr to describe its significance and to illustrate its
meaning*

The 1st, 3rd and 3th verses are each examined in four

verses, the 2nd in three verses, the kth in two verses and the
others in a verse each.*

Verse No*11 of the hymn bears full

evidence of the miraculous incident described in PP, which runs
thus i
"If he who established the academy of Tamil at Maturai
could see very clearly the grace of the god that made the
palm leaf float against the current without sinking in the
clear water and reach the bank where stood the people Who
had no clear notion about him, does it not show that the
god with the bull ensign is good indeed*"

1*

PPTC, 8 21 - H
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It can be observed in this verse that the saint speaks of the
palm leaf running against the current in the past tense and
therefore it may be concluded that this hymn was sung after the
test and not before it*

On the other hand, it may be suggested

that either the first verse, which is a kind of benediction,
or the first three verses, which are composed in a different
metre from the remaining ones, are the ones composed for the test,
the remaining verses perhaps having been sung after the incident*
Another significant aspect about this hymn is that the celebrated
work Civananap5tam which also consists of 12 cfittiram and which is
regarded as divine, without origin, and not to be read, except by
a person who has attained a considerable degree of insight into
religion, is said to be the elucidation of the 12 verses of this
hymn**

This proves that its author, MeykaufcatSvar, expounded the

rules of his work with reference to the Tevaraa hymns*

Perhaps

the original name of this hymn was pacuram, the term by which the
saint himself referred to the verses in the TKK, and the prefix
tiru, which denotes sanctity, was perhaps attached to it in later
times*

CSkkilKr too refers to this hymn by the name pScuram in

two places*

2

The names of Siva's shrines are strung together in the hymn
x
♦Kgettirakkovai1, Kgettiram is shrine and kovai is a set of things
threaded or arranged together, and therefore the name KgSttirakkovai

1.
2.
3*

TTPC* V, p.1007*
PPTC. 8l8, 8^5.
Cam,Tevt hymn n o *175*
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is appropriate*

The prefix tiru denotes sanctity*

The saint

does not, however, refer to this hymn by any particular name
but describes each verse in it as a garland in the TKK*
other hand, Cekkilar does not mention this hymn in PP*

On the
Therefore,

it may be suggested that this naming is perhaps the work of
commentators of a later date*

Another fact is that we cannot

assign the hymn to any particular period of the saint's life as
it is not mentioned in PP.
The extant hymn is unfortunately fragnantary as of verse
No *5, only the first two lines remain, of K0.7 the first three
lines and of No*8 the last two lines and a portion of the second
line only remain, and as a result some of the names of shrines
are missing*

The general poetic pattern adopted in all the other

hymns is however present in this hymnj

tho incident of £iva

crushing Irava^an in the 8th verse, Piramaa and Tirumal trying to
search for the top and bottom of the pillar of light in the 9th,
', ’ i '

.

the unrestrained contempt directed against the Jains and the
Buddhists in the 10th, and the name of the 6aint and the
benediction in the last*

The other striking feature in the hymn

is that a request is made in each verse either to chant the names
of the shrines, or contemplate e& the shrines, or visit the
shrines, or praise the shrines in prayer in order to attain bliss*
Finally, in the TKK a promise is made to those who chant the ten
verses that they will attain the holy feet of j§iva*

The religious

significance of this hymn will be examined in comparison with those
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of Kgett irakkovai and the Ajaivut tirnttagtaliam of Appar and the
hymns Urttokat and Nafctuttokai of Cuntarar*
Lastly, the verses of hymn No*298 are composed in a distich
of two metrical lines called kugal» and the subject matter is said
to be quite similar to that of the Bgveda*

This i3 probably the

reason why it is named 'Tagit tiruvirukkukkugal* - Taai +
tiru+irukku + kugal*

The prefixes taai and tlru perhaps denote

the Individuality and the sanctity of the hymn respectively}

and

irukku and kugal refer to the Bgveda and to the metre respectively*
The saint, however, does not mention the name in any of the verses
and it is also not composed in praise of any specific shrine*
The poetic metre kugal is one of the innovations made in religious
poetry by Campantar and it may be suggested that ha must have
been prompted to introduce this metre because of his familiarity
with Tirukkugal*

Though the verses are composed in two lines, the

puraiyia legends such as that of £iva kicking the god of death (4)
and destroying the sacrifices of Takkaa (6 ) are alluded to in two
verses apart from the usual poetic descriptions such as Siva
crushing Iravanaa (8 ), Piramag and Tirumal searching for the top and
bottom of the fire-pillar (9 ) and the unrestrained contempt directed
against the Jains and the Buddhists (10)*

In these verses one

finds the complete self-surrender of the saint as the bhakta of
5iva and his complete confidence in the Lord's Grace*
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II
Appar* on the other handf composed the greatest number of
Common hymns* a total of 37 hymns compared to the 7 each of
Campantar and Cuntarar*^

A number of religious themes have been

displayed in these hymns with exquisite beauty in elegant language
set in various metres#

Several new ways of naming the hymns can

also be noticed in these common hymns cf Appar.

Many of his

utterances are the outpouring of his heart * and on the whole these
hymns* which are unique and elevated spiritual lyrics* deserve
special analysis#
The common hymn N o #8 is said to have been composed by Appar
when he was performing various sacred duties
love to the Lord at Pumpukalur#

Z

with devotion and

In proof of this fact the

commentators cite references from verse Nos# 4l4 and 413 in
PP*

*
Mauikkavacaka Mutaliyar cites the reference nerpafcaninru

araikuvum tiruppatikam, •hymns composed in front of the Lord with
the earnest desire of longing to be united with him* and points
out the word agaiya of the first line of the first verse of the
hymn in support of his argument#

Agaikuval generally denotes

a challenging or summoning to combat*

but in this context it has

a religious connotation of the saint singing the glories of the
Lord in his presence* with the earnest desire and longing to be

1*
Zm
3#
4#

For details see the Table No#3(b)*
PPTN* 412-15#
TPT; Tirumurai* IV* p#67i see Patika varalaru*
TED* p#64#
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united with him.

Cuppiramaoiya Kutaliyar, on the other hand,
r

"*■

brings this hymn tinder the reference plgavum, H h e remaining
hymns 1 of the verse in PP, and cites the reference mentioned by
Ilanikkavacaka Kutaliyar to Carakkagait tiruppatikaa*^

There is,

however, no clue in any of the verses of Appar to his composing
this hymn at PumpukalSr*

The hymn has been named after the first

phrase, civanenumocai, of the first verse of the hymn but Cekkilar
does not mention this name in PP*

This naming is perhaps done

with the motive of emphasising the significance of the phrase

civanepumocai which is described as tiruninga cemmai*
The common hymns N o *9 is a unique composition which describes
the offering of the principal members of the body in worship to
£iva and it is therefore named ankamalai - ankam» *parts of body 1
and mala! ♦garland1*

The order of description in this hymn is

from the head to the feet*

The hymn emphasises the fact that the

parts of the body, both inner as well as outer, are created for

people by Siva so that they may use them to worship him for their
own salvation*

Cekkilar refers to this hymn as celkatl kattitap

•
5
poggum tiru ankamSlai, fthe hymn commends itself as pertaining to
the salvation of people1*
Tiruppunturutti,

1*
2*
3*
4*

This hymn, according to PP, was sung at

but there is no clue of this in any of the verses*

TTPC, III, p.699.
TPT, Tirumugai, IV, p*&7*
PPTN, 390*
Ibid*, 388-90.
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In this hymn Appar introduces a new theme in a new metre which
flakes the hymn stand out as unique in the whole of Tevaram*
The new theme must have suggested to later poets the idea of
composing the P i r a p a n t a m A n k a m a l a i . one of the ninety^six
varieties of poetical forms, and the metre possibly paved the
way for the revolutionising of poetic metre in Tamil literature.
Though Cekkilar refers to this hymn by tho name ,Ankamalait^’
the saint does not mention it in any of the verses.
In connection with the Saiva Siddhanta doctrine one may
bring together for study the three hymns about the sacred fivelettered aantiram.

It appears that these hymns come in the best

tradition of the ^aivite saints.

Campantar composed two hymns,

one about namaccivaya and the other about pancSkkara and Appar
sang the hymn about namaccivaya {hymn N o *11).

Cuntarar may have

also possibly composed such hymns which would perhaps have been
eaten away by white ants as mentioned in T K P »

The theme in

the hymn of Appar is quite similar to those of the hymns of
Campantar, which we have already analysed, but one of the marked
differences between the hymns of Campantar and the hymn of Appar
is that in the former the pancakkaram Is described as the final
mantiram of the brahmans

2

and in the latter the Veda with its

six Vedangas is described as the rare jewel of the brahmans, and

1.

Ibid., 390.

2« SanuTeT♦# 280—2.

the •namaccivaya 1 as the jewel of the others#^

This is clear

evidence of the existence of the class of Saivites standing side
by side with the brahmans#
been followers of Saivismj

The latter class could not all hare

for some were Vai$navas9 some were

neutralf having faith only in the Vedas, and some were believers
in all the three i#e# the Vedast Siva and Vigpu#

Another

feature to note is that Appar stresses the singing of ten verses
on ftattaccivaya in his last stansa of the hymn#

In fact

Navukkar&car categorically mentions "these ten verses'* only in
two of his

512 hymnst

obg in the Namacclvayap patikam and the

other in the IrSmeccurap patikam#

Therefore this reference tends

to suggest that the hymn about namaccivaya should be chanted as a
whole and not in isolated verses as it is only then that it will
bestow its inherent divine power#

This hymn 9 according to P P #

was composed when Appar was tied to a stone and thrown into the

x
sea"^ and this has been alluded to in the first verse#

Namaccivaya

is the refrain of this hymn repeated at the end of every verse 9
and the hymn is referred to by the name namacclvSyap pattu in the
last verse#

Cekkilar, on the other hand 9 refers to the hymn a

little elaborately as civananeelu 11u *five letters of jSiva*^ and
namaccivaya

a t a m a n kfikkum ancejuttu# *the five letters of

5
namaccivaya which protect from distress*•

2#

App#Tev# 11 j5«
05HS# p#369#

3* m s * 123-5.

5.

Ibid..

126.
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The common hymn No*l4* according to PP* was composed at
Pukalur

1

but there is no reference in any of the verses to this#

Tho special feature of this hymn is that in each verse a story
from the Civaruraaara is mentioned*

£iva swallowing the poison

(1)* standing in the form of a pillar of light (2)* bestowing grace
on Vi$3ti (3)| destroying Tarakajj (4) destroying the triple
castle (5)* kicking the god of death (6)y destroying the sacrifices
'
!#
of Takkaa (7)* burning of ICamaa (9)* bestowing the discus
weapon to TirumSl (10) and crushing XrSvapa^ with his holy toe
are the central themes of the verses#

The poet thus delights

in describing the purahic personality of 5iva* which clearly proves
that he has made use of the Sanskrit Purapas in providing the
theme of this hymn#

In short* the poet is speaking the language

of mythology in order to express his own message of Siva's grace
in a popular form#

The hymn has been named TacapurSaam#

•ten purSpam* as each of the verses describes a puranic legend of
the Civapur&aam, but this name is not mentioned in any of the
*
!
verses*
Cekkilar refers to this hymn by the name Tacapurapattataivu*
Historically* these puranic allusions may show what mythological
stories appealed to that age in general and the poet in particular*
The hymn is mainly the lyrical outpourings of the saint and the
stories are said to express his subjective experience*

1*
2.

Ibid.* 413#
Ibi?.. 415.
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From what has been observed so far it may be suggested that
some of the names of the common hymns are probably given by
commentators and not by the saints*
of this*

Hymn No*l8 bears evidence

There is no clue in any of the verses of this hymn

of the incident of Appar singing the hymn to remove the poison
from the dead son of Apputiya{ikaJ as described in

The

name Vitamtfrtta tiruppatikam* •the hymn that got rid of the
poison1 by which it is popularly known today is not mentioned in
any of the verses either*

On the other han&f Cekkilar himself

does not mention the hymn by this name but refers to it by the
first phrase onrukolam of the first line of the firat verse*

2

It can therefore be concluded that the name Yitamtfrtta tirupnatikam
was probably the creation of some commentator at a later date*
The hymn Itself is a curiously wrought one as the saint adopts a
new method of poetic presentation, by employing the numbers one to
ten consecutively in the verses Ho* 1*10 to describe the image of
£iva# his adornments and his nature*

In this context the saint

speaks of the serpent worn by Siva in two of the versesy No*5 and
N o .10*

It was probably this reference that made CSkkilSr credit

the hyan with the so-called miraculous power of getting rid of the
x
poison from the dead son of ApputiyatfikaJ*
It can therefore be

1*
2*
3*

Ibid.t 201-8*
^tbid*t 203*
TPT« Tirumugait XVt see the commentary for the verse No*10t
pp.l
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suggested that the commentators would subsequently have named the
hymn •Vitamtlrtta tiruppatik&m,*
One of the strong traditional beliefs of the Saivites is that
even the mere act of thinking of the shrines of Siva or chanting
their names will yield spiritual benefits*

The common hymn Ho*15*

in which the poet uses a novel way of describing the lord in
relation to the holy places* and concludes with the promise
pavarfscam* fdestruction of the accumulated sinf* clarifies this
fact*

The other hymn Ksettirakkovai*^ in which the shrines of

Siva aro strung together* was perhaps composed in order to instil
this idea*

Alternatively* the traditional belief may have been

a consequence of this hymn*

In fact* it was not possible for

people in those days to visit all the shrines of fiiva within their
lifetime because the shrines were located far end wide all over
the Tamil country and some were even outside it*

Apart from this*

transport facilities were very inadequate* people probably having
to walk for days from one place
ehrines of Siva*

to another to visit one or two

It is perhaps for this reason that all three

saints strung together the names of all the shrines of &iva in
certain hymns in order at least

to enable those who could not

visit them to chant their names

instead*

It is also interesting to examine the names of the above
mentioned two hymns in the light of the reference in PP*

App.Ter* hymn No*28j*

Hymn
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N o .15 is named after the refrain Paranacam of the last verse
and is also referred to by this name in PP*

The importance of

this hymn is also highlighted by the words parparavum pSvanacap
1
patikamt ’the world extols the pavanacap patikam**
On the
other hand| hymn N o *283 is not

referred to by the name

Kgettirakkovai in PP but is described as the hymn composed in
the poetic metre tSntakam in praise of the abodes of the Lord
2
of dancing*
Therefore9 it is clear that the name of the
former was in existence even during the time of CSkkiJSr and that
perhaps he himself named the hymn after the refrain pavanScam
of the last verse*

The

name of the latter, KgettirakkSvai was

not in currency during the time of Cekkilar and is perhaps a
subsequent creation of the commentators*

On the other hand,

both these hymns are said by CekkilSr to have been sung at
x
PuapukalGr, though none of the verses allude to this*
He is
perhaps guided in this claim by the traditional story of the life
of Appar*
Along with these two hymns, the Ataivut tiruttantakam
which l*f2 shrines are referred to, can be mentioned*

b

in

The names

of 11 of these shrines are said to end in palli, 8 in vlrattam,
19 in ur, 8 in koyil, 8 in kafra* 9 in vayil* 15 in Iccaram* 17
in malai, 6 in agu, 3 in kulam, 3 in kalam, b in kfi, 19 in kuti

1*
2*
3*
b*

PPTN, 415*
I b i d **
Ibid** ^ - 15.
App,Tev** hymn No*28*f*
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and 12 in tugai*

These groups of shrines are beautifully

strung together, each in a verse, except the shrines ending in
kalanu agu* ka and kulara, which are referred to together in the
tenth verse*

The striking feature in the hymn is that the

benefits of worshipping each group of shrines are mentioned at
the end of each verse*

The poet promises freedom from distress

(3§ 4 & 9), release from accumulated demerit (5* 6 fie 7 ) and
heavenly enjoyment (1 fie 2) to those who worship the particular
groups of shrines*

It can be observed that the saint requests

others either to worship some of these shrines,"*' or to go to
certain shrines to obtain the benefits*

2

or some times asks others

3
to sing In praise of some shrines, or chant their names^ without
visiting them*
This grouping of shrines perhaps helped people in those days
to remember the various shrines of Siva and also certainly enabled
them to contemplate them in worship without visiting them*

The

strong traditional belief among the £aivitas that worshipping
either the kopuram or the shrine Itself from a distant place is
punoiyam* 1virtue or religious merit1 is perhaps inspired by this
hymn*

It can be observed that there exists a habit among the

Saivites of worshipping the kSpuram of temples unconsciously

1*
2.
3*

Ibid..284:4 fit 11*
iET?*;284:2* 5t 6 & 7*
T b H * , 284:1, 3, 9 & 10.
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wherever they come across them in their normal life*

On the

other hand, the kdpuram themselves are normally built to a
considerable height in order to make;

them visible to people

even from distant places*
There are a number of common hymns which are named after
the names of the verse-forms in which they are composed to which
certain prefixes have been used to denote their respective theme
or special quality*

These hymns deserve special analysis as they

reveal the saintvs attempt to use a number of metres, to use
various significant themes, and to employ different prefixes In
order to distinguish one from another*
Firstly, we may examine the six hymns, Nos*74~79, Which are
named after nerieai*
nlnalnta, Nos*

Hymn N o *74 uses this with the prefix

*75-77 with

tani and Nos*73-79 with kurainta*

The refrain in each verse of hymn No*74 is ninaintavSgj, and it
is this which has perhaps been used as prefix to nSrical*
Cekkilar does not, however, refer to this hymn directly by the
name Ninalnta tirunSrical, but it can be brought under the group
of hymns which are referred to as nerpataningu agaikumm
tiruppatikaa^ because a similar phrase nirpata ninainta varu
appears in the last line of the three verses. No *4*6, and the themes
are also quite similar to those of the other hymns referred to by

1.

PPTN, 415
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this phrase*

Cuppiramaniya Mutaliylr is of the opinion that

Cekkilar refers to this hymn in the categories mentioned as
1
pigavnm♦
The other set of hymns which hare been distinguished by the
prefix taai describe the saint's personal experience of the Lord*
The saint gives expression to the same spiritual experiences in
the groups of hymns named Tanit tirukkuguntokai, Taait tiruviruttam
and Tanit tiruttSntakam*

Thereforet the prefix tani denotes the

Individuality of those hymns, while nerieai, kuruntokai, viruttam
and tantakam refer to the respective veree-forms#

Two hymns

which have been distinguished by the prefix kugainta express the
saint's solicitation*

This is made explicit in the chorus of

the two hymns, enceyvan tonrinepg* fI have been born in this world
and know

not what to do* and therefore the hymns are named

Kuralnta tirunirleal where kugalnta denotes the theme and niricai
refers to the poetry*
Among the three names which have been examined above,
Ninainta tirunericai does not appear in PP, but the other two
*
2
Tanit tirunericai and Kugainta tirunericai are mentioned*
This suggests that the name Ninainta tirunericai may be the
creation of the commentators of later times while the other two may
be the original names or perhaps names coined by the author of PP*

1*
2.

TTPC, III, p*699*
PPTN, klk*
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We have another five common hymns, Nos* 8**, and 110-113,
which are named after the verse-form viruttanu

The prefix

Sruyir is used in hymn N o *84, pacupati in No*110, carakkarai in
v

N o *111 and tan! in Nos* 112 and 113*

flruyir and pacuphti are

the refrains of the verses of hymns No *84 and 110 respectively,
and carakkagai is a recurring phrase in the last lines of the
verses of hymn No*111*

All these titles are placed before the

name of the verse-form viruttam and are therefore employed merely
to differentiate the hymns from one another and not to denote
any significant religions aspect, except in the case of the prefix
tani which we have already analysed*^

The name flruylrt tiruviruttam

is mentioned in PP but not the other names, Pacupatit tiruviruttam,
Carakkarait tlruviruttaia and Tanit tiruviruttam*

Among the names

not mentioned in PP, tho first two may be brought under the group
of hymns referred to as nerpaftaninxu araikuram tiruppatikam, 'hymns

composed in front of the lord with the earnest desire of longing
to be united with him9*
theme in these hymns*

The saint gives expression to such a
The hymn Tanit tiruviruttam can be

3
assigned to the group referred to as pl^avum ♦

In the light of

the fotfegoing analysis it is clear that the name Aruyirt
tiruviruttam was in existence during the time of Cekkilar, but
not perhaps the others, from which it can therefore be concluded

1 *- Supra*, p.331.
2* PPTN, 415*
3. fTPg. Ill, p.699.
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that these were the works of commentators of a later date*
Another twelve common hymns Nos* 202-13 ere composed in the
verse-form kuguntokal hut these hymns are also differentiated from
one another by the use of different titles attached to the name
of the verse-form*

Three hymns. Nos* 206, 20? and 211, have been

differentiated by the use of the phrases magakkirpane* tolaypSlatg
and ullan, which are the refrains of those respective hymns*

On

the other hand, hymn No*210. begins with the line cintippar
manattSn* 'he is in the mind of those who contemplate' and the
verses also give expression to the state of mind of the saint who
contemplates the

Lord*

Therefore,

the

hymn

is distinguished

from the other hymns composed in the same verse-form by the use of
the phrase cittattokai which refers to the theme and contents;
it has also a similar meaning to that of the first line of the
first Verse*

This is an exceptional hymn in the whole of Tev&ram

as it consists of 30 verses*
Hymn Nos* 203 and 209 have been named after their subject-matter*
tm.
In each verse,^former warns the messengers of the god of death not
to approach the devotees of $iva and it is this subject-matter that
is summarised in the name kalapacam♦

The latter gives expression

to the thoughts of the saint about the Lord, and is hence termed
manattokai*

Both these terms, kalapacam and manattokai are

attached to the name Kuguntokai to differentiate them from the other
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hymns*

Another two hymns, Nos* 203 and 213 are distinguished

by the use of the terms ilinkapurgaam and gtipurapam respectively*
The fofjner depicts the indispensability of the markkam of cariyai*
while its last verso narrates the puranic legend of Siva
appearing in the linkanu

This is perhaps why the title

ilinkapurapamia prefixed to the name Kuguntokai*

The latter

describes the superiority of £iva by means of different puranic
legends, and hence its name consists of dtipuraaam prefixed to
kuguntokai•

The first verse of hymn No*212 tells of p^vanScaa

'the destruction of the accumulated demerits of sin attached to
the soul', and therefore the hymn is distinguished by the use of
the term pavanacam*

The remaining three hymns, Nos* 202-204,

are differenciated by the prefix taai attached to kuyuntokai*
From what has been cited so far it is clear that the different
titles prefixed to kuguntokai are used in order to distinguish
the hymns from one another*

The terms have, however, been

generally coined or chosen with respect to the subject-matter of
the respective hymn*
None of these 12 hymns are referred to by their names in PP,
but except for hymn No*203, are collectively mentioned as
panmaittokal*^

This suggests two possible alternatives;

on the

one hand it is possible that these hymns were named panmaittokai

1*

PPTN, 390
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during the time of Cekkilar, their present names having been
given at a later date;

on the other hand, it is possible that

Cekkilar classified all these hymns in one group referring to
them as papmaittokai, although they already had their own
individual names*

However, according to PP, except hymn No*203

which is credited with the miraculous power of protecting Appar
in the lime-kiln,* all these hymn3 were sung by him when he was
staying in the mutt built by him at TiruppSntmrutti*

2

X

Lastly, there are 8 common hymns

on various religious

aspects, in which each verse is composed in the verse-form called
tSqtakam, with the extended line of eight feet*

These common

hymns are also distinguished by the fact that their names consist
of various appropriate prefixes adjoined to the name of the
verse-form, tagjakem*

They are entirely different from a number

of other hymns composed in the same verse-form, as they are not
in praise of any specific shrine*
It has already been mentioned that a strong belief existed
among the Saivites that the mere act of chanting the names of
the abodes of J§iva yielded spiritual benefits*
The hymn
4
palavakait tirutaptakara may have contributed greatly to such a
view*

1.
2*
3*
4*

Each verse in it, except the 10th verse which extols

Ibid, 98*
Ibid., 388-90*
Hymn Nos* 283, 284, 306*11.
App,Tev, 306.
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namaccivaya as the sacred nSmam of i§iva is composed in praise
of Siva in relation to a specific abode, and promises various
benefits to those who chant it*

Those who chant the names of the

abodes Punturutti and Neyttl^am are promised release from rebirth
in verses on© and two respectively*

Two verses, Nos* 7 and 9,

speak of freedom from valvinai* 'accumulation of moral actions'
for those who chant the names of the abodes - Kaufciyur and Ve$katu*
Freedom from pa^avinai* 'accumulated deeds of the former births'
is mentioned in verse No *4 for those who chant the name of
Verse No*6 promises release from accumulated moral
actions and heavenly enjoyment to the chanters of the name
Valamculi and verse No*8 release from accumulated deeds of the
former birth and the ability to reach the Lord to those who chant
the name Kufcamukku*

Chanters of Aiya^u and C5|xuttu£ai are promised

freedom from distress and the obtaining of celestial benefits*

1

Finally, the last verse states that those who chant Siva's nanism*
Namaccivaya* will attain the final beatitude*
All these descriptions in the hymn have conclusively
established two significant facts;

the Saivites practice of

chanting the names of the abodes of Siva, and the chanting of the
Ttamam of &iva i.e., namaccivaya* for the purpose of obtaining
various divine benefits*

Besides this, it can also be suggested

306s3 & 5 respectively*
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that this hymn in particular perhaps contributed to the general
practice among the Saivites of chanting either a favourite
name of the abode of 5iva or chanting the mantiram* namaccivaya
immediately before going to bed and also immediately on
awakening# while some ardent Saivites frequently chant them even
at odd times during the day*
Since each of its verses describes l§iva in relation to a
specific shrine# this hymn has been named appropriately
Palavakait tiruttaotakam» •various tajjjakam* *

It* is also

referred to by a name very slightly different in PP# Palvakait
tSntakam*^

The poetic presentation of this hymn is to a

certain extent similar to that of hymn No.15# Pavauacat tiruppatikanu
but the marked differences between the two are that the former
speaks of chanting the names of the abodes of Siva and also
mentions in each verse the benefits for such chanting while the
latter in most verses requests devotees to contemplate the Lord
in general in relation to his abodes and mentions the benefits
of these deeds only in the last verse*

This is of course in

addition to the different poetic metres used in each hymn*
The hymn Atalvut tiruttSptakam (284) the significant aspects
of which we have already analysed# is referred to by the same name
££•

1*
2*

2

-^ie Pre^ x ataivu in this context has a religious

PPTTT# 390*
Ibid*
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connotation as it means fthe places of surrendering1f and it
is this prefix that has been attached to the name of the verse*
form tantakam.

In all its verses the saint requests devotees

to worship those shrines in order to obtain salvation# especially

in verse No#6 in which the word a£aiya may have prompted the
selection of the prefix ataivu*

The hymn Kgettirakkovai (283)

la already examined*^
The Saiva Siddhanta philosophical interpretation of the
existence of Siva and the

formulated from Tevaranu

nature of his basic reality are primarily
2
The common hymn Ninra tiruttantakam

is clear evidence of the fact that Siva is inseparably united with
all beings# and especially with souls;

that he is absolute and

Supreme# and that there is none superior to Him;

that he is

incomparable because he transcends every human thought;

and that

in his all-penetrating and all-pervasive subtle nature# he is
beyond comparison and is represented both ao possessing form and
being devoid of forms*

These are the philosophical themes

displayed in the Meykauta Cattiram of the CantSaakuravar •

The

verses speak of §iva as immanent in all beings, animate and
inanimate# and they conclude with the words nifigavape *

Perhaps

for these two reasons this hymn is distinguished from the other

hymns by the prefix nigga which is attached to the name of the
vers e-fora tagtakam»

!•
2*

Periyapuragam speaks of this hymn having

Supra, p . 327.
App,Tev, hymn No*307*
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been suns at Pumpukalur where Appar was performing ©acred duties
for the Lord and also refers to it by the name Ninra tiruttSutakam*^
2
We have another two common hymnsf Vinavitait tiruttautakaffl,
which is unique in its poetic presentation and Marumarrat
3
tiruttgutakagj which is one of the popular and admirable ©onge
of the 3aivites*

The former consists of 11 verses of which the

first five are composed in the form of questions regarding the
symbols or emblems of £lva, the last six being sung in the form
of replies to those questions*

The questions and answers portray

the beautiful image of 5iva, which inspires devotees with
reverential love and devotion for him*

The hymn ist therefore9

appropriately named ?in5vitalt tiruttlataKafflt fthe taatakam

that is composed in the form of questions and answers1•

Cekkilar

does not refer to this hymn but the commentators assign it to the
group of hymns referred to as plgavunt in PP*

b

The latter,

according to PP, was sung by the saint when the ministers and the
army of the Pallava king Mahendravarman approached to arrest him*
•We have surrendered to Lord Siva and hence no man holds sway
over us* - is the central theme of the verses of this hymn*

This

hymn is also appropriately named yMacumacrat tanfcakam*, *the
taotakam that is composed as replies in the form of refusal**
CekkiXar does not, however, mention this name in PP but refers to

1* PPTN, 4l>l4.
2* App«Tevt hymn No*310*
3* Ibid*, hymn No#311.
4. TTPCi III, p.699*
5 . W E . 91-93 •
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it by its first line namarkkum kutiyallom*^

In the light of

the references in PP it is clear that these hymns were not
called by their present names during the time of Cekkilar and
this tends to suggest that the commentators have probably named
these with respect to their predominant themesf using the
relevant phrases viaavitai and marumaggaMj and attaching them to
the name of the verse-foro taptakam*
The names of the common hymns Nos* 30$ and 309 are composed
of the prefix tani attached to the name of the verse-form tSatakam *
Thus these hymns are distinguished by their individuality which
we have already examined*

2

Periyapuranam mentions the

Tanit tiruttSntakam in two places4 in one it is mentioned as
sung at Punturutti9 and in the other 9 as sung at Pumpukalfir*
However9 in the former case it is referred to as paravum tanit
3
4
tfiotakaffl* and in the latter as nitu tanit tantakam*

The

prefixes paravum and nitu mean 1extolling* and *long*
respectivelyf which are the clues suggesting that one was sting
at PEnturutti and the other at Pumpukalur*

The prefix paravum

helps us to conclude that hymn No *3089 which is exclusively in
praise of 3ivaf was probably the one composed at Punturuttif while
the prefix nitu suggests that hymn No *309$ which is a longer hymn9

1.

Ibid*, 93«

2 * Supra*, p* 331.
3*
4.

frPTN, 390*
Ibid.. 4l4*
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consisting of 11 verses, was perhaps the one sung at FHrspukaltir*
From the foregoing analysis of the common hymns composed
in the verse-form tapt steam we observe three significant facts#
Cl)

All the eight hymns were named after their subject-matter

by the use of appropriate prefixes or phrases attached to the
name taptakam in order to differentiate them one from another*
Six such

prefixes or phrasesy namelyy ataivu^ palavakai* n ifl£a f

tani* vinSvitai and maruaaEram« have been noted and explained*^
(2)

These hymns are generally the outpourings of the saintfs

heart reflecting his divine experience, describing the puranic
personality of the Lord, and depicting his glorious superiority
over the other Hindu gods which hymns are said to have helped
to formulate some of the doctrines of the Saiva SiddhSnta
philosophy*

All these facts in combination with the melody,

simple feeling, and genuine literary flavour of the lyrics, make
these hymns a passionate prayer for the conquering of the senses,
a prayer to realise the beauty of the deity*

(3)

Lastly it

can be observed that three hymns, Nos* 284, 306 and 308, are said
to have been sung in the mutt at Punturutti* another three, Nos*
307* 309 and 3l0 at Purapukaldr* and No *311 on a reply in the form
of refusals to those who came to arrest the saint*

1*

Hymn Nos* 308 and 309 are named with the prefix tani and hymn
No* 283 is Kgettirakkovai*
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in
There are only seven common hymns extant in the works of
Cuntarar, Nos# 12f 31, 33, 39? 44, 47 &nd 63? which are
1
relatively less in number than those of Appar*
Some scholars?
2
however, cite even a smaller number, and exclude certain hymns
which will be examined in our study, as being each composed in
praise of a particular Lord*

An analysis of these seven hymns

clearly proves that Cuntarar repeats only the ideas of his
predecessors, Campantar and Appar, with the result that the
philosophical significance end the religious

worth of these

hymns are no more than that of the hymns of the other two saints#
In connection with the temple cult it is appropriate to
group together for analysis the three hymns, Nos# 12, 31 and 47,
which enumerate the names of the holy places of &iva#

Hymn No#12

gives the natu in which the respective holy places are locatedj
hymn No #31 also gives the narae3 of the holy plaees but every
verse ends stating •Itaiya£u Itaioarutu1 as the city of the Lord
while hymn No*47 names the jar of the holy places of Siva*

In

other words, in hymn No*12 the saint describes the ngttu as the
places where the Lord resides;

in hymn Mo*31 the emphasis is laid

on ^taiyafcu Itaimarutu* as the city of the Lord, although

1*

For details see the Table No#3(c)#
P #?37t TPT« Tirusmrai, VII, see Talappatika attavapai, p#179*
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the other holy places of the Lord are enumerated;

and In hymn

No #47, the poet describes the Lord in relation to the holy
places in a novel Way#

The descriptions and enumerations of the

holy places in these hymns are, to a great extent, similar to
those of the hymn KgSttirakkgvai (No #175) of Campantar and those
of the hymns, K^ettirakkovait tiruppatikam (No#283), Ataivut
tiruttSntakam (No#284) and Favanacat tiruppatikam (No#15) of
Appar#
In hymn No *31 the last line ends with the words dr eytaman
itaiyaru itaimaratu* which can be interpreted in two ways#
According to one interpretation, the holy place Itaimarutu is
located at Itaiyaju, while according to the other, the holy
places are Itaiy$£u and Ifcaimarutu•

The former interpretation

appears more appropriate and acceptable#

Dorai Rangaswamy states

that IJaiyacu is the doab, or the area between two rivers, and
also identifies the river with the Itaiyagu described in one of
i

•Cankam works', Akananfigu#^
The significant aspect of these hymns is that Cekkilar does
not refer to them in PP and therefore ve cannot in his scheme
assign them to any particular period of the saintfs life*
Rangaswamy, however, assigns them roughly as follows:

1#

RPT, II, p#796#

Dorai
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flAo hymn No*31 mentions •Itaiyacu*, it must have been
composed and sung when the poet visited the places north
of Kaviri*

Hymn Nos. 12 and 4? mention Cinkati and .

Va^appakai respectively, as the daughters of the poet,
and therefore, must have been composed in the period
succeeding his marriage"
The former interpretation is, however, open to comment because
in the last lines of each verse, as well as in the TKK, the
emphasis la

on Xtaiyl^u Itaimarutu as the city of the Lord, and

therefore it is more appropriate to suggest that this hymn had
probably been sung when the saint visited the holy place Itaimarutu

at Itaiyfifcu*

on the other hand, the suggestion about the latter

two hyrans is not acceptable if the benedictory stanzas of these
hymns, which mention Cinkati and Va&appakai, are suspected of
being interpolations and are treated as such*
The present names of these three hymns also deserve

attention*

Hymn No*12 has been named 'Nattuttokai* for it

enumerates the 64 nStu in which the respective shrines are
situated*

It can, however, be observed that the saint does not

refer to the hymn by this name in the TKK.

Hymn N o .47 gives

the names of the lir of the holy places, so it is appropriately
named *urttokaif*

In the TKK of this hymn, the verses are

described as a *garland of verses about palavur. 'many cities*,

1*

Ibid*
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but the hymn is not referred to exactly by the name*

Hymn No #31

has been named after ItaiySgu which isf of course9 a recurring
name in the last line of each verse as well as in the TKK*

It

has already9 however 9 been pointed out that this name is
mentioned as Itaiyaritaimarutu» Itaimarutu at ItaiyScu**

The

hymn therefore should be named after Itaimarutu and not after
It&iyacu*

It may also be suggested that the present name has

been the work of commentators of a later date* who possibly
misunderstood the reference Italyagu Itaimarutu*

Some scholars

have split this reference Into two and interpreted it as
referring to two holy places.^

In this case the hymn must be

named after the two holy places Ifcaiyacu and Itaimarutu.

The

description in the TKK is9 however9 clear evidence of the fact
that this hymn was sung at Itaiyagu Itaimarutu.

It also tends

to suggest that this hymn was probably composed in praise of the
Lord of Itaimarutu describing him as residing in those holy places
which are enumerated in each verse.

This is perhaps the reeson

why this hymn is not considered as a common hymn by some modern
scholars#

2

Cekkilar, howeverf neither mentions the names of these

hymns nor refers to them in PP.

2.

2EZ* Tirumurai, VII9
No#31t p*242.
PTVf p.737#

see the commentary for the TKK of hymn
"
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Two other common hymns, No*33 and 63, can be brought
together for study for three reasons}

(1)

they do not belong

to any specific shrine though they are stated to have been sung
at Tiruvarur and TirumutukuQtam respectivelyt (2)

they have been

named after the refrains of the verses of their respective hymns

and (3) they are referred to by Cekkilar in PP#

Hymn N o #33*

though it is said in the PP to have been sung at Tiruvarur when
the saint returned to that place after his pilgrimage,
not bear any evidence verifying such a conclusion#

does

The verses,

which are composed by piling up descriptions of the Lord in the
form of interrogations, display two fads#

One is that most of

the descriptions belong to puranic lore, and show that the mind
of the poet was captivated in this period of his life by these
stories#

2

The other is that these descriptions are quite

similar to the first five verses of the Vinavifcait tiruttantakam^
of Appar, proving that the saint gave expression to the same
thoughts as his predecessor as well as composing similar verses r
although in a different verse-form#

Hymn N o #63, according to P P #

was sung at Tlrumutuku&gam with the intention of receiving 12,000
pieces of gold at the hands of the Lord#**

1.
2#
3*
4#

PPEKN, l4o~l.
RPT, II, p#721.
App»Tev, hymn No.310#
PPEKN, 106-7.

Dorai Rangaswamy
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concluded}
nIn this hymn, though it is stated to have been sung at
Tirumutukua^am, there is no reference to any place except
Tiruvellatai in the 4th verse#

But, unfortunately, the

last or the 10th verse has not reached us except for its
first line and a portion of the second line#

We are,

therefore, unable to decide conclusively about the tradition
that this hymn was sung with the intention of receiving
12,000 pieces of gold at the hands of the Lord"#^

Hymn No#33 is named after the refrain namkkatlkalakiya atikal#
'the Lord is our master1#

The refrain of the verses of hymn N o #63

is ennai ajutaiya nampi elu pigappum enkal nampi kantayg# fhe is

my Saviour Prince;

he is our Prince in

nilour seven

fold births';

the word nampi is also employed several extra times in each verse*
Therefore the hymn is named nampi eflga tiruppatikam#

These two

hymns are not referred to by these names in PP, the former being
# 2
referred to by the first line pggutankl and the latter by meyyil
x
vegpotl* to abbreviation of the first line meyyai murrap poti#
In the light of the reference in PP it is clear that the present
names of these hymns were hot in existence during the time of
Cekkilar, and that they vere made up in a later period,

1.
2.
3*

HPT, II, p. 685.
PPEKN, Ikl*
Ibid,. 106.
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Among the common hymns, the Tiruttoutattokai (No*39) is
a hymn of vital significance in the Seventh Tirumnrai> because
it gives the names of the saints of Saivica*

The hymn is

named fTiruttontattokai*, fa series of devotees1 because it
contains the names, and sometimes the places of birth, of the
saints of ^aivism*

This is the main source of information on

which NampiyScfcSr Nampi and CSkkilar based their compositions
Tirnttoptar Tiruvantati and Feriyapuraaam respectively.

Dorai

Rangaswamy comments on the hymn2
"This Tiruttont&ttokai hymn is important for giving us a
clear idea of the religious end philosophical views dear
to the heart of Nampiyarurar.

It must be regarded that

he has given the names of those saints of £aivism, who, he
thought had a message to give to the world through their
life."1
It is true that, in this selection of names, he must have been
guided by their popularity in his own age.

It may also be

mentioned that the life of the saints described in this hymn gives
a concrete representation of the abstract principles of his
religion and philosophy which considerably helped the philosophers
of a later date in formulating and expending the works collectively
called N eyk a p t a cattiram.

This hymn, according to PP, was sung by

Cuntarar on the request of £©rd Siva whilst living with ParavaiySr at

1.

RPT, II, p*936
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TiruvSrur.

The present name •Tiruttoutattokai* isf however,

mentioned neither in the hymn itself nor in PP*

In the latter

it is referred to by the first line tilaival antagartam
atiygrkkum atiyea which was said to be suggested to Cuntarar by
Lord Siva himself*^
Lastly, hymn No#M* is a controversial one for commentators,
some of whom, on the basis of the description in PP, consider it
as composed specially in praise of the shrine at Tiruvancaikkalam,
and others of whom regard it as a common hymn since it does not
praise any specific shrine or place but only extols Lord Siva in
*
general*
Dorai Rangaswamy considers this as one with the same
feeling of the Bhikgafcana hymns or a hymn by the poet with the
same feeling of love, reverence, fear and humour of those damsels
who had the vision of the Bhikgatana*

On the other hand, the

structure of the hymn itself argues that it is a common hymn
because it does not mention any specific place, though Cekkilar
states that it was sung of the shrine Tiruvancaikkalam*

Moreover,

the present name Mutippatu kankai which is the first line of the
first verse, is the one by which Cekkilar himself refers to it
in PP.5

1.
2.
3.
k.
5.

PPTK. 199.
'
TPT, Tirnmurai, VII, Patikavaralaru. p.3^6 and Talappatika
attavapai of the Bane work, p.171.
PTV. p.737.
RPT, II, p.91^.
PPCPN, l W . .
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All the common hymns of the three saints* which have been
enumerated and discussed in this chapter, point to the following
conclusions*
1*

The singing of common hymns is a common and noteworthy

feature of the three saints*

We have examined the themes and

the significance of 7 hymns of Campantar, 37 of Appar and 7 of
Cuntarar, and established them as the unique and most elevated
spiritual lyrics of all the hymns of the three saints reflecting
their genuine spiritual experience of bhakti*

Another fact is

that Appar1e common hymns are greater in number than those of
Campantar and Cuntarar*

It may, therefore, be suggested that he

had greater literary and mystic preferences for singing hymns on
general aspects of the Saiva religion than the other two*

The

names of hymns which have been distinguished by the prefix tani
can be cited as proof of his poetic aspirations to describe his
divine experience, strong spiritual ardours, and communion with God*
The hymns, Mafrattokai, TTjlattokal and Cittattokai, are the
outpourings of his heart, and give us a true picture of his
spiritual ardour*
2*

Four categories of these hymns with respect to their

naming have been noted*

Two hymns* No*312 of Campantar and No*11

of App&r, bear evidence of belonging to the first category*
Campantar's hymn is titled with respect to the reference pacuraa
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in the TKK by which the saint himself refers to the hymn*
Appar1© hymn is named Namacclvayap patikan the term hy which the
saint himself refers to the verses of the hymn in the last stanza*
A total of 16 common hymnsf 2 by Campantar and 14 by Apparf are
referred to by their individual names in PP,*" and these can be
cited as belonging to the second category*

In the third category

there are 7 hymnsf 1 by Campantar, 2 by Appar and 4 by Cuntarar,
which have been referred to by their first lines, not by their

2

present names, in PP*

The names ,Kola£^patikam, of hymn N o *221

by Campantar and #VitamtIrttapatikam* of hymn No*l8 by Appar belong
to the fourth category*

These names do not appear in PP* or in

the old editions, or in the old manuscripts*

Neither do they

contain any clear evidence of being composed by the saints as
described in PP*

It therefore appears that these names were

probably the creation of commentators of a later date*
3-

A number of hymns have been noted as having been named

either by their refrains or by a suitable phrase chosen from one of
their verses*

1*

2.

Some poems in the early Tamil anthologies have also

Cam,Tevthymn Nos* 280, 307* see PPTC, 266 and 1248 respectively*
App,Tev, hymn Nos. 306, 308, 284, 9* see PPTN, 390 and hymn Nos*
307, 309, 78, 79, 75-77, 84, 14 & 15. see PPTN 4l4*.15*
Cam,Tev»hymn Nos* 221. See PPTC, 616.
App,Tev, hymn Nos* 18 and 203* See PPTN, 218 and 93 respectively*
fcunjfrev, hymn Nos. 33* 63# 39 & 44. See PPEKN, l4l, 106.
PPTKP, 199 and PFCPN, 146 respectively*
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been named thus due to their unknown authorship*

This method

of naming the early poems probably prompted a commentator to
name some of the common hymns by their refrains, or a phrase of
their verses, as those hymns do not specify any particular
Lord or shrine*

The creator of these names must have had a

good knowledge of the early Tamil anthologies*
4*

Another noteworthy aspect i© that all the three saints

in their benedictory stanzas promise either heavenly enjoyments or
a highest state of bliss to the chanters of the common hymns*
In three out of seven hymns, Campantar promises either the bliss
of joining the Lord of the Vaaavar (ll6), or that of governing
the kingdom of Vanam (221) or becoming the King of the world of
the Vaaavar (312)*

The benefit of attaining the holy feet of

Siva and obtaining the status of tevar are assured to the chanters
of hymn I7o*!75 and 280 respectively*

Release from earthly

attachments is mentioned in hymn No*298*

Cuntarar, on the other

hand, promises procuring the highest state of bliss or paraldkan*
reaching the world of Siva, and being released from viaai* in
hymn Nos* 12, 47 and 51 respectively*

In his other hymns either

the benefit of chanting is not mentioned or the TKK has been lost*
Lastly, as we have already stated, Appar mentions the benefit
of chanting in only two hymns of his whole work*
common hymns*

Both these are

The chanters are promised freedom from distress in
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hymn No*11, and the destruction of the accumulated demerit of
sin attached to the soul in hymn No*15*

Apart from these, in

four other hymns. Nos* 209, 283, 306 and 309, the saint states
heavenly enjoyment as the benefit of worship*
In the light of the benefits of chanting enumerated above,
it is indubitably proved that the elevated spiritual lyrics of
these common hymns are embodied with a special divine power
exhibiting the true picture of the divine grace of Siva as veil
as the genuine spiritual experience of bhakti*
5*

Most of the common hymns have been examined

chronologically with respect to the various pilgrimages of the
saints, with the help of Cekkilar *b scheme of arrangement of the
hymns in PP*

It has already been seen that among the seven

common hymns of Campantar, two hymns, Nos* 175
referred to in PP;

298, are not

three hymns, No*221, 280 and 307, are, in the

arrangement of Cekkilar, presented chronologically)

the two

remaining hymns, No*ll6 and 312, are also presented chronologically
and are each credited with some miraculous power*

Two hymns, Nos*

11 and 18, out of a total of 37 common hymns of Appar, are
described as possessing the miraculous powers of having enabled the
saint to float in the sea along with the stone to which he was tied,
and bringing back to life the son of AppStiyafcikal after ridding
him of the poison of a snake, respectively*

All the hymns except
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hymn Nos* 311 and 203 are described as composed in one of two
places*

Hymn Nos* 9, 202f 204-213, 284, 306, and 308 are said

to have been composed while the saint was living in a mutt built
by himself at Punturutti*

Kymn Nos* 8, 14, 15, 74-79, 84,

110-113, 283, 307* 309 and 310 are said to have been composed at
PumpukalEr*
life*

Hymn*No*3H is assigned to the early period of hie

Frcm this arrangement of the hymns of Appar, we can

conclude that the saint must have spent a long time at Punturutti
and Pumpukalur*

Among the common hymns of Cuntarar, Nos* 12,

31 and ^7 * are not mentioned in PP*

Another three, hymn Nos* 33,

39 and 44, are presented chronologically and are connected with
certain incidents*

Only one hymn, N o *63, i® presented

chronologically and credited with the miraculous power of yielding
t

12,000 pieces of gold from the hands of the Lord of Tirumutukuafcam*
6*

A comparative study of some of the common hymns of the

three saints reveals certain interesting and important facts*

It

has been observed that Campantar strung together the names of the
shrines of Siva in hymn N o *175^ that Appar named some of the shrines
of 5iva as the places of surrender in hymn N o *284, enumerated
certain names of abodes of Siva for the purpose of chanting in hymn
N o #306, and described Siva in relation to his holy places in hymn

1.

pptn,

93*
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No .15}

and that Cuntarar in hymn No *47 followed a novel way

of describing the Lord in relation to the holy places, in hymn
N o *31 enumerated certain cities of the Lord laying special
emphasis on #Itaiyagu Itaimarutu1 and in hymn ITo*12 stated the
cities as the places where the Lord resides*

Therefore, it can

be concluded that these hymns come in the best tradition of the
Saivite saints - of Aiyatikal Kafcavarkon who has sung KgettiravenpS*
of Campantar who has composed Kge11lr akkova1, of Appar who has
sung Kgettirakkova5. Ataivut tiruttapfcakaffl« Palavakajt tiruttSgtakam
and Pavanacat tiruppatikam, and of Cuntarar who has composed
Nattuttokai, Urttokai and I talyag g u t t o k a i »

On the other hand, it

has also been noticed that Campantar extols the five sacred letters
in the hymns Pancakkarap patikam and Naraaccivayap patikam* and
Appar praises them highly in the hymn Namaccivgwat tiruppatikam#
This can be cited as a common feature of the saints1 expression of
the doctrines of the £aiva religion*
7*

Finally, it has already been mentioned that Cuntarar

gives expression to the same thoughts and ideas as the two other
saints.

Four out of the seven common hymns of Cuntarar, Nos* 12,

31, 47 and 33, hear evidence of this fact*

The first three hymns,

which give the names of the shrines of Siva, demonstrate the way in
which the saint repeats the ideas of Campantar and Appar, while the
last one shows how he embodies in his work only the quintessence of
Appar *

I
I
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The last stanzas of the hymns of Campantar and Cuntarar
are generally benedictory, bearing the signatures of these
saints unlike those of Appar, which do not.

A number of

last stanzas in Appar's hymns do at least mention the
benefits of worshipping the lord whom he praises.

The contrast

here is that in the benedictory stanzas of Campantar and
Cuntarar, the emphasis is on the benefits of cl^nting, while
in the last stanzas of Appar it is on the benefits of worship
(except for the four discussed below)*
Cekkilar refers to the benedictory stanzas by the name
tirukkataikkappu^

’last benedictory stanza in a patikam

of the sacred hymns containing the name of the author1♦
The TKK contain not only the composer*s name but also other
details such as his place of

birth, parentage, and so forth.

His name is mentioned in most of the stanzas;
birth and parentage in many;

and the caste, or even the

abilities of the composer, in some.

1.
2.

PFTC, oO; PPEKN, 82 .'
MTL, Vol.Ill, pp.I896-7 .

the place of

These references are

given in detail in the TICK of Campantar.

It is probably

these characteristics of hie TKK that led to the poxoular
saying Campanian tannaip patinaa, 1Campantar sang about himself1
The term TKK is also popularly used in £F, mainly in reference
to Campantar, seldom in reference to Cuntarar.

This is

perhaps because the TKK of Campantar are sung in a more
authoritative way and are probably the first examples of their
kind.
Two references nay be cited from

to show that in

Cekkilarrs view, Appar too composed a TKK.

Cne reference

appears in Apparfs life history, and the other in Campantarfe*
Both references are made in connexion with the miraculous
opening of the main door of the temple at Kacaikkafcu.
•’As there was delay in the opening of the door
he prayed in the TKK, crying out, *0 Lord!
Have you no sympathy?

Think of met,rt^

r,The door opened when VakXcar with pain of mind
2
and great devotion made his request in the TKK!t.
The term TKK is used in both contexts to refer to the last
verse of the hymn composed by Appar on the Lord of Macaikkatu.
The extant last verse of hymn No .123, to the singing
of which is attributed the above miracle in PP, does not

1.
2.

PFTN, 2,68.
FPTC, 582.
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exhibit the predominant features of the TKK of Campantar and
Cuntarar9 such as mentioning the name end seal of the saint,
and the benefits of chanting#

A close study of the references

shows that the terra TKK is used to emphasise the fact that
the singing of the last verso caused the door to open
miraculously*^

Therefore the term in these contexts is

perhaps used in the meaning ’last verse* •

It may also be

suggested that the closing of the doora of temples

Z is

popularly

known as kat&ikkappu, and it could be that Cekkilar perhaps
had in tiind the miraculous power of the last verse when he
named it tirukkafeaikkappu, adding the prefix tiru to the
existing term*

In reference to the TKK of the last verse of

the first hymn of Campantar, Cekkilar affixes the word catti

3

meaning ’closing1 to the usual tirukkataikkarpu*

This hymn (No#123) contains only ten verses in .some
of the earlier editions,

k

but in all the later editions it

consists of eleven verses, including the one beginning with

1#

2.

2*
h*

Karr refers to a Thai colophon in the Bangkok manuscript
which mentions the ’opening of the gates of Kailasa’*
’Some manuscripts in Grantha Scripts in Bangkok1, B30AS,
Vol•XXXII, Part 2, 1969, pp*282 & 306.
Karr also refers to a Thai colophon in the Bangkok
manuscript which mentions the ’closing of the gates of
Kailasa**
Ibid*, p*3C6*
PPTC, 80*
Tevarappatikankal, ed* by Tirumayilai Canmukam PiJJai, (1917)*
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the line Tiuoujar virumpi, which in earlier editions was the
7th verse of hymn No *122*

So it is clear that the Terse

viugular virumpi was included as the 10th verse of hymn
No*123 by commentators at a later date#

This transfer of the

Verse was perhaps made because of the information given in
PP*

It clearly states that hymn No#123 consists of eleven

verses, and also explicitly mentions that the last verse is
arakkagai viralal * the reference irakkamoggillir made
by Cekkilar appears in this verse-

This information perhaps

prompted the commentators to transfer one of the verses from
the preceding hymn No#122 f which tg also in praise of the
lord of Majjaikkatu*

The reason for choosing the particular

verse viggulgr virumpi as the 10th verse is probably due
to its metre and subject matter which are quite similar to
those of

the other verses, especially the last verse#

However, in Appar1s Tevaram there are four hymns.
Nos# 11, 15, 61 and 137, in the last verses of which the benefits
of chanting are stated, although the Verses are not called
TKK#

1#
2#

The relevant portions of the verses run thus I

PPTC, 582,
PTTN, 268*
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♦’There is no distress for those who chant the ten
1
verses on namaccivayaM *
"Those who worship the
holy feet of £iva offering this garland composed of
sacred words and praying ’0 Lordt* are sure of
their pSvanacam, the destruction of the accumulated
demerits of sin attached to soul#".^

"Those

who chant the ten verses on Xrameceuram will think
x
of the Lord with melting heart" #
"Those who
f
if
chant the hymn on Tiruto££iyur are indeed celestials"#
Though these verses mention the benefits of chanting, they
are not similar to the TKK of Campantar and Cuntarar, and
according to the definition in the KTL cannot be considered
as

TKK in the absence cf the name of the gaint *b
A number of facts emerge from the above analysis*

Firstly, these verses cannot be suspected of being interpolations
because the last verses of hymn Nos* 15, 61 and 137 are quite
similar to most of the other last verses of Appar in respect
of the puranic legend of Siva crushing Iravauaa*

Hymn N o *11,

though it does not allude to Siva crushing Xravauag, consists
of ten verses, including the one which states the benefits
of chanting and uses the word pattu with reference to the
total number of verses in the hymn#

2*
3*
A-*
5*

ApPfTev, hymn No*11*
Ibid., 15.
Ibid*, 6l*
Ibid*, 137*
Supra, p* 356.
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Secondly, if these verses were later additions, the
saint’s name would have been included in order to make them
appear similar to the TKK of the other two saints}

also,

a greater number of such verses would have been interpolated.
It may, therefore, be concluded that these verses are possibly
the unconscious reflection of

the saint’s familiarity with

the TKK of his younger contemporary, Campantar.
Thirdly, of the two hymns which Appar recommends for
chanting* one includes a ’last verse’}

the other does not.

In hymn No.11 he refers to namaccivayappattu, ’ten songs on
the five sacred letters’, counting the last verse as one of
the ten.

On the other hand, In hymn No#6l he refers in the

eleventh verse to uraikal pattu, ’ten songs*1, not counting the
last verse*

Therefore the word pattu does not adhere to the

strict sense of the word ’ten’ but means alternatively, either
•

nine verses or ten verses*

■

■

^

These two hymns are clear

evidence that Appar composed hymns consisting of ten or eleven
verses, without conforming strictly to the rule suggested by
some that a patikam should consist of ten verses
Fourthly, the striking feature in the last verse of
hymn N o *15 is that the hymn is described as a garland to be

1*

That this is fallacious in any case is demonstrated,
supra* Ch.If p*21.

offered at the holy feet of Siva.

This metaphorical

representation of the hymn as a garland occurs very often
in the TKK of Camp antar and Cuntarar .
Fifthly, in the last verse of hymn N o .137, the verses
are referred to by the word ttrai as was done by Campantar'*'
and Cuntarar.

2

This is another clear instance of Appar

employing the same word used by Campantar and Cuntarar to
denote the yerses of a hymn#
concerning this usage#

Two suggestions are possible

One is that either Campantar or

Appar was influenced by the other#

The other is that

Cuntarar was possibly influenced by both Campantar and Appar#
The TKK of ten hymns in Campantarfs Tevaram, and
sixteen hymns in Cuntarar^ Tevaram, deserve special mention#
Among the former, two (those of hymn Nos# 217 and 3^2), have
been lost#

In another four hymns, Nos# 53, 3.15* 1^5 and 232,

the last two or three lines of the TKK are missing#

In the

remaining four hymns of these ten, Nos# 92, 355# 3^7 and 375,
though stanzas with the name of the saint is present, the
benefits of chanting are not stated.

Among the latter sixteen

the TKK of hymn Nos • 65 and 66 have been lost •

1#
2#

In hymn No #63

CanuTev, hymn Nos. 20, k7* 93, 170, 313, 326, 331*, etc
Cun,Tev, hymn Nos. $9, 91*

I
[
I
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the last two lines and a portion of the second line of the
TKK are missing.

The remaining 13 TKK mention no benefits

of chanting* although they bear the saint’s name.^

I

The above analysis reveals three things* , Firstly,
it is possible that Campantar and Cuntarar composed the
missing parts of those nine hymns (six in Campantar*s
Tevaram and three in Cuntarar*s) stating the benefits of
chanting* and that they have since been destroyed by white
ants.

2

This Is especially possible in the case of Cuntararfs

hymn Nos. 65 and 66, which were consecutive hymns;

as were the

lost vefses which were numbered 8-10 and 6-10 respectively*
according to all editions*

In the TKK from which lines are

missing* the benefits of chanting are not found as these
are usually given in the last two lines*

Secondly* both

saints composed TKK {k TKK by Campantar and 13 by Cuntarar)
without stating the benefits of chanting*

The 13 such TKK

of Cuntarar are greater in number than those of Campantar
and indicate dearly that Cuntarar composed these in imitation
of his predecessor*

Thirdly* these 17 TKK are unusual in

that they do not mention the benefits of chanting*

1.

Ibid.* hymn Nos. 1* U , 30, 33*, 37* 38, ¥►* 76* 77, 8l*

90* ’95 and 100*
2.

Probably*

TKP, 21*
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the saints emitted the benefits of chanting in these to make
them stand out among the rest of the TKK.

But this has had

the opposite effect and the devotees have chanted them less
often than the ones in which the benefits of chanting have
been explicitly stated*

Analysis of the benefits of chanting*
All the other TKK of Campantar may be classified Into
four main categories, according to the manner in which the
benefits of chanting are stated*

In the first category

the benefits are mentioned in the form of oath-taking or

asseverationI1 in

the

second, more benefits,

of a material kind, are stated;

in the third, the benefits

are given in the form of a recommendation,
only a single

sometimes even

benefit is mentioned*

and in the fourth,

Thislast type

is the

most common in the hymns of Campantar*
In the first category, the TKK of hymn

Nos* 220,221

273» 336 and 376 deserve special mention, as Campantar declares
the benefits, using the word apai, ’oath1 •
declares in hymn No *3761

He solemnly

,!This is my oath that those who chaht

this hymn will not be reborn but will live in the upper world” •

1*
2,
3*

Cam,Tev, hymn Nos * 273* 220, 226, 221, 237, 2^1, 273, 336, 265,
376, 3^2 * 271t 233. 371 and 25^.
Ibid., 2, 20, 21, 76, 129, 136, 176, 203, 261, 262, 329, 338,
339, 360, 376, 381 and 383.
Ibid.. 56, 96, 127, 163, 236 , 2^3, 2U , 263, 277 , 295 , 305
and 325 *
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In another two hymns, Nos# 220 and 273, k® promises that vinai
will be extinguished.

In the remaining two hymns, Nos# 221 and

336, he gives a solemn assurance that those who chant them
will rule in the upper world or heaven*

Oath^taking is a

striking feature in these hymns, and this probably prompted
NampiySutar Naapi to praiEe Campantar ao auainamatenaavalan
This feature no doubt has contributed to their popularity
among the £aivites even at present#
p
of the hymn Kolagupatikam (No#221)#

This is especially true

There are another ten TKK in this category#

The TKK

of hymn Ncs# 226 and 3^2 cive the benefits of chanting,
accompanied by the words aiyu£avillai, *(I am) not in doubt* *
The TKK of hymn Nos* 237» 265 and 233 mention the benefits of
chanting with the words vaymaiyakave, unraaiye and meymmaiye
respectively, which are equivalent to the biblical •verily*•
In the remaining five hymns, the benefits of chanting are stated

3

either with the word titam or tiogam, •certain’•

The saint

must have had strong confidence in the divine power of these
hymns to have declared their benefits in such strong terms#

1#
2*
3#

APT, ^3*
Supra, Ch*VI, pp.316^7*
Cam,Tev, hymn Nos. 2*fl, 275* 271, 371, and 251*.
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They are also very commonly sung in homes as well as in
shrines«
In the 18 TKK of the second category, the saint promises
many benefits all at once*

In l*t of these, he promises that

the chanters will attain some mystic goal besides obtaining
a number of other benefits*

1

Hymn No.20 promises education,

wealth, victories and glories, and personifies these as
kalaimakal, tirumakaj, cayamakal and pukajmakal, respectively.
In hymn No*21, each verse states a certain benefit, usually
of a material kindf
TKK.

all these benefits are enumerated in the

In the remaining two hymns, Nos. 136 and 383* the saint

concludes by stating that chanting these hymns will free
those who chant them from distress,

poverty, crime and sin*

All these hymns, particularly the 14 hymns which include the
attainment of divine bliss as a benefit of chanting, are very
popular among the Salvites.

The reason for this is perhaps

the larger number of benefits promised in them#
There are 12 TKK in the third category, in which the
benefits of chanting are stated in the form of a recommendation.

2

Two of these, belonging to hymn Nos. 96 and 236, recommend that

hymn No b . 2, 76, 79, 129, 176, 203, 26l, 262, 329, 338,
3397 360, 376 and 381.
2 . Ibid., hymn Nos. 5 6 , 96, 127, 163, 236, 2^3. 2 H , 263, 277,
295, 505 and 325.

1*
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the hymns be chanted in their respective shrines*

The TKK of

hymn Nos# 127 and 325 mention merely that these hymns should
be chanted*

In each of the remaining eight hymns the

recommendation is made by one of the synonymous words, patip
paravume, etti vaimina, patumin* moliyuraln* otuvir, porriccyyunu
pakarum , molitakaiyave *
A large number of TKK fall into the fourth category,
in which only a single benefit is stated*

In these stanzas,

Campantar promises either a better world or freedom from
bondage to every one who makes a habit of reciting the hymns*
The benefits mentioned in this category include freedom from
sin, crime, or distress, the attainment of heavenly bliss,
escape from rebirth, and so on*
Let us now see how Cuntarar presents the benefits!
(a)

Ten TKK state specifically that those who chant the verses

of their hymns will be released from vinai •

Such release or the

destruction of vipai is described in strong terms such as

1

arum*

2

’will extirpate’, kaliyum,

’will depart*, pom,

3

’will go ’,

4
5
6
mayum, ’will perish’, 11a,^ ’will not1, aftaiya, ’will not approach’,

2*
3*
4.
5.
6.

Cun,Tev, hymn Nos* 17, 85 and 99
Ibid*, 91*
Ibid., 19, and 26*
Ibid.;, 50.
I b H . . 55.
Tbid.. 89.
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and kuta*^ ’will not associate1#

It is remarkable that some

of the terms Cuntarar used to describe the destruction of vinai
are the same as those used by the two earlier saints*

2

The

number of stanzas which describe release from vinai are
proportionately fewer than the corresponding stanzas by
Campantar end Appar.
(b)

In a number of TKK Cuntarar speaks of heavenly
3
enjoyment or divine bliss*
This benefit is stated by means
of a varied phraseologyf which promises that those who chant
these hymns ’will rule heaven1, *will reach heaven*, ’will be the
king of heaven’| ’become the leader of the heavenly beings’,
’obtain final beatitude’ and so on#

It is perhaps Cuntarar’s

supposed previous experience of heavenly bliss which gave him
such a great longing for it and thus caused him to compose a
greater proportion of hymns on this subject than did Campantar
and Appar#

Heavenly bliss according to JPP, was promised to
k
him by Siva himself*
The story is that Cuntarar fell in love
with Kamalifli and Nautili, two women of Parvati’e retinue,
while they were gathering flowers on mount Kayilayam#

1*
2#

3*
k.
5.

5

In

Ibid#, 80#
Campantar uses the term pSm in hymn Nos# 11 and 23, ketum in
350, mayum in 212 and 311, ataiya in 260, 197 and 63* illai
in 6, 351 and l6l, agum,273*
ForAppar videinfra*« p*373»
Cun.Tev, hymn Nos. 79, 86, *K>, 35,20, 6, 23, 97, 93t 26,
83, 67,
3, &9, 2, 9, 32, 21, 25, 62, 4 7 , 42, as, 56, 6k, 59, 7^, k6, 54,
18, 24, 23, 78, 79, 12, 7 and 52.
PPTKC; 29.
Ibid'.. 22-29.
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punishment for this carnal weakness he was sent to this world
so that he could experience the fulfilment of hie desires and
realise their vanity.
(e)

Cuntarar speaks in six of his TKK of the destruction

of pavam» ’sin’*^

It can be observed that he describes the

destruction with the verbal forms!

agum, fwill extirpate1v

pagalyum, ’perish* and ila, ’will not*.

These are some of the

same terms which Campantar also uses about the destruction
of sin*

2

This clearly demonstrates that apart from the

thought-content, Cuntarar also made use of the actual words of
his predecessor Campantar*
(d)

Three TKK, may be cited in which Cuntarar promises

worldly or material benefits for chanting his hymns*

Two of

these (hymn Nos* 60 and 69) state that those who chant the
verses of these hymns will lead a life in which their hair
will not turn grey, in which they will not suffer from
old age

or any other distressf and at the end of which they

will reach heaven*

These benefits are given in two of Campantar*»
■3

stanzas which also contain the same words and phrases,
but they are conspicuous by ’their absence in Apparfs verses*

1.
2*
2*

Cun,Tevt hymn Nos* 5t 11. 15* 16, 53 and 57*
Campantar uses the term naraiyum in 287, 28$, 52, 278, 29 and 99*
agum in 383 and ila in 2^6, 39 and 204-#
Cam,Tev« hymn Nos* 261 and 291*
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The third (hymn No*71) promises watered lands and immense
glory to those who chant its verses*
(•)

In eight TKK, Cuntarar premises freedom from

suffering* distress or calamity*

These benefits are promised

quite often by Campantar* and in six verses by Appar*

2

Besides

these* in another (hymn No*30)* Cuntarar promises freedom
from distress to the learned poets and mentions the benefit
in its first line* which is unusual.

In fact* it is

unique in the whole of Tevaram.

He also speaks of freedom
%
from birth and death in three TKK* in contrast to Campantar*

who speaks of, it in several, and Appar* who speaks of it
in none*

The last stanza of Cuntarar*b hymn No*33 is quite

similar to several verses of Appar* as it requests devotees
to worship Siva*

The only difference is that Cuntarar does

not state the benefits of such worship*

This stanza is

evidence that Cuntarar composed verses similar to those of Appar*
The TKK enumerated and discussed above reveal some
significant facts*

The classification of the TKK of Cuntarar

has shown conclusively that he echoes the words* phrases,
ideas and poetic techniques of his predecessors*

!•
2*
5*

Cun,Tev,hymn Nos* 48* 58* 82* 92* 94*
AppiTev,hymn Nos* 12C* 151* 154* 1?2,
Cun*Tew,hymn Nos. 70* 68 and 75•

In (c) it

22* 43 and 49#
180 and 190*

has been shown how he makes use (of the words and phrases of
Campantar* and in (a), those of Campantar and Appar*

His

borrowing from the thoughts of Campantar is shown din (d)|
and (•) illustrates a verse composed on the model of Appar*
How he presents the came kind of benefits as Campantar and
Appar is demonstrated in (a)9 (b)v and (a) •

In (e), a verse

has been cited to prove the extraordinary poetic pattern
Cuntarar adopts in presenting benefits*

This pattern has no

parallel in the Tevaram of the other two saints*

Finally* in

categories 1 and 2 it has been shown how the benefits of
chanting have contributed to the popularity of the hymn®
among the £aivites even at present*

The most striking

difference observed is that the TKK of Cuntarar are generally
composed in the form of statements or promises as opposed
to the TKK of Campantar* which are sung In a variety of poetic
patterns such as oaths, asseverations, promises, recommendations
or requests, and in contrast to the •last verses* of Appar*
which are mostly in the form of a request* promise or
recommendation*

Analysis of the benefits of worship
Besides the five flast verses1 examined already, another
45 last verses in Appar1s hymns deserve special analysis*

In
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these verses, the benefits of worship are predominant as
opposed to the benefits of chanting in the TKK*
may be classified into six categories*
speak of the destruction of vinai
from distress or calamity,

Z

These verses

Nineteen verses

seven speak of freedom

five of heavenly enjoyment,

three of attaining the holy feet,

4

3

and two of salvation from

sin,'* while nine promise a good life, seeing £iva, and so on*
The 19 verses on the destruction of vinai form the
largest of these six categories of ’last verses*«

Moreover,

the ’last verses* dealing with vinai fora & larger percentage
of the total of Apparfs ’last verses* than do the TKK of
Campantar and Cuntarar which deal with vinai with respect to the
total of the TKK of these two saints*

Appar speak© of vinai

in a large number of other verses as well and proclaims very
frequently that Siva will destroy it*

C

This recurring theme

of vinai tends to suggest that Appar not only had great
aversion to vinai» which prevents tha soul from union with
Gcd, but also wished others to be freed from it*

His conversion

to the Jaina religion and the attack of the dreadful disease

2.
3*
4.
5.
6.

ApPjTeVw hymn Nos* 105, 130, 131* 132* 136, 143, 147, 152,
ib4, 169, 171, 181, 192, 194, 197, 198, 236, 246 and 250*
Ibid,.120, 151* 15^, 172, 180, 190 ana 280*
Ibid.;188,193, 201, 210 and 306.
Ibid..114, 145 and 209.
Ibid.,118 and 127.
EO.App. II, 185.

culai, which he mentions very often, were perhaps the reason
for his strong belief in the concept of vlaai and the
repeated mention of it in his vrorks*

Therefore, it is not

surprising that he describes vi^ai as kofru vinai* val vinai *
ti vinai* aru vinai, pern vinai, cul vinai, veyya vinai* tunpa vinai
’
1
nIvinait vinsip pakai and so on, and uses different synonyms
such as mayum* 'will perish' (l8l), p5y axum* 'will go and
extirpate* (143)« ninkitum* 'will depart' (169), nacam* 'will
annihilate' (197)> pagum* 'will flee' (l*f7), karuk ketum* ’will
perish with embryo* (19*0, etc* to describe its destruction*
The strong prefixes used to describe vinai and the strong
terms in which its destruction is stated underline clearly the
saint's aversion to it*
A significant feature of the 'last verses' of Appar
is the absence of specification of the material benefits,
which is prominent in some of the TKK*

What is clear from

this is that Appar does not advocate worship to obtain
worldly benefits though the other two promise such benefits
to those who chant their hymns*

This is evidence for Appar's

advocacy of complete indifference to worldly attachments
in contrast to the tendency of the other two saintw .to favour

1.
2.

T0«Appf I, 68 j3 U .
Su£rar p* 369.

3*? 4

a life of worldly pleasures as well*
The other notable feature is that the benefits of
worship are usually given against the background of the
puranic story of Siva crushing Iravapaa, a recurring theme in
the 8th verses of the hymns of Campantar*

The contrast is

that Campantar presents the story merely as a feat of Siva,
while Appar alludes to it not merely to glorify Siva but also
to emphasise the certainty of obtaining the spiritual
benefits which he promises*

Therefor© Cekki^ar's interpretation

of this allusion to the 8th verse of hymn Ko#l of Campantar^
is more appropriate to the 'last verse* of Appar*

It is also

clear that this story was popular during the period of these
two saints .and was used extensively for religious propagation*
Besides the 'last verses* examined already, a number
of other 'last verses* deserve special mention, as examples
in which the saint emphasises the worship of Siva*
verses he Invites others to Join him in worship)

Z

In some
in others

he requests the worship of £iva,^ and in still others he
makes an earnest appeal to devotees to either go to a shrine
or to see the Lord*

1*
2#
5*
4.

Though these stanzas make such

Supra, Ch*I, p. 33*
App*Tev, hymn Nos* 90, 116, 161, etc.
Ibid., 159* 170, etc.
Ibid., 155, 182, 187, etc.

requests, they promise no benefits for such worship.

Such

statements in the TKK of Campantar and Cuntarar generally
cover the benefits of chanting*
The *last verses* enumerated and analysed so far,
illuminate certain points*

Firstly, it has been established

that there are three types of 'last verses* in Appar*s hymns;
verses promising the benefits of chanting, verses describing
the benefits of worship, and verses emphasising worship itself
without promising any benefits.

'Last verses' of the first

category do not bear the name of the saint and in this respect
they are dissimilar to th© TKK.

In the second category of

verses, the emphasis is on the benefits of worship, and as
such they are entirely different to the TKK.

The third

category of verses is similar to the other two categories
except for the fact that they do not mention any benefits.
As for the second point, two suggestions may be made at this
stage.

One is that Appar's sense of aversion to self-

complacency, perhaps due to his maturity, may have precluded
him from composing verses similar to tho TKK of Campantar and
Cuntarar#

The other is that the last verses in Appar's

hymns may have tempted some one to compose TKK and interpolate
them in the works of Campantar and Cuntarar.

Thirdly, these

'last verses' in Appar's hymns may also be considered as
TKK, even though they are net regarded as such by Cekkilar,
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because of their refined and masterly presentation of spiritual
benefits* without any element of self-praise.
Finally* we may conclude this section by shoving that
the analysis of benefits has also proved how the personal
experiences of the saints are reflected in their last stanzas*
It is perhaps because of his conversion to the Jaina religion
and the attack of culai he suffered that Appar speaks so often
of vinai)

Cuntarar probably speaks of heavenly enjoyment

because of his previous experience of it.^

Similar experiences

were lacking in the life of Campantar, and hence such feelings
are not reflected in his TKK*

Personal references
The saint's name flagacampantag is mentioned in a large
•number of TKK*

The name, shortened to Campantag appears in

41 TKK, and to Pantag in another 17*

The elongated form

with the prefix tiru is used in three TKK.

Other names, Nagag,

2

PogginSfcag and MagainSgacampantag, are each used in one TKK.

His place of birth, Clkali, which often accompanies his name,
is indicated by such alternative names as Kali, Kalumalam,
Cagpai, Togipuram, Piramapuram, Pukali, Vegupuram, Puntaray, etc*

1.
2.
3*

Supra., 368.
TO.Cam, II, 248(20).
Ibid., 248(3).
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References such as pucuran, magaiyon, vetiyaa and so on*

are

sufficient to establish that he belonged to a brahman family.
Campantar also finds delight in associating himself with
his gotra as kavugiyar peruman, *prince of the Kau^dihya1,
kavuaiyar kulapati, •chief of the kavuaiyar gotra* etc*

2

■
i

We may suggest that these references helped Cekkijar enormously
to reconstruct the life history of the saint in hie work P P .
Campantar is neyer guilty of modesty in his opinion of
himself*

He introduces himself as tamil virakan, *one

proficient in Tamil1, tami^ nata^, •master of Tamil learning1,
giuttamil virakaq, •scholar of the three-fold Tamil and so on.
He praises his hymns as tlruneciya tamil, •Tamil of the
5
sacred path1, centamil, #refined classical Tamil*, kungat
6
tamil, *the never diminishing Tamil* and so on*
From these
statements we can see that Campantar praises himself as a
Tamilian and is proud of his hymns being in Tamil but never
prides himself on being an Aryan.

Some find fault with

Campantar for his self-complacency, but ^aivite scholars
7
interpret this as divine revelation.
The words of Campantar

1.

Ibid., 2^8(1).

2.

Ib id ,,

3.
k*
5.

Ibid., 255*
Cam,Tev» hymn Ho.l*
'
Ibld.V'Al, 57* 135* 136* 138, 1*3, etc.

2^8(4).

6.

i H a >, 18.

7.

TPT, Tirumuyai, I, p.29.
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—
1
himself vantavage punaital validate, nay be quoted to
prove this fact*

Vantavace means 1words overflowed through
2
divine inspiration* *
Campantar also finds pride in describing himself as a
composer of songs and a brilliant singer of hymns set to

pan*

Thera is a TKK which speaks of Campantar as a man with

knowledge of music?

The TKK of hymn Nos* 159 and 3^0 state

that the saint himself sang the hymns to pan*

A reference

can also be cited as evidence for the saint setting pan
and singing*

b

His brilliance in music is also expressed by the

phrase nal 11 ca.iya].aa, •sweet musician*, icaiyar tamil virakan,
•one proficient in sweet musical Tamil1y etc*

5

Besides these,

the references such as eqparoar pal kalaiyan, •man, of various
praiseworthy arts*

6

and kalai nanacampantaa, •Campantar with the

sound knowledge of arts*
in various arts#

7

portray him as a man with expertise

For this attribute however we have no

authentic evidence in our sources except for his poetic genius
and his talent in composing music on the basis of which
perhaps these references were made*

The pan system, a number

of new poetic metres in the verse~fora patikam, alliteration,

2*
b+
5*
6*
7#

CaajTev, hymn No #28.
TFT, .Tiruauxait' 1* p*1^3«
Can,Toy, hymn No*319*
Ibid*, 5*
XI, 2^9#
Cam,Tev, hymn N o *319*
Ibid*, 11, 16, 79, 173*
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rhyme and rhythm establish that Campantar was a worthy
master of his art and it may be suggested that all these
elements contributed as much to J§aivism and to the Tamil
language as did the thought-content of the hymns themselves*
In Cuntarar^ TKK the name £rura& is mentioned more often
than its abbreviated form Uraa*.
which is often used is Vaatouta&*
only in a few TKK*^
or Tampiraatolar*

Another name for this saint
The name ilampi appears

Cekkijar speaks of Vajatohtaa, Nampiyarurajj,
The latter two are not referred to by

the saint himself in his works*

The word nampi which is

usually the title of a prince and generally conferred on
important individuals

was perhaps added by Cekkil&r to the

more frequently mentioned name Arurajj in order to portray
the exquisite beauty and majestic personality of the saint*
The saint also perhaps for this reason called himself nampi *
Dorai Nangasvamy*e interpretation that the name Narapi may
also be explained as being deserved by him because he grew
up as a prince of Naraeinkamu&aiyaraiyarfs family
right#

may be

The name Tampiraatolar does not appear in the TKK

though PP states that this title was conferred on the saint by
Siva himself***

1*

TO*Cun,156*
-Tol*, eluttn*, cu, 15^» commentary, and ffannul»4 eu* 158,
commentary of the Mayilai Natar*
3* RPT, I, p*109*
PPTK, 127-9*

On the other hand, as the saint himself explains the
name Sruraa is his proper name because lie vas named after
the Lord of Tiruvarur,^

The name Vaato$tar,

•strong devotee*,

according to the saint’s version, is a name conferred on him
by &iva for the harsh words he U3ed to

The naming of

the saint after the Lord may have established the practice
among tho Saivites of giving people various names of Hindu gods
and goddesses*

The name Cuntarar, meaning beautiful or

handsome person, is the one by which the saint is commonly
known in modern times*'

It is, however, neither referred to

in the TKK nor found in the earlier works* including PP, thus
creating a problem for critics and scholars*

Another

significant aspect is that the names £rura£f XJraji, Vafltout&B
and Nampi appear* not only in the TKK, but also in the other
........

verses,

3 ..........................

in contrast to the names of Campantar which art

mentioned only in the TKK,
Cuntarar employs the term katalag, •loving son’ and
cixuvan ’son* to describe himself as the son of Cafcaiyafc
and Icainajji.

In two TKK he states he is the katalan of

if
his father Cataiya&,

2,
5*

Cun,Toy, hymn Nos,
Cun,Tsv, 1?:2 *
TO,Cun, ‘156,
Cun,Tev, hymn Nos,

and in another proudly mentions himself

39%
37

86,

and

89*
3&*
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as the katalaa of his mother IcainaQi*

1

On the other hand,*

in three TKK he describes himself as the ciguvan of Cafcaiyaa,
in one as the ciguvan of his mother Icainaai

3

2

and in another

» 4
as the ciguvan of both Cataiyaa sucl Icainani*

The words

katalan and ciguvan in these descriptions mean no more than
•a eon’.
He also takes pride in describing himself as ’king9 or
’chief’ as demonstrated by the use of different synonyms such
as koman, ventag, mannay and k o n *

It may be noticed that

the first two terms are mentioned with the word nSvalar, ’orator9,

the third with NSvalgr,

the native place of the saint, and the

7
last with both navalar and Navalfir.

The use of these

expressions gives rise to three possible alternatives.

One

is that Cuntarar describes himself as the king or chief of
orators as well as the king or chief of KavalSr;

another is that

the title of navukkaraiyan,1’the king of tongue1 which is used
about Appar and which Cuntarar himself mentions, perhaps led
him to describe himself too as ’the chief of the great men
of the tongue9;

the third is that the expression navalar is

perhaps a textual corruption of Navalur.

Dorai Hangaswamy concludes,

1. Ibid,, 39*
2 . Ibid., ?• 3^ and 4?#
3. Ibid., 33.
4. Ibid., 16.
3» Navalar koman, in hymn No,82 and Navalar ygntan in 57 and 71*
6 , Hymn No*13*
7 * Navalar kop, in hymn Nos. 3t 4, 16, 23, 24, 28, 4l, 42, 83 and 84
and Navalurk k5g in 18 and 33*
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Ttwe find the expressions navalar ken, navalar mannan,
navalar ygntan or navalar kSman in some verses and these
also should be interpreted as the chiefs of the people
of the place of Naval or Navalur11#^
This is not convincing as he does not explain or justify such
an interpretation.
Besides these, Cuntarar also clearly refers to Navalur
as his native place, using the expression Navalarurant
2
•JCrurajj of Navalur* •
nlvalavuran

4

The other terms navalur an

3

and

are also interpreted as Uran of Naval or

Tirunavalur.

Naval is a tree, 1jamorin plum*, which generally

grows in groups in several parts of the Tamil country*
Therefore, the name NSvalur was probably derived from the name
of the tree, nSval, due to the presence of a number of naval
trees in the area*
The facts
description in

5

analysed above showconclusively that the
the TMC in PP, which states

that the saint was

born at Tirunavalur to Cat&iy&fi£r and IcainafliySr, is borne
out by the references found in the TKK of Cuntarar.

There are,

however, no direct references either in the TKK or in the other
verses describing the saint*s upbringing and the training

1. KPT, l,p.88.
2 . 5un.Tev, hymn Nos. 14, 25, 26, 40, 46, 53, 62, 67, 69, 73, 76
and 99•
3.
Ibid., 34, 36, 87 and88.
4.
Ibid., 50, 79, 83, 97 and 100.
5* This fact can be further substantiated by the name of a village
in the north of Ceylon, Navackafcu, *jamorin plum forest* which
is famous for naval trees, and no doubt is named after this tree.
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received under Naraeinkamu£aiyaraiyaf and thereby one can
conclude that such descriptions in the PP were purely the
creation of Cekkilar*

The references enumerated by Dorai

Rangaswamy proving that Cekkijar made use of them to illustrate
the story in PP are not of a quality to give

sufficient

credence for establishing the story so elaborately described
by Cekkilar.^
It has already been mentioned that Campantar very often
associates himself with the Tamil language*

Such descriptions

are not found in the TKK of Cuntarar* except for the
Z
references tamil ura&i poyyat tamil

3

k
and aruntamil uraa*

Cuntarar* howevefr* is fond of introducing himself as a sincere
and faithful devotee in a number of his TKK with different
5
synonyms such as atltocta^# ’humble servant1* atinay uraa<
•Uran is a dog at the holy feet of Siva**

6

atiyarkkatiyaa*

7
>
8
’devotee of the devotees’* civatoata-s, ’devotee of Siva’*
^

elvanat 1yarkalukku atlyac. 'devotee of the devotees of Siva*,
toatartoptan« 'servant of servants'

1.
2.
y.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

and so on.

Q

Such descriptions

SPT. I, p.110.
Cun.Tev. hymn Ho.57*
Ibid.; 13.
Ibid.. 72.
................
Ibid.. 3, 21, 28, k3, kk, 51, 78, 80, 8 6 , etc.
Ibid.; 94.
Ibid.; 52 (1-9).
Ibll.. 4-9.
Ibid.; 78,
Ibid.. 7.
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very rarely occur in the TKK of Campantar.
■*

The frequent

'

descriptions of Campantar exhibit his talent for poetic
composition and also his love for his language#

The constant

references to Cuntarar as atiyan have to be interpreted in
connection with the event of £iva taking him into his
service described in £P#^

This incident in the life of the

saint as narrated by Cekkilar states that iiva appeared as
an old man with an old palm-leaf document * avaaam, to claim the
poet as his hereditary slave*

This description in PP was

perhaps derived from the constant references enumerated above
in the TKK of Cuntarar*
One of the striking phenomena in the above-mentioned
description Is that Cuntarar compares himself to a dog*
always regarded as an animal grateful to hie benefactor#
This description could* therefore* carry no more significance
than to emphasise his gratitude to his spiritual Guru, Siva*
who according to PP* appeared as an old man with an avapam*
and Baved him on the eve of his marriage by generating the
required feeling of spirituality#

The spiritual Guru is

always looked upon by Saivites as none other than Siva himself*
In other words the description emphasises the relationship

1*

For a detailed account see TK

in PP*
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between the soul and the Lord, the relationship or love of
the dog to Its master refers to the relationship between
Cuntarar and Siva*

Hymns described as garlands
The description of the hymns as garlands deserves
special analysis as it provides a clue to the origin of the
present title Tevaram *

Campantar speaks of tamil malai,

’garland of hymn* in fourteen TKK

1

and malai iraintu, ’two

times five garlands’ in another five*

2

The hymns are also

described as con malai, ’garland of words*
’ten garlands of words’*

3

and con malai pattu,

Besides these, the phrases

centanil malai, ’garland of classical Tamil’,
malai, ’garland composed in musical Tamil*,
of song*

7

6

pa malai, ’garland

8

and tamil aram, ’garland of Tamil’

tamilin icai-

are also used*

The word malai is also used in connection with aruntamijl,
’precious Tamil*

9

10
ontamil, ’beautiful Tamil’
vantamil,

11

’beautiful Tamil’

1.
2.
3*
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

12

nargamil ’good Tamil’

and so on*

CamjTev, hymn Nos. 2, 46, 74, 80, 103, 104, 152, 219, 223, 239f
242, 24?, 364, 3?6.
Ibid.; 161; 173, 175, 329 and 381.
Ibid.; 221, 264 and 339*
Ibid.. 137.
Ibid.; 43.
Ibid.; 274.
Ibid.; 243 and 377.
Ibid.. 147.
Ibid.; 262 and 350.
Ibid.; 260,
Ibid., 240,
O T . , 244, 376.
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A close study vill show that Campantar makes use of the word
malai with

JOsuch different

prefixes in ahout seventy-eight

TKK*
Cuntarar, on the other hand* describes his hymns as
Kruraqa tamil malalkal* ’Krflra&’e garlands of Tamil*

2

▼aatoutan ciganta aalalkal. ♦V’aatoufcan1a good garlands1

and

3
navalSruran uraltaru mSlalt #garland composed by Navaluran1*
b
He also speaks of con malai» ’garland of word1 vakkenaus
5
malai» 1garland composed of words1 tamil malai« •garland
of T a m i l tamil valuvS malai» •garland composed in flawless
7
S
Tamil1 naggaail malai# ’garland composed in good Tamil1
vautamil wall,
so on*

9
’garland composed in beautiful Tamil1 and

He also speaks of tamil malai, fgarlands of Tamil,

10

rannu tamil yiul malai. 1garland composed in Tamil according
to grammar1^

and cencol tamil malaikal. ’garlands composed

12

in classical Tamil1*

Thus in Cuntarar’s works, hymns are
15
described as garlands in eighteen TKK* ^
This metaphorical
representation of the hymn as a garland, however, occurs only

1*
2*
3*
b+
5*
6*
7*
8*
9*
10*
11*
12.
13*

CuntTev« hymn Ko*71*
Ibid*, 68.
Ibid *, 69*
Ibid., 11.
TEIcT*, 96*4.
ibid*, 47*
Ibid*, 23*
Ibl?*. 6713*
Ibid*, 75*
Ibid.* 82, 47*
Ibid., 4l.
Ibid.* 42.
Ibid.. 3,6,10,11,23,27,29,41,42,47,56,60,68,71,75,76,79 and 82.
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in one ’last verse1 in the hymns of Appar#

1

This demonstrates the fondness of the saints for
describing their hymns as garlands#

The individual verses

of the hymns are considered as flowers vhieh form the garland#
But Cuntarar often describes each individual verse of
his hymns as a garland •

In fact the garland holds a

considerable place of importance in Indian symbolism and the
Saivites have loved to illustrate their bhakti by means of
garlands* using them to celebrate the presence of Siva*

Thus

garlands have acquired a deep religious significance as outward
expressions of the bond of love and respect#

Hence it is

appropriate that the saints describe their hymns as garlands
to Siva#

This description provides an explanation for the

origin of the present title* Tevaram# to describe the works
of the three saints*

Tevaram (tgva + aram)*

means /garland

of god* and therefore the use of this name for the hymns of
the three saints may possibly have originated from the usages
enumerated above*

In this context it is appropriate to point
!

out that it is the tradition in Tamil literature to name a work
by its metre* subject-matter* or the name of its author#

1*
2*
3*

Supra* tP*361-2.
Skt* deva + hara*
For instance the Pari* is named after the metre paripattui
the TMP is named after the theme and the Tol* by the
author* Tolkappiyar*
'
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The number H e n * *
The specific mention of the number *tenf is a striking
feature in 120 of the TKK of Campantar#
are Pa*tu *n
in eight

2

The words used

TKK, Iraintu (2x5) in seven,^ orupatu (1x10)

and oralntinotaintu (5+5) in one*

"5

In four hymns,

Nos# 63, 90, 1^2 and 312, the number ten is used in the twelfth
verse (TKK) to refer to the preceding eleven werses#

In the

other 116 hymns it is mentioned in the 11th verse and refers to
the preceding ten verses#
From the above analysis three important facts emerge#
First, the word pattu does not necessarily refer to ten verses
but on occasion to eleven verses#

Secondly, it prompts the

suggestion that in each case where eleven verses have been
referred to as ten, there has been a later interpolation#
Thirdly, as worshippers are requested to sing ‘ten songs1, just
the ten verses of a hymn excluding the TKK should be
together*

chanted

This injunction does.not apply to other hymns since

there is no specific mention of the number ten in their TKK#
We have already examined the usage of the two hymns of
4
Appar which include specific mention of the number ten#

1.
2.
3*
b*

Cam,Tev, hymn Nos, 97, l6l, 173, 175, 198, 329 and J8l.
Ibid., 19, 20, 21, 22, 122, 123, 3^2 and 3^5*
Ibid.; 129#
Supra, P* 361.

It is interesting to observe specific mention of the
number ten in 32 TKK in the extant hymns of Cuntarar*

In

23 stanzasv the number is mentioned on the basis of TKK
1
being numbered a3 one of the ten*
In ninef It is stated
on the basis of the TKK not being counted as one of the ten*

2

In other words, in the former, the specific number H e n 9 is
mentioned in the tenth verses*

Of these, 9 verses are in

praise of Siva and the 10th is about the composer*
/

In the

latter, the specific number 9ten1 is stated in the 11th verses
In these, 10 verses are in praise of Siva and the 11th is
about the composer*

Among the first type of TKK mentioned

above in three (hymn Nos* 44, 55 and 68), instead of using
the vord pattu, Cuntarar specifically describes the number
ten by referring to it as ettotu irautu (8+2), aintotaintu
(5+5) and anciaotaincu (5+5) respectively*

In three stanzas

of the second type, he refers to the number *ten* as
aintinotalntu^ (5+5)» Iraintu^ (2X5) and ancinotancu^ (5+5)*
There are another tyo hymns. Nos* 11 and 2, in which the
specific mention of ften* and lelevenl respectively is Btated
in the TKK*

In hymn No*11, in which there are only 8 verses,

the eigth and ninth have been numbered as blank (or lost)

1*
2*
3*
4*
5*

C u m T e v , hymn Nos* 3, 5, 6; 10, 20, 32, 42, 44, 49, 54, 55
62, 64, 63, 70, 80, 82, 83, 84, 85, 96 & 100*
Ibid** 9, 16, 19,
36, 61, 67, 69 and 98*
TEIcf*. 9«
Ibid*, 6l.
Ibid., 69.
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in most editions*

In hymn N o *2, which consists of II verses,

the specific mention of the number feleven* is quite clearly
made in the phrase agum or nankum or ongum (644+1)#

Here

the TKK is numbered as one of the eleven of which the
first ten verses are in praiBe of £iva, while the eleventh
is about the composer*
The above analysis allows us to observe several facts*
First, the synonymous phrases used to make specific reference
to the number *ten* do not always refer to ten verses*

If the

TKK are not taken into account, in twenty-three hymns these
phrases refer to 9 verses, and in nine hymns to 10 verses.
Therefore, specific references to the number ten, which use
different synonyms such as ettStirantu (8+2), aintotaintu (5+5)
ancinotaincu (5+5) and Iraintu (2x5) seem to indulge in poetic
licence, rather than conforming to the precise meaning of
the phrases*

The description, Sgum or nankum or oggum (6+4+1)

in the eleventh stanza of hymn H o .2 clearly demonstrates that
it numbers the verses on the basis of the TKK being included as
one of the eleven*

In contrast, the other nine hymns alBO

contain 11 verses each, but the reference made by the word
pattu in their TKK to the number ten is on the basis of the last
verses (TKK) not being numbered as among the eleven*
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Secondly* with Cuntarar* specific mention of the number
ten can be interpreted as a request to the devotees to chant
10 verses* in some eases including the TKK* in others excluding
it*

But in hymn Ho«2* Cuntarar requests that all eleven

verses be chanted* including TKK*

In the case of Campantar*

the request is made to chant 10 or 11 verses* excluding the
TKK*

When no specific mention of the number H e n 1 is made in

the TKK of a hymn of either saint* it Is perhaps left to the
discretion of the worshipper whether or not to chant the TKK
together with the other verses*
Thirdly* two numerical possibilities can be suggested
about hymn H o *11 which consists of eight verses only*

In the

TKK of the hymn the words 1these ten verses of the garland1 appear*

As already suggested this may be in reference to either

10 or 11 verses*

However* according to several editions* the

extant verses have been numbered 1«10 and thus two verses*

Hos* 3 and 9* have been marked as blank (lost verses) and the
TKK has been numbered as the tenth verse#
In this connection* it is interesting to compare the specific
references to the number ten in the hymns of Cuntarar with those
in the hymns of Campantar*

There is no etymological connexion

between Tamil pattu* •ten1 and patlkam, a verse form* which may
contain ten or eleven verses as in the hymns of Cuntarar* or
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eleven or twelve verses as in the hymns of Campantar*
Secondly* it has already been noticed that the request has
been made by Cuntarar in the 10th verses of 23 hymns to sing
all ten verses.

It is made quite clear by this that the TKK

should be sung along with the other 9 verses in each of those
hymns.

But Campantar always requested devotees to sing

the verses excluding the TKK.

This is clear because such

requests appear in the 11th verses of 116 hymns.

Thirdly* the

specific descriptions like aintotu aintu (5+5 )* aintinotu aintu
(5+5) and anclnotaincu (5+5) include the TKK in certain hymns
•t
and exclude them in certain others in the hymns of Cuntarar*
while the descriptions Iraintu (2¥5)* orupatn (10) and oraintlnotu
aintu (5+5) quite definitely exclude the TKK in the hymns of
Campantar.^
Another fact may also be noted.

Cuntarar modelled his

patikam on those of his predecessors* Campantar and Appar.
Bearing in mind the scheme adopted by Appar in most of his
hymns* Cuntarar too makes it a point to compose a large number
of hymns consisting of 10 verses.

1.

2.

Attracted perhaps by the

In hymn No*9 the number ’ten* is mentioned in the words
aintiaotu aintu (5+5) and in hymn No.69 it is stated as
anciaofcu ancu.
In both cases the TKK is excluded.
In hymn
No.55 the number ten is mentioned in the words aintStu aintu
(5+5) and in hymn No.68 it is stated as ancinotu ancu.
In
these cases the TKK is included.
Supra, p.388.

TKK of Campantar ha composed similar TKK in his hymns*
Unlike Campantar, he asks his worshippers to chant the TKK
together with the rest of the verses of the hymn to make
1
up the conventional total of ten*

This distinction does

not

apply to Appar who did notf as a rule, compose TKK
Finally, Dorai Rangaswamyls analysis of the number ten
in the hymns of Cuntarar, is incomplete since he examines only
the hymna consisting of 10 verses, and overlooks those
consisting of 11 verses*

Consequently, his conclusion, "instead

of using the pattu, Krurar in a few places specifically
describes the number ten without giving room for any doubt
by referring to it as cttotiraptu (8+2) aintStaintu (5+5) and
1
anciaotaincu (5+5),f is not acceptable, as such description®
appear in some of the last verses of hymns which consist of 11
verses as well*

Seeds of some traditions
The TKK of Campantar and Cuntarar provide us with many fact®
about their sacred hymns including the manner in which they
were chanted*

The saints describe the hyznns as centamil»
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1

2

•classical Tamil19 tap tamil, •pleasant Tamil1 , arun tamlj
T
•rare Tamil* , naggamilt *excellent Tamil* van tamil* 'beautiful
Tamil*

5

6

tamlj., •Tamil1

and eo on.

These expressions are

clear evidence that Campantar influenced Cuntarar.

However*

the expressions of self-praise in the TKK of Campantar, which
7

have already been examined' are absent in the TKK of Cuntarar.
What is therefore suggested is that though Cuntarar praises
his own hymns, Campantar extol3

both hia hymns and himself.

Secondly, the expressions provide a clue to the meaning of
the popular saying caiTamum tamilum talaittu iaitonka* 'sweetly
flourish oaivam and Tamil*•

As the sacred hymns are referred

to as *Tamil* the word Tamil in the above phrase may refer
to the language in which the hymns are expressed.
The saint Campantar finds pride in describing his hymns
M
8 *.
as naaat tamil, 'hymns of spiritual wisdom* nana moll
malai. *garlands of hymns composed in the language of spiritual
9
wisdom* and aruu malait tamil, 'garland of Tamil inspired
with grace*

1*

2.
3#
4.
5*
6.

7.
8.
9•
10*

Cuntarar* on the other hand* praises his hymns

Cam.Tev, hymn Nos. 4l# 571 135, 136, 138, 143* 238* 248*
256 i £66* 282, 293, 296, 302, 304* 354, 357 and 378.
Cun,Tev* hymn Ho. 26*
Cam,Tew* hymn
Nos. 228*229f Cun*Tev* hymn No.4.
Cam,Tev, hymn
Nos* 261,273$ CuntTevt hymn Nos* 9, 55*
Cam,Tev, hymn
Nos. 301,353, 370; Cun,Tev* hymnNo.6l*
Ibid., 62, 252, 343; Cun,Tevj hymn No*30*
Cam,Tev, hymn Nos* 10. 77* 81, 95* 147, 166, 177, 197* 209, 210,
230, 235, 251, 253, 268, 278* 287, 308, 321, 322, 346, 355*
356, 363, 367, 384.
Suprat p.377*
Cam,Tev, hymn
No *117*
Ibid #t 340•
Ibid., 3 . ........ .............. .............................
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as igaiyar patal, fhymn abounding with the grace of God1*
He also speaks of his hymns as composed in spiritual joy and
love

2

and spiritual love and divine enjoyment#

3

These expressions

clearly indicate the purity and the holiness of the hymns,
end also probably contributed to the traditional belief that
the hymns are the words of Siva#

4

la this context it is appropriate to mention two different
conclusions put forward about the TKK of Campantar by
VeJJaivaranaa and Cuppirama$iya PiJlai*

The former is of the

opinion that Campantar composed hie TICK and swore that those
who worshipped Siva chanting his hymns would achieve every
virtue in thoir lives and enjoy heavenly bliss thereafter*

5

The latter takes the view that in those stanzas Campantar
wants others to enjoy the spiritual delight that he has been
enjoying#

6

This interpretation appears to be the more

appropriate, because Campantar himself declares that §iva
bestows bliss on his devotees as He enjoys it himself*

7

Campantar too composed his hymns with the grace and inspiration
of Siva - his soul and Godfs remain united without either

2.
3.
4.
3*
6*
7#

Cun,Tev, hymn Mo.25*
Ibid*, 30#
Ibid#, 55PTV, p*540.
Ibid*# p.496*
Cupforamaniya PiJlai, K*, TirunSnacampairta cuvamikaj
carittlrara, pp *4l«*46 •
CamjTey, 2j8j2#
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of them losing their individuality - "as hody and soulf
fruit

and juice, flower and smellf fire and heat, music

and melody9 in other words, as unity in duality"#^
therefore the revelation of &iva»

The hymns are

Campantar himself admits

the co-authorship of Siva when he says ’my words are His words’ *
Hence Campantar’s intention in composing the hymns may also be

that of Siva.
Finally let us examine some of the references which
indicate the

manner in which the hymns are intended to be chanted*

(a) "Those who are able to chant the hymns paakaninka
’without any inaccuracies’ will lead a long life
in the company of the devotees of §iva"^

(b) "Those

who are able to recite the ten verses finaminri,

if
’without any mistake’ will rule in the heavenly land".
(c) "Tankavallar, ’those who are able to keep’ the
garlands of the verses in their minds will live in
it
glory"#
(d) The goddesses of wealth will lodge in
the

hearts of manankolap payirruvor, ’those who

memorise and remember’ this hymn"#
The references pankanlnka in (a) and unaminri

^

Ob) probably

refer to verbal errors, faltering in singing or dividing the
i

words and phrases wrongly#

■

■

Such chanting, according to the

belief of the £aivites, will not yield the benefits of correct

1#
2*
3#
4.
5#
6,

LG, p #259 ♦
Cam,Tev, 76*1-10
Ibid#,47#
Ibid., 1 4
Ibid,, 5#
Ibid#, 126#

?.
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chanting| but will be Binful**’

These references, although

they pertain to those specific hymns, may be regarded as
relevant to all the hymns*

It may be suggested that these

references have contributed to the current belief of the
Saivites that those who chant the verses should separate the
words by interpreting the verses as they sing, in order to
bring out the meaning*

On the other hand, in references

(c) and (d) the emphasis is perhaps on memorizing the hymns
for easy chanting*

These are sufficient to establish the

existence of the practice of memorizing the hymns during the
Tevaram period*

This custom is with us even today*

It is

common among the Saivites to memorise and sing TevSram in
daily prayer, in worship at the shrine, or on religious occasions*
What is suggested here is that the memorizing of TSvaram
helped the people to be fluent in their chanting and thereby
obtain an understanding of the true meaning and significance
■t

of the hymns*
The Saivite belief is that the chanting of sacred hymns
showers grace even on the relatives of those who chant and on

1*

This is of interest as being similar to the view of chanting
the Bgreda in a faulty manner, entirely faulty chanting
rendered the mantra invalid and positively harmful, hence the
need for the Vedahgasj the ancillery 'sciences*. See
Manomohan Ghosh, M;A*, Paniniya £iksa or the Sikga Vedanga
ascribed to Paaini, pp*?8-9«
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those who merely listen to the chanting!
"The hymn composed in Tamil will bestow glory in
this world and bliss in the next not only upon
those who chant it but also upon their relatives"
"Those who are able to recite the ten Verses clearly
or listen to them will obtain heavenly enjoyment"*
Two facts are clear from these references*

One is that

even those who do not chant the sacred hymns will benefit
if one of their relatives is in the habit of reciting them,
and the other is that those who listen to the chanting of
the sacred hymns are also blessed even though they themselves
do not do the chanting*

The above mentioned references are

perhaps made with the view of encouraging people to chant the
hymns or listen to them*

The hymns referred to in the TKK

do hot appear of themselves to be of any significance although
they have perhaps contributed to the rise of these beliefs
among the Saivites*
The references cited and discussed have conclusively
i

'

proved the importance of the TKK*

■

The TKK must have provided

Cekkilar with all the necessary material to reconstruct the
life histories of Campantar and Cuntarar*

1*
a.

Cam,Tevt hymn 36^#
Ibid*, 11, 103§ 117-

It has been shown
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that the TKK of Campantar contain detailed information about
the saint*

It is therefore not surprising that CekkilSr

Illustrates the life history of Campantar elaborately*

We

have also made clear that certain references in the TKK of
Campantar have contributed to the currency of certain
traditional beliefs among the Saivites*

Therefore, the

TKK of Campantar may be looked upon as the key that unlocks
not only the treasures of the work of Campantar but also
some of the hidden aspects of the sacrod hymns as a whole*
Finally, the classifications of the benefits of chanting
and worship, the description of hymns as garlands and the
specific mention of the number •ten*, which are enumerated and
discussed above, have proved that Cuntarar gives expression
to similar thoughts and ideas to those of his predecessors*
He himself admits this indirectly in the words:
r,I always chant and enjoy the hymns then sung by the
singer of sweet music, Campantag, and the king

of

words, Appar” *^
This is subsequently confirmed in PP which refers to
Cuntarar visualising Siva enjoying the hymns of Appar and
Campantar as he worshipped him*
in his conclusion:

1*
2.

Cun,Tev, 67i5*
PPEKH, 44*

2

Dorai Rangaswamy is right
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"Xrilrar refers to these two great saints, Campantar and
Appar, with great reverence and love*

In great humility,

he sings that he is only repeating what these two great
saints have sung*

Therefore, by his time, the two saints

and their poems must have become very popular and
authoritative” *^
These factors point to the conclusion that the TKK of Cuntarar
may be regarded as the master-key to unlock not only the
hidden treasures of his hymns but also those of the other two,
especially those of Campantar*

Chapter Eight

CONCLUSION

Our survey has demonstrated that the eight poems in Pari *
and TMP - all exclusively in praise of Murukaja - and the Atankanmurai*
which as a whole is in praise of Siva, comprise what may in general
he called 5aiva bhakti literature*

The authors of these works,

frhaktas of Murukafl and the devotees of 3iva, were ardent
Saivites, and particularly those hymnists who are regarded as the
"three great Lords of Saivism*

We have established that the works

in praise of Murukajj may also be regarded as Saiva literature.^*
Here we refer particularly to the eight poems in Pari * which are not
only excluded from the PTM but also are not chanted in temples and
in homes during religious ceremonies at present, even though in many
respects they show a close affinity to TMP, and Tevaram»
At this point it is necessary to mention the chronology of these
works as evidenced by primary and secondary data*

Though there is

no primary evidence to establish the exact dates of Pari * and TMP,
there is secondary evidence such as language, society, cultural
features and development of thinking, to show that of the two, TMP
is of later origin*

1*

2.

p

These two works in the views of several

Supra, Ch.II, pp*137-3*
Ibid*, pp. 83, 131*
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historians of Tamil literature were undoubtedly later than the
other so-called Sangam works which are themselves of uncertain
date*^

However| Pari* and TMP are slightly earlier works than

Tevaram.

Marr rightly suggests that "Alone among the anthologies,

parts of Pari* show close affinity to Tamil devotional poetry such
as Tevaram, and it is possible that Pari * was the work of the same

2

period of Tevaram or a little earlier11•

It still remains the

task of historians to find evidence of the primary type for the
correct dates*
Among early and medieval literary works only a few can be dated
accurately.

Examples are the hymns of Campantar and Appar*

It

has been established on the basis of primary and secondary evidence
that Campantar was the junior contemporary of Apparv and that their
works were composed in the 7th century A.D*

Though there is a

great deal of controversy about the period of Cuntarar, on the basis
of the available evidence we have assigned his work to the 9th
century A*D*^
In accordance with the above dating, these works have been
examined in the following order;
Tevaram *

1*

2.
3*
4#

first Pari* and TMP, then the

We have followed the tradition established in PTM by

Subramoniam, V.I., *Landmarks in the History of Tamil Literature1,
Proceedings of the Second International Conference Seminar of
Tamil Studies, Madras, p.lOb*
ETA, p.477.
Supra, Ch.l, pp.25-6*
IbidlT, p *27*
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placing Appar*s works second even though Campantar was only a
junior contemporary of his.

It is explicit from the inclusion

of the earliest work, TMP, in the 11th Tirumugait that the PTM was
not compiled in chronological order*
to form the first three Tirumugai;

Campantar*s Tevaram was used
probably because he has the merit

of composing the greatest number of hymns*

It may also be

suggested that, if one argues that the first seven Tirumugai were
also arranged by Nampiyapfcar Nampi, there is no doubt that he
compiled them in that order because he had the greatest admiration
for him and hie hymns
The distinguishing features of these works are that the Pari.
poems are set to pan;

the TMP, though

daily liturgy of ardent Saivites;

not set to pap, is in the

and the Tevaram is not only set

to pan but is also an essential feature of all religious ceremonies
in the temples as well as in the homes of the Saivites*

The Pari*

poems are the earliest works in Tamil Saiva bhaktl literature which
were set to pap and sung by devotees*
The survey of these works has shown that, apart from TMPt there
are instances of textual lacunae in the works studied; indeed, of the
31 poems in praise of Murukag in Pari., only eight survive now*

In

the Tevaram, though hundreds of hymns are said to have been lost
before they were compiled by Nampiyapfcar Nampi, only a single hymn

1.

Ibid., p.38 .
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of what he compiled has "been lost before it was printed in book
form.’*'

In the extant works, 54 hymns are fragmentary in

Campantar*a Tevaram, 30 hymns are fragmentary in Appar*a Tevaram
and four hymns in Cuntarar*s Tevaram*

In these hymns« either

verses have been lost or certain lines are missing*

Two alternative

suggestions are possible about the period of this fragmentation#
One is that the missing verses and lines were lost before the hymns
were collected by Nampiyautar Nampi, and the other is that they
were in existence when Nampiyaut^r Nampi collected them* but fell a
prey to termites before they were printed*

The number of lost

verses in certain hymns in the extant works is largest in Appar*s
Tevaram and the least in Cuntarar*s Tevaram *
The constant recurrence of phrases and themes and thfc
reiteration of half or whole lines in each verse of many hymns in
the Tevaram suggests improvisation as its fundamental method of
composition*

Referring to the eight anthologies, Marr concludes,

ffIt has been seen that any one feat may be attributed to several
patrons*

This too is a feature of bardic poetry that originates in

improvisation” •

This feature in the Tevaram may be attributed to

Siva in association with his several abodes*

It is of course true

that these repetitions are wearisome to a critical reader since they
do not convey any new meaning*

1.
2.

Ibid., p. 28.
ETA, pp.472-3*

But it should not be forgotten that
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they would not only have helped the saints to compose the hymns
extempore but also would have stimulated the masses of the Tamil
society, who were mostly illiterate, to chant them collectively#
It is not possible to state precisely when these hymns were
first reduced to writing and collected into seven Tirumugai since
epigraphical or archaeological material is not available#
description in TMK is not authoritative for two reasons#

The
One is

that the description of the compilation of the seven Tirumugai is
vague and tends to suggest that it is not tho work of Nampiyaptar
Nampi but of another#^

The other is that the information given is

not corroborated by epigraphical or archaeological evidence#
may

be suggested

that

these hymns were orally

It

transmitted from

generation to generation before they were committed to writing.
That they

survive in their original form is open to doubt since

many errors have probably come from the transcription from one MS
to another down the centuries#
Our study of these early works has clearly proved how bhakti
originated and developed gradually into its full form as the means
of liberation,

illumination and bliss for the devotee#

The Pari#

advocates love, divine grace and virtue but not gold, wealth or
luxury.

2

In these poems, the devotees* attitude is one of love and

loyal submission to the holy feet of God as: being the means of

1*

2.

Supra, Ch.I, p#l*f.
Pari., 5 i78- 80 .
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deliverance from the sufferings of rebirth.

A notable feature of

these poems is that God’s response to the devotees1 love is not
explicitly expressed there as in the other works.
The TMP, perhaps the earliest non-fragmentary poem in praise
of Murukajj, exhorts devotees to obtain grace and liberation.

The

central theme in this work is that if the devotee worships God with
love, God will grant him the priceless gift of final liberation,
which would otherwise be difficult to o b t a i n T h i s provision for
a response from God to the devotees’ bhakti shows that TMP is the
earliest work in Tamil 5aiva bhakti literature which exhibits how
the devotee pours out his love to God while God responds by showering
endless grace on him.
The main difference between the two works is that the Pari.
represents the self-exprescion of the devotees who desire salvation
while the TMP represents the outpourings of the devotees who have
already had Divine revelation and grace.

This is perhaps another

reason why the Pari. poems have not gained a place of religious
importance in the Saivite world and were excluded from the sacred
collection of the PTM.

The two main reasons are that the anthology

contains six poems in praise of Vi§Qu and eight secular poems in
praise of Vaiyai, and that secular love-themes dominate some of the
poems in praise of Murukaa without symbolising the mystic union of
the devotee with the Almighty.

1.
2.

TMP, 295Supra t Ch.II, pp .103-4-•
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The analysis has revealed that the full flowering of Tamil
Saivite bhakti is noticeable in a number of mystic hymns in
Tevaram.

It has been demonstrated that Campantar worshipped Siva

with intense bhakti for the purpose of achieving spiritual
illuminationf freedom from rebirth, and final liberation*

Dhavamony

concludes, "The characteristics of bhakti, as described by
Campantar, are loving contemplation of things divine, sincere and
genuine acts of worship, single-minded devotion, and total surrender
of the whole person to God in loyal s e r v i c e " O n the other hand,
Appar*s bhakti flows from the bottom of his heart which is pure,
sincere and genuine, paving the way for the attainment of final
liberation.

Single-minded love is very often expressed through

Cuntarar’s bhakti which showed him how to liberate himself from
worldly attachments, be freed from fetters, and finally take refuge
under the shade of the holy feet of §iva.
The devotee’s bhakti towards God is first introduced in the
Pari. poems.

It achieves a deeper meaning when it finds expression

together with the response of God in TMP.

The full flowering of

bhakti finds expression in a refined and profound manner only in the
mystical verses of the Kayaamar.

Pillay (probably referring to

the Pari, and the TMP) says that the beginning of the bhakti cult is

1.
2*

LG, p.35^.
Ibid.
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traceable to the third or fourth century A.D.* and (probably
referring to the Tevaram and Tivviyapplrapantam) that it blossomed
into full vigour in the seventh century A.D.^
The study of Pari, and TMP has proved of great importance as
there is much evidence in them of what might be called indigenous
Tamil religion* though seemingly already coalesced with the puranic
elements of the cult of Skanda*

This Indo-Aryan penetration is

further confirmed by the occurrence in Pari. and TMP of a number of
loanwords and allusions to numerous puranic legends.

Referring to

the loanwords in the eight anthologies* Marr suggests that f,These
are not only technical terms* but also a large number of words of

2
quite ordinary application'* •

This conclusion is more appropriate

to the Tevaram»
Examining allusions to the puranic story of Murukaa's victory
over Cdrapaamaa we have conclusively proved that the author of TMP
made ample use of the words* phrases and ideas of the Pari» poems*

x

Another significant aspect which emerged from the analysis is that
in Pari, and TMP are fused the tales of the kings of dangerous wrath
and might who destroyed their enemies by cutting down the guardian
trees and the story of the mighty and wrathful Murukaa who destroyed
the dreaded Curapa&ma& who had assumed the form of a mango tree.
This* along with an analysis of kajimaram*

1.
2.

3.
k.

U

is sufficient evidence to

Pillay* K.K.* 1Landmarks in the History of Tamilnad1* Proceedings
of the Second International Seminar of Tamil Studies, Madras* p.20.
ETA. p.^7S7~'
'
'
~
Supra; Ch. II, p.131.
Ibid.. p. 83.
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show that the guardian tree of the kings acquired a religious
connotation during the time of Pari* and T M P *
The temples satisfied a more or less universal need among the
people*

The agricultural region was of course more populated than

the other regions;

so it vas no wonder that there was a greater

number of temples there*^

New temples originated and old temples

were kept in good repair wherever the population was large*
People went on pilgrimage chanting hymns and taking part in worship*
Congregational worship became prominent;

oblations of various kinds

were offered and the use of flowers and garlands played a
significant role in worship*

2

Though brahmans functioned as

officiating priests in most of the shrines, there were some temples
where the devotees themselves performed pfi.ja*

The templeB became

centres of educational, social and cultural activities*
were expounded for the benefit of the masses*

Puranas

This was perhaps the

most efficacious method of instruction adopted to educate the
illiterates of the Tamil society of the period*
formed other attractions of the temple*

Music and dancing

Vedas and ancillary

studies took place to impart religious knowledge*

Festivals were

held purely for religious purposes, and yet served as entertainment

x
for the people*

All these prompt us to conclude that the increase

of population and commercial prosperity were responsible for the

1*
2.
3*

See our Ch*III, p n *149-50#
Ibid*, p p .190-213*
Ibid., p.lS2.

construction of numerous temples and the pursuit of other religious
activities.

People who were afflicted with poverty could hardly

engage themselves in such activities.
Our analysis of the TKK has proved to be of great importance
as it has revealed a number of salient facts, particularly the
origin of the present title Tevaram meaning ^ev^+aram, *garland of
God1 as a common name for all the hymns of these three saints.

The

occurrences of the word nialr i , which refers to either the hymns or
the verses, have been enumerated.^

It has been explained that all

the three Eaints, especially Campantar and Cuntarar, speak very often
of their hymns as garlands and hence refer to their hymns as being
garlands for §iVa*

In short, the fcaiats express their profound

bhakti through their garlands of hymns.

We therefore concluded that

the compound Tevaramt of Sanskritic origin, arose only after the 15th
century since this term is not found in the Tevaram itself nor is it
used by Nampiya^tar Nampi or Cekkijar or Canta&akuravar •

The

description of hymns as garlands for diva is symbolic of the marriage
of the soul to the almighty.

Siva is the lover, the devotee is the

lady in love and the hymns form the marriage garland which brings
about the wedlock.

The devotee and God become one in love, a

spiritual communion and identity.
Two significant aspects, the benefits of chanting and the benefits

1.

Supra» Ch.VII, pp .385-7
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of worship, have been brought to light by the examination
respectively of the TKK of Campantar and Cuntarar, and the last
stanzas of Appar.

The former two advocate chanting their hymns

to obtain various spiritual and material benefits while the latter
advocates worship of Civa for celestial benefits, precluding
material comforts.

In other words, in the TKK the emphasis is on

chanting, but in the last stanzas it is on worship.

The other main

difference between the two categories of stanzas is the complacency
of the former.

Campantar and Cuntarar often praise themselves,

their native place, and their mother tongue.
this.

Appar does none of

Three different explanations are possible about this.

One

is that Appar’s maturity perhaps prevented him from composing
complacent TKK;

the second is that the TKK in the hymns of Campantar

and Cuntarar may be interpolations of a later date;

and thirdly,

the belief of the Saivites is that even those stanzas which are
apparently complacent are really the words of God.
The akam hymns, in which love existing between God and his
devotee is often expressed in terms of love existing between man and
woman, are distinctive compositions expressing the saints1
experience of loving communion with God.

In other words, illumination

and bliss are expressed in terms of the divine story of a loving
couple • the soul and God.^

1.

HPT,. II, p.1265

The analysis of these hymns has
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clearly proved how the saints in composing their akam hymns have
made use of seven tigai and several tugai of the Akappattu and
Kamattuppal which, are so beautifully put into proper form by the
early Tamil poets and TiruvaJluvar respectively.

Secular love

is an appropriate medium for the disclosure of divine experience
and thought*

From the enumeration and classification of the akam

hymns and verses* it has been established that all three saints
preferred to take up the role of the lady in love, rather than other
roles such as the companion of the beloved, the mother, or the
foster-mother*

Appar shows greater inclination than the other two

in thiB respect*’*’
Ve have also demonstrated how both the poets of Pari* and the
hymnists deviate considerably from the rigid conventions of
Akappattu in composing their love poems*
Tevaram than in the poems of Pari *

This is seen more in the

Another interesting contrast

observed is that the love themes are presented purely in secular form
in the poems of Pari» as in early akam poetry, while in the Tevaram
akam is turned into an instrument for vividly expressing spiritual
union*

In this union, G o d ^ love holds sway over His beloved in

such a way that the hymnist gives himself up entirely to the
divine embrace and becomes himself divine in action and existence*
Holding the devotees in union, God becomes one with them and abides

1.

Supra* Ch.IV, pp*22*f-6*
In In menorian, Tennyson has used the
same technique to express his sorrow at the death of his great
friend*
v
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in them.

Thus secular love, fully flowering into mystic love,

finds expression in Tevaram only in the akam hymns*

The analysis

of akam themes in Fari* and Tevaram has thus conclusively proved
that secular love themes were introduced step by step into mystic
literature, culminating in whole-hearted devotion to God and the
desire to flood the land with lyrics of deep religious fervour*
On the basis of primary and secondary evidence it has been proved
that Cuntarar gave expression to the thoughts and ideas which were
held by the other two saints*

Cuntarar himself admits that his

hymns repeat only the ideas of hie predecessors, Campantar and
Appar*

1

This means that the works of Cunt&rar are the epitome of

the works of the other two saints*

This possibly prompted Cekkilar

to say that Cuntarar in his worship of Siva states
found delight in the hymns of Campantar and Appar*

that the god
2

From this it

is quite clear that the works of the latter two had not only become
popular and authoritative during the time of Cuntarar but also
familiar to him*

That Cuntarar was much influenced by the other

two saints is established further by the analysis of the TKK, the
common hymns, and the akam hymns*
The TKK of Cuntarar closely follow the pattern of Campantar^
TKK.

1*
2.

In addition, two more important facts which emerged from the

Cun«Tev, 67:5*
PPEK. 44.
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analysis of the TKK may be cited in support of this view*

One

is that| like Campantar* Cuntarar also describes his hymns as
garlands.^*

This description is however beautified and elaborated

in several stanzas comparing individual verses to garlands, thus
likening the ten verses of a hymn to ten garlands•

The other is

that the classifications of benefits enumerated in the TKK of
Campantar and Cuntarar establish that even the subject matter is
generally similar to that of Campantar.
The comparative study of the common hymns of the three saints
provided substantial evidence that Cuntarar composed hymns similar
to those of Campantar and Appar* besides giving expression to their
ideas and thoughts.

The common hymns Nattuttokai, TTrttokai and

Itaiyagruttokai are quite similar to the common hymns Ataivut
tiruttant&kam, Kgettirakkovai and Palavakait tiruttagtakam of Appar
and the common hymn Kgettirakkovai of Campantar.

The remaining

five common hymns in the Tevaram of Cunt araifare themselves evidence
of the saint composing common hymns very similar to those of his
predecessors*
Among the akam hymns of Cuntarar, hymn No.37§ which is
examined under the sub-heading "tutu hymns" in chapter four, is quite
similar in poetic pattern and subject matter to the tdtu hymns
Nos. 60 and 321 of Campantar and hymn N o .12 of Appar*

1.

Supra, Ch.VII, pp.383-6 .

Apart from
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this, hymn No*36, which describes ladies falling in love at the
sight of Siva when he goes on the road in the semblance of a
beggar, is another clear example of Cuntarar repeating the thoughts
and ideas of Appar (hymn No #271) •

The only difference in this case

is that Appar describes a single lady who falls in love with Siva
while Cuntarar describes several ladies who fall in love*

What is

clear from this is that Cuntarar elaborates the ideas of Appar by
means of a number of secular love themes such as ancikkugal,
pukalntu kugal, fital and utanpokku.^
Finally, hymn No*7^, which does not praise Siva in relation
to one specific shrine, but to two shrines together,

was clearly
t
influenced by hymn Nos. *f, 6, 7 and 3*f3 of Campantar, and hymn
Nos* 22^ and 286 of Appar***

A striking feature about these hymns is

that, according to PP, they were, sung when the saints were worshipping
in one particular shrine though the hymns praise £iva in relation to
two shrines.
We may complete our proof of this point by citing the TKK which
are an important aspect of the hymns of both Cuntarar and Campantar
as proof that Cuntarar was influenced more by Campantar than by Appar*

1.
2.
3*

Supra. Ch*IVf pp.23^-7•
Supra; Ch.I, p.50.
Ibicf*; p.28*

TbicT.. p.^3*
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The most important effect of Tevaram is the lasting impression
it has made on Tamil language and literature#

The verse-form

patikam in the hands of the saints achieved freshness, richness and
flexibility through various devices#

Campantar introduced a

number of new metres such as molimargUi malaimagru. valimoli, majakku,
iyamam, ekapatam, irukkukkugaj, ejukuggirukkai « irati irativaippu,
nalatimelvaipput mutukiyalakiya tiruvirSkam, cakkaramaggu« and
kSmuttirikam, which are enumerated in PP as original contributions
of the saint#^

These are curiously constructed poems known as

migaikavi or cittirakavi*

The absence of the reiteration of half

or whole lines in most of these hymns tends to suggest that these
hymns are non-improvised compositions#
The hymns composed in nericai, viruttam, kuguntokai and
tantakam in Appar*s Tevaram, are entirely new to patikam#

The hymns

in the fourth Tirumugai (Nos#l-21 of the total of 312 by Appar) are
the only ones which were composed to pap, in the manner of those of
the other two saints#

The hymns composed in the unique verse-form

tapjakam, which are collected into the 6th Tirumugai, rightly
earned Appar the title taptaka ventap, *master of taptakam **

Cuntarar,

who repeats only the ideas and thoughts of the other two, does not
add anything new to the verse-form patikam#

1.

PPTC, 276-7
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Besides these original contributions, some of the hymns
perhaps paved the way for the development in later periods of some
new kinds of pirapantam, such as Tutn»^ Ankamalai, Kecatipatam,
Patatikecam and U15*

The tilta hymns, which are entirely messenger^

poems, probably influenced the birth in Tamil of the pirapantam.
Tutu in an elaborate and distinctive manner*

The hymns N o *271 of

Appar and No*36 of Cuntarar, probably influenced later poets to
compose Ula in an elaborate and descriptive manner#
A degree of what may be termed Indo-Aryan penetration into
Tamil society is clearly manifested by the numerous references in
Tevaram tc puranic legends and brahmanical customs#

The richness

of allusions to a number of puranic legends which must have
captivated the popular mind of that period has got into the very
texture of the literary language and made earnest appeal to the
people with inspiring devotion and love#

The puranic allusions,

which are characteristic of these works and interesting in themselves,
kept the masses pious*

The purapic legends, which are

systematically alluded to in the hymns of Campantar and Appar, and
which portray the greatness and superiority of j§iva over all other
Hindu gods, are calculated to inspire devotion and love in those who
chant the hymns, and to impart abstract truths and dogmas*

The

Sanskrit diction, which enormously influenced the Tamil language during

1#

Supra, Ch#IVf pp*231-8#
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this period, was another element that helped Tamil poetry become
flexible and resilient*^
The pap, system, which was peculiar to the Tamils, was
developed and systematized for the purpose of singing the devotional
hymns*

This helped to purify the grosser instincts of the people

when they chanted the hymns in simple choral music pouring out their
hearts*

The hymns, which were composed in simple Tamil, with

beautiful rhythms, exquisitely musical words, and different kinds
of metres in a new verse form patikam were undoubtedly admirable for
musical rendering*

Those techniques helped these works,

especially Tevaram, become a great moving force in the lives of the
people who lived in the midst of religious rivalry*
The Tamil 5aiva Siddhanta philosophy had its roots in the
TSvaram, which helped it enormously in its stupendous development
under Keyka$ta Tevar in the 13th century*

A compendium of fourteen

Saiva Siddhanta works, collectively called Meykanta cattiram, the
authors of which are popularly known as Cantata Kuravar, contains
the essence of Saiva theology expounding the relationship of God
to matter and soul and is mainly derived from the Tevaram *

We have

cited Akattiyar tevarat tirattu to prove how the Tevaram hymns were

0

used to expound the ten-fo3
_g theology of Tamil Saivism,

1.
2*

HTLL, p.103*
Supra, Ch*I, pp*62-*f*

2

and the
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Tirumurait tirattu to chow how Umapaticivacariyar makes use of the
hymns to formulate the rules governing the theology of Tamil
Saivism in his work T i r u v a r u t p a y a a The analysis of flowers in
worship has clearly established how the work Putpaviti was written
in the light of the Tevaram hymns by fiajjapirakaca Pafcfcarakar of
Tiruvarur*

2

The study of the modes of worship and the use of

garlands in worship have proved how, using Tevaram, ff£umuka Navalar
formulated some of the rules governing temple worship and
enumerated the different kinds of garlands in.his work Caiva vind
vitai
A comparative study of some of the hymns of Campantar and Appar
revealed a most significant fact.
Campantar

4

The tutu hymn Nos.60 and 321 of

and the tutu hymn N o .12 of Appar

5

are quite similar not

only in poetic pattern but also in subject matter*

Among the

common hymns Kgettirakkoval (No .175) of Campantar, and Kgettirakkovai
(No.283) and Ataivut tiruttapt&kam (No.284) of Appar are identical
in several respects.

It has also been shown that the hymns

Pancakkarap patikam and Namaccivayap patikam of Campantar, and the
hymn Namaccivayap patikam of Appar are similarly composed on the
five sacred letters.^

2.
3.
4.
6.

Ibid*,
Supra,
Ibid.
Supra,
Ibid.,
Supra,

Moreover, hymn Nos* 4, 6,

p p *64-5*

Ch.III, p.201.
Ch.IV, p p .231-3.
pp.254-5*
Ch.VI, p.3 5 %

7
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Campantar

1

and hymn Nos* 22^ and 286 of Appar

2

hoar evidence to

both saints composing single hymns in praise of £iva in relation to
two shrines*

All these similarities in composition tend to suggest

that one of the two saints was influenced by the other*

Vie may

conclude that the hymns of one of the saints referred to above
(as well some other hyrans) probably slightly precede all the hymns
of the other saint*

One may suggest that Campantar, the junior

contemporary of Appar, repeats the ideas of the latter*
At this stage, an interesting contrast may be drawn between
early Tamil poetry and early Saiva bhakti literature*

The early

love poetry appearing in such anthologies as Akanaauru and
Ainkurunugu was composed, in common with the puram panegyrics, for
pleasure and approbation on the part of the poets1 patrons and
audience, and may in no way have been an expression or sublimation
of the poets1 own feelings*

It would not be possible to regard a©

Romantic the poems of the akam anthologies.^

In early £aiva

bhakti literature the akam hymns were composed in praise of the saints1
deity and also for the devotion and approbation of the audiences
of devotees and were an expression or sublimation of the saints1 own
feelings of bhakti*

The katal cuvai permeates the former while

bhakti rasa the latter*

1.
2*
3*

Supra, Ch.l, p*28.
Ibid., p«43#
ETA, p*471*
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The glories, greatness, and munificence of kings and
chieftains were the predominant themes in the early puram poetry;
music and dancing were performed in the royal court for the pleasure
and approbation of the kings and chieftains#

The poets,

expressed their love and regard for them through their poetry and,
in return, rewards and titles were conferred on them for their
talents*

But in early Siva bhakti literature the temple took the

place of the royal court, God replaced the kinrs, the king himself
became the worshipper of God;

the kingfs guardian tree evolved into

the religious guardian tree.

The people, who had been adulators

of kings, turned into worshippers of God*
place of the bard© of yore*

The saints took the

The glories, greatness and holy grace

of God became the predominant poetic themes*

God Ehowered grace

and illumination on the saints for their bhakti and thus final
liberation was the reward of strenuous perseverance*

TABLE HO.I
THE AKAM HYMNS IN THE TEVARAM

(a)

Campantar1b Tetraratt

Pat.Wo.

Hymns

Verses

Sneaker

heroine

1

Tiruppiramapuram

3 & 6

kk

Tiruppac cilacciramam

1-10

56

Tiruppa££U£ai

1-10

60

Tiruttocipuram

1 — 10

63

Tiruppiramapuram

1-11

ti

73

Tirukkaflur

1-10

I!

76

TiruvilampaiyankoiiEr

1-10

II

15^

Tirumarukal

1-10

159

Tiruvajaaikka

1-10

VI

183

Tirumayilappur

1 - 10

heroine

ZbZ

Tiruvalancuji

6 & 7

256

Tirumukklccaram

6

303

Tiruvarur

1-10

321

Tiruccenkattankuti

1-9

11

358

Tirut tojjipuram

1-5 , 8-10

tv

359

Tiruvirameccuram

1-10

it

382

Tir uppari tIniyamam

1-10

it

y?k

TiruTllimilalai

1-10

it

foster-mother
heroine

foster-mother

none
heroine

(b)

Apparfs Teviram

Pat.Ho.

6

Hymns

Verses

Speaker

Tirukkalippalai

1-10

12

Tiruppalaaam

1-10

97

TirunallSr

1-10

120

TirurarEr

7-3

138

Tiruppacur

6-3

heroine

142

Tiruvlvatutn^ai

1-10

mother

153

TirukkalippSlai

1 - 10

158

Tiruttooipuram

1-10

tt

159

TirUppukalur

2-3

t»

166

TiruvatikaiViratfcaM

1-12

177

Tirukkolatnpam

foster-mother

179

Tiruralanculi

companion of
the heroine

201

Tirumarukal

4-9

222

Tiru amattur

1-10

heroine

226

Tiruppuiampayam

1 - 10

tt

238

Tiruvarur

7

248

Tiruve&klitu

3-7

258

Tiruvojxiyur

1-10

w
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Tiruvalampuram

1-10

t?

foster-mother
heroine

foster-mother

foster-mother

heroine

n

companion of
the heroine
heroine
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*(c)

Cuntarar*s Tevaram

Hymns

Verses

Speaker
heroine

33

Kamakkatikalakiya ajikal

6

36

Tiruppainnlli

1-10

n

37

Tiruvarur

H
1
H
O

Pat «t?o»,

ft

k6

TirunakaikkSrS^am

3 & 4

none

91

Tiruvo^giyur

2 & 4

none

93

Tirunacaiyurc cittlccaram

5

none
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TABLE NO .2

ARRAKGEMEKT OF HYKKS CM THE BASIS OF THE PAU

(a)

The hynns of Campantar

First Tlrunmral
Pas

Serlal_No»

Total_Hoj_i^ _ h 2£ns

1.

Nattapaiai

1 - 22

22

4w«

Takkarakam

23 * 46

24

3.

Palantakkarakam

47 - 62

16

4.

Takkeci

63 - 74

12

5*

Kutinci

75 - 103

29

Viy5iakktt£inc i

104 - 128

25

7.

1!ekarikakkntinc 1

129 - 135

7

8*

YSlrausi

136

1
136

Second Tirunrarai
1.

Intalam

137^- 175 (1-39)

39

2.

Clkamaram

176 - 189 (4o -53)

14

3*

Kantaram

190 - 218 (34*82)

29

4,

Fiyantaik kantaram

219 - 232 (83-96)

14

5.

Ratakam

233 - 248 (97-112)

16

6«

Cewali

249 - 258 (113-122)

10
122
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Third Tirumural
Fag

mm— mM*

Serial No*

Total No* of hymns

1.

Kantara pancamam

259 - 282 (1-24)

24

2.

Kolli

285 - 299 (25-41)

17

3.

Kollikkawrasaa

300

if.

Kaucikaa

301-314 & 375 (43-56
& 117)

15

5.

Eaneaaaa

315 - 324 (57-66)

10

6.

Catari

325 - 357 (67-99)

33

7.

Palau pancuram

358 - 374 (100-116)

17

8.

Fucanlrmai

376 - 381 (118-123)

6

9.

Antalikku£inci

382 - 383 (124-125)

2

(42)

1

125
0>)

The hymns of Appar

Fourth Tirumugai
1.

Kolli

Pati* No.l
Tirunericai 22-79
Tiruviruttam 80-113

2*

Kantaram

2 - 7

6

3*

Piyantaik kantaram

8

1

4*

Catari

9

1

5*

Kantara pancamam

10 - 11

2

6*

Palantakkarakam

12-13

2

93
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Pag

Serial No*

Total No* of hymns

7#

Palam pancuram

14-15

2

8.

Intajam

16-18

3

9»

Cikamaram

19-20

2

21

1

10. Kuginci

113

Fifth Tlrmattgaf
All the hymns of this tlrumurai (114-213) are composed in
kurtmtokai and are traditionally song in the rSga ngdanimakriyl.

Sixth Tfrnnmral
All the hymns of this tlruamgai (214-512) are composed in
tact akam and are traditionally sung in the raga, harikgaboji.
(c)

The hymns of Cuntarar

SeTenth Tlrtmmgai
Pan
1.

Intalam

2*

Serial Wo«

Total No» of hymns

1-12

12

Takkarakas

13 * 16

4

3.

HaJtaraka*

17-30

14

4.

Kolli

31 - 37

7

5*

Kollik kauvaoan

38-46

9

6.

Palaa pancuram

47 - 53

7

7.

Takkeci

54 - 70

17

42 8

Pas

Serial Ho.

8.

Kantaram

71 - 75

9.

Piyantaik kantaram

76

Total No. of hymns
5

•

1
1

10. Kantara pancamam

77

11.

78

82

5

12. Pucaalrmai

83 - 85

3

13# Clkamaram

86 - 89

k

90

t*

Kiicinei

m

mm

93

15. Kaucikam

9h

1

16 . Centuruttl

95

1

17. Pancamam

96

mm

100

5

100
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THE POTtJPPATIKAf?KAX»« >THE COMMON HYMNS1

j

I

(*)

The common hymns of Campantar

Name

1*

Number

Tirunllakantap patikam

116

Tirumurai
I

First line
avvinaikkiviaai*******

This hymn is named after the refrain,
tirtmflakantam» of the verses of the hymn*

2*

175

Kgettirakkovai

11*39

arur tinalyampalam****

This hymn gives the names of the abodes of Siva
and therefore it is called Kgettirakkovai - names
of shrines strung together*
3*

221

Kolacupatikam

11*85

veyugutoli*»«»«««,,«»»

The verses of this hymn describe the dispelling of
the evil effects of the planets and therefore the
hymn is named kSIagupatikam»
«

4*

Fancakkarap patikam

280

111*22

tuncalum»**♦*♦**♦****♦
*,

1

The refrain of this hymn is anceluttu*
The
hymn is named ;pancakgara« the Sanskrit translation
of the Tamil anceluttu*
5*

Tafcit tiruvirukkukkucal

298

III*4o

kallanflal*****»•»*,*«

The verses of this hymn are composed as distiches
of two metrical lines and the subject matter is said
to be similar to that of the Sgveda*
Therefore the
hymn is named as t&ait tlruvirukkukkural (tafti +
tiru + Irukku + kujcal)*
6#

Namaccivayat tiruppatikam 307

111*49

katalaki********......

This hymn is named after the refrain, namaccivaya,
of the verses of the hymn*

Name

Humber

Tiruppacur&m

312

Tirtmmrai
111*54

First line
vajka antanar

This hymn is called pacuram in the
benedictory stanza*

(b)

The common hymns of Appar

CiYageaumocai

8

IV*8

ciTanenumScai ** ***

This hymn is named after the first phrase,
civanenuffloeai of its first verse*
Ankamalai

9

IV *9

talaiyi nlvanankly

This hymn describes the offering of the principal
members of the body as garlands to £iva and is
therefore named ankamSlai*
Namaccivayat tiruppatikam

11

IV*11

This hymn is referred to by the
in its last verse*
Tacapurapaa

14

IV*l4

corrunai ygtiyan**
name, namaccivaya

paruvarai yonru***

This hymn is so-called because each verse describes
one of the ten puraglc legends*
PSvanScap patikam

15

IV.15

nayrarrtreir*******

This hymn is named after the refrain pavanScam of
the last verse of the hymn*
Vitamtitrtta

patikam

18

XV*l8

onrukolgmavar ******

This hymn, according to PP, had the divine pover
of ridding the poison from the body of
Apputiyatik&l9s son, who died of a snake bite, and
therefore it is named vitamtirtta ttruppatikam*

431

Hares
7*

ITumber

nigaiata tirunericai

7^

Tirumugai
IV *7^

First line
mu11inai maaiyai********

The refrain of the verses of this hymn is
nlnainta nencan alakita ninaittavSge and therefore
is named nigainta tirunericai#
3*

Tagit tirunericai

75

IV*75

tontanen patta»«.

9#

Tagit tirunirie&i

7&

IV *76

marulava laaaattanSkl****

10* Tagit tirunericai

77

IV *77

katumpakal *..**♦...... .

.

These three hymns describe the personal divine
experience of the saint in a kind of poetry called
nerleai and therefor© they are named tanit tirunericai*
11* Kugainta tirunericai
12* Xugainta tirunericai

7#
79

I V *73

vearilSn**#........ .••••

XV.79

tammgnan kfippa**

.

The refrain of the verses of these two hymns Is
enceyvan tonginene. ’I have been born in this world
and 1 do not know what to d o 1 and therefore these
two hymns are named kugainta tirunericai*
(The saint
begs the lord for hie salvation*)
15* £ruyirt tiruviruttam

tk

IV.8^

ett&n ticaikku*.#*......

This hymn is named after the refrainf Sruyir* of
its verses# Viruttam is the metre used*
Ihm Pacupatlt tiruviruttam

110

IV *110

campalaip pCtei#*........

This hymn is named after the refrain* pacupati* of
its verses#
15* Caraklcagait tiruviruttam

111

XV*111

vitaiyma****************

This hymn i© named after on© of the recurring
phrases* carakkagai of the last line of it© verses*

4 32

Name

Number

Tirumugai

First line

16. Tagit tiruviruttam

112

17.112

velllk kulaittuui....

17# Tagit tiruviruttam

113

17.113

pavalat tatavarai....

In these two hymns* the saint describes
personal divine experience.

his

18 ♦ Tagit tirukkuguntokai

202

7*89

onru veupigai....... .

19* Tagit tirukkuguntokai

203

7.90

maciIvinaiyum........

20• Taglt tirukkuguntokai

20^

7.91

eyilanai♦

These hymns are named after the verse-form
kuguntokai* but the prefixes tani and tiru denote
respectively its individuality and its sanctity.
21* KSlapacat tirukkuguntokai

205

V.92

kantu kolla..........

This hymn 1b so-named because it deals with the
saintfs injunctions to the god of death not to
approach the Saiva devotees.
22. Magakkigpaneyegum
tirukkuguntokai

206

7*93

kacap,ai..............

This hyjin is named after the refrain magakkigpanS
of its verses.
23* TolagpSlateyegum
tirukkuguntokai

207

V.91*-

antattanai...........

This hymn is named after the refrain* tolagpalate
of its verses.
2*u Ilinkapuragat
tirukkuguntokai

208

V*95

pukkanaintu...

In the last verse* £iva appearing in the Llnkam
(ilinkate tongiga^S) is described and therefore the
hymn is named ilinkapurapat tirukkuguntokai.

.

433

Nag®

Number

25* Manattokait
tirukkuxunt okai

209

Tirumugai
¥.96

First line
poanullat tiral.....

The saint gives expression to the state of his
mind in each verse of this hymn and therefore it
is named ma&attokai.
26. Cittattokait
tirukkuxunt okai

210

V.97

cintippgr manattan..

The first verse of this hymn begins with the
phrasef cintippar manattin, *He dwells in the mind
of those who think of him* and thereby the hymn
is named cittattokal.
27* tJHat tirukkufcuntokai

zil

V .98

nlxalaittatgr.......

The hymn is named after the refrain* kantukontatea.
ullame, ’my mind has found him*.
2 8 . PEvanlcat tirukuxuntok&i 212

V.99

pgvamum paliparrara»

The first verse of this hymn describes the
destruction of the accumulated demerits attached
to the soul and therefore the hymn is named
pgyanSeam »
29* £tipurS$at
tirukkuxuntokai

215

V.100

veta nayakin

.

The superiority of Siva is depicted in this hymn
and therefore it is named Stipuranat
tirukkuguntokai*
30. Ksettirakkovai

283

VI.70 tlllaiccfffiampalam

The shrines of &iva are strung together in this
hymn and so it is named iks5ttirakk5vai.
51* Ataivuttirut taut akam

28*t

VI #71 poruppalli

The shrines of lira* which are the places of
surrender* are strung together in the verse-form
taut akam, in this hymn.
It is therefore named
ataivut tiruttautakam*

434

Name

Humber

32* Palavakait tiruttaatakaa

306

Tirumugai
¥1*93

First line
. nerntorutti*•*»*.*»**

Tach verse in this hymn describes Siva in relation
to a specific shrine.
It is therefore appropriately
named -palavakait tlrutt ant akam.
33* Niaga tirutt5at&k&®

307

VI #9**

irunilanSy*•♦*•♦*»»**

The refrain of the verses of this hymn is
ningavage >
3^-35* Tagit tiruttSptakam

308
309

VT 95
"96

......
appan nl
amayan tirttu*......

The saint describes his personal experience in the
verse-form tantakam*
Therefore the two hymns are
named tanifc tiruttautakam#
36. Vinavitait tiruttSnt&kam

310

V I *97

antankatanta****.**.»

The first five tantakam of this hymn are composed in
the form of questions and the last six are sung in
the form of answers*
Therefore it is named
vinavitait tantakam*
37* Nagumaggat t&nt&ka®

311

VI *98

namarkkum **......... .

This hymn is composed in the form of a refusal
in taptakam and is therefore named* marumarnat tSntakam

(0)
1*

Nattuttokai

The common hymns of Cuntarar
12

VII*12

vllak kalanal***

This hymn gives the natu in which the holy
places are situated and therefore it is named
nattttttokai.
2*

ItaiySru

31

VII.31

.

muntaiyur*******

The refrain of its verses is ureyta man itaiyagu
itairaarute and therefore this hymn is named
tiru itaiyagu*

Name
Namakkatikalakiya atikal

Number

Tirumugai

33

VII*33

First line
pagutankiya******«••*

This hymn is named after the refrain namakkatikajgkiya
atikal of its verses*
Tiruttontattokai

39

VII*39

tillaival antapar****

This hymn gives only the names and sometimes the
places of birth of the &aiva devotees* and therefore
it is named firuttoptattokai*
Kutippatukankai

44

VII.44

mutippatu kankai***»*

This hymn Id named after the first line of its first
verse• 1
Urttokal

47

VII*47

katturk katale********

This hymn describes the Lord in relation to his holy
places and therefore it is named urttokai*
Nampiyepga tiruppatikam

63

VII*63

mevvai muyTya**« ******

The word nampi is employed several times in each
verse*
Therefore this hymn is named nampi enra
tiruppatikam*
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